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stated with utmost candor in the Kerner
Report:
"This is our basic conclusion: Our nation
is moving toward two societies, one black,
one white--separa,te and unequal.
"Reaction to last summer's disorders has
quickened the movement and deepened the
division. Discrimination and segregation
have long permeated muoh of American life;
they now threaten the future of every
Americalll.
"The deepening racial division !s not in•
evitable. The movement apart can be re-

versed. Choice is still possible. Our principal
task is to define that choice and to press for
a nrutional resolution."
Forty-three men, both black and white,
prisoners and guards, died at Attica this
September.
Attica was emphatically not a racial confrontation so far as the rel&tion.ship of the
inmates with each other was concerned.
White prisoners were as deeply involved as
were blacks and Puerto Ricans. T.here was
unparalleled unity * • * the prisoners. But to
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the extent that a very large number of the
inmates were black, and most, certainly,
came from disadvantaged backgrounds, regardless of race or ethnic background, the
problems analyzed in the Kerner Report are
the ones which explain how these inmates
came to be in prison, and why their feeling of
utter frustration and degrading loss of human dignity erupted into the confrontation
which cost so many lives.
The lessons of the Kerner Report cannot
be ignored much longer.

SENATE-Monday, December 6, 1971
(Legislative day of Saturday, December 4, 1971)

The Senate met at 10 a.m., on the expiration of the recess, and was called to
order by the President pro tempore (Mr.
ELLENDER).
PRAYER
The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward
L. R. Elson, D.D., offered the following
prayer:
0 Thou King of Kings and Lord of
Lords, our Creator and our Judge, we
thank Thee for the season of great expectation and for Thy first advent. Keep
us ready in our worship and our work for
any sudden divine appearance when Thou
shalt come to judge the world. 0 Lord
make us strong but gentle, thorough in
discipline but gracious in bearing, resolute in purpose, impatient with evil, and
merciful toward all people. Keep alive the
radiant hope when all men shall seek first
the kingdom of God and His righteousness. Amen.
THE JOURNAL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Journal of
the proceedings of Saturday, December 4,
1971, be approved.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING
SENATE SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that all committees
be authorized to meet during the session
of the Senate today.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate go
into executive session to consider nominations under the Department of the
Treasury, as reported to the Senate last
Friday. They hav.e evidently been cleared
all the way around. There is no "hold"
on them, so I call them up.
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to the consideration of executive business.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
nominations on the Executive Calendar,
under the Department of the Treasury,
will be stated.
The second assistant legislative clerk
read the nomination of Romana Acosta

Banuelos, of California, to be Treasurer
of the United States.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the nomination is considered and confirmed.
The second assistant legislative clerk
read the nomination of Edgar R. Fiedler,
of New York, to be an Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the nomination is considered and confirmed; and, without objection, the President will be immediately notified of the confirmation of these
two nominations.
LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
move that the Senate resume the consideration of legislative business.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Senate resumed the consideration of
legislative business.
WEATHER MODIFICATION
REPORTING
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Calendar
No. 519, H.R. 6893.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
bill will be stated by title.
The assistant legislative clerk read as
follows:
H.R. 6893, to provide for the reporting of
weather modification activities to the Federal Government.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there
objection to the present consideration of
the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to the consideration of the
bill, which had been reported from the
Committee on Commerce with amendments on page 1, line 10, after the word
"nonprofit", strike out "which" and insert "who"; in the same line, after the
word "is", strike out "not"; on page 2,
line 1, after the word "activities", insert "except where acting solely"; in line
3, after the word "any", strike out "intentional, artificially produced change"
and insert "activity performed with
the intention of producing artificial
changes"; at the top of page 3, insert:
(c) In carrying out the provisions of this
section, the Secretary shall not disclose any
information referred to in section 1905 of
title 18, United States Code, and is otherwise
unavailable to the public, except that such
information shall be disclosed-

( 1) to other Federal Government departments, agencies, and officials for official use
upon request;
{2) in any judicial proceeding under a
court order formulated to preserve the confidentiality of such information without impairing the proceeding; and
{3) to the public if necessary to protect
their health and safety.

And, at the beginning of line 14, insert
"whose a:ctivities relate ·t o weather modification".
The amendments were agreed to.
The amendments were ordered to be
engrossed and the 'bill to be read a third
time.
The bill was read the third time, and
passed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD an excerpt from the report (No.
92...:537), explaining the purposes of the
measure.
There being no ·o bjection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as foUows:
PURPOSE

The purpose of the legislation ~s to 'l."equi·r e
all 'persons engaged in nonfederally sponsored
weather modification activities in the United
States to rep·o rt those activities to the Secretary of Commerce.
BACKGROUND AND NEED

Field experiments in scientific weather
modification were first attempted in 1946.
During the past 25 years basic rese&rch in the
field has brought scientific weather modification to an operational state in tihe areas o!
precipitation augmentation and ·s upercooled
fog dispel\Sal. The areas of destructive st-on;n
modification, hail and lightning suppression,
warm fog dispersal, and more accurate weather prediction methods •ha-ve also progressed
dramatically.
"!n 1958 the National Science Foundation
was given the authority ·b y Public LBIW 85510 to require per-sons engaging in weather
modification activ-Ities to report such activities. They were also given the responsibility
to set up a pro.:,~am O!f research and evaluation in weather modification S~nd make annual reports on their findings to the Congress
and 'the President. Ten years later in 1968,
Congress enacted Public Law 9o-407, which
repealed the powers o'f the National Science
Foundation to require persons to report all
weather modification activities. Since ·t hen,
no other Federal department or agency has
been given that a,uthority.
At present there exists no central information source to provide a complete picture of
the " state of the art" in weather modification. Since the expertise in this field, like so
many scientific endeavors, is created through
an eclectic process, a central lnformatl'on
source to which all scientirsts and environmenta.:Hsts can refer to i-n order (1) to compare their results :aga.inst those of others,
{2) to prevent UJllnecessary duplication of re-
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search, (3) to check undesirable atmospheric fication activities on their own behalf and
changes against record<S of weat her modifica- on behalf of the Government. Insertion of
tion activities, and (4) to prevent territorial the word "solely" limits exceptions from the
overlapping of wea t her modificat ion opera- reporting requirements to Federal departtions, is necessary. Enactment of H.R. 6893 ments, agen cies, employees, and those conwould help solve these problems 'by allowing tractors whose sole weather modification acthe Department o[ Commerce to keep records tivity is on behalf of the Federal Government.
The second committee amendment redeof all weather modification activities in the
fines "weather modification," to mean any
United States.
Thi..s legislation in no way attempts to con- activity performed with the intention of protrol or regulate any weather modification ac- ducing artificial changes in the composition,
tivities on a Federal or State level. The regu- behavior, or dynamics of the atmosphere. As
lation of weather modification activities is, amended the definition excludes inadvertent
at present, in the h'ands of S tate and local weather modification, such as might result
jurisdictions. At present, only the State of from discharge of particle-laden smoke from
Ma.ryland prohibits any form of weather a factory chixnney.
Section 2 requires any person engaging or
modification activities and 28 other States
have statutes concerning reporting and li- attempting to engage in weather modification activities in the United States to subc·e nsing thereof.
The main concern of this legislation is to mit reports prescribed by the Secretary of
create an information-gathering mechanism. Commerce. The third committee amendment
Such an information source will also provide would permit the Secre!tary to require remeans for assisting in the administration ports during, as well as before and after
weather modification activities. In some cases
and enforcement of State statutes.
At present, with no reporting requirement weather modification activities may extend
in existence, it is possible that large sums over a prolonged period. To insure adequate
of money are being expended on research that reporting, it is desirable to permit the Secrecould produce far more accurate results if tary to require reports during such prodata. were more easily accessible on other re- longed periods of weather modification activsearch projects that may possibly be terri- ity. Only departments and agencies of the
torially convergent. To develop a capacity to United States, and their contractors, would
modify atmospheric conditions successfully not be subject to the reporting requirements
it is imperative that long-range "mapping" of this act. However, such departments, agenof those conditions, as well as development of cies, and contractors would be required to
new theories of air quality, be done. For a detail their weather modification activities
scientist to predict his results accurately he and evaluate the environmental impact of
must be able to include all of the variables those activities pursuant to section 102 of the
in his equations. While many of those vari- National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
ables remain unknown, his percentage of er- (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.).
Under section 3 the Secretary is required
ror remains large. If we are to establish guidelines eventually for environmental protec- to keep records of weather modification action and damage control in weather modi- tivities in the United States, and periodically
fication, we must now construct an 'a rchive to to publish summaries of them. The Secretary
record those variables as they are discovered. is also required to make all reports, docuThe United States, 'a s the most advanced ments, and other information he receives untechnological country in the history of the der this act available to the public to the
world, is beginning to realize the dire need fullest practicable extent.
The fourth committee amendment adds a
to facilitate some form of social management of its technology. As scientific exper- new subsection (c) to section 3 and provides
specifically
how reports, documents, and
tise and operational capabilities grow in the
field of weather modification we must de- other information received by the Secretary
velop responsible, and yet not unduly repres- will be made available to the public "to the
sive, pubUc policies thereto. An accurate and fullest practicable extent" as required in
complete data bank in this field is an essen- section 3 (b) . The subsection relates to trade
tial element in the construction of such pol- secrets and other proprietary information,
and is intended to clarify and protect the
icy.
legitimate rights of owners of such informaLEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
Recognizing the need to require reporting tion and to provide for full use of such maof weather modification activities to the Fed- terial within the Federal Government. The
eral Government, Senator Magnuson intro- subsection provides that such information
duced S. 1258, the companion bill of H.R. shall be disclosed ( 1) to other Federal Gov6893 , on March 16, 1971, at the request of the ernment departments, agencies, and officials
Department of Commerce. The bill was re- for official use upon request; (2) in any
ferred to the Committee on Commerce. No judicial proceeding under a court order foraction was taken on S. 1258 while awaiting mulated to preserve the confidentiality of
hearings, debate, and passa.ge of the com- such information without impairing the propanion bill in the House or Representatives. ceedings; and (3) to the public if necessary
After the House passed H .R. 6893, the com- to protect their health and safety.
Section 4 defines the processes the Secremittee held no hearings, but discussed the
bill in two executive sessions of the full com- tary may use to obtain information on
weather
modification activities. The fifth and
mittee. The committee ordered the bill reported :favorably, with amendments, on No- final committee amendment applies the provember 23, 1971. Most of these amendments visions of the section to any person whose
were suggested by the General Counsel of activities relate to weather modification. Unthe Department of Commerce in his letter of der this amendment the Secretary would
November 12, 1971, a copy of which appears have access, as necessary, to the records of
persons who are collaterally involved in
hereafter under "Departmental Reports."
weather modification, such as suppliers of
COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS AND SECTION-BY-SECequipment and chemicals to a weather modiTION ANALYSIS
fier. On the other hand, it would place
The first unnumbered section defines the bounds on the power of the Secretary by
terms "Secretary" (which means the Secre- requiring that there be some reasonable relatary of Commerce), "person," "weather mod- tionship between the records and weather
ification," and "United States."
modification activities.
The first committee amendment redefined
Section 5 sets a maximum fine of $10,000
the term "person" to clarify that the only for knowing and willful violation of section
people excepted from the reporting require- 2 of any rule issued under the act.
ments of the act are those "acting solely
Section 6 authorizes $150,000 to be approas an employee, agent, or independent con- priated for the fiscal year ending June 30,
tractor of the Federal Government." As orig- 1972, and $200,000 each for the fiscal years
inally defined the term excepted those who ending June 30, 1973, and Jun e 30, 1974, to
are concurrently engaged in weather modi- carry out the provisions of the act.

ESTIMATED COST OF THE LEGISLATION

In accordance with section 252 (a) of the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-510), the committee estimates
that the cost of H.R. 6893 to be $150,000 for
fiscal year 1972 and $200,000 each for fiscal
years 1973 and 1974. Cost estimates are not
made for succeeding fiscal years since the
appropriation authorization terminates after
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974.
The committee is not aware of any estimates of costs made by any Federal agency
which are different from those made by the
committee.

WAIVER OF THE CALL OF THE
CALENDAR

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the call of the
legislative calendar, under rule VIII be
dispensed with as it applies to ~ob
jected-to measures.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
THE INDIA-PAKISTAN WAR
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the war between India and Pakistan is deplorable. I
have twice on the floor of the Senate
urged Senators to maintain strict neutrality. I repeat that. We ru-e, of course
disappointed in the veto in the United
Nations, in view of the large number of
members of the Security Conncil who obviously wanted to do what they could to
bring a restoration of peaceful relationships.
Our economic program in that area 1s
being reviewed, although, of course, this
does not apply to our humanitarian efforts, whioh are greater than all the efforts of other nations combined.
The important thing for 1a ll of us to
remember, I think, is not to take sides
not to involve this controversy in legis~
lative debate, and to hope that within
or without the United Nations ways to
p~ace can be explored and, hopefully,
discovered.
So I again repeat my hope that the
United States will not become involved in
South Asia and in this nnfortunate conflict, that it will be remembered that our
services as a peacemaker are always
available, and that the best chance for
peace lies through the collective action
of many nations.
.Mr.. MANSFIELD. If the distinguished
mmonty leader will yield, just for the
purpose of saying that I concur completely with what he has said and I compliment him for his initiative.
Mr . SCO'IT. I thank the distinguished
majority leader.
TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
MORNING BUSINESS
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under
the previous order, there will now be a
period for the transaction of routine
morning business, not to exceed 30 minu t es, with statements therein limited to 3
minutes.
Is there morning business?
The Senator from Maryland is recognized.
(The remarks of :Mr. BEALL when he
introduced Senate Joint Resolution 181
are printed in the RECORD under State-
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ments on Introduced Bills and Joint R.esolutionsJ
NOTICE OF PHOTOGRAPH TO BE
TAKEN OF THE SENATE IN SESSION ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1971, AT 3 P.M.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, for the
benefit of all Senators, at 3 p.m. on
Thursday next, December 9, a photograph will be taken of the Senate Chamber, with the Senators in attendance at
that time.
It is hoped that Senators will make
their plans accordingly in order to be
present for this photograph.
I make this statement at this time on
the record so that all Senators may be
duly apprised and may proceed accordingly.
I thank the Chair.

(The remarks of Mr. CURTIS when he
submitted Senate Resolution 208 are
printed in the RECORD under Submission
of a Senate Resolution.>

THE CALENDAR
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate tum
to the consideration of calendar order
Nos. 518, 520, 522, and 524.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AUTHORIZATION FOR RESTORATION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND
EXHffiiTION OF THE GUNBOAT
"CAffiO"
The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill <S. 1475) to authorize the Secretary
THE U.N. SECURITY COUNCn.. VETO of the Interior to provide for the restoBY THE SOVIET UNION
ration, reconstruction, and exhibition of
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres- the gunboat Cairo, and for other purident, last Wednesday, December 1, I ex- poses which had been reported from the
pressed apprehension that the India- Committee on Interior and Insular AfPakistan quarrel seemed to be headed in fairs with an amendment. On page 2, at
the direction of all-out war, and I called the beginning of line 10, strike out "such
for positive action by the United Nations sums as may be necessary" and insert
to avert what promised to be a bloodbath. "$2,481,000"; so as to make the bill read:
Be it enacted by the Senate a.nd House of
Though reports from India and Paki- Representatives
of the United States of
stan are still conflicting, it seems certain America.
in Congress assembled, That in orthat my worst fears have been realized der to preserve an object having national
and caution on both sides has been significance a.s part of the history of the CivU
thrown to the winds. According to radio War, for the benefit a.nd inspiration of the
reports this morning, the Government people of the United States, the Secretary of
of India has officially recognized the Ban- the Interior (hereinafter referred to a.s the
gia Desh as the government of East Paki- "Secretary") shall, in such manner a.s he
stan-a move certain to infuriate the deems advisable, utilize the authorities conPakistanis and add fuel to the fires of tained in the Act of August 21, 1935 ( 49 Stat.
666) to provide for the restoration, a.nd rewar.
construction of the gunboat "Cairo," forThe attempt last night by the Security merly
of the Union Navy, sunk in action in
Council of the United Nations to adopt the Yazoo River, Mississippi, a.nd for its ex·a resolution calling for a cease-fire was hibition a.t the Vicksburg National Military
vetoed by the Soviet Union. While it is Park.
SEc. 2. At such time a.s the restoration a.nd
by no means certain that India and Bakistan would have heeded such a resolution, reconstruction of the "Cairo" shall have been
it seems to me unforgivable and repre- completed, a.nd it has been located within
boundaries of the Vicksburg National
hensible that the Soviet Union should the
Park, the "Cairo" shall be adminisuse the veto to ruin whatever chance Mllitary
tered in accordance with a.ll laws, rules, a.nd
there was of ending the hostilities.
regulations applicable to such park.
I can only express the hope, Mr. PresSEc. 3. There a.re hereby authorized to be
ident, that this negative action by the appropriated $2,481,000 to carry out the purRussians will be regarded by the world poses of this Act.
body as the obstructionism that it is and
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I rise to
that further efforts will be made to persuade India and Pakistan to stop the urge passage of S. 1475 which authorizes
bloodletting and settle their differences the Secretary of the Interior to provide
for the restoration, reconstruction and
by intelligent negotiation.
exhibition of the gun boat Cairo. This will
enable the display of a famous U.S. Navy
QUORUM CALL
vessel which has a colorful and remarkMr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi- able history. It authorizes the expendident, I suggest the absence of a quorum. ture of $2,481,000 to restore the ship
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk and to construct a building to house certain artifacts taken from it.
will call the roll.
The Union gunboat Cairo was sunk by
The second assistant legislative clerk
naval
torpedoes in the Yazoo River,
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I ask Miss., during the siege of Vicksburg in
unanimous consent that the order for 1862. It sank quickly-with its cargo,
weapons, equipment, and fittings almost
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without intact. It was covered deeply by silt, and
for over 100 years was preserved with
objection, it is so ordered.
(The remarks of Mr. SPONG when he remarkably little deterioration. It was
introduced S. 2952 are printed .i n the raised during the period 1960 'to 1963,
RECORD under Statements on Introduced with money contributed privately by
interested individuals together with
Bills and Joint Resolutions.)
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county and State funds. It is now at the
shipyard at Pascagoula, where intensive
care is necessary to prevent deterioration pr'ior to restoration.
The Department of the Interior has
looked carefully at the gunboat, and
concludes that it is restorable, and would
be a very valuable adjunct to the National Military Park at Vicksburg, as a
naval museum. It is estimated that visitation to the Cairo would be heavy, and
that the income to the Federal Treasury
from additional admission fees would
be applied toward amortizing the initial
investment as well as covering operating
costs.
This historic vessel, with its many
artifacts, will be a unique exhibit of
great historic value. The vast numbers
of Americans, from all areas of our
country, who visit it in the years to come
will have a highly interesting and educational experience in viewing this chapter from our Nation's past.
Mr. President, I am informed by persons expert in th1s field that the gunboat
Cairo and its artifacts constitute new
source material to such a degree that
they will be essential references for
s·t udents and historians working in the
fields of naval history, naval architecture, and the history of the War Between
the States.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an excerpt from the report
<No. 92-533), explaining the purposes of
the measure.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed ~n the RECORD,
as follows:
PURPOSE

To display, for the benefit amd education
of the visilting public, a restoration of the
original gunboat, using a.s much of the original wood a,nd metal as possible, a.nd certain
significant ar.tifacts recovered in the salvage
operation. The gunboat a.nd artifacts wm
be displayed in a. visitor-center type construction near the Nwtional Cemetery in
Vicksburg National M1llta.ry Park, on the
Park's one-wa.y tour route, a,.lmost within
sight of the spot from which Lt was recovered. The building would contain, in addition to the display room, storage space
to house a.nd protect the extensive and valuable collection of artifacts salvaged with the
vessel, a.n omce for the curator a.nd interpretive staff, rest rooms far the public, a.nd
a small auditorium for presentation of a
short motion picture relalting the Cairo to
the wa.r on the Mississippi and to Vicksburg,
a.s well as such other areas as Shiloh a.nd
Fort Donelson.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

One month before Virginia. and Monitor
were commissioned, a.nd seven weeks before
they fought their epic battle in Immpton
Roads, the first seven ironclads built in the
Western Hemisphere were commissioned at
Cairo, lllinots. They were the "city class"
gunboats, one of which wa.s the Cairo. On
February 6, 1862, five weeks before the Hampton Roads battle, they proved their worth
by bombarding the Confederate stronghold
of Fort Henry into surrender.
In the following months, rthe MisS'issl.ppi
Squa:drO'll, of which these ironclads were
the core, cooperated closely with General
Grant's army a.t Fort Donelson, Shiloh, and
in the Vicksburg Campaign. The object of
these campaigns wa.s to regain coilltrol of the
lower Mississippi a.nd split the Confederacy.
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Cairo IW1ld her sister ships, along with other
vessels of the Mississippi Squadron, insured
the success of General Grant'S campaign.
Without them, Granrt; would have been unable to supply his al'Illy as it knifed through
the Confederacy, and hammered Bit Vicksburg.
The manner by which Cairo was sent to the
bottom of the Yazoo helps to illustrate Winston Church1ll's statement that the Civil
War was the first modern war. Many technological innovations were introduced in the
Civil War, and two of the more important of
these were involved in the Cairo story-the
ironclad warship and the submarine mine or
torpedo, as it was called in the 1860s. On
December 12, 1862, Cairo became the ftrst
warship in history to be sunk by mines.
For 93 years the Cairo lay buried in the
mud of the Yazoo River. Then in 1956, after
sever-al previous efforts had failed, the boat
was located, and thereafter raised. Not only
was the sinking itself an event of historic
significance, but the degree of preservation
of the boat, and the artifacts and relics
aboard it have afforded an outstanding opportunity for the study and presentation of
naval history and practices. No other armored gunboat survives to illustrate the exact design and construction of this important
innovation in naval warfare, and documentation is both incomplete and inaccurate.
The boat was raised through the efforts of
the State of Mississippi, the City of Vicksburg and Warren County. Initially, it was
believed that the boat could be restored and
displayed at Vicksburg. However, fac111ties
were unsuitable for such an undertaking
and, in 1965, the remains of the boat were
shipped to the yards of the Ingalls Shipbuilding Corporation, Pascagoula, Mississippi.
Since that time, the State of Mississippi has
been paying for storage and continuing preservation costs. Pursuant to a 1965 agreement
with the Warren County Board of Supervisors, the National Park Service has had
custody of the artifacts, some of which are
at Vicksburg National Mllitary Park, and
some of which &re at the museum facility
at Springfield, Virginia. In 1966, the State,
which had obtained title to the boat from
the Treasury Department, determined that
it had neither funds nor facilities to effect
the restomtion, and there&fter offered it to
the United States.
NEED

Cairo is the only one of the ftrst seven iron-

clads which is still in existence.
"The . . . gunboat . . . , and the objects
recovered with it, comprise a unique document for the study and presentation of naval
history and practices. No other armored gunboat surVives to illustrate the exact design
and construction of this important innovation in nav&l warfare, and the written and
pictorial documentation is both incomplete
and inaccurate. The artifacts found &board
the boat offer for the first time the opportunity to visualize and comprehend in depth
the activities and practices aboard a commissioned vessel of the period. Some of these
objects are well known and immediately recognizable to students because similar pieces
have survived from other sources. Other objects can be recognized because their existence was known from documentary
sources even though no actual specimens had
been found prior to the recovery of those
aboard the Cairo.
COSTS

The Senate Subcommittee on Parks and
Recreation took the position that a. full-size
replica of the gunboat "Dalro" would be the
most desirable and practical manner in
which to display this spectacular Civil War
memorial. Their reasoning was that a controlled atmosphere building to house the vessel was too expensive. Also they felt that
such a restoration would be vulnerable to
both time and usage.
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A replica of the boat on the other hand, assist in the operation and maintenance of
constructed mainly of new timbers and the college. The latter sum may not exceed
using as much of the old material as prac- the average amount of the per capita contritical, would be much more durable. It is con- bution made by the Federal Government to
ceivable that the vessel could be situated on the education of Indian students at federally
dry land or in the nearby river.
operated institutions of the same type.
The Navajo Oommunity College is the first
The exhi·b it structure would be considerably reduced in size, with the temperature college established on an Indian reservation,
and humidity control requirements much and it is the only college estBiblished and opless exacting. This smaller bUilding would be erated by an Indian tribe.
The college has been in operation since
for interpretation, display, and storage of
January 1969. It is presently using available
artifacts and for visitor facilities.
It is estimated that this lesser scope space in the Many Farms High School buildstructure would cost approximately $300,000. ing, which is a Federal school located on the
Therefore, a breakdown of the estimated cost reservation. Construction of th e college
buildings has begun, however, and construcfor this proposal is as follows:
tion will be undertaken in three stages as
Roads and trails:
funds
are available.
Entrance drive, parking for
The total estimated cost of construction,
100 cars, and walks________ $200, 000
and the anticipated sources of funds, are as
Ship .approach route to landfollows:
berthing site, grade and repair existing road ________ _
60,000 Housing and Urban Development
($2,600,000 presently commitBuildings, utilities, and miscellaneous:
ted) ------------------------ $5,500,000
Bureau of Indian Affadrs_______ 5, 500, 000
Water, sewer, power and tele81,000 Navajo Tribe ___________________ 1,000,000
phone -------------------Economic Development AdminStructure for interpretation,
exhibits, artifacts storage
istration -------------------- 3, 000, 000
and visitor facilities_______
300, 000 Industry and individuals ($700,000 presently committed)____ 1, 000, 000
Construction of full-size replica of ship ______________ _ 1,500,000 Foundations ($280,000 presently
Interpretive exhibits ____ ___ -_
120, 000
committed) ----------------- 1,000,000
Security fencing ___________ _
40,000
Dredging for landing of ship __
130, 000
Total --------------------- 17,000,000
Planting and grounds imThe annual cost of operation will vary with
130,000 the
provements -------------number of students that are enrolled.
The tribe has asked the Bureau of Indian
Grand totaL-------------- 2, 481, 000 Affairs to contribute $1,200,000 based on an
The
estimated
annual
maintenance enrollment of 400 students, and $3,360,000
ranges from a low of $85,000 to a high of based on an enrollment of 1,500 students.
Both of these figures are within the formula
$100,000.
adopted by the committee. The average per
AMENDMENT
The final cost figure arrived at in the bill capita cost for Indian students attending
($2,481,000) was the result of discussions three schools of higher learning that are
and d·eliberations on the part of the Com- operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
mittee and representatives of the National $3,700.
The Office of Economic Opportunity conPark Service. Again, the Committee concluded that the original figure of $4,490,000, tributed the major portion of the funds
including over $2 million for the exhibit used for the operation of the college to the
present time. The grants totaled $2,292,899,
storage building, was excessive.
and they were made as a part of a demonstraThe amendment was agreed to.
tion and research program. The OEO's evalThe bill was ordered to be engrossed uation is that the demonstration was a sucfor a third reading, read the third time, cess, that the college is functioning, and
that it should be continued on a permaand passed.
nent basis.
The Navajo Community College is difi'erent
NAVAJO COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACT from the ordinary community college. It is
tailored to meet the unique needs of the
The bill <H.R. 5068) to authorize Navajo people, adults as wen as children.
grants for the Navajo Community Col- The student body includes people of all ages,
lege, and for other purposes was con- and the curriculum includes academic, vocational, and adult education subjects. The
sidered, ordered to a third reading, read college
is intended to supplement, and not
the third time, and passed.
be a substitute for, other college opportuMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask nities. Some students may prefer to attend
unanimous consent to have printed in the off-reservation colleges. Some of them may
RECORD an excerpt from the report <No. prefer to start at the community college and
92-548) • explaining the purposes of the continue elsewhere. Others will not wish to
leave the reservation and will want an edumeasure.
There being no objection, the excerpt cation fitted to their reservation way of life.
Enactment of the bill bill involve the apwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, propriation
of $5,500,000 for construction
as follows:
money in fiscal years 1973 and 1974; and the
PURPOSE
appropriation of annual sums for the operaThe purpose of H.R. 5068 is to authorize tion of the college that would not exceed
a Federal financial contribution to the con- $5,500,000 per year on the basis of present cost
struction and operation of the Navajo figures. For purposes of comparison, it
Community College, which is a college es- should be noted that in connection with
tablished and operated by the Navajo Tribe. the elementary and secondary educational
The Committee also considered a similar bill, programs on the Navajo Reservation the FedS. 2250, introduced by Senators Anderson, eral Government has spent more than $117,Fannin, Goldwater and Montoya..
500,000 for construction during the past 10
years, and the current operation expense is
EXPLANATION
more
than $53 million per year. The proThe bill as amended by the committee
expenditures for the Navajo Commuauthorizes :the appropriation of $5.5 mlllion posed
as a grant to the Na¥ajo Tribe to assist the nity College are modest in comparison.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION
tribe in the construction of the college. The
bill also authorizes the appropriation of an
The Committee on Interior and Insular Afannual sum as a grant to the Navajo Tribe to fairs recommend that the bill be enacted.
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CERTAIN FEDERALLY OWNED LANDS
HELD BY THE UNITED STATES IN
TRUST FOR THE PAIUTE-SHOSHONE TRIBE OF THE FALLON
RESERVATION AND FALLON COLONY, NEVADA
The bill (S. 1115) to declare that certain federally owned lands are held by
the United States in trust for the PaiuteShoshone Tribe of the Fallon Reservation and Fallon Colony, Nevada, was considered, ordered to be engrossed for a
third reading, read the third time, and
passed, as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That all t he

right, title, and interest of the United States
in land described as the south half northwes t
quarter northwest quarter and the southwest
quarter northwest quarter section 29, township 19 north, range 29 east, Mount Diablo
meridian, Nevada, is hereby declared to be
held by the United States in .t rust for the
Paiute-Shoshone Tribe of the Fallon Reservation and Fallon Colony, Nev·ada., subject t o
the right of the United States 't o use, without compensation, for so long as necessary, as
determined by the Secretary of the Int erior,
four acres, more or less, of such land for
irrigation canal purposes.
SEc. 2. The Indian Claims Commission is
directed to determine in accordance with the
provisions of section 2 of the Act of August
13, 1946 (60 Stat. 1050). the extent of which
the value of the beneficial interest conveyed
by this Act should or should not be set off
against any claim against the United States
determined by the Commission.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an excerpt from the report
<No. 92-541), explaining the purposes of
the measure.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PURPOSE

The bill proVides that two tracts of public
domain land Will be held in trust for the
Pa.iute-Shoshone Tribe of the Fallon Reservation and Fallon Colony, Nev., subject to
the right of the United States to use, Without
compensation, for so long as necessary, as
determined by ·t he Secretary of the Interior,
4 acres for 1rrlgation oanaJ. purposes. It further proVides that the Ind1an Claims Commission will determine the extent to which
the value of the trust title conveyed should
or should not be set off agains,t any claim
against the United States Government determined by the Commission.
One tract of this land contains 40 acres
and the other 20 acres. The Fallon Colony is
involved in certain improvement projects,
and this legislation Will provide a land base
that Will enable the Indians to pa.rticipate
in a much-needed Mutual-Help Housing
program.
BACKGROUND

This land has been the home of these Indians for more than 50 years. The 40-acre
traot was eliminated from a Reclamation
withdrawal and reserved on August 23, 1971,
for the benefit of the Indians who at the
time were occupying part of t.he tra.c:t a.nd
were ea.rning their livelihood in and around
the town ot Fallon, Nevada. Subsequenrtly,
some of the Indians by mistake constructed
their homes on the 20-acre tract described
in the blll W'hich is con tlguous to the north
boundary of the 40-acre parcel. This 20-acre
tract was withdrawn from furt.her entry on
March 14, 1958, in aid of legislation. These
two parcels comprise the Fallon Colony.

The Indians are mostly Paiute an'd a few
Shoshone. Some 12 miles to the west another
group of Indians llve on their allotments on
the Fallon Reservation. They, together with
the colony Indians, have organized a..n.d have
a. common construction a.nld byla.ws. They are
known as the Paiute-Shoshone Tribe of the
Fallon Reservation and Colony.
The FallO!ll Colony is an established communi.t.y of 45 Indians. These Indians have
brought electricity and water to thedr settlement at their own expense.
There are 16 homes located on approximately 25 acres of the 40-acre tract. Eleven
acres me under subjugrution with water
deliveries from the Truckee-OM"Son Irrtgation
Project. This parcel is under lease to a member of t he Fallon Reservation. Approximately,
4 acres are in the Truckee-Carson Irriga.tion
Dist rict 's irrigation canal that bisects the
proper ty. There are 11 homes on the 20-acre
parcel.
The 28 buildings located on the propertty
are classified from good to poor wirth a value
of $85,000. Most of 't hese buildings have been
constructed and are maintained by the Indians at their own expense. The land described in the proposal has a current m&ket
value of $31,000.
About 90 percelllt of the Indians of the
Colony earn their livelihood working in and
around the town of Fallon; therefore, if they
were required to move, in order to take advantage of the Mutual Help Housing program, it would mean a considerable hardship
to them. There appears to be no use for this
property that would surpass the Indians'
need for it, nor is t here any other property
available for their housing program.
Even though there is some tribal land
remaining on the Fallon Reservation, all of
the good land has been allotted and tihat
remaining would not be desirable for a housing projeot.
NEED

The Indians of the Fallon Colony have an
application before t he Housing Assistance
Administ ra-tion for 40 units of Mutual-Help
Housing. Up to this time, six new concrete
block houses, t wo mobile homes, and an addit ion to the church building have been completed. A necessary prerequisite to this housing program is that the Indians have vested
property l"\igh1Js in the land, which will be
a ccomplished b y t his legisJ.aJtion.
COST

No addit ional expenditure of Federal funds
w ill result from the enactment of S. 1115.

THE SALE AND EXCHANGE OF CERTAIN LANDS ON THE COEUR
D'ALENE INDIAN RESERVATION
The bill <S. 345) to authorize the sale
and exchange of certain lands on the
Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation , and
for other purposes was considered, ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, read the third time, and passed, as
follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That for the

purpose of effecting consolidations of land
situated within the Coeur d'Alene Indian
Reservation in the State of Idaho into the
ownership of the Coeur d'Alene Tribe and its
individual members and for the purpose of
attaining and preserving an economic land
use for Indian use, alleviating problems of
Indian heirship and assisting in the productive leasing, disposition, and other use of
tribal and individually allotted lands on the
Coeur d'Alene Reservation, the Secretary of
the Interior is aut horized in his discretion
to:
(1) Sell or approve sales of any tribal trust
lands, any interest therein, or improvement.s
thereon.
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(2 ) Exchange any tribal trust lands, including interests therein or improvements
thereon, for any lands or interests in lands
situated within such reservation.
SEc. 2. The acquisition, sale, and exchange of lands for the Coeur d'Alene Tribe
pursuant to this Act shall be upon request of
the business council of the Coeur d'Alene
Tribe, evidenced by a resolution adopted in
accordance with the constt.tution and bylaws
of the tribe, and shall be in accordance With
a consolidation plan approved by the Secreapproved by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEc. 3. Any moneys or credits received by
the Coeur d'Alene Tribe in the sale of lands
shall be used for the purchase of other lands,
or for such other purpose as may be consistent wLth the land consolidation program,
approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
SEc. 4. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to sell and exchange individual
Indian trust lands or interests :therein on
the Coeur d'Alene Reservation held in multiple ownership to the Coeur d'Alene Tribe,
to any member thereof, or to any other Indian having an interest in the land involved,
if the sale or exchange is authorized in writing by owners of at least a majority of the
trust interests in such lands; except that no
greater percentage of approval of such trust
interests shall be required under this Act
than is any other statute of general application approved by Congress.
SEc. 5. Title to any lands, or any interests
therein, acquired pursuant to this Act shall
be taken in the name of the United States
of America in trust for the Coeur d'Alene
Tribe or individual Indians and shall be
subject to the same laws relating to other
Indian trust lands on the Coeur d'Alene Reservation.
SEc. 6. The business council of the Coeur
d'Alene Tribe may encumber any tribal land
by a mortgage or deed of trust, With the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and
such land shall be subject to foreclosure or
sale pursuant .t o the ;terms of such a mortgage or deed or trust in accordance with the
laws of the State of Idaho. The United States
shall be an indispensable party to any such
proceedings With the right of removal of the
cause .t o the UnLted States district court for
the district in which the land is located,
folloWing the procedure in section 1446· of
title 28, United States Code: Provided, That
the United States shall have the right to appeal from any order of remand in the case.
SEc. 7. The second sentence of section 1
of the Act of August 9, 1955 (69 Stat. 539 ),
as amended (25 U.S.C. 415), is further
amended by inserting immediately after "the
Fort Mojave Reservation", the words "the
Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation,".

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD an excerpt from the report
(No. 92-539), explaining the purposes
of the measure.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
PURPOSE

The blll authorizes the Secretary o! the
Interior to approve the sale, exchange, or
encumbrance of tribal lands and to sell or
exchange individually owned trust lands or
interests therein held in multiple ownership
to other Indians if the sale or exchange is
authorized by the owners of at least a majorit y of the interest in such lands. It would
also provide authority for long term leasing
o! trust lands up to 99 years.
NEED

The Coeur d'Alene Reservation, located in
the northwestern part of Idaho and Benewah
and Kootenai Counties, originally consisted
of approximately 345,000 acres of tribal land.
In 1909 approximately 102,570 acres were
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allotted to 'members of the tribe, 330 acres
were reserved for administrative purposes,
and the remaining lands comprising an area
of over 242,000 acres were opened to settlement. Since allotment of the reservation
lands and opening the surplus lands to
settlement approximately 80 percent of the
land has passed from Indian ownership. As
of June 30, 1969, there were 53,063 acres of
trust land in individual ownership and
16,236 acres in tribal ownership.
The Coeur d'Alene Tribe adopted a land
acquisition, consolidation, and devel9pment
program in 1965 and put it into effect on the
reservation at that time. To implement this
program the Indians need additional authority for the acquisition and disposal of lands
or interests in lands. The Coeur d'Alene Indians voted to reject the application of the
Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934,
to their affairs. Consequently, the authorities
contained therein with respect to acquisition,
sale, and exchange of trust lands are not
available to them.
The tribe set aside $1,150,000 from a 1958
award of the Indian Claims Commission in
Docket No. 81. During the past 5 years the
tribe has purchased over 3,000 acres of land
at a cost of a little over $450,000. Thirteen
purchases are presently pending which will
require an expenditure of about $300,000. The
tribe is now planning a farming enterprise,
and land consolidation is of much importance.
At the time of the approval of the land
program the tribe owned 13,362 acres of trust
land which consisted primarily of acreages
restored pursuant to the act of May 19, 1958.
This act also contained authority for the sale
or exchange of the restored lands. However,
the restored land is outside the general farming area and is not useful for trading and
unitization purposes. The aulihority contained in S. 345 will enable the tribe to dispose of these parcels and use the funds to
acquire other tracts within the farming enterprise area or elsewhere on .the reservation
and assist tribal members in consolidating
and unifying their individual interests thereby alleviating to some extent the heirship
problem. Further, it will be able to exchange
lands with tribal members so that both the
tribe and the members will have more economical and manageable units.
Although the tribe does not now have an
urgent need for long term leasing authority,
it does anticipate this authority will be
needed wi·t hin the foreseeable future. The
tribe will endeavor to lease land for industrial purposes and has in mind that eventually it is going to become involved in some
enterprises in the Coeur d'Alene Lake area.
COST

No additional expenditure of Federal funds
will result from the enactment of S. 345.

QUORUM CALL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
COMMUNICATIONS FROM EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the following letters,
which were referred as indicated:

REPORT ON MEDICAL STOCKPILE OF CIVIL DEFENSE EMERGENCY SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

A letter from the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, reporting, pursuant
to law, on actual procurement receipts for
medical stockpile of civil defense emergency
supplies and equipment purposes, for the
quarter ended September 30, 1971; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
REPORT ON CERTAIN FACILITIES PROJECTS PROPOSED FOR ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

A letter from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Housing),
transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on
certain facilities projects proposed for the
Army National Guard (with an accompanying
report); to the Committee on Armed Services.
REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE FINANCES

A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury,
transmitting, pursuant to law, his report on
the State of the Finances, for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1971 (with an accompanying
report); to the Committee on Finance.
LIST OF REPORTS OF COMPTROLLER GENERAL

A letteT from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a list of the reports of the General Accounting Office, for the month of November,
1971 (with an accompanying report); to the
Committee on Government Operations.
REPORT

ON THE UNFINISHED EDUCATION

A letter from the Chairman and Members
of the United States Commission on Civil
Rights, tranmitting, pursuant to law, part II
of a report investigating the nature and scope
of educational opportunities for Mexican
Americans in the public schools of the States
of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Texas, dated October 1971 (with an accompanying report) ; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
REPORT ON STATUS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE
FOR CERTAIN ALIENS

A letter from the Co:mmlissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department
of Justice, transmitting, pursuant to law, a
report on the st1'1/tus of permanent residence
for certain aliens (with accompanying papers) ; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
TEMPORARY ADMISSION OF CERTAIN ALIENS

A letter from the CoiiliilisS1oner, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Department
of Justice, transmitting, pursuant to l8iw, reports on temporary admission of certain
aliens (with accompanying papers); to the
Committee on the Judioiary.

PETITIONS
Petitions were laid before the Senate
and referred as indicated:
By the PRESIDENT pro tempore:
A resolution of the Legislature of the Territory of Guam; to the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs:
"REsoLUTioN No. 157
"Relative to expressing the extreme indignation and opposition of the people of Guam
on the proposed acquisition by the U.S.
Navy of one of Guam's most prized possessions, that unspoiled and virgin land in
the south of Guam known as Sella Bay
"Be it resolved by the Legislat1tre of the
Territory of Guam:

"Whereas, the Commander Naval Forces
Marianas has indicated that the Navy in.tends to go through with the controversial
acquisition of Sella Bay and the surrounding lands for use to unload ammunition,
thereby seizing from the people of Guam
over 4,000 acres of the very limited land of
the territory and thereby depriving them of
the continued use of a great natural resource;
and
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"Whereas, the territory of Guam c~:~.n only
cease being a dependency of the military
when the relatively little land remaining in
civilian control is developed for use of our
burgeoning tourist economy, and Sella and
Cetti Bays represent the last unspoiled
beaches and environs suitable for such development, the loss of these lands denying the
territory of Guam its lawful right to develop
a viable civilian economy; and
"Whereas, the proposal that lands be exchanged with the Navy so that the territory
ends up with as much land after as before
the taking is unacceptable since the Sella
Bay area is unique in the entire Pacific,
maintaining the only pristine Pacific coral
reef structure under the American flag and
not being capable of duplication anywhere
else, the loss to the people of Guam and to
the future generations of the territory being so great as to be beyond compensation;
now therefore be it
"Resolved, That with the Eleventh Guam
Legislature does hereby on behalf of the people of Guam express its ineradicable opposition to the proposed taking of Sella Bay
and its environs for a Navy ammunition
wharf; and be it further
"Resolved, that the Speaker certify to and
the Legislative Secretary attest the adoption
hereof and that copies of the same be thereafter transmitted to the President of the
United States, to the President of the Senate, to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, to the Secretary of Interior, to the
Secretary of Defense, to the Secretary of the
Navy, to the Attorney General of the United
States, to the Chairmen of the Interior and
Insular Affairs Committees, Senate and
House, to Guam's Washington Representative, and to the Governor of Guam.
"Duly and regularly adopted this 28th day
of October, 1971."
A letter from several citizens of Oalifornia
expressing concern for American prisoners of
war; to the Committee on Foreign Rel8itions.
A resolution adopted by the Norfolk, Va.,
Jaycees, e.x;pressing disapproval of school
busing solely for the purpose of achieving a
racial balance in schools; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
A letter from James Talmad!ge Moore, of
Springfield, Mo., praying for a redress of
grievances; to the Gommittee on the Judiciary.
A letter from Mr. and Mrs. Dale B. Smtih,
of Long Beach, Calif., regarding the celebration of November 11 as a legal holiday; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
'A letter from Otto L. Gutowsky, of Birmingham, Mich., regarding tthe AFL--CIO
convention in Miami; ordered to lie on the
table.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following reports of committees
were submitted:
By Mr. BURDICK (for Mr. Moss) from the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
with an amendment:
S. 978. A bill authorizing the conveyance of
certain lands to the University of Utah, and
for other purposes (Rept. No. 92-555).
By Mr. KENNEDY, from the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, with amendments:
S. 2676. A blll to provide for the prevention
of sickle cell anemia (Rept. No. 92-557}.
By Mr. ERVIN, from the Committee on the
Judiciary, with amendment:
S. 1438. A b111 to protect the civilian employees of the executive branches of the U.S.
Government in the enjoyment of their constitutional rights and to prevent unwarranted
governmental invasions of their privacy
(Rept. No. 92- 554).
PROTECTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I am filing
today the Judiciary Committee report on
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By Mr. HARTKE:
S. 2957. A blll to amend the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 to provide comprehensive legal services for the elderly, and for
other purposes. Referred to the Committee·
on Labor and Public Welfare.
By Mr. JAVITS :
S. 2958. A blll to amend the Urban Mass
Tram;portation Act of 1964 to authorize
certain emergency grants to assure adequate
rapid transit and commuter railroad service in urban areas, and for ot her purposes.
Referred to the Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs.
By Mr. TAFI' (for himself and Mr.
FoNG):
S. 2959. A blll to amend the Labor-Management Relations Act, 1947, and the Ranway Labor Act to provide for the settlement
of certain emergency labor disputes. Referred to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
By Mr. BEALL :
S.J. Res. 181. Joint resolution to estabUsh
a Joint Committee on Aging. Referred to
t he Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.
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rapid transit line-the only one in operation in this country today-has shown
that these commuter stops in no way detract from airport service, averaging in
the neighborhood of only 30 seconds lost
per stop.On the other hand, it was found
t hat they generated fully two-thirds of
the revenue on the line enabling it to
cover full maintenance and operating
costs.
The bill authorizes construction of ap.
propriate intermediate stations with
CONTINUED OPERATION OF PUBLIC
costs and details of the location of facilHEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS AND
ities of such stations to be worked out
OUTPATIENT CUINICS-CONFERthrough negotiations among the local
ENCE REPORT (S. REPT. NO. 92jurisdictions, Metro, and DOT officials.
556)
Total cost of the airport line, exclusive of the intermediate stations, but inMr. KENNEDY, from the committee of
cluding all construction, equipment and
conference on the disagreeing vates of
terminal stations, would not exceed $90
the two Houses on the &mendment of the
million. That allows for inflation over
House to the 'C oncurrent resolution <S.
the schedule of construction.
Con. Res. 6) to express the sense of ConMr. President, 2 years ago, I chaired
gress relative to 'Certain activities of Puba Senate hearing at Dulles Airport exlic Health Service hospitals and outpaploring ways of improving utilization of
tien·t clinics, submitted a report, which
STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED
Dulles. Every major witness at the hearwas ordered to be printed.
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
ing endorsed the idea of rapid rail servBy Mr. SPONG (for himself, Mr. ice to Dulles, including the Federal AviaEXEC~ REPORTS OF
B
tion Administration, the Air Transport
AKER, Mr. BIBLE, Mr. NELSON, Association, local jurisdictions, and the
COMMITTEES
Mr. DoMINICK, Mr. PELL, Mr. M t
th ·ty 'tself
b
EAGLETON, Mr. BELLMON, and Mr.
e ro au on 1
• Su sequently, my
As in executive session, the following
CHILEs) :
amendment to provide for a $150,000 feafavorable reports of nominations were
S. 2952. A bill to authorize a Federal sibility study of the project was strongly
submitted:
endorsed by the Department of TransBy Mr. HRUSKA, from the Committee on payment for the construction of a transit POrtation.
the Judiciary:
line in the median of the Dulles Airport
That feasibility study was ~ompleted in
Richard A. Dier, of Nebraska, to be a U.S.
district judge for the district of Nebraska. ~~~~e~:.erred to the Committee on July of this year. It concluded that there
By Mr. McGEE, from the Committee on
Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, I am today were no engineering or economic obstaPost Office and Civil Service:
introducing a bill with Senators BAKER, cles to early construction of such a line
Elmer T. Klassen, of Massachusetts, Frederick Russell Kappel, of New York, Theodore BIBLE, NELSON, DOMINICK, EAGLETON, and that it would be a "vital link with
W. Braun, of California, Andrew D. Holt, of PELL, BELLMON, and CHILES to authorize what will be the area's most important
Tennessee, George E. Johnson, of lllinois, the Dep8!rtment of Transportation to un- airport and an important branch of the
Crocker Nevin, of New York, Charles H. Cod- dertake construction of a rapid rail line metropolitan Washington rapid transit
ding, of Oklahoma, Patrick E. Haggerty, of to Dulles International Airport.
system."
Texas, and M. A. Wright, of Texas, to be
Dulles International is one of the
Mr. President, this rail link is critically
Governors of the U.S. Postal Service.
finest airports in the world and perhaps needed to improve access to the airport.
the only one specifically planned with the Without it, Dulles will continue to be unneeds and problems of the jet age in derutilized and the Federal Government
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND
mind. Yet, one of its greatest virtues-its will continue to spend mlllions in subsiJOINT RESOLUTIONS
removal from the densely populated city dizing its operation. Since it was opened
The following bills and joint resolu- center-is also the greatest obstacle to its in 1962, the average annual deficit at
tions were introduced, read the first time full utilization. It is a problem aggravated Dulles has been about $7 million. For as
and, by unanimous consent, the second by the continued competition of the more far ahead as projections have been made,
centrally located National Airport.
there will continue to be substantial
time, and referred as indicated:
The missing link in the development of losses.
By Mr. SPONG (for himself, Mr. BAKER,
I would note also that present Metro
Mr. BIBLE, Mr. NELSON, Mr. the federally owned Dulles has been a
DOMINICK, Mr. PELL, Mr. EAGLETON , means of quick, convenient and inexpen- plans provide for construction of a rapid
Mr. BELLMON, and Mr. CHILES):
sive mass transportation and that is what transit at National Airport by the midS. 2952. A bill to authorize a Federal pay- this bill would authorize. It provides for 1970's. Without also facilitating travel to
ment for t he construction of a transit line an extension of the main metro system Dulles, the already serious imbalance in
in t he median of the Dulles Airport Road . from just north of Falls Church to the the use of the two airports would be
Referred to the Committee on Commerce.
airport utilizing the median strip of the aggravated.
By Mr. YOUNG:
Mr. President, it is my hope that this
S. 2953. A bill for the relief of Isabelle Gan- Dulles Access Highway. When completed
nat. Referred to the Committee on the Judi- and tied in with the main metro system, bill can be enacted in this Congress,
the airport line would make it possible to and work begun on the line-from the
clary.
By Mr. BURDICK:
travel from downtown Washington to airport in-as soon as construction conS. 2954. A bill to authorize the establish- the Dulles Airport Terminal Building tracts can be let. It is an investment in
ment of the Knife River Indian Vtllages in approximately 35 minutes during peak the future of air service to the Nation's
National Hist oric Site. Referred t o t he Com- traffic conditions or inclement weather at capital which cannot afford to wait.
mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
an estimated fare of $1.35. That is roughI send the bill to the desk for approBy Mr. COOK:
S. 2955. A bill to amend certain provisions ly half the cost and half the travel time priate reference, and ask unanimous
of title 18, United States Code relating to of the best transportation to the airport consent that it be printed in the RECORD.
the release of certain Federal prisoners. Re- now available.
There being no objection, the bill was
ferred t o the Committee on the Judiciary.
A feasibility study of this project un- • ordered to be printed in the REcoRD as
By Mr. JAVITS (for hiinsel!, Mr.
dertaken by Day & Zimmerman Consult- follows:
,
STENNIS, Mr. EAGLETON, and Mr. ing Services for th.e Department of
s. 2952
SPONG):
Be it enacted by the Senate ancl Home
S. 2956 . A b111 to make rules governing the Transportation this year recommended
use of the Armed Forces of the United States that at least two intermediate stations of Representatives of the United States of
be
located
on
the
line
to
serve
the
needs
America
in Congress assembled, That the
in the absence of a declaration of war by
the Congress. Referred to the Committee on of commuters in the airport area. Ex- National Capital Transportation Act of
Foretgn Relations.
perience with the Cleveland, Ohio airport 1969, approved December 9, 1969 (83 Stat.
S. 1438 to protect civilian employees of
the executive bra nch of t he U.S. Government in the enjoyment of their constitutional rights •a nd to prevent unwarran ted
governmental invasions of their privacy.
This bill was approved by the committee
on November 16 without •a mendments
and is identical to S. 782 which was
passed by una nimous consent of the Senate in the 91s t Congress.
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tenced.'' Thus, section 4082 clearly indicates that the parolee, though no longer incarcerated, is indeed still ''in the
custody of the Attorney General." This
legal custody requires the parolee,
among other things, to make a complete
written report to his probation officer
on a monthly basis, to notify his probation officer immediately of any change
of residence or change of employment,
to abstain from drinking alcoholic beverages to excess or from associating with
persons who have a criminal record. In
short, although the individual is no
longer behind bars he is still far from being a free man. As a parolee he remains
both in theory and fact, very much in
the custody of the Attorney General.
Should this man violate his parole,
however, and be returned to an institution, he receives no credit whatsoever
for the length of time he has spen't on
parole. For instance, if the individual
was originally sentenced to 5 years and
served 2 of those years and then was
paroled and after 2 additional years he
violated parole he would be recommitted
to an instrtution to serve the remaining
3 years of his original sentence, receiving no credit at all for the 2 years
spent on parole.
Thus, just with this one hYPothetical
case, we see thBit the individual above
who violates parole will spend 7 years in
the legal custody of the Attorney General although he was only sentenced to
5 years. It is possible that the situation
might arise where the parolee merely
failed to make his monthly written reBy Mr. COOK:
S. 2955. A bill to amend certain pro- port to his probation o::fficer or was guilty
visions of title 18, United states Code of some other minor technical violation
relating to the release of certain Federal and as a result he would have to return
prisoners. Referred to the Committee on to prison and serve the 2 years of parole
time over again plus the remainder of
the Judiciary.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, today I am his original sentence.
The bill which I am introducing today,
introducing a bill which will alleviate a
statutory inequity directted a't a group amending sections 4205 and 4207 of title
of individuals which our society is for 18 of the United States Code, enables a
the most part unconcerned about, the parole violator to receive credit for one
parolee, or more specifically, the parole half af the time he spent on parole
violator. This bill affects both classes of against his original sentence. Therefore.
individuals who are released from our using the example of the violator above,
Federal correctional institutions: First, when he is returned to prison after
the mandatory releasee, an individual serving 2 years on parole he would have
who has served the full term of his sen- only 2 years to serve on his original sentence, less good time deductions, and who tence as opposed to the 3 that he would
is deemed "as if on parole" until the max- now have to serve under the present proimum term to which he was sentenced has visions of sections 4205 and 4207.
Certain authorities in the field of
expired, less 180 days; and second, the
parolee, an individual who the Board of crime, including the Brown Commission
Parole feels has sufficiently indicated on the Revision of the Federal Criminal
during his incarceration that he is pre- Laws, have recommended that the prespared to reenter society without neces- ent provisions of 4205 and 4207 are insarily having to serve behind bars the herently unjust and the parole violator
should receive full credit for the time
full term to which he was sentenced.
Section 4082 of title 18 of the United spent on parole should he violate and be
States Code provides that when an indi- recommitted. I feel the realistic solution
vidual falls under one of the two cate- to this problem, however, is to allow a
gories above, he "shall be allowed in the 50-percent credit since otherwise a
could violate near the end of his
discretion of 'the Board, to retw·n to his parolee
sentence knowing that if recommitted he
home, or to go elsewhere. upon such would only have a very short time to
terms and conditions, including personal serve.
reoorts from such paroled persons, as
Under the provisions of the bill I am
the Board shall prescribe, and to remain, introducing today however, such an inwhile on parole, in the legal custody and centive for violating parole toward the
under the control of the Attorney Gen- end of custody is negated by the .fact
eral, until the expiration of the maximum that instead of having only a few months
320), is hereby amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new section:
"SEc. 9. (a) The Secretary of Transportation
shall make payments to the Transit Authority in such amounts as may be requisitioned
from time to time by the Transit Authority
sufficient, in the aggregate, to finance the
cost of designing, constructing and equipping
a rail rapid transit line in the median of
the Dulles Airport road from the vicinity of
Virginia IDghway Route 7 on the K Route of
the Adopted Regional System to the Dulles
International Airport; except that the aggregate amount of such payments shall not
exceed $90,000,000.
"(b) The transit line authorized in subsection (a) of this section shall include appropriate station facilities at the Dulles International Airport and at the point of intersection with the Adopted Regional System,
but the cost of any intermediate stations on
such a transit line shall not be included in
this authorization.
"(c) Upon completion of the transit line
authorized in this section, all transit facilities and the underlying real estate interests
appurtenant thereto shall become the property of the Transit Authority and shall be
operated by such Authority.
"(d) It is the intent of the Congress in
enacting this section that the transit line
authorized in this section be designed and
constructed as soon as practicable following
the date of the· enactment of this section.
"(e) There is authorized to be appropriated
to the Secretary of Transportation, without
fiscal year limitation, not to exceed $90,000,000 to carry out the purposes of this section.
The appropriations authorized in this subsection shall be in addition to the appropriations authorized by section 3(c) of this
Act.".

term or terms for which he was sen-

to serve on recommitment he could look

forward to serving over again at least
one half of the time spent on parole.
The chances are that any parolee that
close to completing his parole requirement would ndt be tempted to abscond
in the last few months of his custody
since in all likelihood one half of the
time spent on parole to that point would
be a substantial figure and would serve
as a definite deterent for such last
second violations.
In addition, to compensate for special
instances where the violation is of a very
minor or technical nature, my bill would
allow the U.S. Board of Parole to give the
violator full credit for the time he had
spent on parole. In other words, in all
cases the parolee would receive credit for
50 percent of the time he served on parole
and, in certain special cases, the Board of
Parole, in its discretion, could give the
parolee credit for the full amount of time
he was on parole.
Mr. President, the purpose of this bill
is by no means to aid those who break
the law avoid a lawful sentence. No one
is more disturbed than I am about the
ever-increasing crime rate in this country. However, while doing all we can here
in Congress to combat this lawlessness,
we must not lose sight of the fact that the
very foundation of our great Nation is its
body of law, and, hopefully, justice. As
Daniel Webster said:
Justice is the great interest of man on
earth. It is the ligament which holds civilized beings and civilized nations together.

Let us not forget, therefore, that, since
justice is the very fabric of our society,
it must be available to all of our citizens,
rich and poor, white and black, the educated and the illiterate, and even the
convicted criminal. Law and justice
should be synonymous, but experience
has indicated ·t hat, in many cases, they
are not. Mr. President, it is my hope that
the bill which I am introducing today
will serve. to bring these two concepts
just a little closer. I ask unanimous consent that the full •t ext of the bill be
plinted at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
s. 2955
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Cong.ress assembled, That the

second sentence of section 4205 of title 18,
Unirtled States Code, is amended to read as
follows: "The unexpired term of imprisonment of any such prisoner shall begin to
nun from the date he returned to the custody
of the Attorney General under said warrant,
but the amount of time which such prisoner shall be required to serve I8S a result
of his retaking shall be reduced in all cases
by a period of time equal to one-half of that
period commencing with his release pursuant
to sections 4163, 4164, 4202, or 4208 of this
title, and ending with the date of the issuance of such VY!8.rl"ant for his retaking. In
addition, the Board of Parole shall have the
discretion, when rt;he circumstances warrant
it, to diminish the period which such prisoner was sentenced to serve by the full
amount of time he spent on parole prior to
his retaking.
SEc. 2. Section 4207 of title 18 United
States Code, is amended by revising the third
paragraph thereof to read as follows:

"If
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such order of parole shall be revoked and
the parole terminated, the said prisoner nmy
be required to serve the remainder of the
term for which he was sentenced subject to
the provisions of section 4205 of this title.
SEc. 3. The amendments made by this Act
shall be applicable With respect to any person who, on or a.f<ter the date of enactment of
this Act is on parole pursuant to sections
4163, 4164, 4204, 4208 of chapter 311 of title
18, United States Code, or is released pursuant to such sections or chapter.

By Mr. JAVITS (for himself, Mr.
STENNIS, Mr. EAGLETON, and Mr.
SPONG):
s. 2956. A bill to make rules governing
the use of the Armed Forces of the United
States in the absence of a declaration of
war by the Congress. Refen-ed to the
Committee on Foreign Relations.
WAR POWERS ACT

OF

1971

we could all agree on one comprehensive
redraft of the original bill, incorporating
the important ideas contained in their
measures, as well as the best suggestions
made by the distinguished witnesses who
tetified before the Foreign Relations
Committee. One of my most gratifying
experiences in the Senate has been working with Senators STENNIS and EAGLETON
on this comprehensive redraft.
I am hopeful, now, that the matter
is ready for final consideration by the
Committee on Foreign Relations under
the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. FuLBRIGHT). We hope to be able to bring
it soon to the Senate and to the country,
so that everyone may think about it, discuss it, and consider it further during
the weeks ahead. I think we have a war
powers bill worthy of the great issue
which faces our Nation so urgently in
view of our traumatic experience in
Vietnam.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have the text of the bill printed
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send to
the desk, for myself, for the Senator from
Mississippi (Mr. STENNIS), the Senator
from Missouri <Mr. EAGLETON), and also
for the Senator from Virginia <Mr.
SPONG) a bill entitled ''The War Powers
Act of 1971." I believe that this legislation will prove to be of historic impor8.2956
tance and may, in retrospect, be viewed
as the most constructive legislative by- A bill to make rules governing the use of the
Armed Forces of the United States in the
product of our Nation's tragic Vietnam
absence of a declaration of war by the
experience.
Congress
This measure deals with the issue of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
undecl·a red war, which has become the
great constitutional and legal 'battle- of Representatives of the United States of
ground of recent years. In my judgment, America in Congress assembled,
SHORT TITLE
it provides a badly needed, carefully
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the
dl'awn, and wholly constitutional remedy
for what presently appears to be a con- "War Powers Act of 1971."
PURPOSE AND POLICY
stitutional lacuna-applying the war
powers of Congress enumerated in article
SEc. 2. It is the purpose of this Act to fulI, section 8 to the phenomenon of "un- fill the intent of the framers of the Constitution of the United States, and ensure that
declared" war.
I am greatly honored to be associated the collective judgment of both the Congress
the President will apply to the initiation
in this effort with the distinguished andhostlllties
involving the Armed Forces of
chairman of the Armed Services Com- of
the United States, and to the continuation of
mittee <Senator STENNIS) and the distin- such hostll1ties. Under Article I, Section 8, it
guished Senator from Missouri <Senator is specifically provided that the Congress
EAGLETON). I introduced my original war shall have the power to make all laws necespowers 'bill on June 15, 1970. To my deep sary and proper for carrying into execution,
gratification, my original submission not only its own powers but also ·•au
stimulated the thinking of Senators other powers vested by this Constituin the Government of the United
STENNIS and EAGLETON, both Of whom tion
or in any Department or Officer
subsequently introduced war powers States,
thereof." At the same time, the Act is
legislation, along the ·basic lines provided not intended to encroach upon the recogin my bill, but containing many excellent nized powers of the President, as Commandprovisions which were not in my pilot er-in-Chief, to conduct hostlllties authormeasure. I am very ind~bted to Senator ized by the Congress, to respond to attacks
STENNIS and Senator EAGLETON for their or the imminent threat of attacks upon the
interest, cooperation and, most impor- United States, including its territories and
to respond to attacks or the imtantly, for their contributions to the possessions,
minent threat of attacks against the Armed
measure as it now stands. Senator SPONG Forces of the United States, and, under
was on the floor when I introduced my proper circumstances, to rescue endangered
original bill, took an immediate interest citizens of the United States located in forin it, and has played an important and eign countries.
constructive role throughout the hearings
EMERGENCY USE OF THE ARMED FORCES
on this measure.
SEc. 3. In the absence of a declaration of
The Senate Foreign Relations Commit- war by the Congress, the Armed Forces of
tee, under the leadership of Chairman the United States shall be introduced in hosFuLBRIGHT, conducted an extensive--and til1ties, or in situations where imminent inI believe truly historic-set of hearings volvement in hostll1ties is clearly indicated
on the war powers bills before it. The by the circumstances, onlyprinted record of those hearings will be

available shortly. I am confident that
these comprehensive hearings will become an important point of reference
for years to come, for all who are interested in this great issue. At the completion of the hearings, I approached
Senators EAGLETON and STENNIS to see if

(a) to repel an attack upon the United
States, its territories and possessions; to take
necessary and appropriate retaliatory actions
in the event of such an attack; and to forestall the direct and imminent threat of such
an attack;
(b) to repel an attack against the Armed
Forces of the United States located outside
of the United States, 1ts territories and pos-
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sessions, and to forestall .t he direct and imminent threat of such an attack;
(c) to protect while evacuating citizens of
the United States, as rapidly as possible,
from any country in which such citizens,
there with the express or tacit consent of the
government of such country, are being subjected to a direct and imminent threat to
their lives, either sponsored by such government or beyond the power of such government to control: Provided, That the President
shall make every effort to terminate such a
threat without using the Armed Forces of
the United States: And provided further,
that the President shall, where possible, obtain the consent of the government of such
country before using the Armed Forces of
the United States; or
(d) pursuant to specific statutory authorization, but authority to use the Armed Forces
of the United States in hostilities shall not
be inferred from any Treaty or provision of
law, including any provision contained in any
appropriation act, unless such Treaty or
provision specifically authorizes the use of
such Armed Forces in hostilities and exempts the use of such Armed Forces from
compliance with the provisions of this Act.
Specific statutory authorization is required
for the assignment of members of the Armed
Forces of the United States to command,
coordinate, participate in the movement of,
or accompany the regular or irregular military forces of any foreign country or government when such forces are engaged, or
there exists an imminent threat that such
forces will become engaged, in military hostilities. No Treaty in force at the time of the
enactment of this Act shall be construed as
specific statutory authorization for, or a
specific exemption permitting, the use of
the Armed Forces of the United States in
hostilities, within the meaning of this
section.
REPORTS

SEc. 4. The use of the Armed Forces of
the United States in hostilities pursuant to
section 3 of this Act shall be reported
promptly in writing by the President to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and
the President of the Senate, together with a
full account of the circumstances under
which such hostilities were initiated, the
estimated scope of such hostilities, and the
consistency of such hostilities with the provisions of section 3. Whenever Armed Forces
of the United States are engaged in hostilities outside of the United States, its territories and possessions, the President shall,
so long as such forces continue to be engaged
in such hostilities, report to the Congress
periodically on the status of such hostilities
as well as the scope and expected duration
of such hostilities, but in no event shall he
report to the Congress less often than every
six months.
THIRTY-DAY AUTHORIZATION PERIOD

SEc. 5. Hostilities commenced pursuant to
section 3 of this Act shall not be sustained
beyond thirty days from the date of their
initiation except as provided in specific legislation enacted for that purpose by the Congress and pursuant to the provisions thereof.
TERMINATION WITHIN THmTY-DAY PERIOD

SEc. 6. Hostilities commenced pursuant to
section 3 of this Act may be terminated prior
to the thirty-day period specified in section 5
by statute or joint resolution of Congress.
CONGRESSIONAL PRIORITY PROVISIONS

SEc. 7. (a) Any bill or resolution, authorizing the continuation of hostilities under subsection (a) (b), or (c) of section 3
of this Act, or the termination of hostilities
under section 6 of this Act shall, if sponsored or cosponsored by one-third of the
Members of the House of Congress in which
it is introduced, be considered reported to
the floor of such House no later than one
day following its introduction unless the
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Members of such House otherwise determine
by yeas and nays; any such bill or resolution referred to a committee after having
passed one House of Congress shall be considered reported to the floor of the House
referring it to committee within one day
after it is so referred, unless the Members
of the House referring it to committee shall
otherwise determine by yeas and nays.
(b) Any b111 or resolution reported to the
floor pursuant to subsection (a) shall immediately become the pending business of the
House to which it is reported, and shall be
voted upon within three days after it has been
reported, unless such House shall otherwise
determine by yeas and nays.
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEc. 8. This Act shall take effect on the
date of its enactment but shall not apply to
hostilities in which the Armed Forces of the
United States are involved on the effective
date of this Act.

Mr. EAGLETON. Mr. President, I am
extremely pleased to join with the senior
Senator from New York <Mr. JAVITs)
and the distinguished chairman of the
Committee on Armed Services <Mr.
STENNIS) in proposing the consensus
"war powers" biH.
The Senator from New York and I have
been working in this area for over 2 years
and the Senrutor from Mississippi has
long expressed concern over ever-increasing executive discretion in this area.
"Historic'' and "momentous" are
words that are often used loosely in
politics. But, Mr. President, I honestly
believe that they are applicable to this
consensus bill which was worked out by
Senators STENNIS, JAVITS, and myself
over the past 5 months.
The bill represents a broad-based consensus of Senators, ranging the ideological and party spectrum, that the unchecked and constant flow of "war powers" from Congress to the President must
be stopped.
A democracy cannot allow the single
judgment of one man to take the entire
Nation to war. No more important decision is made in a democracy than to commit its blood and treasw·es to a test of
force. The JaVits-Stennis-Eagleton bill
assures that this life-and-death decision
will be a collective judgment reached
after oongressional deliberation.
And that, especially in view of recent
history, is "momentous" and "historic,"
indeed.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I want
to speak briefly on the bill introduced
by the distinguished Senator from New
York <Mr. JAVITS). I am pleased to be a
cosponsor of this measure.
The bill represents the result of a
joint effort by the Senator from New
York, the Senator from Missouri (Mr.
EAGLETON), and myself. Like all such
results of somewhat different approaches,
it can be improved. I would hope that
the Foreign Relations Committee would
scrutinize it carefully to insure that the
drafting accurately reflects the bill's purpose.
The principles embodied in the bill are,
I believe, sound. Under its provisions the
President would have the authority,
initially, to introduce U.S. Armed Forces
in hostilities on his own authority only
to repel or forestall attacks on U.S. territory or U.S. Armed Forces, or to protect U.S. citizens while they are being
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cw·ity benefits as supplemental, statistics
have shown that one-fourth of the
couples and two-fifths of the nonmarried
elderly depend on Government programs
for almost their entire support.
It is clear to all who investigate the
matter that the elderly need assistance
to secw·e benefits under Government
progra,ms. Yet they rarely find assistance
available. Unfortunately the elderly have
limited means to pay for aid. This lack
of aid often results in the loss of benefits. For example, a number of programs
provide for the right to appeal the decisions of the respective agencies. However,
since the elderly rarely have the necessary funds to hire counsel, a substantial
number do not request hearings.This is of
no small importance when one considers
a recent study that showed one agency
had a 64-percent reversal rate at appeal
hearings.
Today most elderly persons live close to
the poverty line. Recent Bureau of Labor
Statistics found that of 4.4 million retired couples over the age of 65, 56 percent had incomes below $3,857-just
above the poverty level currently used
by the Office of Economic Opportunity. It
goes without saying that these members
of our society cannot afford costly legal
services and advice to insure that they
are not denied their rightful benefits.
Like many of my distinguished colleagues, I receive letters from my senior
citizen constituents expressing their
frustration with the operation of Government programs. Unfortunately they
do not all possess the extraordinary abilities of a 69-year-old widow who took on
the Government in a social security case.
This determined and articulate Queens,
N.Y., native acted as her own counsel
and prevailed over the awesome legal resources of the Federal Government. See
attached article. It is sad that this case is
the exception rather than the example.
Most aged citizens are compelled to accept agency action.
To remedy this deplorable situation
Congress must take appropriate steps. I
propose that Congress act immediately to
implement a comprehensive program to
alleviate the legal problems aftlicting the
elderly. This action must span a broad
spectrum; including courtroom and administrative advocacy, simplification of
the technicalities of Federal and State
programs, and research and implementation remedies to problems emanating
from governmental programs which do
By Mr. HARTKE:
S. 2957. A bill to amend the Economic not allow the elderly to live in dignity. In
Opportunity Act of 1964 to provide com- essence, the Federal Government and the
prehensive legal services for the elderly, States must take coordinated action to
and for other purposes. Referred to the develop a national program of forceful
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. advocacy on behalf of senior citizens.
It is necessary to call for a multidimenCOMPREHENSIVE LEGAL SERVICES FOR THE
sional approach because of the diversity
ELDERLY
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, a serious of need confronting the aged of our soproblem confronting the elderly Amer- ciety. For example, attempts to amend
ican is that he is constantly bewildered the Economic Opportunity Act to insure
by the governmental bureaucracy he en- that the elderly poor have the assistance
counters in his retirement years. Unfor- of counsel would not remedy the fact that
tunately, the elderly citizen has limited many current programs lack procedural
expertise in coping with the intricacies of safeguards. Only one thing is clear, and
programs like soctal security, medicare, that is, there must be comprehensive reand medicaid. The situation is serious search to develop new knowledge to rebecause these programs are essential to solve the issues facing the aged. This new
the quality of life of the older American. knowledge must be turned immediately
Although we often think of soci-al se- toward practical application.

evacuated from danger. In all other cases
specific congressional authority would be
required-not only a treaty or au appropriation. Procedures are provided so
that Congress will be able to act quickly
to approve or disapprove the continuation of hostilities begun by the President
on his own authority.
I believe that it should be very clear
that this bill does not apply to our
current efforts to disengage in Southeast
Asia. That is, we must make a new start
with this bill-not refight old arguments
about the legality of the war in Vietnam.
By the same token, care should be taken
to draft the bill in such a way that it is
clear that only the war in Southeast Asia
is exempted-that is, hostilities in other
areas in which U.S. military men are engaged in delivering weapons or in some
other indirect way are clearly not excepted from the bill's provisions.
I believe it should also be quite clear
that the President has the authority to
deploy forces, for example, on the high
seas in an area in which there is tension.
Congressional authorization should be
necessary in the future before there is a
commitment to U.S. participation in war
in any form-including the use of U.S.
advisers with combat units. But the
Congress should not restrain the Pre.sident's powers, as Commander in Chief,
to deploy forces to crisis areas and, for
example, "show the flag" by sending a
carrier to stand offshore.
Finally, I believe it is quite clear that
Congress has the authority to legislate
in this area of affairs. Some have claimed
that the President's powers as Commander in Chief are so exclusive that
they prohibit Congress from legislating
in this field. I respectfully, and very
strongly, disagree. As the resolution
points out, article 1, section 8, of the Constitution specifies that Congress has
the power not only to make all laws necessary and proper to carrying into effect
its own powers, but also "all other powers vested by this Constitution in the
Government of the United States, or in
any department or officer thereof."
I am pleased with the study and consideration already given to the like
measures by the Committee on Foreign
Relations and I trust that after fw'ther
study and consideration, the committee
will include the benefits of their own
thought and favorably report a bill soon.
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The comprehensive approruch must be
developed because past attempts in this
area have been fragmented and insufficient. This is not to infer that insignficant contributions have been effected by
past programs. The facts show quite the
contrary. It is common knowledge th•a t
the performance of programs like OEO
Legal Services has been excellent in serving the elderly where they constitute
part of the OEO client community. However, it is equally acknowledged that attemps to discern and alleviate the problems of the elderly as a class have been
inadequate. Legal Research and Services for the elderly-sponsored by the
National Council of Senior Citizens under an OEO grant-is the only project
in the Nation which deals exclusively
with the legal difficulties encountered by
senior citizens. In 1970 the funding for
Legal Research and Services for the Elderly was cut, and the number of LRSE
projects was reduced from 12 to five. In
essence we have seen a reduction while
there should have been an expansion.
To overcome the inadequacies of the
past, massive efforts must be made. The
first step is to allocate resources specifically for immediate action. The type of
action that is necessary must extend far
beyond our current efforts. In addition,
it is imperative that all governmental
agencies affecting the elderly have :input
into this program. The expertise and
knowledge of these agencies can be invaluable in formulating appropriate activity. To cite an example, the experience
and knowledge that the Administration
on Aging has gained in analyzing the
impact of the retired senior volunteer
program-now under ACTION-would
provide valuable insight into the future
development of the legal paraprofessional. Also it goes without saying that the
Social Security Administration would
also contribute most effectively in developing solutions to difficulties the elderly face with that agency.
There will be those who say thS!t the
advocacy role is not proper for Government agencies. I submit that the Government must administer its programs in a
way that will encourage and support the
participation of the senior citizen.
To coordinate tbls effort the Office of
Economic Opportunity would seem most
appropriate. The primary advantage is
that within the OEO framework there is
an existing vehicle that can be easily
adapted to this task. That vehicle is the
legal services program. The existence
of legal service programs serving the
aged has significant advantages in facilitating the development of substantive
action. The primary advantage is that
many of the necessary changes will no
doubt be implemented through legal service programs. Therefore, by having OEO
act as the coordinating agency, the implementation of necessary changes and
modifications will be eased. Furthermore
the establishment of a central coordinating agency will overcome the fragmentation of past efforts. Hopefully the coordinating agency will be able to bring
the diverse groups and programs together to enable each to share the knowledge
of the other. This is the only way that
repetition can be avoided, and accomplishments be made.

The key to this effort to identify and
resolve these legal problems is experimentation and innovation. There must
be no hesitancy to develop new concepts,
as well as to expand those that have
worked well in the past. For example the
use of the paraprofessional in many programs has provided the vitality and expe:r:tise to enable those efforts to survive.
This type of activity must be expanded
with constant searching to determine
new ways to incopropate the use of the
paraprofessional. One course of action
might be to investigate the use of paraprofessionals as ombudsman. These could
be persons who would provide a wide variety of information, given guidance to
senior citizens, and act on their behalf in
the dealings of the aged with the Government.
This innovation and experimentation
I call for must transcend agency and department delineation. All agencies affecting the elderly must be involved to make
the programs successful. Experimentation would undoubtedly entail the funding of private as well as public efforts to
work on specific areas of concern.
Senior citizen groups should also have
input into this activity. The number and
variety of senior citizen organizations is
~onst-antiy on the increase thus creating
Innumerable repositories of interest and
expertise to be used.
The academic community is another
area to look to for assistance. Although
the program is largely oriented toward
the resolution of legal problems disciplines other than law might offer ~onsid
erable assistance in developing programs.
Within the past few years we have witnessed substantial change of direction in
many institutions regarding their awareness of the need of our senior citizens.
In recognizing that the elderly may
have unusual legal needs, some law
schools have developed programs to provide for legal assistance to the aged.
Furthermore, there has been some curriculum change to recognize the special
situation of the elderly. Although such
action has not been substantial it is an
indication that law schools c~ rise to
the challenge of recognizing the legal
needs of the elderly. To cultivate this
change of attitude, attempts should be
made to include the law schools as well
as the rest of the academic community
in the efforts to research and resolve
these pressing issues.
The suggestions that I have made are
in no way to be deemed the exclusive
methods to insure that these legal prob~e~ are identified and resolved. Rather,
It 1S my hope that the suggestions I have
made might serve as a springboard for
additional ideas and approaches. The
possible course, or courses, of action are
unlimited. Activity could range from
programs designed to develop methods
of informing the elderly of their rights
un~er ~ederal and State law; to drafting
legislation providing procedural safeguards against the arbitrary denial of
benefits. The need is overwhelming. We
must take affirmative steps to correct
the injustice that dally befalls our
elderly Americans. The existing fragmented and underftnanced approaches
to these legal needs must be supplanted
by coordinated and immediate action.
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In closing I would like to say that
there may be those who feel that this
act~on ~s superfluous in light of pending
legis~ation to establish a National Legal
ServiCes Corporation. My action today
does not supplant nor detract from the
development of such a progmm. The purpose of this legislation is to focus attention and action on a very crucial need of
the aged of our society. In the event that
a National Legal Services Corporation is
established it is my hope that a coordinated effort can still be maintained to
identify and resolve the legal needs of
the elderly. To fail to do so would mean
that we continue to have haphazard and
insufficient efforts to resolve the bureaucratic problems they face. We must make
a national commitment to achieve justice for the aged. The achievement of
that commitment requires a well-funded
coordinated effort.
'
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a copy of this bill and a selected
article on this issue be printed in the
RECORD immediately following my remarks.
There being no objection the bill and
the article were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

s. 2957
A b1ll to amend the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 to provide comprehensive legal
services for the elderly, and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled., That sec-

tion 222(a) (3) of the Economic Opportunity
Act of 1964 is amended. by adding at the end
thereof the following: "The Director 1n
carrying out the program authorized under
this paragraph shall take appropriate action
to meet the legal prdblems of the elderly by
providing" (A) for the development of programs o'f
training, technical, legal and paraprofessional assistance to identify and resolve the
legal prdblems of the elderly;
"(B) for the collection and dissemination
of informa-tion to coordinate and evaluate
the effectiveness of activities and programs
affecting the legal problems of the elderly;
" (C) offer advice and assistance to all to
aJ.l agencies and programs providing legal
services and assistance to the elderly;
"(D) take all other necessary action to
identi'fy and provide for the resolution of
legal problems affecting the elderly."
section 2, There is authorized to be approprta.ted $I,OOO,OOO for the fiscal year ending
June so, 1972, and $1,000,000 for the succeeding fiscal year to carry out the provisions
of section 222(a) (3) relating to legal services for the elderly.
A WIDOW TAKES UP LAW AND BEATS
UNITED STATES

(By Robert E. Tomasson)
"He that pleads his own case has a fool
for a client."

A determined and articulate 69-year-old
Queens widow who acted as her own lawyer
has provided a notable exception to that old
English proverb by taking on the awesome
legal resources of the Federal Government in
a compllcated Social Security case-and winning the verdict of a three-judge appeals
court.
The case, which spanned nearly 18 months,
was argued in two Federal Courts and required scores of pages of complex legal briefs.
It involved the widow's claim for $900 in Social Security death benefits after her husband died in 1964.
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It pitted Mrs. Persis s. Widermann, a
grandmother who has no legal training,
against the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare, Elliot L. Richardson.
In court, her arguments prevailed over
those of his legal representatives-Robert A.
Morse, United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, and Robert Rosenthal and David G. Trager, assistant United
States attorneys.
WINS JUDGES' PRAISE

And her arguments won the rare lavish
praise by the Federal Judges who ruled in
her favor-Wllliam H. Mulligan, Harold R.
Medina and Walter R. Mansfield of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, who handed
down their decision last Wednesday.
Asked in an interview yesterday why she
had chosen to act as her own lawyer, Mrs.
Widermann said: "I didn't know any, and
considering the amount of money due me I
didn't think any lawyer would really be
interested."
"I was probably foolish," she added, "but
I thought I was right and I thought I would
win ...
Her case, involving numerous technicalities in the vast thicket of Social Security
regulations, required long days of writing and
research in the legal tomes of the New York
and Brooklyn Public Libraries and the law
library of New York UniversitY.
THIRTY-SIX-YEAR APPENDIX

The research produced a 27-page brief, a
36-page appendix of notes and legal ct.tations
and, after the Government lawyers had submitted their arguments, a 13-page memorandum of reply.
The Government's main argument was that
Mrs. Widermann had been denied retroactive
death benefits because she waited more than
one year to submit her claim.
Her counterargument, in effect, was that
she had met the substantial if not the procedural requirements for claixns-filing by submitting numerous letters and statements in
the year following the death of her husband,
Roman, on April 4, 1964.
Her writing style was not the formal epistemological labyrinth of the legal profession,
but it was a combination of clear English
and well-documented argument.
In her brief, for example, she wrote:
"The intention to claim monthly benefits
need not be expressed (Section 2021A of the
Claim Manual) and in cases where some
doubt exists about the intent to file, the
doubt should be resolved by finding an intent
to file (Section 2021C of the Claims Manual)."
Legal citations obscure to the laymen included: "Haberman v. Finch, 418 F.2d 664,
667 (2d Cir. 1969); Walston v. Gardner, 381
F.2d 580, 585 (6th Cir. 1967); Rodriguez v.
Celebrezze, 349 F.2d 494, 496 (1st Cir. 1965) ."
"At first, I started writing 'the applicant'
and all that jargon, but I soon gave that
up and just wrote 'I'," Mrs. Widermann recalled. "They knew what I meant."
The court allowed Mrs. Widermann to submit typewritten legal papers, rather than
having them printed, which could have cost
her hundreds of dollars.
Mrs. Widermann, who lives with two of her
four daughters at 120-20 Ocean Promenade
in the Rockaway Park section of Queens, first
filed suit in Federal Court in the spring of
1970. Last May, Federal Judge Anthony J.
Travia denied her claim, but she appealed to
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, which
reversed Judge Travia's decision.
PATIENT AND DILIGENT

In doing so, Judge Mansfield wrote: "This
appeal unveils the travail of a patient and
diligent widow seeking to penetrate a labyrinth of complicated Social Security regula-

tions in a frustrating effort to obtain payment of less than $1,000 in survivors' insurance benefits."
c.xvn--2819-Part 34

He went on: "The standard should be
whether the claimant has met the essential
substantial requirements of the regulations
rather than whether she has complied with
non-essential procedural requirements."
Thus, the judge wrote, "the significant fact
is the failure of the Administration to tell
her, after she had clearly expressed her intention to claim survivors' insurance benefits,
that unless she filed promptly on the prescribed form she would be limited to the
12-month period immediately preceding such
filing. We have no doubt that if she had been
advised of the time limltation, she would
have filed a formal application at once."
Outside of court, Judge Mansfield said:
"This lady had the ab111ty to limlt herself
to essentials and be very calm about it. I've
seldom seen anyone before who had the qualities to present an application so that we
gained something from it."
Judge Medina called Mrs. Widermann "intelligent, right on the ball, extraordinary."
"She doesn't give in very easily," he said.
"She made a perfectly splendid argument."
And Judge Mulligan commented: "She was
determined, very meticulous. I think it's a
great thing that somebody can persist and
can end up in the Circuit Court of Appeals
on her own."
Mrs. Widermann, a former teacher of the
visually handicapped who now is a teaching
supervisor in the city school system, graduated from Smith College in 1924 with a degree in history and later earned e. master's
degree in business administration from the
University of Chicago.
The Widow, who was called on for oral arguments in court, said afterward: "I enjoyed
working on the case. I enjoyed working on
the brief. But I didn't enjoy appearing in
court.
"I was very nervous. It was too exciting."

By Mr. JAVITS:
S. 2958. A bill to amend the Urban
Mass Transportation Aot of 1964 to authorize cel'lbalin emergency grants to
assure adequate rapid tmnsit and commuter railroad service in urban areas,
and for other purposes. Referred to the
Commi11tee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs.
URBAN TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY RELIEF ACT

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I send tlo
the desk a bill to authorize certain emergency grants to assure adequate rapid
transit and commuter railroad service in
urban areas and ask that it be referred
to the appropriate com.IIJ.ii.ttee. Mr. President, this measure has been introduced
in the other body by Mr. KocH and 28
of his colleagues.
This bill is entitled "The Urban T:ransportatiton Emergency Relief Act." I1t is
designed to allow the Federal Government to help maintain and repair existing roadbeds and lights-of-way, which
include such things as the existing tunnels, eleV'ated structures and ,t racks, signal systems and power transmission
lines. The bill would authorize $1 billion
to be spent for such purposes, earmarking $200 million for each of the next 5
years. If it passes, for the New York City
area and I expoot other urban areas, it
could offer sufficient funds to help keep
the fares on the subways and commuter
lines from running away.
This bill represents a bipartisan recognition thajt the time lms long passed for
the Federal Government to offer, alt a
min!imum, certain maintenance subsidies,
if not operating subsidies generally, to
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our mass transportation and commuter
operations-just as it does for our Nation's highways. The Federal Government should support its "mil-highways"
as it supports its "auto-highways" and its
waterways and airways. The purpose of
this bill is not to provide funds for additional construction of 1iransit lines; its
aim is merely to help insure that the lines
we have stay alive. The Federal Government must not stand by negligently,
watching transit artertes detertorate,
watching the costs become prohibitive,
especially f1or the poor who must rely
almost . ex'Clusively on such transportation in the cities.
This bill would provide emergency relief at a time when it must be provided.
In no way is it a substitute for more
comprehensive, long-term solutions to
mass transportation and commuter line
problems. My view is that we must proceed to the consideration of transportation trust funds to include mass transit
and comprehensive regional transportation planning-which I expect Congress will be doing next session.
I see no reason not to examine also
the feasibility of a system of "no-fare
operation" of public transit systems. In
the meantime the assistance this bill
seeks must be made available. This bill
is merely an inte1im measure, but a vital
one which we need to pass quickly.
Truly, transportation, especially public mass transportation and commuter
service, has become the life-blood of urbanized society. Seventy to 80 percent
of the population of our country live in
these areas and we cannot allow our
transportation systems to detertorate. To
refuse aid to these crtppled systems is to
neglect those who must use them now,
especially the poor, and to restrict job
opportunities; such refusals means commerce, too, will suffer and considering
the size of urban commerce it means the
commerce of the Nation will suffer drastically; additional detertoration of our
urban mass transit and commuter lines
allows the automobiles to pollute and
congest our urban areas even more.
There is a great imbalance between
the amounts the Federal Government
spends on mass transit and commuter
service and what it spends on highways.
By authortzing $1 billion more to be
spent on mass transit, this bill takes a
step to correct this imbalance, but still
it hardly matches what has been and
will be spent on highways. The $3.1 billion authorized for Federal obligation on
mass transit over the five fiscal year pertod 1971-74 is but a small percentage of
the close to $50 billion in Federal funds
spent on highways since 1956 or even the
estimated $4.7 billion that will be spent
this fiscal year alone.
In large measure this imbalance in
fundings results from the Government's
piecemeal consideration of transportation. We have established a trust fund
for highways, one for airports, and a
separate system for urban mass transportation. By this method, the lobby with
the strongest muscle walks away with
the biggest piece of the pie.
Mr. President, our States and local governments are strapped with fiscal problems. The costs of local services have be-
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come almost insurmountable, to the extent that in New York we are facing a real
fiscal crisis. We are fast approaching
the point in New York when there will be
no money left to keep existing public
transportation services opera.ting and in
good repair, let alone to provide new services. Even though Federal fund&--though
limited-exist to provide additional mass
transit structures it may prove too difficult for State and local governments to
raise the required matching funds and
there is no Federal authority nor money
available to at least keep the present systems operating smoothly.
New York's transit a.nd commuter services are in desperate financial condition.
Many urban areas face a similar crisis
and I am sure still others are fast approaching this condition.
For 1972, the New York transit system
will require revenues of approximately
$190 million above revenues now derived
from the present 30-cent fare. In 1973
the deficit will increase to approximately
$250 million. The anticipaJted cash need
for commuter services in the New York
City area will amount to $57 million over
amounts generated by the present fares.
The Governor is now calling a special session of the State Legislature iill an effort,
among other things, to help offSelt these
deficits and I know the State and city will
be contributing significantly. If this bill
I am introducing today passes, it should
provide funds, together with state and
local contributions, sufficient to keep the
rapid transit fares from rising and to limit increases in communter fares. It is
certain we can no longer rely on passenger fares to offset these enormous
costs.
Great benefits have accrued to this
country-both to urban and rural
areas-from our highway and airways
expenditures. I do not dispute that. But
no longer can one form of transportation be considered in isolation from the
other. Clearly, a single unified transportation trust fund is needed; we must
have comprehensive planning.
The Department of Transportation on
November 22, 1971, in a report entitled
"Feasibility of Federal Assistance for
Urban Mass Transit Operating Costs/'
disappointingly rejected the idea that
the Federal Government should subsidize operating costs. Rather the report
recommended that the Congress pass the
President's transportation revenue sharing proposal.
It is unlikely that the transportation
revenue-sharing proposal will be enacted
quickly. Accordingly, it should not be
considered a substitute for the w·gent
assistance which is needed now to check
the deterioration of our public transportation systems. Some interim measure such as the bill I am introducing is
needed at least to keep our present systems in repair. Even the release of the
mass transit money the President has
impounded-money which I have strongly urged him to release-would not help
this situation, for it is money to be used
essentially to build new capital structure.
The Senate is beginning to recognize
thalt the ·t ime has come when a greater
proportion of the Federal transportation

funds should be made available to mass
transportation. Recent efforts to delete a
provision from the Revenue Aot of 1971
which would have shifted certain general revenues into the highway trust
fund, narrowly failed. Similar efforts
to have those funds earmarked for
mass transit uses also narrowly failed.
Fortunately, that provision shifting the
funds was deleted in conference. The
Senate votes on these provisions, however, signify the increasing dissatisfaction with the "monopoly" highway trust
fund concept and indicate a growing desire to apply more money to urban mass
transit and commuter services.
The bill I introduce today does not
try to subsidize all operating expenses;
it merely tries to maintain and keep in
good repair those systems we have, and
it appears to me that such concept would
appropriately complement the Federal
present law.
I :firmly believe that healing our cities'
transportation woes would go a long way
to help solve many of our other urban
problems. For cities like New York an
improved transportation network would
add immeasurably to the quality of life.
This bill may keep us at least at status
quo until we have the opportunity to develop the programs and devote the money to putting transportation systems in
the shape we would like to see them.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed in the REcORD, at this point.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:

s.
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A bill to amend the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 to authorize certain emergency grants to assure adequate rapid
transit and commuter ra.Uroad service in
urban areas, and for other purposes
Be it enactecL by the Senate ancL House of
Representatives of the UnitecL States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the

" Urban
Act".

Transportation Emergency

Relief

FINDINGS AND PURPOSES
SEc. 2. The Congress find1r(1) that the continued operation of existing rapid transit and commuter railroad
facilities in urban areas is threatened by
the lack of resources;
(2) that the Federal Government has a.
responsibility to help support the operations
of these facilities until more adequate longterm programs can be enacted; and
(3) that 1mmeddate Federal assistance is
needed on a.n emergency basis to avoid the
shutting down of some of these facilities and
to prevent fares from escalating beyond the
reach of rapid transit and commuter railroad users.
EMERGENCY GRANTS TO MAINTAIN
RIGHT-OF-WAY
SEc. 3. The Urban Mass Transportation Act
of 1964 is amended by redesignating sections
6 through 16 a.s sections 7 through 17 and
inserting after section 5 a new section as
follows:
"EMERGENCY GRANTS TO MAINTAIN
RIGHTS-OF-WAY
"SEc. 6. (a.) Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Act, the Secretary shall
make gra.nts to States and local public bod!es
and agencies thereof in an amount equal to
all or a part of the total cost incurred on
and after January 1, 1972, of the regular

maintenance and repair of the right-of-way
of a rapid transit or commuter railroad facility serving a city or the metropolitan area
surrounding a. city.
" (b ) Payment of such grants shall be made
quart erly, in arrears, based upon such interim proof as shall be required by the Secretary of Transportation that the said costs
have in fact been incurred, subject to subsequent verification and adjustmen t b y the
Secretary of Transportation upon the complet ion of detailed post audits.
"(c ) Regular maint enance and repair of
t he right-of-wa y shall include maintenance
and repair of ( 1) grade, tunnels, subways,
bridges, trestles, culverts, and elevated structures; (2 ) track , including replacement of
ties, rail, other track material, and ballast;
(3 ) signal systems, interlockers (including
opera t ion thereof) and grade-crossing warning and protection systems (including operation thereof ) ; and (4 ) power substations (including operation thereof) and power transmission and distribut ion syst ems, includin g
replacement of third rail. Where the cost of
maintenance and repair as aforesaid reflects
the salary of an employee of such facility,
such salary shall be augmented by a. factor to
approximate payroll taxes , fringe, pension,
and retirement benefits, and general overhead
and supervision expense attributable to such
employee.
"( d ) A State cr local public body or agency
shall be considered to have incurred costs of
t he regular maintenance and the repair of a
righ t-of-way of a r a pid transit or commuter
railroad facility if such State or local public
body or agency is charged b y law or contract with the responsibility to operate or
to provide at least 80 per centum of any annual deficit arising from the operation of
t he rapid transit or commuter railroad facility. Even if a State makes an emergency
grant to a local public body or agency comparable to the grant authorized under subsection (a) of this section, the Secretary
shall nonetheless make the grant under such
subsection (a).
" (e ) 'I'<> finance grants under subsection
(a ) of this section, there is authorized to be
appropriated $200,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1972, 1973 , 1974, 1975, and 1976.
Any amount appropriated pursuant to this
subsect ion shall remain available until expended, and any amount so authorized but
not appropriated for any fiscal year may be
appropriated for any subsequent fiscal year."

By Mr. TAFT (for himself and
Mr.

FONG):

S. 2959. A bill to amend the LaborManagement Relations Act, 1947, and the
Railway Labor Act to provide for the
settlement of certain emergency labor
disputes. Referred to the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare.
EMERGENCY LABOR

DISPUTES

ACT OF

1971

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the distin-

guished chairman of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee has scheduled
hearings on the 9th of December relative to my proposal for emergency strike
legislation.
Since I introduced my amendment No.
765 to the Economic Stabilization Act
legislation I have redrafted this proposal
by making certain technical changes that
I believe will strengthen this approach.
Today I introduce for appropriate reference a bill embodying these changes and
I ask unanimous consent that the text of
this bill appear at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the REcoRD, as
follows:
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s. 2959
A il:>ill to amend the Labor-Management RelS~tions Act, 1947, and the Railway Labor
Act to provide for the se1Jtlement of certain
emergency la.bor disputes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act
may be cited as the "Emergency Labor Dis-

putes Act of 1971".
SEC. 2. (a) Congress hereby finds" ( 1) tb..a.t the present proced\l!l'es established by sections 206-210 of the LaborManagement Rel81tlons Act, 1947, and section 10 of the Railway Labor Act for dealing
with labor disputes whlcih threa.ten the
health or safety of the Nation or a substantial part of its population or terrLtory, or deprive any section of the counJtry o! essential
transportation services need to be amended
to provide greater fiexib1lity in preventing
nationaJ. or regionaJ. emergencies created by
labor disputes;
"(2) present procedures for resolving such
labor disputes need to be amended to prevent serious disruptions in operations and
serVIices essent1a.l to the health or safety o!
the Nation or a substantial part of its population or territory; and
"(3) additional procedures need to be
made available to permit prompt a.ction to
deal with national or regional emergencies
crooted by labor disputes is necessary to prevent impertling the health or safety of the
Naltion or a substantial part of its population
or territory by such disputes and to encourage and maiDJta.in free collect!ve
bargaining.
"(b) It is the purpose of lthis Act to make
available a range of fiexible procedures to be
utilized in taking emergency action, to prevent the interruption of operations or services essential to the health or safety of the
Nation or a substantial part of its population or territory because of actual or threatened strikes or lockouts.
"SEc. 3. Sections 206-209 of the Labor-Management Relations Act, 1947, are amended to
read as follows:
"'SEc. 206. (a) Whenever in tthe opinion o!
the President of the United States a threatened or actual strike or lockout or other
labor dispute in an industry affecting commerce may, if permitted to occur or to continue, imperil the health or safety o! the
Nation or a substantial part of its population
or territory, or deprive any section of the
country of essential transportation services,
he may appoint a board of inquiry to inquire
into the issues involved in the dispute and
to make a written report to him within such
time as he shall prescribe. Such report shall
include a statement of the facts with respect
to the dispUJte, including each party's statement of its own position, and, if the President
so directs at any time, there shall be included
in such report the recommendations of the
board of inquiry for the settlement of some or
all of the issues in dispute. The President
shall file a copy of such report with the Secretary of Labor and shall make its contents
available to the public.
" '(b) Upon receiving the report from a
board of inquiry, the Secretary may initialte
one or more of the following actions:
"' (i) (A) He may issue an order for a specHied period not to exceed thirty days that
work shall resume or continue, but otherwise no change in the conditions out of
which the dispute arose shall be made exceplt
by agreement. During such period the parties
to the dispute shall be under a duty to
bargain collectively, but neither party shall
be under a duty to accept in whole or in
part any recommendations of the board of
inquiry.
" '(B) The Secretary's order shall be conclusive unless found arbitrary or capricious
by a three judge Federal district court, pursuant to section 2284 of title 28, United States

Code. The judgment of the court shall be
subject to review by the Supreme Court in
accordance with section 1253 of title 28,
United States Code.
"' (2) (A) He may issue an order for partial
operation specifying the extent and condition
of partial operation that must be maintained:
Provided, Th81t in no event shall his order
place a greater economic burden on any party
than that which a total cessation of operations would impose.
" '(B) The parties shall not interfere by
resort to strike or lockout with the partial
operation ordered by the Secretary. The Secretary's order shall be effective for a period
determined by the Secretary, but not to exceed one hundred and eighty days.
"'(C) The Secretary's order shall be conclusive unless found arbitrary or capricious
by a three judge Federal district court, pursuant to section 2284 of title 23, United States
Code. The judgment of the court shall be
subject to review by the Supreme Court in
accordance with section 1253 of title 28,
United States Code.
" '(D) (i) The Secretary shall issue his order for partial operation no later than thirty
days from the receipt of the report from the
President, unless the parties, including the
Government, agree to an extension of time.
"' (ii) On notice to the parties, the Secretary may at any time during the period of
partiaJ operation modify its order as it deems
necessary to effectuate the purposes of this
section.
" '(E) Until the Secretary makes his determination and during any period of partial
operation ordered by the Secretary, no
change, except by agreement, shall !be made
in the terms and conditions of employment.
If the Secretary determines that the implementation of any particular term of the
existing terms and conditions of employment is inconsistent with the conditions of
partial operation, he may order the suspension or modification of that term but only
to the extent necessary to make it consistent
with the conditions of partial operation.
"'(3) (A) He may direct each party to
submit to him within three days a list of all
resolved and unresolved issues in the dispute. The Secretary shall, within four days
after the expiration of the three day period,
prepare a complete list of the unresolved
issues, and Within three days send a copy of
such issues to each party. After receipt of
the issues from the Secretary, each party
shall within five days submit to the Secretary a final offer covering each of tlhe unresolved issues. Each party m •a y at the same
time submit one alternate final offer covering all the unresolved issues. The Secretary
shall forthwith transmit the final offers and
any alternative offers to the parties.
"'(B) The parties shall continue to bargain
collectively for a period of five days after the
Secretary has transmitted the fina:l offers and
any alternative offers, during such five days
the Secretary may act as a mediator. Lf no
settlement is reached during such five day
period, the parties shall within two days
thereafter mutually appoint a three-member
panel to act as the final offer selector. If the
parties are unalble to agree on the compost~
tion of the panel, the President shall appoint
the pa.nel.
" ' (C) No person who has a pecuniary or
other interest in any organization of employees or employers or employers' organizations which are involved in the dispute shall
be appointed to such panel.
"'(D) Tile prov.isiooo of sections 207{b)
through 207 (e) of this Act shall apply to the
panel.
"•(E) T:he panel shall conduct an informal
hearing and shall select a final offer within
t'hirty days from the date when tlhe .panel
was appointed. The government shall not participate in the hearing or in the selection of
the offer.
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" '(F) The panel shall at no time engage
in an effort to mediate or otherwise settle
the dispute in any manner other than that
prescribed by this section.
" ' (G) From the time of selection of the
panel until such time as the panel makes
its selection, there shall be no communication by the members of the panel with third
parties concerning recommendations for settlement of the dispute.
"'(H) Beginning with the direction of the
Secretary to submit final offers and until the
panel makes Lts selection, there shall be
no change, except by agreement of the parties, in the terms and conditions of employment.
"'(I) The panel shall consider only the
final offers and alternative offers made pursuant to this subsection A of this section.
The panel shall not compromise or alter any
final offer or alternative offer. Selection of a
final offer shall be based on the content of
the final offers and no consideration shall
be given to, nor shall any evidence be received concerning, the collective bargaining in this dispute including offers of settlement not contained in the final offers.
"' (J) The panel shall select the final offer
or aLternative offer which it determines to be
the most reasonable. The panel shall take
into account the public interest, and any
other factors normally considered in the
determination of wages, hours, and conditions of employment. If any party has failed
or refused to submit a final offer, the panel
shall forthwith and without a hearing select
1:;he final offer of the other party.
"' (K) The final offer selected by the panel
together with the resolved issues shall be
binding between rthe parties, whether or
not subsequently signed by both parties
thereto.
"' (L) The determination of the panel
shall be conclusive unless found arbitrary
and capricious by a three judge federal district court, pursuant to section 2284 of title
28, United States Code. The judgment of
the court shall be subject to review by the
Supreme Court in accordance with section
1253 of title 28, United States Code.
"'(4) (A) Upon receiving the report from
the board of inquiry, the Secretary may direct the Attorney General to petition any
district court of the United States having
jurisdiction of the parties to enjoin such
strike or lockout or the continuation thereof
for a period not to exceed 80 days. If the
court finds that su,ch threatened or actual
strike or lockout:
"• (i) affects an entire industry or a substantial part thereof engaged in trade, comr;terce, transportation, transmission, or communication among the several States or
with foreign nations, or engaged in the production of goods for commerce; and
"' (ii) if permitted to occur or to continue,
will imperil the health or safety of the Nation or a substantial part of its population
or territory, or deprives any section of the
country of essential transportation services;
it shall have jurisdiction to enjoin any such
strike or lockourt, or the continuation thereof for a period not to exceed 80 days. The
court additionally shall issue such other orders as may be appropriate for the enforcement of this subsection.
"'(B) In any case, the provisions of the
Act of March 23, 1932, entitled "An Act to
amend the Judicial Code and to define and
limit the jurisdiction of courts sitting in
equity, and for other purposes", shall not
be applicable.
"'(C) The order or orders of the court
shall be subject •t o review by the appropriate
circuit court of appeals and by the Supreme
Court upon writ of certiorari or certification
as provided in section 239 and 240 of the
Judicial Code, as amended (U.S.C., title 28,
sec. 1254).
·
"'SEc. 207. (a) The board of inquiry shall
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composed of a cha.irman and such other
members as the President shall determine.
and shall have power to sit and act in any
place Within the United States and to gemduct such hearings either in public or in
private, as it may deem necessary or proper,
to ascertain the facts With respect to the
causes and circumstances of the dispute.
"'(b) Members of the board of inquiry
or panel appointed under section 206(b) (3)
shall receive compensation, at the daily rate
prescribed for Gs-18 under section 5332 of
title 5, United States Code. for each working day on the board or panel, together With
necessary travel and subsistence expenses.
" •(c) For .t he purpose of any hearing or
inquiry conducted by any board or panel
appointed under this title, the provisions of
sections 9 and 10 (relating to the attendance of Witnesses and the production of
books, papers, and documents) of the Federal Trade Commission Act of September 16,
1914, as amended (U.S.C. 19, :title 15. sees. 49
and 50, as amended), are hereby made applicable to the powers and duties of the
board and panel.
" • (d) Any board or panel established under this Act shall act by majority vote.
" •(e) A vacancy on any such board or
panel shall not impair the right of the remaining members to exercise all of the
powers of such board or panel. Such vacancy
shall be filled by the same procedure as provided for initial appointment outlined in this
Act.
"'SEC. 208. (a) The provisions of this title
and orders or determinations issued ;thereunder shall be enforceable upon suit by the
Attorney General, through such orders as
may be appropriate by any court having
jurisdiction of any of the parties.
" •(b) Any action brought under this section shall be heard and determined by a
three-judge district court in accordance with
section 2284 of title 28, United States Code.
The order or orders of the court shall be
subject to review by the Supreme Court in
accordance With section 12'53 of title 28.
United States Code.
"'SEc. 209. (a) Notwithstanding any other
provisions of this Act, whenever any employer proposes a change in work rules affecting employees as contained in any labor
agreement, unless such work rules relate
principally to lthe health or safety of employees, the employer may make such change
effective as proposed, if (1) any cost savings
realized as a resuLt of such change affecting
rules Will be shared 50 per centum each by
the employer implementing such a change
and the nonprofessional and nonsupervisorlal
employees, as defined in title I of the Labor
Management Relations Act of 1947, and (2)
any reduction in the number of operating
employees of such employer contemplated by
the proposed change affecting rules will be
accomplished by attrition.
"'(b) Nothing 1n this subsection shall be
construed to prevent carriers and representatives of the employees from entering into
an ·a greement a.:trecting work rules.
"'(c) For the purposes of clause (1) of
subsection (a) of this sectl.on, payments to
employees shall be on a per capita basis and
shall be made not later than !our monlths
following the end of each fiscal year. In the
event that any employee was not employed
by an employer for .t he entire fiscal year preceding the payment date, the paymenlt to
such employee hereunder shall be prorated
to cover tlhe period of em.ploymeDJt.
"'(d) In the event that any representative of a:trected employees contests the
amount of cost savings as determined by the
employer under clause (1), subsection (a)
of this section, said representative and the
employer shall mutually designate and compensate a certified public accountant, whether an individual, par.tnership, or corporation, which accountant shall make a determlbe

nation of the cost savings, which determination shall thereupon •b e final and binding! ...
"SEc. 4. Section 210 of the Labor-Management •R elations Act. 1947, is repealed.
"SEc. 5. Section 212 of the Labor-Management Relations Act, 1947. ~ amended to read
as follows:
"'REPEAL OF SECTION 10 OF THE RAILWAY
LABOR ACT

" 'SEc. 212. Section 10 of the Railway Labor
Act is hereby repealed: Provided, That such
section shall continue in effect with respect
to any emergency board in existence on rt:he
effective date of this Aict. Disputes heretofore subject to section 10 of the Railway
Labor Act shall be subject to provisions of
this tiltle!
"SEC. 6. Title H of .t he Labor-Managemenlt
Relations Act, 1947, is amended ,b y adding
at thre end thereof the following new section:
" 'RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES

213. Noth.i :ng In lthis title shall be
construed to limit the rlghlt of any employee to resign from his position of employmenlt.'
"SEC. 7. INAPPLICABn.ITY OF THE NORRISLAGUARDIA ACT.-The provisions of rt:he Act
of March 23, 1932, entitled 'An Act to amend
the Judicial Code and to define and Umlt
the jurisdiction of coul'lts sitting in equity,
and for other purposes', shall not be appldca.ble to any judicia'! proceeding brought under
or to enforce :the provisions of this Act.'•
" 'SEC.

By Mr. BEALL:
S.J. Res. 181. Joint resolution to establish a Joint Committee on Aging.
Referred to the Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, it is said
with some justification that perhaps the
most neglected minority in the country
today are our senior Americans. Perhaps
to no group of people do we owe more of
a debt of gratitude than to our senior
citizens, for they are responsible, in the
main, for the many privileges and opportunities which we as Americans enjoy
today.
Hopefully, this neglect will shortly be
a thing of the past. I am happy that the
White House Conference on Aging was
called and that it has now been successfully concluded.
The problems discussed at the conference attracted national attention. They
show that there is a great responsibility
among those who serve in Congress to
see to it that that attention is not
allowed to sag, as it were. Suggestions
have been made as a result of the White
House Conference on Aging that deserve
the attention of the executive and the
legislative branches. It is our responsibility as members of the legislative
branch to see that these suggestions are
transmitted into meaningful legislative
proposals.
It has been my observation recently
that, although our intentions are good,
the efforts of Congress so far have been
fragmented when it comes to dealing
with the problems of the aging. Those
problems deserve the undivided attention of all of us who serve in Congress.
We must erect a structure so ·t hat we
can deal with these problems which will
result in meaningful solutions.
Therefore. so that Congress can deal
effectively with the problems which face
the aging, so that we can come up with
the kinds of solutions necessary, I send
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to the desk a joint resolution to establish
a Joint House-Senate Committee on the
Aging. It seems to me that if we can give
these problems the kind of attention they
deserve, through concentration of our
efforts and through the establishment of
a committee which will have the undivided, the sole responsibility ·o f bringing
the problems of the aged to .the attention
of Congress, then we can come up with
meaning,f ullegislative solutions, and with
meaningful suggestions to carry out the
ideas which were born during .t he recent
White House Conference on the Aging.
I send this resolution to the desk in the
hope that it will be favora:bly considered.
This new joint committee will consist
of 22 members, 11 Members from the
Senate, appointed by the President of
the Senate; and 11 Members from the
House of Representatives, selected by the
Speaker. A similar resolution was introduced in the House by Congressman QUIE.
The mandated duties of the joint committee will be:
First, to conduct a continuous study
and review of the problems of the senior
Americans. This will include income,
housing, health-including medical research-welfare, employment. recreation,
crime prevention. transportation. and
greater participation in family and community lift.
Second, to study methods of encouraging the development of public and
private programs which would assist
older Americans to take a full part in
national lift. These senior Americans
have had a lifetime of learning and they
have a knowledge of skills and abilities
to contribute to help make a better
America.
Third, to develop policies encouraging
the coordination of both governmental
and private programs dealing with the
problems of aging; and
Fourth. to review the recommendations
made by the President on the White
House Conference on Ag.i ng.
This latter point is most important
for senior Americans are tired of hearing
only promises of improvements and no
action implementing them. I am particularly pleased that President Nixon has
indicated that Arthur Flemming. who
heads the White House Conference on
Aging, will not only be around to follow
up the White House Conference but will
be retained even beyond that point as a
personal consultant on aging matters to
the President.
The responsibility for substantive
legislation dealing with senior Americans
is fragmented both in the executive
branch and in the legislative branch. For
example. at the executive level, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Department of Labor, the Department of Agriculture. and the Office
of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Housing and Urban Development all have prograinS involving senior Americans. President Nixon, in order
to help coordinate senior citizens programs at the executive level. has created
a Special Cabinet Committee on Aging,
as part of the domestic counsel. This action is needed and helpful.
In the Congress, we have a similar
fragmentation problem. The Senate Fi-
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nance Committee has jurisdiction over
social security, tax matters, and health
insurance, while the Labor and Public
Welfare Committee has jurisdiction over
such areas of interest to the aged as the
Older American Act, health, poverty, and
education programs. The Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee has
jurisdiction over housing matters. The
Agriculture Committee handles food
stamps. It would ibe very difficult to rrestructure the jurisdiction of the respective committees because the problem of
older Americans crosses committee jurisdictional lines. The Joint Committee
envisioned by this joint resolution would
not be given legislative authority. In
many ways it would be like the Senate
Select Committee on Aging, but it would
have the additional asset of bringing the
House and Senate together for a joint
examination and study of the problems
of Senior Americans.
Mr. President, there are 20 million
Americans age 65 and over. I can think
of no group that is more deserving of increased attention. They have through
their working years earned the right to
live their retirement years in security, independence, and dignity. These citizens
are largely responsible for the prosperity
and greatness that is America today.
These citizens through hard work and
determination pulled themselves and
their country from the depths of a great
depression. Many of them fought in either World War I or World War II. Thus
we owe this segment of our society special obligations. The joint committee
that I propose today could be the forum
for the needed increased attention to the
problems of senior Americans by the
Congress. The first White House Conference in a decade is now taking place and
hopefully the recommendations will lead
to action by the executive and legislative
branches and the country as a whole
on the problems of the aged.
.
Mr. President, through the creation of
the Special cabinet Committee on Aging, and the retention of Dr. Flemming,
the President and the executive branch
have indicated that they are geared to
action. The establishment of a joint
committee, as I proposed today, whose
first order of business \Vill be to focus
on the recommendations of the White
House Conference on Aging would similarly signal a readiness to redress the
longstanding grievances of senior Americans, the largest and most forgotten minority in the Nation.
SENATE RESOLUTION 208-SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE THE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE TO ENGAGE IN STUDmS
ON
UNITED
STATES-CANADA
TRADE

<Referred to the Committee on Finance.)
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I submit
a resolution authorizing the Senate Committee on Finance or an appropriate subcommittee of that committee to engage
in studies and make other inquiries which
can result in recommendations to the
Congress to assure this Nation and our
neighbor, Canada, a continuation of

amicable and mutually satisfactory relations in trade and commerce throughout the decade of the 1970's.
I do this with a deep sense of gratitude for the warm and friendly relations
which have characterized the United
States-Canadian posture in the years of
our national histories. The bonds of a
common heritage, a common language
and, for most purposes, common goals,
have been significantly beneficial to both
nations.
I submit this resolution with an awareness of problems and of stresses within
the current trends of both nations which,
if left unheeded, might result in even a
minor degree of deterioration of those
wholesome and mutually beneficial relations in trade and commerce so important to both nations.
The United States has, indeed, some
difficult decisions to make in matters of
trade balances and capital outflow which
are vital to the domestic economy. Proposals to aid in the making of these decisions are before this Congress in substantial volume and the volume will increase within the next few years.
It is my belief that particular attention should be given to United StatesCanada relations. Canada is zealous to
preserve its national integrity and Canada rightly deserves status among the
formidable nations which will shape the
world's destiny. Yet Canada has been
enhanced, and I hope it will continue to
be enhanced, by the technological and
capital support of the United States.
To me it is abhorrent to politicize some
of the problems which are inevitable in
the courses of both the United States
and Canada. Durable solutions cannot result from decisions made with a lack of
understanding by either nation of the internal problems of the other nation.
Canada deserves to develop, to fashion, and to market its resources for the
fullest benefit of its citizens. The employment of U.S. technology and capital
investment need not deter this attainment. Canada will export its resources
as finished goods or as raw materials depending on the needs, both present and
future, of its domestic economy. But, in
such important objectives as exploration
for and production of energy resources,
it will require substantial investment of
U.S. capital and substantial access to
U.S. markets to underwrite these developments. Needless to say, investors within the United States need to be advised
of the policies within Canada which may
support or impede the attainment of the
objectives sought in the making of capital investments.
For example, Northern Natural Gas
Co., a transmission and distribution company headquartered in Omaha, Nebr.,
has become, in the past 3 years, a substantial investor in exploration for and
discovery of gas in the Province of Alberta. Northern's activity has been important to the economy of the Province. Its
investment of $80 million has resulted in
Northern acquiring rights to more than
3 triillon cubic feet of natural gas. While
discovery in Canada is no guarantee for
a license to export, there was never any
doubt of Northern's purpose to bring
Canadian gas into its system.

Northern anticipated Canadian concerns about foreign investment and
created a subsidiary operation under
Canadian control. Despite Northern's
success in discovery of natural gas in
Alberta, ~t has twice been denied an
application to export any gas to the
United States. Northern's second application, designed more closely than its
first to meet prevailing Canadian attitudes and objectives, would have benefited the Canadian consumer of natural
gas to an extent at least equal to benefits
flowing 'to the U.S. consumer.
The Northern Co. experience is an example of an area which needs clarification in United States-Canadian trade
relations. Policies of the two govern·men:ts on trade in energy resources must
be clarified before U.S. investors can be
expected to make further capital commitments, commitments which will provide benefits over the long term for both
nations.
It is my purpose, with this resolurtion,
to meet some of the problems which exist
or may come into being in United StatesCamadian relations in trade and commerce. I believe that, if we were to pursue a favored-nation policy, Canada
would richly deserve our favor. I think
we deserve a like measure of favor from
Canada. My purpose 'is an enhancement
of our historically good relations to the
benefit of both nations.
The resolution reads as follows:
S. RES. 208
Resolved, That the Committee of Finance
or any subcommittee thereof, 1s authorizOO.

under section 134(·a ) and 136 of the Legislative Reorganization Act, and in accordance
with its jurisdiction speclfied by rule XXV
of the Standing Rules of the Senate, to make
a complete and full study and investigation
o'f the means necessary to improve, within
the next ten years, the relations between the
United States and Canada with respect to the
investment of domestic capital funds, and to
trade and commerce. Such study and investigation shall include, but not be Umited
to, the investment of domestic ca-pital funds
in the exploration for, and discovery of,
energy resources within Canada and shall include inquiry into pollcies within Canada
for the disposition of energy resources acquired with domestic capital funds.
SEC. 2 . The Committee shall report to the
Senate at the earliest practtca.ble date the results of its study and investigation, together
with its recommendations 'for any necessary
legislation.

SENATE RESOLUTION 209-SUBMISSION OF A RESOLUTION RELATING
TO THE PLIGHT OF JEWS IN THE
SOVIET UNION
<Referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.)
Mr. CHTI...ES submitted the following
resolution:
S. RES. 209

Whereas the President ha.s announced hts
intention to meet wtth the leaders of the
Soviet Union 1n Moscow in 1972:
Whereas the Government of the Soviet
Union has unjustly dlscrlmlnated against its
Jewish citizens and denied them the right
to emigrate to other countries; and
Whereas the plight of Jewish people in
the Soviet Union is of deep concern to the
people of the United States: Now, therefore,
be it
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Resolved, That the President is urged and
requested to give high priority to a discussion of the plight of Jews in the Soviet Union
at his up~oming meeting with SOviet leaders.

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF
A RESOLUTION
SENATE RESOLUTION 203

At the request of Mr. HATFIELD, the
Senator from Alaska <Mr. GRAVEL), the
Senator from Massachusetts <Mr. KENNEDY) , the Senator from Oregon (Mr.
PACKWOOD), and the Senator from Florida <Mr. GuRNEY) were added as cosponsors of Senate Resolution 203, calling for
a fishing industry representative in the
delegation of the United States to the
United Nations Law of the Sea Conference.
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
THE POLITICAL SITUATION
IN EUROPE
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, the cornerstone of our worldwide system of collective security is what NATO Secretary
General Manlio Brosio has described as
the first line of defense of the United
States, our alliance with the nations of
Western Europe in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. In the 1940's and
1950's, the NATO alliance served as a
military bulwark against the very real
prospect of unalloyed Soviet military aggression against the nations of Western
Europe following the subjugation of the
nations of Eastern Europe by the Soviet
Union in the years following World War
II. In the 1960's, the NATO alliance
served as the military "umbrella" beneath which the political and economic
freedom of Western Europe was assured.
In recent weeks, however, there have
been some disquieting signs on the political horizon which raise questions about
the continued viability of the Western
alliance.
There have been two keys to the continued success of NATO as a force for
the security and stability of Europe. One
has been the steadfast support-diplomatic, economic, and military-of these
alliance by the United States. The second has been the political integrity and
independence of the Federal Republic
of Germany. Because of her economic
importance and strategic geographical
position at the very heart of Europe, a
West Germany strongly committed to
the political independence of NATO and
her constituent nations is vital to the
very existence of the alliance.
There is some preliminary evidence
that the political "cement" of NATO
unity is weakening as a consequence of
the recent negotiations over the status
of Berlin.
U.S. policy in Europe since World
War II has been most closely identified with preserving the political status
of West Germany in general, and
the city of Berlin in particul,a r. It bas

been the position of the United States as
well as the other NATO powers, that the
United States, France, and the United
Kingdom should retain ultimate authority over Berlin. Moreover, it has been em-

phasized over and over again that Berlin should be integrated into the political
and economic life of West Germany. In
support of this principle-a principle
spelled out in postwar allied documents
as well as the West German Constitution-we have committed the resources
and prestige of the United States on
scores of occasions since World Warn.
Berlin has become politically important, because it is the litmus paper of
American and European resolve. Failure
to support those rights with respect to
Berlin which we have supported in the
past, mixed up in the incredible subtlties
of secret diplomacy as it is, would be
taken as an unmistakable signal to the
Soviet Union and her Warsaw Pact client
states that the time was ripe to initiate
a political offensive designed to achieve
the destruction of West European unity
and the dissolution of the NATO alliance.
Should such a political offensive succeed
the inevitable result would be the "Fin~
landization" of Europe. Because without
a spirit of unity and without a strong
American military presence, the nations
of ·w estern Europe-especially Germany-could retain all of the outward
manifestations of national identity and
political independence, but they would be
unable to act in concert in a manner
which would run counter to important
Soviet objectives.
. There are elements of the recently
s1gned Quadrapartite Agreement on the
status of Berlin which concerns me deeply. It is my view that the trend of events
which may follow the Quadrapartite
Agreement merits the closest congressional scrutiny. Indeed, the terms of the
Quadrapartite Agreement strongly suggest that there should be congressional
study of the agreement itself since this
agreement may be the first in a series
of far-reaching agreements affecting the
character of European and NATO security arrangements and the relationship
of the United States to Europe.
The agreement appears to make a
number of crucial concessions concerning the status of Berlin-particularly
the establishment that Berlin is not a
part of West Germany-in exchange for
an extended list of assurances that the
Soviet Union will not harass traffic between West Germany and West Berlin.
It seems that the heroic diplomatic and
military efforts which have been made
since World War II to preserve the association of West Berlin with West Germany may have come to naught if we
surrender through negotiation what the
Soviet Union could not win by intimidation and blackmail.
There is evidence that there is a
growing realization among Germans
that the consequences of the Quadrapartite Agreement may not be in their
interests either. In a recent address before the National Press Club, West German Publisher Axel Springer observed
that the West had conceded important
political ground. He goes on to state:
For instance, it diminished the in.fiuence
of the Federal Republic in West Berlin by
accepting thwt no sessions of the Bonn Parliament nor the Congress, which elects the
Federal President, may take place in West
Berlin.
On the other hand, the situation in East
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Berlin was not even mentioned, where, contrary to earlier agreements, the East German regime has installed its governmental
offices and its mock parliament, not even to
speak of the East German troops which are
stationed there. No West German soldier
may--of course--enter West Berlin.
Completely incredible is .t he concession to
establish a Soviet consulate general in West
Berlin, a concession granted upon German
urging. The Berliners already call this the
future home of all spies who were kicked
out of Britain recently.

I ask unanimous consent that the
complete text of Mr. Springer's remarks
and the full text of the Quadrapartite
Agreement be printed in the RECORD.
It is my intention to continue to examine the character of this and future
agreements with a view toward their
consistency with American interests in
Europe, lest we one day, find that our
interests have been severely compromised by a series of small steps.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY AXEL SPRINGER

·L adies and gentlemen, your chairman
asked me to 'b e brief. I thlnk he was right.
Because as you know we Germans write the
longest articles in the world and make the
longest speoohes-with the possible exception of the Russians and the Cubans.
The duty to be brief reminds me of a very
pleasant ceremony at the Chaim Weizmann
Institute in Rehovot, Israel. Before we, the
designated Honorary Fellows of the Institute,
got our caps and gowns, there were several
speakers; they all were a.sked to be brief.
One of them, the British Ambassador,..
solved this problem in a very humorous way:
he purposely spoke so fast, that nobody understoOd him. But he stuck exactly to the
given time, and the results were waves and
waves of laughter in the audience.
Don't be alarmed. I cannot speak English
that rapidly.
Seriously, I am grateful and happy to be
here today to talk to you about Berlin.
Before J. get to Berlin allow me to introduce myseltf 'by telling you the four basic
principles to which all journalists of our
newspapers are bound.
( 1) Reunification of Germany in freedom,
if possible within the framework of a United
Europe.
(2) Reunification between Jews and Germans, which includes strong support for the
life-rights of the people of Israel.
(3) Rejection of any kind of political
dictatorship.
(4} Defense of the free market economy
with so~ial responsibility.
When I said before that I am grateful to
be here at this time, my main reason is that
I believe we are witnessing today not the
beginning of a Berlin solution, as many want
us to believe, but the beginnings of a new
future Berlin crisis, dliferent from earlier
ones.
Many who compared the building of the
Wall in 1961 to a painful amputation, now
fear that in the meantime tb~ city has been
infooted by a dangerous creeping Ulness.
It is, therefore, not a matter of accident
that people are leaving Berlin these days in
great numbers. The census officials of the
city are alarmed. Many more Berliners, they
say, have left the city in the past months
than those who left even after the building
of the Wall.
FlaT years and years I have been calllng attention to this danger.
I remember especially a dinner in Bonn,
ten years ago, on Friday, August 11th, 1961.
Next to me sat the late Edward R. Murrow,
then head of the USIA.
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At that time, once again, access routes to
Berlin were under discussion, and Mr. Murrow asked for my opinion.
"You are all looking in the wrong direction. Watch out for a move to cut off West
Berlin from the East by barbed wire and
military units."
Mr. Murrow seemed more than interested
and urged a detaUed continuation of our
talk a few days later, when he planned to
be in Berlin.
One night later the barbed wire was actually strung, the Western powers reacted only
reluctantly, and a short whtle afterwards a
very excited and agitated Ed Murrow sat
in my Berlin home.
In a long, extremely serious talk I warned
him that this period may some day be regarded as the starting point of a neutralism
which might embroil Germany at some future date and break up the NATO alliance.
You all remember, that soon thereafter
President John F. Kennedy sent his Vice
President, Lyndon B. Johnson, and the, in
Germany, very popular General Clay to Berlin, to bring reassurance to the threa.tened
city and to il.ts people.
But the doubts remained.
It seems that especially Willy Brandt, the
former Mayor of Berlin and present German
Chancellor, never got over the shock caused
by Western inaction in face of •t he Wall. It
may be that the seeds for his new dangerous
policy towards the East were already laid on
this fateful August 13th, 1961.
During a recent discussion in the Bonn
parliament, Herbert Wehner, the st rong man
in the SPD, said: ''We must not forget that
this Wall was accepted, even though with protest, by those who solemnly signed with us
mutually binding treatles:-meanlng the
Western powers.
Brandt underlined this statement by almost jumping from his seat and rthree times
in a row nodding his head in approval.
Ladies and gentlemen, we spoke of the days
when the Berlin Wall was built. Those were
trying times. But all this did not in any way
change my earlier decision to move the headquarters of my pubUshing group fmm Hamburg to Berlin. I felt at that time, as I am
conwnced now, that in •B erlin the future not
only of Germany w1ll be decided, burt the future of Europe, possibly even the future of
modern Western society.
Our move to Berlin was a deliberate decision motivated by politics and not by economy. Almost five years ago we opened our 20story publishing house, a stone's throw from
Checkpoint Charlie and seemingly astride of
the ugly and dangerous Berlin Waill.
West Berlin, by the way, 1s not a small enclave. It covers an area. in which you could
put the cities of Munich, plus Frankfurt,
plus Duesseldorf, plus a large hunk of Hamburg too.
From my office window I look deep into the
other, the Eastern part of the city, and I
invite each and everyone of you here rto come,
vlislt us in Berlin, ,a nd share with me this
depressing ·b ut llluminating view.
A few years ago W111y Brandt said: "Berlin
exists for the vision, some day once again to
be the capital of a free and united people.
The note of alarm from Bel."lin w111 continue
to exist, even if people elsewhere should get
tired."
Let me add two other quotes from earlier
speeches of the present German chancellor:
"We must get used to the fact that Russia insists on treating and denouncing BerJ.in
as an alleged focus of danger, a cancer, as
they say, a fuse in the powder barrel, a foreign body. •B ut behind the Soviet demand for
a treaty Witth the two forms of state on German soil there is not merely the--understandable--desire on the Soviet part to pocket
Berlin, immediately or bit by bit; there 1s
also the idea of globally fixing 1ihe results of
World We.r IT as the Soviet Union sees them."
Nobody could have put it more clearly.
Nor this: "For anyone who put up with the
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partition of Germany, Berlin would become modified their methods, are convinced thart
unnecessary. Berlin upsets the all too com- their aims are the same?
fortable concepts. For it is clear that that
I belong to ·t he latter group, and with good
miserable Soviet satellite regime which is reasons. We in the West focus our eyes on
neither German, nor democratic, nor a re- measures of disarm.ament, amu; limitations,
public cannot be consolidated as long as the manpower cuts, etc. The Soviets however
reddening evening skies over the free part give only lip service to such intentions, and
of Berlin light up the hopes of men on the at the same time build up their armed
forces. They rearm in such a WQy and with
other side of the Wall."
Willy Brandt spoke like this for many, such speed, that soon ,t hey may be the
many years. But in the past two years some- world's number one ml11ta.ry power.
This, by the way, is not only the opinion
thing almost unthinkable has happened in
of a disillusioned publisher from Berlin, 1t
Germany:
After the last federal election campaign bJas been confirmed to me by top inte111gence
in 1969, during which no political party officers from my own country as well as from
mentioned that a totally new foreign policy yours, from Brit.&in, from Switzerland and
was planned, the traditional, generally ac- from Israel.
What is to be done?
cepted, common political basis of all three
Maybe rthe question to be answered is a
democratic parties in the Bonn parliament
vis-a-vis the communists broke apart. (As an very simple one: Will we see in the last third
aside let me add, that this reported by a of our century a pa:c americana or a pax
man who in past elections has given his sovietica?
One excludes the other. Pax americana
vote to everyone of these parties, as the ocwould mean continued hope for all mancasions demanded.)
Let me make something else clear: I am kind; pax sovietica, new dark ages in our
not here to criticize my government or its times.
You, our American friends, after your vicpolicies. This my political friends and I
do at home. And be assured, what I am say- tory in 1945, had the wisdom to help rebuild
ing here has been said and printed again the destroyed countries of Europe, including
my own, your former enem.y. This is never
and again back in Germany.
But because our papers are printed in Ger- forgotten.
When shortly after the wa.r the Soviet
man, I play the role of the interpreter to you
Union resumed tts aggressive policies, you
today.
As to the Nobel prize given to Wllly Brandt, brought together worldwide allLances. EspeI don't know exactly what my papers have cially in Europe, they stopped the alms of
written because I have been away from the communists and allowed the countries
protected by the NATO shield to live through
home for two weeks.
Personally, I am very happy that a Ger- years of unheard-of prosperity and growth.
The question, as I said, is: Do we wan.tt to
man chancellor got this prize. Peace in connection with the new Germany I like very work for this pax americana, or are we willing
much. For me, in this respect, Willy Brandt to let the other side win?
These are the only alternatives-a comis a link in the chain of all German chancellors since the foundation of the Federal promise is not possible. Even the Soviet term
for international compromise-peaceful coRepublic, all of whom worked for peace.
existence--does not mean cooperation, but
I do not like the prize, though, as approval of Brandt's new policies towards the continuation of the confrontation on other
East because I consider these policies very levels.
Piotr Abrassimov, until a few weeks ago
dangerous. I shall explain why in detail in
the course of this speech.
Soviet Ambassador in East Berlin, calls peaceMany are warning who, like myself, have ful co-existence "a form of the 'class struggle'
all respect for Willy Brandt's political past. on an international level."
One out of many of !these I quote:
"Trybuna Ludu," the communist party
"The future of the Federal Republic is paper in Poland, makes it stlll clearer, saying:
dependent upon its ties with the West.
"The policy of peaceful co-existence aims
Therefore, the new Eastern policies of the at taking away from ·t he capitalists by peacepresent government must be criticized aga.1n ful means all positions they still hold."
and again. I foresee a sad ending."
Aggression and peaceful co-existence, disThis warning was given just last week by armament talks and rnpid build-up of the
Margarete Buber-Neumann on her 7Qth armed forces, subversion and cooperation,
birthday. Mrs. Buber-Neum!ann, a former trade negotiations and tMde war-all these
oommunist, is an important German political and many other seeming opposites are for
writer. In 1945 she was freed from a Nazi the Soviets only two d.lfferent sides of one
concentration oamp. She now lives in Frank- coin. As long as we refuse to realize this, we
are in great danger.
furt.
Some politicians in Germany never stop
In this worldwide gamble for final victory
arguing behind closed doors that the United by the communists, Berlin is one of the most
States is preparing wilthdrawal from Europe, important pawns for the Soviet Union.
and th~t therefore Germany must make &rThe Soviets stlll quote Lenin who said:
ra.ngements with the Soviets. This German "Whoever controls Berlin wm rule Germany,
flirting with the communists in turn and whoever controls Germany nues Europe."
strengthens the hand of those in America
Up to this time, in the struggle for Berwho wa.nrt; to pull back the troops. And this lin, the commun1sts have not won. The
again gives new arguments Ito the proponents blockade in 1948, the Khrushchev ultimatum
of the German "Ostpolitik." This goes on in 1958, the Wallin 1961, the constant intim.and on-a vicious circle.
ida tlons and the shootings-all were a
When I discuss today here in Washing- combination of naked power and blackmail.
ton the trends of the present West Gierman But they did not succeed.
policies towards Communist Europe, I do
Should t.he Soviets and their fri.ends now
so, because I feel and fear that by these obtain by sweet talk what they failed to
policies the whole West is endangered. If get by threats.
this goes on unchanged, the resuLt will not
Sweet talk? What am I saying?
be a peaceful, prosperous, quiet, united
In the Berlin agreement of the third of
Europe, which is a partner of the Uni,t ed September of this year, the four powers conStates, the result will be rather a Europe demned the use of force. But of course we
whose total resources would be at the dis- continue to hear the shots and also the
posall of the Soviet Union.
cries of those who try to fiee from the East.
I know others are less alarmed 18.n.d believe Their number has even increased.
once again in "peace in our •t ime."
Ladies and gentlemen, just about ten
Who is right? Those who believe that the years ago Robert Kennedy told me in Berlin
Soviets have changed their aims and that that the Wall . was the most effective propwe oan trust them? Or those who, while a.d- aganda against communism. I answered:
mtttlng thiat the Soviets have at .t imes
"I am a~rald, in time, people will get used
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to this monstrosity. And if we keep quiet,
if we fail to create permanent worldwide
moral pressure, ten years from now the Wall
will still be here, will be an ·a ccepted
"real·i ty."
Today, ten years later, the Wall is still
there. Worse: its existence has been silently
tolerated by the West in the Berlin agreement, which was signed only a few weeks ago.
What was really gained by the West in
this agreement? I know the Western representatives invested immense good will and
the greatest efforts. But the so-called concessions from the Russians are all self-understood and accepted among decent nations.
Travel simplified from and to West Berlin. Visits by West Berliners to East Berlin
and East Germany, of course not vice versa.
All this is emotionally important to individuals, but politically unimportant.
The West, however, conceded important
political ground.
For instance, it diminished the influence of
the Federal Republic in West Berlin by accepting that no sessions of the Bonn parliament nor the Congress, which elects the
Federal President, may take place in West
Berlin.
On the other hand, the situation in East
Berlin was not even mentioned, where, contrary to earl·i er agreements, the East German regime has installed all its governmental offices and its mock parliament, not
even to speak of the East German troops,
which are stationed there. No West German
soldier m ay-of course-enter West Berlin.
Completely incredible is the concession
to establish a Soviet consulate general in
W~st Berlin, a concession obviously granted
upon German urging. The Berliners already
call this the future home of all the spies
who were kicked out of Britain recently.
You may be interested to hear how a member of the Western negotiation team sees the
future of this institution. He said:
"At first the Soviets will do nothing. But
after two years at the latest, they will press
for their own liaison officer at the seat of the
West Berlin government. Then we shall have
Four Power Rule for West Berlin."
The West also gave a deathblow to all
hopes for eventual reunification of Berlin
and Germany. I mean, of course, reunification in freedom. This new policy wm most
likely bring in its wake internationa-l diplomatic recognition for the East German regime. The run has already been started.
This is, of course, not admitted in such
terms ·bY the involved Western representatives. But these are the facts, and the SOviets and their allies already speak and act
accordingly.
Believing that self-determination is a basic
political right, I, for one, would have been
happier, had it been possible to put the Berlin agreement up for a referendum vote to
the people of West Berlin.
Ladies and gentlemen! "Berlin exists for
the vision some day to be the capital of a
free, and united people," said W11ly Brandt
in former times, as I have quoted earlier.
This has also been the policy of all American
Presidents from Harry S. Truman to Richard
M. Nixon.
Without this vision, what will Berlin be?
To this city, also, the aphorism applies: "It
shall not live by bread alone."
Are these the words of a German nationalist? Certainly not.
If I speak of reunification, I think mainly
of bringing freedom and civil liberties to the
Germans in the other part of my city and
my country. Reunification on other terms is
for me unthinkable.
For a long time I have been content, because at last Germany has found itself on
the right side in world politics. It was on the
side of the free world, on .the side of the
United States, on the side of Israel.
The German Chancellor claims that this
wm continue. But I am not so sure.

What will be the next moves?
The Soviets, and probably also my own
government, wiH press for a speedy accord
among the two parts of Germany to fulfill
the Berlin agreement. They will also press
for a speedy ratification of the Moscow and
Warsaw treaties.
Concerning these treaties, a friend of mine,
a high official in a country which is also under pressure from the Soviets, asked me recently: "Please explain to me the Russian
'Westpolitik,' which in your country is called
German 'Ostpolitik'."
These rtreaties, in my mind, are so dangerous, not only because they give away German rights withoutt getting anything back
in return, but because they are the first sign
of a new "renversement des alliances", reversal of alliances, as Bismarck called it.
And this would most certainly be a catastrophe. Without the alliance of the West,
which was built with your help and with
America as the leading member, the free
world would be doomed.
The next step, according to the Soviet
timetable, will be the so-called European
Security Conference. Here the often-told,
long-range aim is to find a political and a
legal justification for the demand, that "all
troops return home from foreign soil." This in
effect would mean that the Soviet units
might retire beyond the new Polish eastern
border, and that the American units retire
beyond the Atlantic.
The Russians plan to have the European
Security Conference by spring 1972. During
his visit in the Crimea, near Yalta, Willy
Brandt accepted this timetable. Or, so I
have been informed.
The Soviets expect that next spring President Nixon will be so involved in the elections thart only little energy can be spared
by him for other matters. This the Russians hope to exploit.
It appears that the British government
has chiefly recognized this situation and
tries Ito at least postpone this conference.
I hope it succeeds.
If the Moscow and the Warsaw treaties
and the Berlin agreement become effective,
and if the Soviets reach their goal at a
European Security Conference, Russia would
become the dominant power over all of
Europe.
However, the majority of Europeans and
most certainly the majority of my German countrymen still hope for the pax
americana. In a recent poll 70 per cent of
all West Germans considered continued
friendship with the U.S.A. as the most important foreign policy issue. And I know
that the pax americana can only be reached
with the full and enthusiastic cooperation
of all the friends and allies of the United
States. And this, of course, also includes the
fair sharing of financial burdens.
Finally: A last word about Berlin. Almost
exactly 25 years ago today the first free,
secret and direct elections under the Four
Power Statute were held in all of Berlin.
Shortly before election day. Hans Wallenberg, then an American Major and chief
editor of the "Allgemeine Zeitung", wrote
an important article. It was entitled "Have
No Fear" and, among other things, killed
the viciously-spread rumors that American
and British troops soon were to leave Berlin.
The elections brought an overwhelming
victory for freedom against the darkness of
a new, a Soviet dictatorship. Hopes were
high.
But never again have there been free elections in all of Berlin. Instead we have had
set-back after set-back.
We must recover lost ground and, once
again, together build something new, so that
it never again will be necessary to say:
"Have No Fear."

December 6, 1971
THE BERLIN ACCORD

The governments of the United States of
America, the Flrench Republic, the Union of
Soviet Socialists Republics, and the United
Kingdom of Grea~t Bri1Jain and Northern Ireland,
Represented by their ambassadors, wiho
held a series of meetings in the building formerly occupied by the Allied Control Council
in the American sector of Berlin.
Acting on the basis of their quadripartite
rights and responsib111ties, and of the corresponding wartime and postwar agreemen.Jts
and decisions of the four powers, which are
not affected,
Taking into account the existing situation
in the releva.n t area,
Guided by the desire to contribute to practical improvements of the situation,
Without prejudice to their legal positions
Have agreed on the following:
PART I--GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. The four governments will strive to pro-

mote the elimination of tension and the prevention of complications in the relevant area.
2. The four governments, taking into account rtheir obligations under the Charter of
the United Nations, agree that there shall be
no use or threat of force in the area and that
disputes shall be settled by peaceful means.
3. The four governments will mutually respect their individual and joint rights and
responsiblUties, which rem!ain unchanged.
4. The four governments agree that, irrespective of the differences in legal views, the
situation which has developed in the area,
and as 1rt is defined in this agreement as well
as in the other agreements referred to in this
agreement shall not be changed unilaterally.
PART n-PROVISIONS REGULATING TO THE WESTERN SECTORS OF BERLIN

A. The government of the Union of Soviet
Socllalist Republics declares that transit traffic by road, rail and waterways rthrough the
territory of the German Democratic Republic of civilian persons and goods between the
Western sectors of Berlin and the Federal
Republic of Germany will be unimpeded;
that such traffic will be fac111ta.ted so as to
take pl'ace in the most simple and expeditious manners; and that it will receive preferential treatment.
Detailed arrangemenJts concerning this
civilian traffic as set forth in Annex I, will
be agreed by the competenrt; German authorities.
B. The governments of the French Republic, th~ United Kingdom and the United
States of America declare that the ties between the Western sectors of Berlin and the
Federal Republic of Germany will be maintained and developed, taking into account
that these sectors continue not to be a constituent part of the Federal Republic of Germany and not be governed by it.
Detailed arrangements concerning rthe relationship between the Western sectors of
Berlin and the Federal Republic of Germany
are set f011th in Annex II.
C. Th~ government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics declares that communications between the Western sectors of Berlin and areas bordering on these sectors and
those areas of the German Democratic Republic, which do not border on these sectors
will be improved. Permanent residents of
the Western sectors of Berlin will be able to
travel to and visit such areas for compassion!ate, family, religious, cultural or commercial reason, or as tourists, under conditions comparable to those applying to other
persons entering these a.reas.
The problems of tthe sma.ll enclaves, including Stelnstuecken, and of other small
areas may be solved by exchange of territory.
Detailed armngements concerning travel,
communications and rthe exchange of :territory, as set forth in Annex m will be agreed
by the competent German authorities.
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D. Representation abroad of the interests
of the Western sector of Berlin and consular
activities of the Union of Soviet SociaUst
Republics in the Western sectors of Berlin
can be exercised as set forth in Annex IV.
PART m-FINAL PROVISIONS

This quadripartite agreement will enter
into force on the date specified in a final
quadripartite protocol to be concluded when
the measures envisaged in Part II of this
quadripartite agreement and in its annexes
have been agreed.
Done at the building formerly occupied by
the Allied Control CouncU 1n the American
sector of Berlin, this 3d day of September,
1971, in four originals, each in the English,
French and Russian languages, e.ll texts
being equally authentic.
Annex I
Communication from the government of
the Union of Soviet Socialists Republics to
the governments of the French Republic, the
United Kingdom and the United States of
America.
The government of the Union of Soviet
Socialists Republics, with reference to Part
II(A) of the quadripartite agreement of this
date and after consultation and agreement
with the government of the German Democratic Republic, has the honor to inform the
governments of the French Republic, the
United Kingdom and the United States of
America that:
1. Transit traffic by road, rail and waterways through the territory of the German
Democratic Republic of civl11an persons and
goods between the Western sectors of Berlin
and the Federal Republic of Germany will
be facmtated and unimpeded. It will receive
the most simple, expeditious and preferential
treatment provided by internM;Ional practico.
2. Accordingly,
(A) Conveyances sealed 1b efore departure
may be used for the transport of civl11an
goods by road, raU and waterways between
the Western sectors of Berlin and the Federal
Republic of Germany. Inspection procedures
wlll be limited to the inspeotion of seals and
accompanying documents.
(B) With regard to conveyances which
cannot be sealed, such as open trucks, inspection procedures will be limited to the inspection of accompanying documents. In special
cases where there is sufficient reason to suspect that unsealed conveyances contain
either material intended for dissemination
along the designated routes or persons or
material put on board along these routes, the
content of unsealed conveyances may be inspected. Procedures for dealing with such
cases will be agreed by the competent German
authorities.
(C) Through trains and travel buses may
be used for travel between the Western sectors of Berlin and the Federal Republic of
Germany. Inspection procedures will not include any formalities other than identification of persons.
(D) Persons identified as through travelers using individual vehicles between the
Western sectors of BerUn and the Federal
Republic of Germany on routes designated
for through traffic w.m be able to proceed to
their destinations without paying individual
tolls and fees for the use of the transit routes.
Procedures appUed for such travelers shall
not involve delay. The travelers, their vehicles and personal baggage wUI not be subject to search, detention or exclusion from
use of the designated routes, except in special cases, as may be agreed by the competent
German authorities where there is sufficient
reason to suspect that misuse of the transit
routes is intended for purposes not related
to direct travel to and from the Western
sectors of Berlin and contrary to generally
applicable regulations concerning public
order.
(E) Appropriate compensation for fees and
tolls and for other coste related to tra.mc on

the commun!lcations routes a.nd ,b etween the
Western sectors of Berlin and the Federal
Republic o! Germany, including the m~n'te
nance of adequate routes, facilities and install81tions used for such traffic, may be made
in the form of an annual lump sum paid to
the German Democratic Republic by the
Federal Republic of Germany.
S. ~ements implementing a.nd supplementing the ,p roviSions of paragraphs 1
and 2 above will be agreed by the competent German authorities.
Annex II
Communication frbm the governments a!
the French Republic, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America to the governmenlt a! the Union o! Soviet Socialist
Republics:
The governmenis of the French Republic,
the United Kingdom and the United States
of America, with reference to Part II(B) of
the quadripartite agreement of t'hJs date and
after consultation with the government of
the Federal Republic of Germany, h:a.ve the
honor to inform the Government of the
Union o! Soviet Socialist Republics th81t:
1. They declare, in the exercise of their
rights, and responsibilities, that the ties between the Western sectors of Berlin a.nd rthe
Pederad Republic of Germany will be ma.intained and developed, ta.king into a.ccount
that these sectors continue not be to a. constituent part of the Federal Republic Of Germany and not to be governed by it. Til~ provisions of the basic law of the Federad Republic of Germany and of the constitution
operative bl the Western sectors of Berlln
Which contradict the a~bove have been suspended and continue not to be in etfedt.
2. The federal president, the federal government, the Bundesversammlung, the Bundesrat and the Bundesta.g, including their
oom.m11ttees and Fra.ktionen, as well as o'tlher
state bodies of the Federal Republic of Germany w11l not perform in the Western sectors
of Berlin constitutional or official acts whlch
contradict the provisions of paragraph 1.
3. The government of lbhe Pedera.l Republic
of Germany wm be represented in the Western sectors of Berllllli to the authorities of the
three governments and to the senate by a
permanelllt 11aison agency.
Annex III
Oommunica'tlon from the government of
the Union of Soviet Socia.list RepUlblics to
the governments of the French Republic, the
United Kingdom and the United Staltes of
America..
The government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, with reference to Part II
(C) o! the qUSidrlpartite agl"eement of this
date and after consulta/tion and agreement
with the government of the Germaal. Democra.t'lc Republic, has the honor rto in!orm
the governments o! the French Republic, the
United Kingdom a.nd the United States of
America that:
1. Communications between the Western
sectors o! Berlin and areas bordering on
these sectors Sind those areas o! the Germa.n
Democratic Republic which do not border ()n
these sectors w111 be improved.
2. Permanent residents of the Western secrt;ors of Berlin will 'be Sible to travel rto and
vis:lt such areas for compassionate, famlly,
rellgious, cultural or commercial reasons, or
sa tourists, under conditions com:pa.ra.ble to
those 81pply1ng to other persons entering
these areas. In order to faclliltate visits and
tr:avel, as described above, by permanent
reSidents of the Western sootors of Berlin,
additlon.aJ crOSSing points will be opened.
3. The prOblems of the small enclaves, including Steinstuecken, and of other sma.ll
a.reas may be solved 'by excha.nge o! territory.
4. Telephonic, telegraphic, tra.nspol!t aal.d.
other eX!ternal communications of the Western sectors of Berlin will be expanded.
5. Arrangements implementing and supplementing the provis1ons of pa.ragraph 1 to
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4 above will be agreed by the competent German authorities.
Annex IV
A. Oommunicati.on fl'!om the governments
of 1the French Republic, the United Kingdom
and Ule United States of America. to the government of l'the Union o! Soviet Sociallst
Republics:
The governments of the French Republic,
the United Kingdom and the United States
of America, with reference to Part II (D)
of the quadripartite agreement of this date
and after consultation with the government
of the Federal Republic of Germany, have
the honor to inform the government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republic that:
1. The governments of the French Republlc, the United Kingdom and the United
States of Amertca maintain their rights and
responsibilities relating to the representation
abroad of the interests of the Western sectors
of Berlin and their permanent residents,
including those rights and responsibilities
concerning matters of security and status,
both in international organizations and in
relations with other countries.
2. W1thout prejudice to the above and provided that matters of security and status are
not affected, they have agreed that:
(A) The Federal Republic of Germany
may perform consular services for permanent
residents of the Western sector of Berlin.
(B) In accordance with established procedures, international agreements and arrangements entered into by the Federal Republic of Germany may be extended to the
Western sect ors of Berlin provided that the
extension of such agreements and arrangements is specified in each case.
(C) The Federal Republic of Germany
may represent the interests of the Western
sectors of Berlin in international organizations and international conferences.
(D) Permanent residents of the Western
sectors of Berlin may participate jointly with
participants from the Federal Republic of
Germany in international exchanges and
exhibitions. Meetings of international organizations and international conferences 'as
well as exhibitions with international participation may be held in the Western sectors
of Berlin. Invitations w111 be issued by the
senate or jointly by the Federal Republic
of Germany and the senate.
3. The three governments authorize the
establishment of a consulate general of the
USSR in the Western sectors of Berlin accredited to the appropriate authorities of
the three governments in accordance with
the usual procedures applied in those sectors,
for the purpose of performing consular services, subject to provisions set forth in a
separate document of this date.
B. Communication from the government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
to the governments of the French Republic,
the United Kingdom and the United States
of America:
The government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, with reference to Part II
(D) of the quadripartite agreement Of this
date and to the communication of the governments of the French Republic, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America
with regard to the representation abroad of
the interests of the Western sectors of Berlin and their permanent l'esidents, has the
honor to inform the governments of the
French Republic, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America that:
1. The government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics takes note of the fact
that the three governments maintain their
rights and responsib111ties relating to the
representation abroad of the interests of
the Western sectors of Berlin and their permanent residents, including those rights and
responsibilities concerning matters of security and status, both in international organizations and in relations with other countries.
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2. Provided that matters of securit y and
status are not affect ed, for its part it will
raise no objection to:
(A) The performance by the Federal Republic of Germany of consular services for
permanent residents of the Western sectors
of Berlin;
(B) In accordance with establishd procedures, the extension of the Western sectors
of Berlin of international agreements and arrangements entered into by the Federal Republic of Germany provided t hat the extension of such agreements and arrangements is
specified in each case;
(C) The representation of the interests
of the Western sectors of Berlin by the Federal Republic of Germany in international
organizations and international conferences;
(D) The participation jointly with participants from the Federal Republic of Germany and permanent residents of the Westem sectors of Berlin in international exchanges and exhibitions, or the holding in
those sectors of meetings of international organizations and international conferences as
well ·a s exhibitions with international participation, taking into account that invitations will be issued by the senate or jointly
by the Federal Republic of Germany and
the senate.
3. The government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics takes note of rthe fact
that the three governments have given their
consent to the establishment of a consulate
general of the USSR in the Western sector
of Berlin. It will be accredited to the appropriate authorities of the three governments,
for purpose and subjeot to provisions described in their communication as set fomh
in a separate document of this date.
FINAL QUADRIPARTrrE PROTOCOL

The governments of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the
Unirted States of America and the French
Republic.
Having in mind Part ITI of the quadripartite agreement of Sept. 3, 1971, and taking
note with satisfaction of the fact that the
agreements and arrangements mentioned below have been concluded, have agreed on the
following:
1. The four governments, by virtue of this
protocol, bring into force .the quadripartite
agreement, which, like this protocol, does not
affect quadripartite agreemenrt;s or decisions
previously concluded or reached.
2. The four governments proceed on the
basis that the following agreements and arrangements concluded between the competent German authorities shall enter into force
simultaneously with the quadripartite agreemenrt;:
(To 'be filled in after agreements concluded)
3. The quadripartite agreement and the
consequent agreements and arrangements of
the competent German authorities referred to
in this protocol settle important issues examained in the course of the negotiations and
shall remain in force together.
4. In the event of a difficulty in the application of the quadripartite agreement or any
of the above-menrt;ioned agreements or ar•
rangements which any of the four governments considers serious, or in .the event of
nonimplementation of any part thereof, t hat
government wm have the right to draw the
atteDJtion of the other three governments to
the provisions of the quadripartite agreement
and this protocol and to conduct the requisite
quadripartite consultations in order to en sure the observance of the commirtments undertaken and to bring the situation into conformity with the quadripartite agreement
and this protocol.
5. This protocol enters into force on the
date of signature. Done at the building formerly occupied by the Allied Control Council
in the American sector of Berlin this 3rd

day of September, 1971. In four originals each
in the English, French and Russian languages,
all texts being equally authentic.
AGREED MINUTE I

It is understood that permanent residents
of the Western sector of Berlin shall, in order
to receive at appropriate Soviet offices visas
for entry into rthe Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, present:
(A) A passport stamped "Issued in accordance with the quadripartite agreement
of Sept . 3, 1971";
(B) An ideDJtity card or other appropriately drawnup document con firming that the
person requesting the visa is a permanent
resident of the Western seotors of Berlin and
containing the bearer's full address and a
personal photograph.
During his stay in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, a permanent resident of
the Western sectors of Berlin who has received a visa in this way may carry both
documents or either of them, as he chooses.
The visa issued by a Soviet office will serve
as the basis for entry into the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, and the passport or
identity card will serve as the basis for consular services in accordance with the quadripartite agreement during the stay of that
person in the territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics. The above-mentioned
stamp will appear in all passpoms used by
permanent residents of the Western sectors of
Berlin for journeys to such countries as may
reqiure it.
AGREED MINUTE II

Provision is hereby made for the establishment of a consulate general of the USSR
in the Western sectors of Berlin. It is understood that the details concerning this consulate general will include the following. The
consulate general will be accredited to the appropriate authorities of the three governments in accordance with the usual procedures applying in those sectors. Applicable
Allied and German legislation and regulations will apply to the consulate general. The
activities of the consulate general will be of
a consular character and will not include political maJtters related to quadripartite right
or responsibilities.
The three governments are willing to authorize an increase in Soviet commercial
activities in the Western sectors of Berlin as
described below. It is understood that pertinent Allied and German legisla;tion and regulations will apply to these activities. This
authorization will be extended indefinitely,
subject to compliance with the provisions
outlined herein. Adequate provision for consultation will be made. This increase will
include establishment of an "office of Soviet
foreign trade associations in the Western sectors of Berlin," with commercial status, authorized to buy and sell on behalf of foreign
trade associaJtions of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Soyuzpushnina, Prodintorg and Novoexport may each establish a
bonded warehouse in ·t he Western sectors of
Berlin to provide storage and display for
their goods. The activities of the Intourist office in the British sector of Berlin may be expanded to include the sale of tickets and
vouchers for travel and tours in the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and other countries. An office of Aerofiot may be established
for the sale of passenger tickets and airfreightt services.
The assignment of personnel to the consulate general and to permitted Soviet commercial organizations will be subject to
agreement with the appropriate authorities
of the three governments. The number of
such personnel will not exceed 20 Soviet nationals in the consulate general; 20 in the
office of the Soviet foreign trade associations;
one each in the bonded warehouses; six in
the Intourist office; and five in the Aerofiot
office. The personnel of the consul81te general
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and of perm.J..tted Soviet commercial organizations and their dependeruts may reside in
the western sectors of Berlin upon individual
authorization.
The property of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Lietzenburgerstrasse 11
and at Am Sandwerder 1 may be used for
purposes to be agreed between appropri81te
representatives of the •t hree governments a.nd
of the government of the Union of Soviet Social Republics.
Details of implementation of the measures above and a time schedule for carrying
them out will 'be agreed between the four ambassadors in the period between the signature
of the quadripartite agreement 81Ud the signature of .t he final quadripartite protocol
envisaged in that agreement.
(Note from the three ambasstlidors to the
Soviet ambassadors) .
The ambassadors of the French Republic,
the United KJ..ngdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the United StaJtes of
America have the honor with reference to the
statements contained in Annex n of the
quadripartite agreement to be signed on this
daJte concern1ng the relationship between the
Feder·a l Republic of Germany and rthe Western sectors of Berlin, to inform the ambassador of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
of their intention to send to .t he chancellor
of the Federal Republic of Germany immediaJtely following signature of the quadripartite
agreement a letter containing clarificaJtions
and interpretations which represent the understanding of their governments of the
statements contained in Annex n of the
quadripartite agreement. A copy of lthe letter
to be sent to the chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany is attoohed to this note.
The ambassadors avail themselves of this
opportunity to renew to lthe ambassador of
the USSR the 81SSurances of their highest
consideration.
(Signed by the three ambassadors.)
(.A!ttachment to Note).
His Excellency the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany, Bonn.
Your Excellency:
With reference to the quadripar.tite agreement signed on Sept. 3, 1971, our governments wish by this letter rto inform the government of the Federal Republic of Germany
of the following clarifications and interpretations of the statements contained in Annex
II, which was the subject of consultation
with the government of the Federal Republic
of Germany during the quadripartite negoUations.
These clarifications and interpretations
represent the understanding of our government of this part of the quadripartLt e agreement, as follows:
A. The phrase in Paragraph 2 of Annex IT
of the qutlidripartite agreement which reads:
" . . . will not perform in the Western sectors of Berlin constitutional or official a.cts
which contradict the provisions of Paragraph
1" shall be interpreted to mean acts in exercise of direct state alllthority over the Western sectors of Berlin.
B. Meetings of the Bundesversammlung
will not take place rand plenary sessions of the
Bundesrat and the Bundestag will co.rutinue .
not to take place in the Western sectors of
Berlin. Single cominittees of the Bundesrat
and the Bundestag may meet in the Western
sectors of Berlin in connection with maintaining and developing the ties between those
sectors and the Federoa.I Republic of Germany.
In the case of fraktionen , meetings will not
be held simultaneously.
C. The liaisoln agency of the Federal Government in the Western sectors of Berlin includes departments charged with liaison
functions in their respective fields.
D. Established procedures concerning the
applicability to the Western sectors of BerlLn
of legislation of the Federal Republic of Germany shall remain unchanged.
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E. The term "state bodies" in paragraph 2
of Annex II shall be in terpreted to mean:
t he feder.al president, the federal chancellor,
the federal cabinet , the federal ministers and
ministries, and the branch offices of those
minist ries, Jthe Bundestrat and the Bundest ag, and all federal courts.
(Soviet Reply Note.)
The ambassador of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics has the honor to acknowledge receipt of the note of the ambassadors
of the French Republic, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and the United States of America, dated
Sept. 3, 1971, an d takes note of ,t he communication of the three ambassadors.
(Formal Close.)

THE AIR WAR IN VIETNAM
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, some
Americans have been under an erroneous
impression that there has been no deescalation of the air war in Southeast
Asia.
A recent article in the authoritative
Christian Science Monitor makes clear
that the air war, as well as the ground
war, in Vietnam has been winding down.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
of the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Christian Science Monitor,
Dec. 2, 1971)
UNITED STATES CUTS BACK VIET Am WAR
(By George W. Ashworth)
WASHINGTON.-This air war in Southeast
Asia is declining steadily.
Official and unofficial figures on bomb tonnages and sortie r aids by attack and fighter
planes, as well as by B-52's operating out of
Tha iland, show a continuing drop.
The air war is falling off at a much slower
pace than the involvement of Americans in
the ground war in South Vietnam. But its
inten sity is being lowered.
The decline can be seen in South Vietn a m, Cambodia, and Laos. Only along the
trail leading out of North Vietnam and into
Cambodia and Vietnam through Laos does
the air war seem to be holding at a relatively const ant level.
However, the continued withdrawal of U.S.
Air Force and Navy attack and fighter planes,
plus B-52's, will inevitably mean that the
war along the Ho Chi Minh Trail must also
decline.
Critics of President Nixon's war policies
have charged that air warfare is being substituted for ground warfare as American
t roops are withdrawn.
In one sense, this is true, as it has been
a nnoun ced administration policy to keep
t he air capability of allied forces up, to cover
the withdrawal process.
However, any impression that the air war
has been in creased because of the decrease
on the ground seeiUS to be groundless, from
evidence available here.
In a study sponsored by the Center for International Studies at Cornell University,
it was concluded that "U.S. air activity in
Indo-China as a whole, measured either by
sortie raids or bomb tonnages, has declined
substantially in the years since the air war
reached its great est intensity."
ONE CARRIER ON STATION
One graphic illustration of the drop in the
a ir war is simply the number of planes available now to carry it out. At one point, when
the war was at its hottest, the U.S. Navy
regula rly had three carriers operating on

Yankee Station, off the coast of Vietnam.
Now there is only one.

At one point, B- 52 strikes were launched
from both Guam and Tha iland. Now t here
are, reportedly, only a few more than 40
B-52's available for air missions in Southeast Asia, and all of them are flying out of
UTAPAO Air Base in Thailand.
In all, fighter and attack aircraft strength
maintained by the U.S. for use in Indo-China
has dropped by more than one half.
In a press release accompanying the Cornell report, it was charged that "by the end
of this year, the Nixon administration will
have deployed in three years as much tonnage of bombs as the Johnson administration did in four."
WINDING DOWN DRAGS
The figures on bomb tonnages indicate
that winding down the war is a slower process than escalation. The main reason the
charge can be made is that it is taking
longer to bring the U .S. war effort to a close
than it did to intensify it in the late 1960's.
Tonnage figureS made available here by
the Pentagon cover all air-delivered munitions expended in Southeast Asia by the
allies, including South Vietnam.
The figures disclose that the allies expended 496,310 tons in 1966, 932,119 in 1967;
1,437,370 in 1968, 1,387,259 in 1969, and 977,446 in 1970. Through October of 1971, tonnage came to 651,678 tons. A projection
through the end of t h e year indicates that
roughly 750,000 ton s will be dropped in 1971.
SORTIES DROPPED
Information in the Cornell study illustrates some of the declines. In North Vietnam, for instance, annual fighter-bomber
sorties (one mission by one plane) have
dropped from a high of more than 100,000
in 1967 to the hundreds in 1969, 1970 and
1971, following the bombing halt.
After the bombing was stopped in North
Vietnam, much of it was shif:t ed to Laos
where annual sorties topped 140,000 in 1969.
The roughly 100,000 sorties of 1970 will apparently be roughly equaled in 1971.
In South Vietnam, rates have dropped
from a peak of around 230,000 in 1968 to
50,000 to 60,000 now. In Cambodia, sortie
raids are running at between 25,000 and
30,000 per year. The Cornell study predicts
1971 will be slightly higher than 1970. Unofficial sources estimate a sortie-raid total approaching 30,000 for 1971.
The decline in sorties and tonnages has
brought a shift of t he destruction away from
populated areas , which many sources consider an encouraging trend.

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, for some

weeks, the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Judiciary
Committee has been holding hearings on
the freedom of the press. I ask unanimous consent that the following articles and editorials relating to these hearings be printed in the body of the
RECORD:
An editorial entitled "Senator ERVIN
Fights For People's Freedom," which appeared in the Salisbury, N.C., Post of
October 3, 1971.
An article by Peter Lisagor entitled
"Nixon Commands News Coverage,"
which appeared in the Washington StJar
of October 5, 1971.
An article by Crosby S. Noyes entitled
"First Amendment Is Already Strong
Enough" which appeared in the Washington Star of October 5, 1971.
An article by Carl T. Rowan entitled
"What's at Stake at Press Freedom
Heaaings," which appear ed in the Evening Star of October 6, 1971.
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An article by James J. Kilpatrick entitled "Freedom of the Press Is Alive and
Healthy," which apperured in the Washington Star of October 10, 1971.
An article entitled "Protecting Privilege," which appeared in Time magazine
for October 11, 1971.
An editorial entitled "The Public's
Right To Know," which appeared in the
Alexandria, Va., Gazette for November 3,
1971.

There being no objection, the articles
and editorials were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD as follows:
[From the Salisbury (N.C.) Post, Oct. 3, 1971]
SENATOR ERVIN FIGHTS FOR PEOPLE'S FREEDOM
North Carolina's Senator Sam Ervin, generally appraised as a conservative, has established hiiUSelf as one of history's greatest
sta tesman-defenders of the United States
Con&titution.
Senator Ervin's contin UJin.g battle with
the federal establishment is refreshing and
much needed in this day when many bureaucrats stamp "confidential" on purchase
order contracts covering thumb stacks.
Tuesday, Senator Ervin spoke hls opinion
a.s plainly as it could be put into words:
"Flreedom is in peril-not only in the press,
but in the Congress of the United states."
Senator Ervin, a former justice of the
North Carolina Supreme Court, blasted
attempts by the Nixon administration to
call the press before grand Juries and to
prevent publication of classified documents.
He just as plainly denounced "executive privilege" to hide information from Congress.
Every American should share Senator Ervin's concern that the Nixon adm1nistr81tion
has implied that it may prosecute Sen.
Mike Gravel of Alaska for releasing portions
of the Pentagon papers.
Through use of his subcommilttee on constitutional rights, Senator Ervin is attemptin g to re-examine and re-assert constitutional guarantees of the press because of
these recent developments:
-The administration's attempt to prevent The New York Times and other papers
from publishing rthe Pentagon's study of the
Vietnam War.
The g!l'owing number of subpoenas trying
to compel newsmen to testify and turn over
their notes, tapes and films to grand juries.
-The attempt by Congress to compel CBS
to produce unused film from its controversial documentaa'y about Pentagon public
relations.
-The Widespread use of false press credentials by government investigators.
The North Carolina Senator had only harsh
words for President Nixon and Vice President
Agnew. And Norman E. Isaacs, editor in residence a.t the Columbia Journalism School
told the subcommittee: "There is a deep
hostility on the President's part toward the
Press and I do not consider it a healthy
t hing for the country."
President Nixon's allergy far the press is
well known to anyone familiar with American history of the last two decades. Possibly it started following his much-ridiculed
"Checkers speech," which he made in 1952
to blunt criticism of the fact tha.t as a U.S.
Senator he was receiving more than $18,000
per year from a group of millionaires. DWight
Eisenhower had just threatened to kick Nixon
from the ticket as his running mate when
the payola expose came to light. Mr. Nixon's
explanation satisfied the General-but all
of America has never been satisfied With his
documentary or alibi--depending on the
point of view .
After Mr. NiXon's defeat ·b y John Kennedy
in 1960, he returned to California to rebuild
his politica.l fortunes by capturing his home
state's gubernatorial post. When he W18S
beaten by Democrat Pat Brown, he put on
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one or tlh.e most peevtsh press m"tervtews ever
conducted by a. responsible na.t1.0nal leader
during this century.
He blamed the press for his defea.t. Para.phra.Std.ca.lly he said he was retlrlng to private Life to deprive the press of a whipping
boy.
Of course since Mr. Ni.xon became President, he has seen quite restrained in open
criticism of the news media. There was no
necessity, becaluse Vice President AgneW's tl.ra.des alre too famllla.r to need repeating.
The press and particularly televtslon have
their many imperfections to whilch this
newspaper lays clalm to its share.
To Mr. Agnew's credit, we agree that many
of hiS Cll'itlcisms or the news med.la. have
been valid.
We believe the upsetting facet to Sena.tor
Sam Ervin 1s that they have been said by
a man who is but a heart beat away from
the Presidency of the United States. Mr.
Agnew by constant repetition of his criticisms 'las led many people to believe Senator
Ervin'~ charge that "Freedom is 1n perilnot only 1n the press but 1n the Congress a!
the United States."
We think that much of wha.t Mr. Agnew
ha.s said should have been said, but not by
the Vice President of the United States.
If it bad been said by the chairman of the
National Republican Committee, '1t W'OUld
have seemed much less like a. threat to suppress free speech and a. free press.
(From the Washington Star, Oct. 5, 1971]
NIXON COMMANDS NEWS COVERAGE

(By Peter Llsagor)
To most people in the news business, it ~
virtually impossi·b le to 'b e too sensitive, too
vigilant or too outspoken about government
attempts to censor or discredit their professional performance.
They don't even want to have their courage tested in withstanding federal actions
that seem intimidating. They don't want to
reveal confidentia.l sources, yield up their
notebooks or unused film. The Feder811. Communications Commission has no better yardstick for measuring the fairness doctrine than
any other agent.
Besides, the founding fathers dn writing
the First Amendment, as well as the rest of
the Constitution, felt that government as
they knew it tended toward tyranny and they
wanted to protect the people.
All of this is being argued before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
by the corporate heads of the networks and
newspapers and by those folk heroes who
broadcast the ntghtly news. They know that
freedom of .t he press is a commodity of great
dellca.cy in an open society; the media. can
anger and confuse, a.s wel!l as inform and entertrun. Neither the print nor the broadcast
media •b elieve themselves sacrosanct, beyond
the [a.w or legitimate criticism. But they oppose the government's rlght to meddle, to apply subtle pressures that 1nt1m1date the
craven or those beholden to the FCC for license ·Bipproval.
In any case, they know that by a switch of
the dia.l or cancellation of a subscription, the
publlc can do them ·i n quicker than a dozen
Agnew speeches.
The Nixon administration didn't invent the
ceaseless struggle to ·l nfiuence and cajole the
news media into favorable reportage. Many
Nixon men genuinely •b elieve newsmen are
more hostile toward their ·m an than toward
past Presidents, ignoring the virtual vendetta
that existed ·b etween Lyndon B. Johnson and
certain members of the press establishment.
But the cold fact is that the President and
hls works have been treated fairl~ on the
whole, and many in the current White House
grudingly admit this 1n private. One need
only ask those Democrats eyeing the White
House 818 a domicile about this fairness doc-

trine now being scrutinized by the panel
headed by Sen. Sam Ervin, D-N.C.
On the day that Sen. Fred Harris, D-Okla.,
introduced a blll to break up most of the nation's large manufacturing fums, the nation's front pages featured a. picture of
President NiXon sitting with Soviet Foreign
Mlnlster Andrei Gromyko in the Oval Room
office bene81th a portrait of George Washington. It was a miserable match up.
Ha.rrls, an announced presidential candidate, had planned to add a dash of dra.m.a to
his anti•t rust blll :b y holding a news conference on the steps of the General Motors
Building in New York City. But he could
have stood on his head directing trafilc in
Times Square without making •t he kind of
splash ·t he President makes on a relatively
routine day in the ·W hite House.
Earlier in the day of the Gromyko visit,
the President pinned the Medal of F1reedom
on Manllo Brosio, the retiring secretary-general of NATO. In the East Room audience
were some of rthe fiercest and most steadfast
cold warriors of the post-war world, including at least three former supreme commanders, former Secretary of State Dean
Aoheson and other notalbles. 'Ilhe President
oould speak feeli11g1ly of peace 81Ild freedom,
and NATO's value in support of both, tb efore
returning to !his office to await the Soviet
represeilltati ve.
And so it goes. Sen. Rubert Humphrey,
D-Minn., introduced a bill to provide a dally
free meal to every school child from hlg.h
school down. The President visilts 'Wi.t h the
leaders of rtlhe top education associations in
America to plump for his views, visions and
programs, and then in the aflternoon, receives
Prince Souva.nna Phouma or Laos.
It's no contest, in fact, and the :fairness
doctrine is a laugh to those hustling presidential contenders struggling to get a. few
sticks of type in the ,p aper or to insinuate
their ways into the television newscasts.
The President's command of the news
media is awesome. He can time event s to
suit his political tlmeta.ble, manage his moves
for maxlmum lmpa.ct. And he, Uke the media.,
will be judged by the arbLters who rea.lly
matter in this society, the people. And that's
the way it should be.
[From the Washington Star, Oct. 5, 1971]
FmsT AMENDMENT Is ALREADY
STRONG ENOUGH

(By Crosby s. Noyes)
Right-on, Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C.
The First Amendment of the Constitution-the inallen81ble right of each of us
to shoot h1s mouth off and publish what he
pleases--is said to be in danger. And there
is no man, since the lamented departure of
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black, more
eloquently qualified to leap to its defense.
Ervin's leap takes the form of hearings ,
now in progress before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. And the
prefatory comments on the problem oifered
by the senator leave little doubt where the
investigation will lead and what the concluSions will be.
Aocording to Ervin: "These hearings have
been organized because it is apparent in today's America that many people doubt the
vitality and signlflcance of the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of the press.
"Recent developments," he says, "have
brought in'to sharp rel.i ef existing concern
Blbout ·t he relationship between governmen t
and the working press."
Noting that confrontation has replaced negotiation" and referring to attacks on the
news media by "high government ofiiclals,"
Ervin ·adds:
"Some government om.ctals appear to believe that the .p urpose of the press is to present programs to the public in the best
possible llght."
The senator is strong on constitutional
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history and the intentions of our forebears.
"Our founding fathers,'' he says, "were wise
enough to know that there is no way to give
freedom of speech and press to the wise and
deny it to fools and knaves." He even extends thls right to the vice president of the
United States, leaving it up to his audience
to judge into which category of protected
free speakers Spiro T. Agnew falls.
With much of this, no newspaperman in
his right mind would disagree. The confrontation exists. The rights also exist and
it is true that in some cases they have been
abused.
In the view of most newspapermen, including this one, it is preposterous to claim,
as some do, that the protecti0ns of the First
Amendment do not apply to the broadcast
and television media. We also do not believe
that newsmen, except perhaps in cases of
extreme gravity, should be required to reveal
their sources or divulge unpublished confidential information.
We willingly go along with the Supreme
Court in denying the right of the Justice
Department to forbid in advance the publication of any news. And we would argue that
the practice of issuing fake press credentials to undercover government investigators is indefensible.
This said, however, we can get back to the
central theme of Ervin's investigation: The
fact that there is a "growing deterioration
of the relationship between the press and
government" and the implication that the
responsiblUty for this state of affairs is entirely on the government's side.
I doubt, very frankly, that this 1s so. On
the contrary, it seems to me, the attitudes
toward the war in Vietnam held by a large
segment of the press have exaggerated and
distorted the traditional adversary relationship between the press and the government.
And this, in turn, has stimulated a reaction
of antagonism and host111ty toward the press
by some members of the government, the
Congress and the public.
It can be argued, of course, that in opposing the war in Vietnam, the press was simply
doing the job that it is supposed to do in
criticizing and, where possible, changing
public policy. But the distortion of the adversary relationship goes beyond this today.
To a large extent, the press is beginning to
assume a posture of systematic opposition
to the executive branch of the government,
regardless of the result so far as the effectiveness of government itself is concerned..
In the confrontation that has ensued, it
is the government and not the press which
is on the defensive. tThe effective weapons
are very largely on the side of the media. In
the recent past, we have seen these weapons
used with devastating effect to frustrate the
policies of the government and to destroy
an elected president as an eifective political
leader.
In this situation, the reaction of the press
to any official criticism may strike some people as little short of hysterical. Newspapers,
certainly, have no reason whatever to be
int1mldated by anyone. And the need for
new legislation to reinforce the guarantees
provided by the Flrst Amendment remains
most obscure.
[From the Washington Star, Oct. 6, 1971)
WHAT'S AT STAKE AT PRESS FREEDOM HEAlUNGS

(By Carl T. Rowan)
Small wonder that much of the public 1s
confused by the current Senate hearings on
freedom of the press; even some of my colleagues don'It seem to comprehend what 1s
going on.
With a swashbuckling declaration that
"I'm not intimidated,'' one compatriot claims
that newsmen have let criticism by Vice
President Spiro Agnew turn them into crybabies. The issue, as he sees it, is that press
people who can"t stand the heat had better
get out of .t he kitchen.
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Then there is the fear expressed by a
smattering of newsmen that Sen. Sam Ervin
is going to kill the free press with kindness.
Someone presumably worries that Ervin, from
his vantage point as chairman of the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, will get a law
through Congress guaranteeing the freedom
of the press; that one dark day some nasty
Congress will repeal it; and that the press will
thereafter be left to the mercies of the politicians.
Well, I think Old senator Sam is doing one
great service--for the press, yes, but more so
for the country, by turning the spotlight on
some ominous assaults on the freedom and
independence of the press in recent years.
These hearings may also strengthen press
liberties by helping the public to understand
that it is their right to honest government,
and their right to knowledge of the actions
of the people who run that government that
is at stake--and not some right of anyone
with a press card to flout laws that ordinary
citizens must obey.
The Ervin hearings have nothing to do
with the oratorical assaults on the press by
Agnew in the sense that any newsman is
afraid Agnew can do him in. Most newsmen
regard that as a joke. But the Senate hearings do flow out of the possibility that certain politicized and polarized Americans
could decide that they like Agnew more than
either the First Amendment or the press and
thus applaud as the Justice Department
chips away at the independence of the Fourth
Estate.
Assol'lted denials to the contrary, this Justice Dep8irtment has orchestrated a campaign
to crush the Black Palllthers. When efforts to
do it by "legal" killings b81Ckfired in Ohicago
and elsew!here, a decision was made to "get"
the Panthers through grand jury indictments.
That is bad enou~h. but Justice had t'he
aud81City to try to force reporter Earl Caldwell of the New York Toimes to be tts accomplice.
Caldwell, a black man, had ingratltated
h.llru;elf with some of the Panthers, establishlong contoots essenti.al to his ·b eing able to repol'lt meaningfully on a group that is of both
social and political significance. 'I1he government decided d.t would 'be easier ;to indict
P&D.Itlhers if it could force Caldwell to tell a
grand jury everything he knew, including
tthings journ:a.Iistlc ethics forb8ide him to
write.
"No, you don't," the 9th Circuit Court of
A.ppea'ls has rtold the government. Lt sa.ld
freedom of the press is in jeopardy if the
government can force reporters to testify in
secret grand jury hearings about their
sources of news.
If Ervin can get the Congress to pass a law
telUng the executive branch to leave "tilie
press alone, to stop rtry1n.g to make ;reporters
its agents; and telling the legislative branch
that even it must not try ;to be a supereditor of TV news and documentaries, I say
hooray for ErVin!
Passage of such a law would be a dramatic
rea11irm:ation by this generation of Americans 'that our forefathers were wise when
they envisioned a free press, full of faults
and imperfections, as an absolutely essential
bulwark against tyranny.
So some unlikely Congress does come along
that is blind enough to repeal such a la.w?
The press would not be left high-and-dry. It
would stU.llhave that First Amendment protection.
Some say rt'he First Amendment is all we
need. Maybe. But that .amendmelllt is only
as strong as the Supreme Court says it is.
And in 'tlhls era when nominees to the court
must all fit the philosophy of t'he President,
Wiho knows how "the "reva..m.ped" court might
construe this constitutional safeguard on
press freedom?
It will do no harm to the press or the nation to have tlhe people say through the

Congress <Vhat "strict construction" is not a
license to invade "tiliese 'hallowed precincts.
(From the Washington Star, Oct. 10, 1971]
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Is

ALIVE AND HEALTHY

(By James J. Kilpatrick)
Sen. Sam Ervin sent me an invitation several weeks ago to testify before his subcommittee on freedom of the press. This was just
before I was heading abroad, and I stalled:
My return was uncertain; there wouldn't be
time to make the required 75 copies of a
statement; maybe a letter would suffice ....
The truth was that I didn't want to testify.
For a working newspa,.perman to abandon the
press table, and take to committee microphones instead, is an act against nature, like
a lady wrestler or a horse on stiLts. If we have
something to say to senators, we ought to say
it in print; and if senators want to talk to
us, okay, let 'em put it in the Record.
At the same time, senator Sam is the
wisest man in the Senate; he Is deeply concerned-just as all of us in the press are
deeply concerned-about the survival of a
free •p ress. Perha.ps a few observations would
be useful.
Taking one thing with another, and looking back to the bad old days of John Adams,
this much is clear: The patient is remarkably healthy. Freedom of the press has not
merely survived, it h8is flourished. Americans today have access to more information
and opinion than they have ever h8id. This
material is presented far more re8idably and
attractively than it was in the days of the
"party press." It is timely. Most of it is
objective.
Over the thirty-odd years of my own professional experience, First Amendment freedoms have expanded, not contracted. We no
longer are "chilled," in the word of art, by
the ;threat of ruinous libel suits. When I came
on the scene, an editor could write gingerly
of "planned parenthood" and "social diseases." Now even the girl reporters are writing of contraceptives and syphilis and nobody blinks.
Changes in law and in public attitudes
have been accompanied by fantastic changes
in the technology of communications. We
have tools now---6atellites, and computers,
and high-speed Telex-that permLt us to
serve up more information than the ordinary
reader can digest. We have network television, a tool of inc8ilculable power. We have
greater freedom, better equipment, and a
more informed audience tham. journalists
have ever known.
As the Senator proceeds with his examination, listening to the heartbeat, thumping
on our lungs, he will discover that freedom
of the press is in the good hands of a bunch
of health nuts. We are obsessed-some of my
colleagues are--to the point of hypochondria.
When Spiro Agnew coughs, we tend to yell
"TB." If Dean Burch mops his brow, up at the
Federal Communications Commission, CBS
runs a fever. Some over-zealous prosecutor
demands a reporter's notes, and we cry that
gangrene is setting in.
This jealous vigilance has its good aspects:
As power increasingly is centralized in our
society-in government, in labor, in industry,
even in communications--it becomes all the
more important that a free press maintain
its freedom. But when vigilance turns into
caterwauling, some of our spokesmen cease to
be g·l 8idiators and come through as cry-babies.
The public is not impressed by the notion
that it is "free speech" when CBS belabors
the government, but "intlmidation" when the
government snaps back.
We do have worries: television, mainly.
Surely, it is said, TV is entitled to the "freedom of speech and of the press" entrenched
1n the First Amendment; but the matter is
not so simple. In its technical limitations, its
history of public licensing, and in the sheer
magnitude of its potential audience, TV is

significantly different from the printed media. It must be free; and it must be restrained. In a free society, such a problem is
not unusual. Few such problems are perfectly solved, and the problem of TV will not
be perfectly solved either.
We have other worries. Our magazines,
starved for advertising revenue, are dying of
malnutrition. Public broadcasting continues
to grope uncertainly for an audience. Our
craft desperately needs to attract young men
and women who are literate, thoughtful, and
curious; we are getting some, but not enough.
These are ailments that cannot be neglected, but they are minor aches and pains.
I myself am just back from Brazil, and would
say to anxious colleagues: Gentlemen, let us
look to our troubles, of course; but let us
count our blessings, too.
[From Time magazine, Oct.l1,1971]
PROTECTING PRIVILEGE

Journalists cheered when the Supreme
Court ruled last June tha,.t •t he New York
Times and others could not be restrained
from publishing the Pentagon papers under
the First Amendment's guarantee of press
freedom. Since then the initial euphoria has
faded. The Columbia Journalism Review rates
the decision as a "severely qualifled victory,''
and most editors agree. After all, three of the
Justices thought ·p rior restraint of publication was called for in that case, and individual opinions showed that a majority might
favor its use in other circumstances. With the
death of Justice Hugo Black, who felt the
First Amendment gave the press blanket protection, future court votes migbt go even
fatlther in the direction of restriction.
BUREAUCRATIC MERCY

Editors are concerned at this possibilLty and
so is the United States Senate's leading libertarian, Sam Ervin Jr. of North Carolina
{TIME, March 8). A Southern conservative politically, Ervin has made a personal crusade
of defending individual freedoms from Government encroachment. Last week, in the
first of a series of Senate Judiciary Subcommittee hearings, Chairman Ervin and his colleagues heard the testimony of a parade of
communications executives and experts.
New York Times Executive Vice President
Harding Bancroft recalled .t hat ·b efore the
favorable Supreme Court decision on the
Pentagon pa,.pers, the press was in fa.ot restrained for 15 days until Lt was allowed to
publish. Representative Ogden Reid, former
publisher of the now-defunct New York Herald-Tribune, emphasized that ".t his is the first
time ... that prior restraint has tb een sought
by the Federal Government." As for the
broadcasting industry, Walter Cronkite of
CBS charged that because it is beholden to
the Government for its right to exist, "it is aJt
the mercy of 'POliticians and bureaucrats. Its
freedom has been curtailed by flat, by assumption and by intlmldation and harassment." But perhwps the most eloquent plea
for First Amendment freedoms came from
Ervin himself.
MORTAL BLOW

Said he in an opening statement: "Some
Government officials appear to believe that
the purpose of the press is to present the
Government's policies and programs to the
public in the best possible light. They appear
to have lost sight of the central purpose of
a free press in a free society." Noting that
"there are some Americans who apparently
think they know what is good and what Is
bad for other Americans to hear on the radio
and to see on television," Ervin charged that
the "sweeping Government regulation of
broadcasting implicit in this view foreshadows the end of a free broadcast media
and with it a mortal blow to the First Amendment."
Ervin is also concerned about the increasing use of false press credentials by Govern-
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ment investigators and about the number
of subpoenas on journalists by grand juries
and congressional committees. He will watch
closely how the Supreme Court rules on three
pending subpoena cases in which the Justice
Department is seeking to force reporters to
reveal confidential sources for stories. Times
Reporter Earl Caldwell and Newsman Paul
Pruppas of WTEV in New Bedford, M81Ss., refused to discuss Black Panther activities for
grand juries, and Reporter Paul Branzburg
of the Louisville Courier-Journal balked at
identifying, for yet another grand jury, marijuana and hashish peddlers he had interviewed for a story on drugs.
Ervin's hearings are ostensibly to determine whether a Newsmen's Privilege Bill
should be submitted to Congress. Its purpose
would be to protect the reporter-informant
confidential relationship. Ervin hopes its enactment will not be necessary and that the
Supreme Court will provide a "ringing reaffirmation of First Amendment protection that
will serve the same purpose.
(From the Alexandria (Va.) Gazette, Nov. 3,
1971)

THE PUBLIC'S RIGHT To KNOW
Democratic Senator Sam Ervin of North
Carolina made the following observation recently when he stated, "I am concerned that
many Americans, including some government officials and members of the press, have
forgotten the central issue. It sometimes appea rs that some government officials assume
that the role of the press is to present news
about government policies and actions only
in the best possible light. And it somet imes
appears that some members of the press unjustifiably interpret any official response to
their criticism, other than acquiescence, as
a threat to their freedom :to criticize. It is
my belief," he continued, "that robust criticism of government by the press and the consequent skepticism of the press on the part
of government are the necessary ingredients
of the relationship between the press and the
government in a truly free societ y."
More recently, J. Irwin Miller, the president of Cummings Engine Company made
the following observations at a new plant
dedication of the Columbus (Ind.) Republic where he said the following: "There is little reason to believe that the groups who
today have less than complete access to
equal justice in our society wlll be less determined to obtain it than were those revolutionary ancestors whom we revere so greatly, or that they will in the end use less
threatening methods, if all else seems to fa il.
Prudence would therefore seem to be on the
side of radical overhaul of the machinery of
justice to make the application of justice
truly equal."
In Miller's remarks a.bout newspapers, he
said: "A newspaper is something a very great
deal more than a profit-making institution.
A newspaper, .w hether it likes it or not, is
inescapably saddled with the proud and exciting responsib111ty of leading the thought,
of influencing the goals, of determining the
character and direction of the community
it serves. If then it be true that we stand
today as a rare and truly critical point in
the history of the nation, each of its newspapers can dedicate itself to no higher service than that of ·b ringing the citizens to a
full awareness of the new forces in the society with which they must contend. How
is this to be done? I suggest that it is to be
done through the device of local issues. I t
is through a genuine grasp of each local
issue of importance that a citizen gains his
perception of the great concerns of the nation."
Both Ervin and Miller carry a most powerful message. Each in their own right state
the conditions of local problems and great
national issues as they exist today in our
society.

We at this newspaper shall, as we have
in the past, continue to weather recurrent
challenges by reporting on our city government and its actions and how those actions directly affect the community it serves.
Although press power is not absolute nor
infinit ely secure, it is our duty to constantly stress the need for Freedom of the Press
by reporting the news as it happens and constructively exposing that which is wrong. The
point which is sometimes ignored .t oday is
that the original demand for a guarantee of
press freedom came not from those who
were engaged in the business of publishing
newspapers or other types of publications.
The demand came from persons in all walks
of life who knew from recent experience the
threat to all individual liberties 1f there is
no freedom of the press and no freedom of
speech.
In this age of deception, the public's interest is always at stake. We shall contin ue
to dedicate ourselves to do everything we can
to support the public's right to know the
truth.
THE PRESIDENT'S POLICY COURSE

IS ON THE PLUS SIDE
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, the Nashville Banner of December 1 contains a
noteworthy editorial entitled "Nixon's
Policy Course on Nation's Plus Side.'' I
invite the attention of Senators to the
editorial and ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
wa.s ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MANSFIELD'S ANALYSis--NIXON'S POLICY
COURSE ON NATION'S PLUS SIDE
Political candor and intellootual honesty
are becoming attributes for any in position
of public tl"esponsibility, and in most of his
utterances on public affairs-particularly
t hose bearing on matters of vital D.altional
impol.'ltance--Sen. Mike Ma.nsfiell.d, of Montana, has employed both. He does not let his
role as Senat e Majority Lea<lear outweigh
thEIIt dnclination of straigiht taJ.k.
Thus it was thEIIt in an interview with the
U.S. News & World Report he gave fol'lthright
answers to some pertinent questions :
Yes, President Nixon has dncreased his
prestige because of his foreign policy-including the contemplated Viisi:ts rto Peking
a.nd Moscow; and on progress toward agreement in the strat egic-arms-limitation talks.
Yes, he has changed the direction of the
Vietnamese war, the Indo-China war, from
in to out. Yes, he has substantially reduced
the number of men in the anned forces, and
is bringing these American sons home.
Yes, he is on the right track in the field of
domestic policy, engaging in reasoned controls to combat inflation.
"So," said Senator Mansfield, "I think that,
over-all, Mr. Nixon has done a good job, and
it's made him stronger, and according to the
latest polls, it appears that the people think
so, too."
So they do. The Gallup Poll reported this
week that "Nearly half of union members'
families figures showed 42 per cent approval
in that category, 45 per cent disapproval, with
13 per cent expressing no opinion.
For the total constituency the approval
was wider than tha'lr-fl.fty per cent, an increase over last summer's 49 per cent. But
the remark.ait,~e thing about the first statistics
mentioned is not only that these a.re union
member fa.milies, but that the approval percentage there has dropped only one pointr--an obvious indication that these union members have not followed the thinking of their
top leaders who so bitterly assailed President
Nixon in their Miami Beach convention.
Just as obviously, there are millions of
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American citizen&-in and out of the organized labor movement, and on both sides of
the political aisle--who believe, with Senator Mansfield, that partisanship should stop
not only at the water's edge, where foreign
policy is concerned; but at that precise point
where the nation's security and welfare are
at stake as in the war on infiation.
For ·t he initiative and courage he has addressed to the probleins thus directly involving the whole nation, President Nixon
has earned the plaudits thus candidly
best owed.

STATISTICS ON UNEMPLOYED VIETNAM VETERANS DO NOT TELL THE
HUMAN STORY
Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, I continue to read the periodic figures telling
the story of unemployment in our Nation, particularly the lack of jobs for
those who have served our Nation in
Vietnam.
The latest figures I have seen indicate
t h at unemployment among Vietnam veterans is still running many percentage
points above the national unemployment
rate.
I know how much is being done to try
to alleviate this problem. Recently I had
the privilege of attending a job fair for
veterans in Manchester, N.H. Industry
and business from throughout New
Hampshire came to this fair and met
with veterans to discuss job possibilities.
Many veterans came away from the fair
with chances for employment.
The American Legion, VFW, and
other veterans groups are working hard
to try to help find jobs for Vietnam veterans.
But the real nature of what is meant by
unemployment among Vietnam veterans
occurs when you face up to individual
problems and what this means to the
human being who served his Nation in
Vietnam and is now home trying to find
a job.
A case in point is a bright young m an
in New Hampshire. Without specifically
naming him, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD this young
man's letter to me and a brief resume he
attached to his letter. I do this because
I believe it so clearly and meaningfully
goes beyond the statistics and brings
home the need for us to act to help the
Vietnam veterans.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Senator THOMAS MciNTYRE,
Senate Office Building,
Washin gton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MciNTYRE: It is with sincere regret thEIIt I find it necessary <to write
t o you of my problems, but it seems one of
my few remaining alternatives. To state the
problem simply, I can not find employment .
In 1967, I left school and entered t he Army,
where I served three years, one of those
in Vietnam. After being honorably discharged
I r eturned to the University of New Hampshire u nder the GI BUl and received a Bach elor of Science degree Jthis past June. Since
thEIIt time I have filed at least thiny applications for employment in positions representing widely divergent areas of business.
I h a ve been completely unsuccessful in finding work.
I have been living on unemploymenrt; payments recei-ved from my Inilitary service and
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soon these payments will conclude. I am at
a loss as whwt steps to take next and am
therefore writing this le'tter.
I would appreciate any help or suggestions
you could give me. Enclosed is my resume.
I am sincerely hoping you can assist me in
some way. Thalllk you very much.
Sincerely,

in the Wheat Growers News regarding a
resumption of the dock strike be printed
in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DUMAS SEED CoMPANY,

RESUME
Personal: Engaged, 5'11", 175 pounds, 25
years old.
Education: B.S., 1971, Universd.ty of New
Hampshire. Major: Business Adminlstration.
Genera~! busiJD.ess courses with considerable
work in Marketing and Economics. Some
courses in Accounting.
Summer Work: Earned personaJl and clothing expenses by working summers and vacations as a retail clerk and in general delivery in a departme!Ilt store.
Military Service: United States Army, 1967
to 1970; Aircraft Parts Specialist. Enlisted
in the service following third year of college.
One year in Vietnam. Supervised large warehouse of aircraft parts upon retuan from
overseas.
Background: Brought up in Southern New
Hampshire area. Preparatory school Sit Mount
Hermon in Western Massachusetts. Member
of sooial fraternity in college. Have travelled
throughout Eastern a.nd Mildwestei"n parts
of the Unit ed States.
Interests: Primarily interested. in outdoor
activities, e.g. swimming and bicycling. Also
enjoy listening to music, reading Sllld tinkering with automobiles.
Refevences: References wi:ll be furnished
upon request.

Hon. LEN B. JORDAN,

Moscow, Idaho, November 29,1971.
United States Sena.tor,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JORDAN: The alarming possibility that the West Coast dock strike is
now expected to resume on December 26th
would be a Christmas present that none of us
want. I feel that a reasonable solution will
not likely be reached under the present efforts for collective bargaining. In fact, informed sources report that the two sides of
the table are further apart now than before
the Taft-Hartley injunction was invoked.
I believe that ,t he provisions of the Administration Bill (Senate No. 560-H.R. 8020)
provides the needed changes to the TaftHartley Act to make the Transportation industry operative again. I support the passage of the amendments and I hope you will
support it vigorously and bring it to a vote
at the earliest possible opportunity.
There have been various estimates of the
economic loss to the West Coast caused by
this strike. No one knows the total nor do I.
All that I can say is that the directly affected me so adversely that I sincerely request that you do something constructive
about it. I will be closely attentive to the
efforts put forth in Washington.
Sincerely,
E. A. DUMAS,
President.

RESUMPTION OF WEST
COAST
DOCK STRIKE MUST BE A VOIDED
Mr. JORDAN of Idaho. Mr. President,
once again Idaho farmers, businessmen,
and consumers are faced with the prospect of a devastating dock strike. It is
quite likely that when the 80-day TaftHartley cooling off period expires on
December 25, the West Coast longshoremen will again walk off the job.
As I stated on the floor of the Senate
on August 6, the work stoppage in West
Coast ports has had a disastrous effect
on Idaho farmers and on American agricultural exports. Markets which the
farmers of the Pacific Northwest have
slowly built up over the years are now
being supplied by Canada, Australia, and
other countries. Foreign buyers are losing
confidence in the ability of U.S. producers
to deliver the goods.
Once more it becomes apparent that
Congress must act on legislation to provide means for the settlement of disputes
in the transportation industry before
work stoppages occur. The harmful economic effect of such stoppages on the
public is too great to allow. It is up to
Congress to take action to insure that
the public interest does not suffer at the
expense of the private interests of the
parties to such disputes.
I am pleased that the labor subcommittee has been conducting hearings on
the legislation <S. 560) proposed by President Nixon to provide new means for
dealing with such disputes. Hopefully,
positive action on this legislation will be
forthcoming in the near future.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a representative sample of
the letters which I have received from
my constituents and an article published

IDAHO PEA AND LENTIL COMMISSION,
Moscow, Idaho, November 24, 1971.

Senator LEN B. JoRDAN,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR JORDAN: The dry pea and
lentil industry is fast approaching a critical
point, which threatens to ruin the entire industry, as a result of the present dock strike
situation. As you know, our industry depends
to a great extent, on exports with most of
our products being shipped during the first
six months following harvest. With the West
Coast Longshoremen going on strike July 1,
we were unable to ship any of our products
until the President invoked the Taft-Hartley
law in early October.
Even after the ports opened, there was such
a backlog at the ports that we have yet to
catch up with shipping orders created by the
last strike. Although the ports are working at
this time, there is at present a slow down in
effect by the Longshoremen which further
complicates our problem. The price of dry
peas has now dropped from $4.50 a hundredweight in June to $2.90 a hundredweight.
This is largely because even 1f sales can be
made, ship space is not available to ship our
products. Buyers are also reluctant 'to buy because we cannot guarantee delivery.
The industry has spent five years developing markets in Japan and Europe, which are
now being supplied by Australia, New Zealand, and other countries, strictly because we
cannot !deliver. These markets will be hard to
regain even if we could ship our products
today.
We have asked USDA 'to purchase dry peas
and lentils for the school lunch program,
which would help in keeping our industry
alive. They responded by putting out an offer for 1,087,728 pounds of dry peas . With
300 million pounds being produced this past
year, this is like throwing crumbs to a starving man.
Many of our processing plants have already
notified their people that they will be forced
to close their door if the Longshoremen re-

sume the strike on December 26. There appears to be little chance of settlement at this
time, as they are not even meeting to try to
negotiate a settlement. No talks are going on
now, and there are no indications that any
are contemplated in the near future. As the
situation stands, no one is winning, particularly the innocent pea and lentil farmer and
processor.
One needs only to look at the l81St figures
on our balance of payment deficit t 'o understand what this strike is doing to our economy. Must we wait until a few individuals
bring this country completely to its knees before Congress acts? Something has to be done
now before it is too late.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD BLAIN,
Administrator.

NORTHWEST PEA & BEAN C'o., INC.,
Spokane, Wash., November 23, 1971.

Hon. LEN B. JORDAN,
U .S. Senate
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR JoRDAN: Enclosed is a olipping from yesterday's Spokesman-Revise concerning a severe cold wave hitting Europe.
If this is the forerunner of a cold winter in
Europe, then we can expect increased Et.u."opean demand for our Peas and Lentils.
Primarily beca'USe of the mild winter last
year, the United Kingdom, for example, imported only 57.4 milUon pounds of Peas as
compared to 80.9 million pounds in 1969-70.
Weather h'BIS a tremendous effect on ea.ting
habits, and cold wea.ther greatly increases
consumption of our products.
Unfortunately, it seems tto be the optnion
of people in ocean shipping tha.t at the end
of the 80 da.y cooling off period, the longshoremen will a.gain quit work. If this happens, our industry will again be hMd hit,
especlially when one considers that on October 31, the stocks on hand of Peas was 345.5
million pounds against 254.9 million pounds
on OCtober 31, 1970.
Some constructive action is needed to forestall another long period of inaotivity in
shipping a.broad.
Very truly yours,
H. J. RoFFLER.

(From the Wheat Growers News, Nov., 1971]
TAFT-HARTLEY INTERRUPTS 3-MONTH DOCK
STRIKE-WEST CoAST PoRT TIE-UP CosTs
GROWERS Mn.LIONS
An estimated $88 million worth of Pacific
Northwest wheat that would normally have
been exported to the Far East remained in
storage or on the ground while longshoremen
tied up West Coast ports from July 1 until
President Nixon invoked the Taft-HSirtley Act
in early October.
With grower groups, Wheat Commissions
and Western Wheat Associates standing by
vintually powerless to do anythin g about the
crippling walkout, export sales went to competitors in Canada, Australia and U.S. growers shipping from Gulf ports. The Idaho
Wheat Commission and Idaho Transportation
Council kept in close touch with the adversaries in strike negotiations and made an
intensive effort to alert government officials
and the rpublic on damages being inflicted
on wheat growers and the Idaho economy.
President Nixon moved to halt the West
Coast strike when, on October 1, longshoremen on the East Coast and Gulf also walked
out. After a few days of hesitation, the President invoked provisions of the Taft-Hartley
Act to meet what was then considered a national emergency.
The Idaho State Wheat Growers Association board! of directors, meeting in Boise on
October 1, sent a telegram to the President,
urging him to use the powers of government in bringing some relief to hard-pressed
Western agriculture.
_
About this same time, news media 1n
Idaho and other Northwest states began
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recognizing the strike's impact on the inland economy, and editorials started appea.ring in support of the grower position.
A few days after the Taft-Hartley action
began, Western Wheat Associates delegates
melt ln Lewiston, and Executive Vice President Dick Ba.um reported the first WWA estimates of damages inflicted on Northwest
wheat growers by the three-month-long port
tie-up.
During the same three months of 1970,
Barum explained, about $88 million in wheat
exports went to buyers in Japan and other
Far Eastern countries. This represented a.
total of 54.7 m1111on bushels.
.BaJwn guessed that 20 to 25 million bushels of the loss could be recovered, thus leaving total damages from the strike amounting to perhaps $48 million or more.
Idaho Wheat Commission Administrator Harold West added that growers will also
be hit for losses as a result of depressed prices,
carryover stocks and damages resulting from
improper storage.
Western Wheat omcia.ls cautioned that
West Coast ports are not operating yet under normal conditions and probably will not
until a settlement is reached. Di.sgrUntled
longshoremen have so far made no effo.rt to
get port operations back to full capacity, so
there 1s been no opportunity to make up
for huge strike losses. There is also a danger
of the walkout resuming at the end of the
Ta!t-Ha.rtley 80 days cooling off period.
Observers are now concerned about the
strike's long-term effects on exports. Confidence built up With foreign buyers over the
years has been undermined, and trade relationships have been further complicated by
extended tarltfs on goods imported by the

u.s.

BILL TO EXEMPT THE BASKETBALL
LEAGUES FROM ANTITRUST LAWS
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, during re-

cent weeks I have presided over the
hearings of the Antitrust and Monopoly
Subcommittee of the Senate relating to
the bill to exempt the basketball leagues
from antitrust ~aws. I ask unanimous
consent that the following articles and
editorials related to these hearings be
printed in t;he body of the RECORD:
First. An editorial entitled "ERVIN Eyes
Professional Sports", which appeared in
the Durham, N.C. Morning Herald for
September 28, 1971.
Second. An article by John F. Steadman entitled "Senator ERVIN No Puppet
for Pro Basketball," which appeared in
a recent issue of the Baltimore, Md.,
News and other newspapers.
Third. An article entitled "ERVIN Terms
Merger Plan Worthy of Racketeers'
Envy," which appeared in the Washington Post for November 16, 1971.
Fourth. An article entitled "Congress
vs. Sports," which appeared in the New
York Times for November 22, 1971.
There being no obJection, the articles
and editorials were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
{From Durham (N.C.) Morning Herald, Sept.
28, 1971]
EBVXN EYES PROFESSIONAL SPORTS

Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., has given
the professional sports organizations something to think about in his promise to try
to put in an amendment to place major
professional sports under federal control if
legislation to t"elax antitrust la.ws for merger
of the American and National Basketball
Associations reaches the Senate fioor.
The amendment would create a. federal

athletic commissioner to regulate baseball,
football, basketball and hockey. Also, Senator
Ervin has said he has in mind regulations
dealing with the common draft and option
clause which limit a player to negotiate with
only one team and bind him to it. In addition,
he would support legislation outlawing television blackouts of sold out games in cities
where they are played.
Senator Ervin, a champion of individual
rights, has charged that the basketball merger proposed would lead to the "economic
enslavement" of the players. And he has
argued that if Congress relaxes the antitrust
laws to permit :m erger, "It should have the
right to determine such things as i"ates of
return, ticket prices, territories, and it should
supervise the draft of new players."
Also, "If the owners of professional sports
teams ask to be treated as a. monopoly, they
should expect government regulation. Otherwise, the federal government, without a ny
strings, is giving a handful of extremely rich
men millions of dollars and giving them the
right to drop chains around the neck of every
professional basketball player and potential
player in the nation."
Senator Ervin has nised pertinent ;points
concerning special privileges professional
sports enjoy, as in baseball (granted immunity by the Supreme Court in 1922) and
football (congressional approval of a merger
in 1966), and as is now sought in the proposed basketball merger.
Professional sports are big business enterprises, he has pointed out, and numerous
questions are to be asked about their operations, with what he has termed "modern
peonage" for players at the forefront. It
would be good to see a full-scale review of
professional sports, to see the issues put in
better perspective.
In 'the foreseeable future, however, federal control of professional sports would appear to be a highly unlikely prospect. Much
valid argument against such a move could be
presented. But Senator Ervin has spoken a
warning not to be taken lightly by professional sports.
[From Baltimore (Md.) News]
SENATOR ERv~ No PUPPET FOR PRO
BASKETBALL

(By John F. Steadman)
Tf the other 49 states aren't careful, there's

going to be a mad rush to North Carolina
just so the citizens can brag on having a
certain elected omcial who isn't the star of a
trained-seal act.
They have a venerable and courageous senator !rom there by the name of Samuel J.
Ervin, who may not be able to identify a.
basketball from o. pumpkin but is showing
he certainly ain't no country bumpkin when
it comes to searching out the facts.
Senator Sam is acting chairman of the
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee and,
thus, is sitting in judgment of the attempts
by the two professional basketball leagues to
bring about a merger.
In the past, some o'! our legislative trustees
in government have been nothing more than
boWing, obedient heroworshippers any time
some smooth-talking linguist came in from
the world of sports to ask for special legal
exemptions as pertains to the laws of the
land.
It got so you wondered if rthey had been
promised free tickets, tips on the stock market, or were taken out to lunch, the way some
sports writers can be handled when it comes
to getting them to go along with opinions
favorable to management.
But it's obvious at this point in the discussion that Senator Sam is not a company
man. He's for the country and what's best 'for
the masses.
Ervin has listened to the testimony from
the basketball franchise owners. They are
crying the blues, naturally, over losing money
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because the players have the right to use
one league as a bargaining tool against the
other.
The owners want to get Federal perm1.ssion to merge so their game will be all the
more accommodating in fulfilling their financial desires.
Professional management is contending
that if it doesn't get the green light to bring
the National Basketball Association and the
American Basketball Association together
that it will go broke.
So right now it's sending up distress signals. Crying towels are all over the place.
GREATER NEEDS ELSEWHERE

Ervin is listening but he's not too impressed. He knows all about poverty programs and believes there's more need for help
in Appalachia than in major basketball
a.Tenas.
Since the basketball moguls have been
asking for merger permission, Ervin has
wanted to know why and his questioning
has been more than superficial. He's putting
an elbow in their ribs and blocking them off
under the basket, so to speak.
Ervin has asked the 28 pro basketball owners to provide their personal income tax
records so he can check on their claim that
a merger is an economic necessity.
But the counsel for the opposition pointed
out that in the past Congress only asked for
such statements from racketeers . . . hoods
. .. the element.
So what did Ervin ne~ tell them?
"Attempting to hide behind the defense
that Congress looks only at income-tax returns of racketeers is laughable and it is
irrelevant when you consider that the basketball owners are asking for control over
the lives of human beings that would make
a racketeer green with envy that he hadn't
thought of the scheme first."
Ervin said he keeps reminding his fellow
members of the Senate that the owners are
afraid of the truth.
"Tiley feel they can come to Congress and
pat us on the head like little boys and tell
us any story they please," said the straighttalking, two-fisted Democrat who is certainly
not a patsy.
The North Carolina lawmaker, who was
one of this country's most decorated soldiers
in World War I, had some other pertinent
things to say.
"They (the owners) base their request, an
antitrust exemption on economic necessity;
t hat is they say their teams are losing money.
"I am not sure this is the legitimate concern of Congress because I don't believe that
is our function to ball out every business
that is losing money in this country."
OWNERS CREATED OWN PROBLEMS

Ervin is right on the target. The Congress
didn't request the owners of franchises in
the ABA and NBA to organize teams. They
went in of their own volition.
Now that the players' salaries have gotten
to astronomical heights they are begging for
a merger. And who allowed the contracts
to climb?
Why, the same owners who are asking for
government relief. They played Santa Claus
to the boy athletes and now they want Congress to come to their rescue.
Senator Sam Ervin likes sports. But he
doesn't want to hear a lot of crying and
pleading for a cause that to him has weak
and questionable merits.
When It comes to oratory and sharp Infighting, Ervin is no pushover. He knows that
the basketball owners wlll "cop a plea" to
get what they want.
Right now, Senator Sam ain't buying their
story. That's why he suddenly slammed the
gavel and postponed the hearings untll next
year for what he said was "pressing business
in the Senate."
It's maybe only the end of the first half
but Ervin has played strong defense. The
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owners haven't even gotten within shooting
distance of their goal.

and Jack Dolph of the ABA and owner Abe
Follin of the Baltimore Bullets did not get
to the witness chair, for the second straight
set of hearings.
Nathan testified that Earl Foreman, owner
of the ABA Virginia Squires, and Arnold Heft,
an area builder, each made a profit of about
$400,000 when they sold their one-third interest in the Bullets to Pollin ln 1968. The
three men bought the team in 1964.

[From the Washington Post, Nov. 16, 1971]
ERVIN TERMS MERGER PLAN WORTHY OF
RACKETEER'S ENVY
(By Mark Asher)
Sen. Sam Ervin (D-N.C.), a staunch advocate o! the bargaining rights of players opposing the pro basketball merger, declared
yesterday that terinS of the proposed merger [From the New York Times, Nov. 22, 1971]
"would make a racketeer green with envy CONGRESS VS. SPORTS: FIVE BASIC IsSUES ON
that he hadn't thought of the scheme first."
ANTITRUST THE!.U:, FACE LEGISLATORS AFTER
Acting chairman of the Senate Antitrust
LONG HEARINGS
and Monopoly subcommittee, Ervin resumed
So far during 1971, at least 18 bills have
hearings on the proposed NBA-ABA merger
with the owners proclaiming •that the been introduced in Congress to deal with
merger-and its resulting common draft- some anti-trust aspect of professional sports.
When duplications and consolidations are
was "in the public interest."
"With the exception of the United States worked out, five issues will remain to be congovernment, which can draft people to serve sidered:
Should baseball lose its special status as
in the armed forces, there is no other business that can draft employees except profes- the only sport not subject to the Federal
antitrust
laws?
sional sports," Ervin said.
Should a merger of the National and AmerERVIN VS. OWNERS
ican Basketball Association be permitted?
"Now a man can get two bids--one from
Should television practices now permitted,
each league," the senator added. "You say such as the local blackout, be continued?
you're doing this for the benefit of enterShould all the traditional monopolistic
tainment in the public interest. That's ex- privileges sports has enjoyed, including reactly what they said in Rome when they serve-option control of players and player
threw the Christians to the lions."
drafts, be made specifically legal?
The day's testimony, starting at 10 a.m.
Should there be a Federal boxing comand ending at 6:15p.m. with five recesses for missioner?
roll-call votes on the Senate floor, was mainly
Of the five subjects in which Congress has
a standoff between Ervin and the owners. shown interest, the first is under fire from
And Ervin, With intensive and repetitive two directions. The Curt Flood suit, accepted
cross-examination, left little doubt that he by the Supreme Court for consideration next
was perturbed With the owners' refusal to year, is on exactly that question: Should
produce personal income-tax records for him. the special exemption granted baseball by a
Only three of yesterday's seven Witnesses Supreme Court ruling in 1922 be extended
were heard. Toda.y's scheduled hearings were or removed?
postponed because the full Judiciary ComWhatever the court rules, of course, a spemittee has scheduled a meeting. The owners cific law passed by Congress will take precesuffered a setback when Ervin said the hear- dence.
ings could not be reconvened before the first
MORE HEARINGS NEXT YEAR
of the year.
The second question, concerning the basFormer Sen. Thomas Kuckel, counsel for
the owners, called the postponement "a grave ketball merger, has received most attention.
additional problem" as the owners seek pas- There have already been two rounds of
sage of legislation that would enable them hearings before a Senate subcommittee
to merge in time to hold a common draft of headed by Senator Sam J. Ervin, Democrat
college talent and avoid another bidding war of North Carolina, and more are scheduled
for untested rookies. The draft is usually held for early next year.
Considerable Ugh t has been shed in these
in March.
As acting chairman of the subcommit- hearings on the larger issues of sports-intee, Ervin has the power to schedule the next general and most illuminating of all is the
round of hearings and Capitol Hlll sources particular road block the merger has run
noted it is up to the North Carolina senator into.
The National and American basketball aswhen, or if, the subcommittee votes on the
sociations have made it their main argument
bill.
that only a merger can save several teams
TAX RECORDS SOUGHT
Ervin wants the 28 pro-basketball owners from financial collapse, because competing
to provide their personal income-tax records for top players (especially rookies) is too
to back up their claim that a merger is a costly.
Congress tends to be receptive to such a
economic necessity. He has asked for them
three times and been turned down on each plea, because "the public interest" is served
by having a big league sport continue to funcoccasion, Ervin said.
The owners claim that in the past only tion in the largest possible number of cities.
But in trying .to prove that they face firacketeers were asked by the Judiciary Committee for personal income tax records. Ervin nancial hardship, the basketball club owners
have put themselves into a box by making
produced examples of precedent.
Wendell Cherry, owner of the Kentucky the figures they submitted too convincing:
Colonels, testified he would make his per- Taken at face value, their financial statesonal income-tax return available, but that ments indicate that many teams can't survive even with a merger.
he could not speak for others.
The figures show that for "rich" clubs, the
Cherry also produced a profit-loss statement for the Colonels that showed losses increase in player costs over the last four
of $466,747 in fiscal 1970 and $526,104 in fiscal years (since competition began) does not
1971, plus projected losses of $402,837 for thre81ten their financial stab111ty; but that
the increase for "poor clubs" is not the defiscal 1972.
termining factor either.
$20 MILLION LOss CITED
In other words, the financial picture given
If the merger is not allowed, "you've signed o! ".p oor" clubs 1s 8'\lCh that they wouldn't
the deeth warrant of the ABA," Cherry said. be succeeding even 1! their player costs were
Economist Robert Nathan, testifying in be- drastically reduced.
half o! the owners, sa.1d the 11 ABA team.s
And the only slgn11lca.nt way "weak" memhad lost more than $20 _million cash in four · bers could gain from association With
years.
"strong" members would be 1! the total numCommtsstoners Walter Kennedy o! the NBiA. ber of teams were smaller. With 28 teams,
CXVII--2820-Part 34
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the "hot attractions" can't possibly visit
the weak spots often enough to put them in
the black; •With 16 to 20 teams, there would
be a better chance, since only the "weak"
ones would have gone out of existence and
the proprotion of "strong" teams left would
be much greater.
But reducing the number of teams is
exactly what Congress is against-and exactly what the merger is supposed to prevent.
By the end of last week's hearing, the key
questions being put by Senator Ervin and
Senator John Tunney, Democrat of California, who is a co-sponsor of the bill to
permit the merger, were:
If y10ur financial plight is so bad, can you
really be saved by being allowed to merge?
And if th'e weak can't be s·a ved, but only
the strong made stronger, what justification
is there for having the United. States Government grant an antitrust exemption to
one grt>up (club owners) at the expense of
another (players)?
HARD QUESTIONS TO ANSWER
The questions seem hard to answer. There
are only two possible ways, even theoretically,
that a. merger could help "poor" clubs. One
would be a really drastic-50 per cent or
mor~eductloon in player salades. The other
would be increased income from association
With "strong" teams. But the owners say
that wouldn't do the first (and if they tried,
they would merely provoke a players strike) :
and the second, to be meaningful, inviol ves
reducing the number of teams. Neither
course is palatable to Congress.
What is true in basketball is true, in
varying degrees, in all sports. The other two
sports issues that generate heat in the halls
of Congress-franchise shifts and television
polici~e intimately related to the question being pressed hardest by Senator Ervin.
He wants to know the real financial picture
in major sports, as distinct from the selfselected statements of teams pleading for
special consideration, and he is seeking income tax informatibn to get that picture.
Here is a summary Of the bills introduced
this year:
House of Representatives--Four bills to
include baseball specifically under the Sherman Antitrust Act; Two to forbid pro football telecasts on Friday night and Saturday
in competition With high school and college
g'a.mes; four to pemlit the basketball merger;
two to place all sports specifically under the
Sherman act; one to put all sports under the
She:rma.n act, but to specifically permit
reserve-clause, exclusive franchise and other
traditional arrangements; one Ito create a
Federal Commissioner of BoXing.
Senate-Two bills to plaoe baseball under
the Sherman act; one to forbid liOCal television blackouts for any event that is sold
out at the gate; one to permit the basketball
merger.
LEONARD KOPPETT.

THE COMMITTEE OF CONCERN
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, the

Committee of Concern, presided over by
Gen. Lucius D. Clay, U.S. Army, retired,
is an organization held in high regard in
this country whose credentials are beyond repute. Recently they have focused
their attention on the plight of the Jewish Community in Syria. The Committee of Concern has issued a "Statement
of Concern" detailing many <>f the problems faced by Syrian Jewry.
I ask unanimous consent that their
"Statement of Concern" be printed in
theRECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
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STATEMENT OF CONCERN

The distressing and increasingly alarming
reports which we have received in recent
days from most reliable sources concerning
the threat to the survival of the remnants
of Syrian Jewry prompts us once again to
speak out. Following are details concerning
the plight of the Jewish community in Syria:
1. The Syrian authorities are holding iii
jail twelve young Syrian Jews, charged with
having attempted to flee the country. The
names of eleven of them are: Isaac Hamra,
Sheila Hamra, Misses Badio Dibbo, Bouke]?._!,
Melles and Yachar; Messrs. Abdo Saadia,
Simon Bissou and Azur Blanga. The last
named is 27 years old and was arrested with
his wife (24) and his four year old son. The
others are all believed to be in their late teens
or early twenties.
2. The Syrian security police have interrogated the relatives of the twelve Jews and
the relatives of others who have either succeeded in fleeing the country in the past or
who were suspected of planning an escape
and going to Israel. There are reports that
they have been interrogated under torture
and held under strict solitary confinement
for periods up to three months.
3. All who have been released after confinement are, without exception, reported to
be physically ill or bodily maimed or mentally deranged. Jews who did succeed in escaping to Israel or other countries in the
free world report that those who have fallen
into Syrian hands are being subjected to
electrical torture, the ripping off of fingernails and cigarette burns on various extrell!ities of the body. Jewish girls have been abducted, raped and thrown naked into the
streets of the Jewish ghetto in Damascus. Recently, Jewish homes were set on fire in the
Damascu s Ghetto.
4. The desperate attempts of groups of
Jews to flee the country are prompted by
the cruel conditions to which the community
has been subjected for years. Among the
restrictions imposed upon the Jews of that
count ry are:
a. A total ban on Jewish emigration. Jews
are also forbidden to leave the country for
visits to relatives or for medical treatmen(
Moslem Syrians are readily able to visit
neighboring countries; and more than 500,000 Syrians have visited Lebanon thus far
this year. Moreover, the property and assets
of Jews who succeed in fleeing Syria are
automatically confiscated.
b. Even within Syria itself, travel by Jews is
restrict ed to three k llometers from one's
home address. Further movement requires a
special permit which is generally not granted.
c. Distinctive Jewish identity cards are
marked with a red stamp, "Member of the
Mosaic faith."
d. Prohibition !or employment in government offices, publ1c bodies or banks. Except
!or doctors and pharmacists, Jewish professionals are banned !rom practice.
e. Other restrictions on the normal conduct of their personal Uves, such as noninstallation of telephones and non-issuance
o! new driving permits.
f. The authorities have turned over houses
in the Jewish quarter to occupation by
Palestinian Arabs who harass the remaining
Jewish residents in the section.
g. A Higher Committee for Jewish Affairs
(composed of representatives of the Interior
Ministry and the security services) maintains a constant surveillance over the Jewish
community and carries out frequent arrests
interrogations and sudden house searches invariably at night.
h. Jews are prohibited from selling their
houses or other real estate. Also, army personnel and government employees may not
make purchases in Jewish owned stores.

1. When a Jew dies, his property is trans-

ferred to a Government authority !or Palestinian Affairs. His family must then pay
rent for the continued use of the home or
business property.
j. Jews have become convinced of the fut1llty of bringing petitions against Moslems
to the law courts, since the rulings are always in favor of the latter.
k. Most Jews who worked for Moslems have
been dismissed without compensation. Most
J ewtsh vendors have had their licenses revoked. The majority of the community has
been reduced to abject poverty.
1. Jewish schools have been taken over by
the state. Moslem principals have been appointed and Jewish reltgious studies have
been drastically reduced. General school examinations are now always held on Saturday,
the Jewish sabbath. Only a very few Jews are
permitted to pursue university studies.
m. The Jewish cemetery in Damascus has
been almost entirely destroyed and a highway has been bu1lt through it. The petition
for a new cemetery has been turned down
and in the small area that remains, graves
have to be opened to accommodate new
burials.
we call on the Syrian authorities to cease
their persecution of the Jewish minority, to
free those unjustly imprisoned and to permit
those Jews who wish to emigrate to do so.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, for
too long the Jews of this world have been
discriminated against by almost every
other major religion. The history of
man's inhumanity to man throughout
the world can be seen in microcosm in
the history of the treatment of the Jews.
If the "Statement of Concern" that I
have placed in the REcORD accurately describes the unconscionable treatment of
a small minority in Syria, then we have
indeed learned nothing from the history
leading up to World War II. For how long
must a relatively small religion ibe made
to suffer in this world because of imagined wrongs by the rest of us in which
the Jews have had no hand in creating.
I pray that we do not replay in Syria the
same scenario of discrimination the
world has watched too often.
In fulsome disgust we justifiably declaim the discrimination against blacks
by whites in Africa, against Bengalis on
the Indian subcontinent. The least we
can do in this litany of wailing is ·t o extend our protection to the Jews of Syria
who ask nothing more than to live and
let live.

PROTECTION OF AMERICAN
SHIPPING
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I note
with some concern and consternation
that last week the House passed a bill,
H.R. 11589, which would authorize the
sale of five U.S. passenger ships to foreign buyers. I believe that this was a
hasty action and I urge my colleagues in
the Senate to give serious consideration
to some of the adverse implications to

our own merchant marine and to the

economy in general if the sale as authorized by H.R. 11589 is consumated.
The disposal of these five ships at cutrate prices will have an unfavorable effect
on American citizens in two ways. First,
it would dissipate their tax dollar commitment in the ships. Second, it would
replS\ce American seamen with foreign
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seamen and contribute all fares
American passengers to foreign
mies, thereby adversely effecting
balance of payments. This does a disservice to the American taxpayer and to
American seamen.
A portion of the American shipping industry has unfortunately gitven up on
making the cruise business a paying
proposition. But there is no reason why
American ingenuity and enterprise could
not devise an effective course of action
which would result in our merchant fleet
recapturing a fair share of the seagoing
vacation trade.
I hope that every effort will be made to
find American buyers for these ships and
that diversified uses for them will be explored. Let us not foreclose an alternative
until all possibilities to keep the five merchant marine ships flying under the
American flag are exhausted.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, earlier
today it was my privilege to attend the
National Conference on Corrections now
in session in Williamsburg, Va. This is
the first time that we have attempted to
bring together representatives of all the
public agencies that relate to prisons and
the rehabilitation of prisoners. The fact
that over 40 percent of all crimes are
committed by second offenders is clear
warning that our present penal system
suffers from a high rate of failure. The
fact that over 9'8 percent of all prisoners
return to society makes it imperative
that our correctional system be improved
to save society from this biggest single
source of crime as well as for the sake
of the prisoners themselves.
A comprehensive program initiated by
President Nixon should bring early and
substantial help. That plan was both explained and expanded by the Attorney
General in addressing the Corrections
Conference. The problem is so urgent,
the solutions advocated by Mr. Mitchell
so promising, and the necessity of public
understanding so great that I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
RECORD the speech made today in Williamsburg by the Honorable John N.
Mitchell.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NEW DooRS, NOT OLD WALLS
{An address by John N. Mitchell, Attorney

General at the Urutecl Sta.tes)
Let me join the others in welcoming you
to this National Conference on Oorreotlons.
As many of you know, this conference stems
from the continuing concern over prison ~
form by the President or the United States,
and 1s a part of the nSJtiona.l corrections program that he set in motion two yea.rs ago.
In 1969 President Nixon directed his Admlnistrrution to pursue correctional reform
along 13 specific avenues. He also appointed
a. Task Force on Prisoner Rehabll1t81t1on,
which made a number of significant recommendations 1n April 1970.
Together, these directives and recommendations represent the most determined and
comprehensive approach to corrections ever
made in this country. I refer not only to
Federal corrections, but insofar as the Federal Government can provide funds, traln1ng
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and leadership, this approach 1s a. Magna
Carta. of prison reform for all levels of government.
We are here to review how far we have
come in implementing the reforms already
proposed by the President and others, and
to chart a course over the vast sea. CYf problems rema.1n1ng.
Until the last two years, it could 'be said
of prison reform what Mark Twain 1s supposed to have said about the weather:
"Everybody talks about it, but nobody ever
does anything about it."
Some of the ·t alking was done at a National Congress on Penitentiary and Reformatory Discipline, meeting in Cincinnati.
Among other things, it recommended that:
The prime goal of prisons is not to punish,
but to reform..
Prison personnel should be muCh better
trained and developed to pro~iona.I status.
Prisoners should be classified and treated
appropriately and separately.
They should ·b e handled With incentives
and moral suasion, not physical punishment.
They should be given hope of reduced sentence and parole for good behavior.
Their academic education and vooa.tit>na.l
tra.1n1ng should receive primary emphasis.
They should be helped to find their way 1n
society after release.
When were these enlightened ideas proposed? Not last month or last year, but in
187o-more than a century ago.
Forty years ago a National CommiSsion on
Law Observance and Enforcement, known as
the Wickersham Commission, devoted an
entire volume of its report to the subject of
corrections. Among its reconunendations
were the very same ones that had already
been recommended 1n 1870.
Nearly five years ago a President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice devoted a chapter of its final !l"eport to corrections. Among its recommendations were ones previously made in 1870 and
1931.
What was the result of this century of recommendations?
In s·t wte after state, most of the prisons
have no programs for correcting the prisoner.
Only a fraction of inmates in the country are
eXiposed to such programs.
Only from 10 to 20 percent of a.ll prison system budgets in this country is spent on actual
programs to correct the inmate; the rest is
spent on custody and admlndstr81tion.
Only 20 percent of institutional personnel
are assigned to correctional-type programs.
In many sta.tes, first offenders are mingled
with hardened criminals; in many oases, juveniles are mingled ·W ith adults.
In any other .profession this kind of neglect
would be unthinkable. How would we react if
a hospital put accident victims in the Communicable Diseases Ward---<8.Ild at that, a
ward in which the patient received a bed, but
no -treatment? We should be just as appalled
at the situation in many o! our prisons today. Little wonder that, in sounding the call
for :prison reform, President Nixon decla.red,
"The American system for correcting and reh~biUtating criminals .p resents a convincing
case of failure."
There are, of course, some outstanding exceptions. But in characterizing most American prisons I need only use the same language
that rbhe Wickersham Commission used 40
years a.go:
"We conclude tha.t .t he present prison system is antiquated and inefficient. It does not
reform rbhe crimina.!. It fails to protect society. There fs reason to believe that it contributes >to the increase of crime by hardening the prisoner."
_ T.oday we have figures to confirm that belie!. According to the FBI, those arrested on
Federal criminal charges in 1970 had an average of four >prior criminal arrests and an avera·g e of nearly 1¥2 convictions ast the local,
state or Federal level. The nearly 38,000 ar-

rested on Federal charges in 1970 had a total
of more than 22,000 prior imprisonments o!
six months or longer in one type of instiltution or another.
These and many other studies with slmilar
results should not suqJrise us. It is as simple
as the words of the novelist, Dostoyevsky:
" . . . neither convict prisons, nor prison
ships, nor any system of hard labor ever
cured a criminal."
The fact is that other trends in Americ.an life are going to make this corrections
problem even more pressing in the future.
The trend toward improved law enforcement systems will not only deter crime in
the long run, but in the near term one of
its effects should be to increase the arrest
rate. Moreover, if the court reform movement proceeds as we hope, it will speed the
prosecution of more defendants. Together,
these two factors will send many more offenders through the criminal justice system,
thus putting added strain on the corrections program.
We must be prepared for this new wave
of offenders coming into the prison systemre.ady not just With added beds and benches,
but ready to make the most of an opportunity to reach a larger number of offenders
with modern corrections .techniques.
At the same time, the rising level of
education in the United States is leaving
a bigger gap between the undereducated
offender and society at large. So our job
tr.aining and educational programs in the
prisons must •be pushed even harder to keep
up with successes in other aspects of society.
Recognizing that there are many successful corrections programs by various jurisdictions, I would like to examine briefly the
particular program developed in response
to President Nixon's directions two years ago.
First, the President's program has received
growing financi.al support from Congress,
thanks to some dedicated leaders 1n the corrections crusade such as Senator Roman
L. Hruska of Nebraska. Funds specl:flcally
earmarked for corrections, over and above
the other corrections grants, have been
added to the program of the Law Enforcement Assistant Administration, part of the
Department of Justice.
Second, in 1970 the Inter-agency Council on Corrections was created to focus the
work o! all relevant Federal agencies on
prisoner reh.a>b111tation. This consists of representatives from a dozen agencies Within
the Departments of Justice, Labor, Defense, and Health, Education, and Welfare,
as well as from the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the U.S. Civil Service Commission.
Third, the United States Board of Parole
Wlas reorganized in 1969 to enable Parole
Hearing Examiners to conduct many of the
hearings in correctional institutions across
the country. This permits the Board members
to devote more time to the decision-making
process and to hold more appellate ;reviews.
Fourth, the Federal Bureau of Prisons
within the Department of Justice developed
a comprehensive 10-year master plan to improve the effectiveness of the Federal Prison
System and hopefully to make it a model of
correctional endeavor for other agencies in
this country to follow. This plan emphasizes
individualized treatment and community
orientation. The Bureau has already made a
good start in achieving these goals, particularly in two vital ·a reas--personnel training and new fac111ties.
The first regional staff training center was
opened last January. It prov·i des professional training to develop the correctional
officer as an agent for change rather than as
primarily a custodian or keeper. The second
regional training center will be opened the
first of this coming year, and three more are
planned for the future. As soon as possible,
these facilities wlll also be made available to
state and local correctional personnel.
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This month the Bureau plans to ·b reak
ground for its first Metropolitan Correctional
Center in New York City. This multipurpose
fac111ty will provide pre-sentence and postsentence short-term detention, diagnostic
service to the courts, pre-release services to
offenders returning to the city from other
institutions, and correctional services for
parolees and .p robationers. Construction will
begin on a similar center in Chicago in June
1972, a.nd six other centers are scheduled
for urban areas where the need is most acute.
Construction •w ill begin early next year on
a fa.c111ty unique in correctional practice. This
is the Behav1ora.l ResearCh Center at Butner,
North Carolina, which will provide treatment
for and research on ·s pecial groups of o1fenders, including the mentally disturbed. And
in the fiscal 1972 ·b udget, Congress provided
for construction of a West Coast complex of
fac111ties ·i n four metropolitan areas to provide •b etter correctional techniques !or youthful offenders.
Fi!oth, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has greatly increased its funding for correctional aid to the states and localities. In fiscal 1971 this rea.ched $178,000,000, which included more than $47 m1llion in
Par.t E funds ~that Congress, for •t he first time,
especi.a lly earmarked for corrections, at the
urging o! President Nixon. This Part E funding has ·been more ·t han doubled in the current 1972 fiscal year, bringing the total LEAA
funding for corrections in this current year to
nearly a quallter of a billion dollars. For the
first time, substantial !unds are available for
a coordinated progra.m to bring American
penology into the 20th Century.
From its inception, _the entire LEAA corrections program has had a common themepreparing the offender for assimilation into
society. One reason 1s that community-based
programs are withi-n the finanda.l reaoh of
the Federal assistance program and of the
states and localities. If these correctional programs are as successful a.s we hope, we may
not need to 'build all the new fac111ties that
now seem to be required 1by the antiquated
condition of most penal institutions. Some
funds are 'b eing used .tor construction, but on
a very selective basis which emphasizes corrections, not just detention. Already, as a
result of LEAA funding, we can see some
visible areas of progress. To cite only a few:
Kentucky has begun its first organized
pre-release program ifor prison inmates.
.
Arizona has begun treatment programs in
county jails.
Michigan is . developing a miLlion-dollar
model program to treat young offenderS in
community-;based programs.
Missouri is opening 12 new community
treatment ·centers for _offenders and exoffenders and 36 group homes for juveniles.
LoUisiana is .b uilding a state institution
for women and two regional centers for
offendem.
Indiana :has opened two new reg.ton-al centers for juveniles in the past two years and
will open four more.
Florida is implementing a major probation
program .tor juveniles directed 'bY the state.
New York is launching a. massive series of
professional training programs for existing
correctional personnal at all levels.
Those programs are only a fraction of the
whole picture.
Last fiscal year LEAA put over $2 million
into job training and placement programs
operated by private industry.
LEAA has also made direct grants to cities
and counties to finance community treatment centers, narcotics and drug treatment,
job placement, juvenile probation, work release, group homes, rehabilitation of alcoholics, halfway houses, volunteer aid programs, psychiatric care, and a host of other
offender ;re}1abilitation efforts.
We are also aware that many states need
technical advice on how their facUlties ·need
improving, and even on how their new build-
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ings should be designed to make maximum
use of modern correctional methods. I am
able to announce that, to meet this need,
LEAA has funded a National Clearinghouse
for Criminal Justice Architecture at the University of illinois.
Professional e.ssistance in planning and
implementing education programs for inmates is also a need of many states and localities. For this purpose I am today directing LEAA to establish a National Clearinghouse for Correctional Education, using such
funds as are now available for its initial
phase of development. This Clearinghouse
will give technical help, including curricu1um planning and classroom and correspondence course materials, to correctional agencies establishing education programs for primary through college level.
These are only a few highlights, and they
do not include numerous research programs
to advance the science of corrections.
Already, because this large LEAA funding
is now available, state and local correctional
administrators have begun to press for
change. They are documenting their needs,
with new confidence that those needs will
be met. No longer are they voices in the
wilderness.
In addition, other Federal agencies are
providing strong support. At three Federal
inStitutions, the Office of Economic Opportunity has funded programs to prepare selected inmates for advanced educational opportunities. A number of vocational training courses for handicapped inmates have
been sponsored by the Rehab11itation Services A(lmlnistration of HEW. The Manpower
Administration of the Department of Labor has made numerous grants to provide
occupational training for inmates of Federal,
state and local institutions. And the Manpower Administration is also participating
with United States Attorneys and the Federal
Courts in a program to provide jobs and correctional guidance to selected defendants,
without trial.
Recently, steps have been taken to bring
even closer coordination of Federal and state
corrections programs.
A National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, chaired by
Governor Russell Peterson of Delaware, has
been established by LEAA. Among the standards Jt will consider and establish are those
for corrections. I trust that when these are
forthcoming, correctional institutions at all
levels will give them the most serious consideration, to the end that all such American
institutions can work toward the same goals.
In addition, the cabinet heads of the Departments of Justice, Labor, and HEW last
week joined in sending a letter to the governors of all states and territories, offering
fresh technical and financial assistance in a
coordinated Federal-state program for correction of offenders. Grants for preparation
of plans will be .made to all participating
states before the end of this fiscal year. Some
time in February the representatives designated by the Governors will meet with Federal officials in Washington to agree upon
guidelines for tht. program plans. The re$ult
will be that the states can make comprehensive plans with the assurance that they will
receive substantial Federal financial support
starting in fiscal 1973.
So we have here the first major step in
articulating and implementing a national
program-Federal, state and local--on ·the
correction of offenders. I hope that your
deliberations here will provide a body of
professional recommendations that will guide
state and Federal planners.
In short, a number of factors have combined to give us the best opportunity in this
century to bring sqme genuine reform to the
most neglected aspect of our society.
We have concerned and enlightened leadership-a President who has made prison re-

form one of the priorities of his Administratlon.
We have signiftcant funds available and a
viable prog.r am for allocating them.
We have some outstanding examples of
progress in both state and Federal prison
institutions.
We have a higher level of public support
than ever before.
For the first time, we can mount a national corrections program that does not simply repair old buildings, and is not based
only on old concepts of restraint and deterrence. Instead we can make use of the imaginative corrections principles that have been
advocated for at least a century.
More than this, we can be bold enough
to consider new ideas. Let me close by sharing just a few with you.
First, as you know, the need for better
training and common performance standards among correctional officials is shared by
all government levels. In this connection I
am today directing the Federal Bureau of
Prisons and the LEAA to work with the States
and localities in establishing a National Corrections Academy. This would serve as a national center for correctional learning, research, executive seminars, and development
of correctional policy recommendations. It
would cover the whole range of correctional
disciplines, from the new employee to the
management level. Besides giving professional training of the highest quality, it
would provide a continuing meeting ground
for the exchange of advanced ideas on corrections. I believe it will be the most effective single means of upgrading the profession and assuring that correction is more
than a euphemism for detention. I hope that
the members of this Conference will give us
the benefit of their ideas on implementing
this Academy in the most effective way.
Second, I call upon all agencies to increase
minority employment among professional
correctional personnel. In my opinion this
would greatly increase the effectiveness of
counseling and guidance at all stages of the
corrections process. Practically all prison systems, including the Federal system, have a
long way to go in this record. I am pleased
to report that the Director of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons has directed all 28 Federal institutions to work toward a goal of
one-third minority employment in all new
hiring. I urge corrections institutions at all
levels to ma.ke an extraordinary effort to find
a.nd recruit minority personnel-not only because it is the law, not only because it is fair,
but because it can genuinely benefit the corrections process. LEAA is already funding a
program to aid police departments in increasing their proportion of minority officers, and
I a.m today directing LEAA to expand this
program to include the same aid for correctional systems.
Third, let us recognize that correction
should begin, not with the prisons, but with
the courts. Let us ask whether in every case
we need to achieve "1the object so sublime"
of the Mikado's Lord High Executloner-"To
make the punishment fit the crime." In many
cases, society can best be served by diverting
the accused to a voluntary communityoriented correctional program instead of
bringing him to trial. The federal criminal
justice system has already used this formula
in many juvenile cases-the so-called Brooklyn plan. I believe this program could be expanded to include certain offenders beyond
the juvenile age, without losing the general
deterrent effect of the criminal justice system. I am •t herefore directing the Executive
Office of United States At1torneys and the
Criminal· Dtvislon of the Justice Department
to study the feasibility of enlarging the area
of criminal cases in which the prosecutor
might be justified in deferring prosecutlon in
favor of an immediate communllty-oriented
correctional program.
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Finally, I propose for your consideration a
more general problem-the need rto elevate
public attitudes toward the releasee. Studies
have shown an appalling resistance ;to hiring
ex-offenders, even by many governmental
agencies at different levels, thus frustrating
other efforts at correction. Some stalte laws
prohibit .t he hiring of ex-offenders by government agencies, however well adjusted or
corrected ·they may be. When such a releasee
is thus denied the means of making an honest living, every senltence becomes a life sentence. The 8/ttitude of each c11t1zen toward
salvaging offenders as valuable human beings
1s one of rthe obvious cases covered by the
popular saying, "If you're not part of the
solution, you're part of the problem."
It is my hope that as the rehabililta.tion approach to penology begins rto work, the publd.c
will begin to change its archaic feeling about
ex-offenders. The publ.i c's predominant 1mpression of penology will be, not of old walls,
but of new diOQrs. And this in turn can be
the final breakthrough in the centuries-old
baJttle to reclaim and assimilate the exoffender.
Winston Churchill once said 'th8lt attitudes
toward the treatmerut of crtminals are "one
of the unfa.iling tests of the civilization ot
any country." Let us do all in our power to
assure that our country may yet be able to
meet this test, not in shame, but with pride.
Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to thank you
for your pa.rtlcipation in :this Conference. We
are counting on your counsel as we enter a.
new phase in a ll81tional correctional program, and I rtrust that your dedication to
this cause will produce some •t ruly inspired
guidance that is equal to the challenge.

CONFERENCE ON CAMPAIGN
REFORM LEGISLATION
Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, Congress has made a valiant effort this year
to reform our campaign laws, and I
hope that effort will not be wasted in legislation that offers less than the promise
of meaningful reform.
The Senate and the House have approved somewhat different versions of
the Federal Elections Campaign Act of
1971, and these bills are now in conference.
To a considerable degree the campaign
reform measure approved by the Senate
relies on publicity to accompany the disclosw·e of campaign finances as an indirect but a potentially effective means to
counter the influence of money and to reduce the pressures on candidates to obtain and spend heavy amounts of money.
A central element in that Senate concept is the creation of a Federal Elections
Commission to administer and enforce
the proposed new requirements for disclosure of campaign finances. By placing
the responsibility in •a n independent bipartisan commission, the ·S enate legislation offers needed assurance that a
fresh start will be made and that the old
"business as usual" filing of statements
will be abandoned. The Senate bill also
provides for the required financial statements to be filed not only in Washington
with the Federal Elections Commission
but also in Federal district courts in the
home States of the candidates where
such statements would be readily available to local newsmen on the scene actually reporting on campaigns. Under the
provisions of the House bill financial
statements would continue to be filed, as
now they are, with the Clerk of the House
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of Representatives and the Secretary of
the Senate. The House also does not provide for filing copies of these statements
in home areas of the candidates.
If the tightened requirements for disclosure of campaign ftmds proposed by
both Houses are to receive the respectful
attention of all candidates and thereby
command the needed confidence of the
American people that the facts are being
made available to them, it would be
highly beneficial to rely on an independent commission separate from Congress
to administer the campaign reporting
system. I also believe that some provision
should be included to require the filing
of copies of financial statements of the
candidates in their home areas so that
they will be readily available for the local
media.
Therefore as they consider all the differences in the- two measures, I would
respectfully urge the conferees not to lose
sight of the important purposes of these
two elements in the Senate legislation
and to retain such or similar provisions
in the legislation they recommend to the
House and Senate.
FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION
.PROGRAMS
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, as we
approach the third year of the new decade, we should look ahead to July 4,
1976, the 20_0th anniversary of the Nation's fonnding, and ask:
What progress have we made toward
those ideals for which the Nation was
founded? And more importantly, what
should we do to make those inspiring
ideals into living realities?
No American ideal has inspired our
own people and the people of the world
more than the ideal of equal opportnnity.
No greater testament of the Nation's
commitment to equal opporttmity exists
than our educational system. Although
greatly needing reform and revitalization, it still represents an nnparalleled
commitment to the achievement of equal
opportnnity through the establishment
of equal educational opporttmity.
We must continue our quest to provide
equal educational opportnnity. But we
must do so in light of future needs, striving to reform and revitalize our educational system by July 4, 1976, as a major
goal of public policy.
Despite today's overwhelming crises in
American education, I believe this goal is
attainable, and that the future greatness
of the Nation depends upon the Federal
Government making a substantial investment in our Nation's greatest resource: the desire and ability of our people to learn.
I know that many of my colleagues
who voted for the higher figures of the
Senate version of the fiscal year 1972
education appropriations bill, share my
regret that the higher Senate figures
were not enacted into the final form of
the bill. That is why I feel deeply that
next year the President must budget and
the Congress must appropriate the necessary funds to meet full authorizations
for existing programs, while initiating

It is time for the Congress to end its
overdependence on the Executive for educational leadership, which, all too often,
has not been leadership at all. It is time
for the Congress to sharpen the cutting
edge of its historic imperatives and enact
the foundations of an educational system
that will sustain us during the knowledge
explosion and the computer and communications revolution. Such a system
requires a built-in sensitivity and flexibility for adaptation to change, a quality
sorely lacking in American education today. Before Congress is legislation of the
kind that is needed, and I urge its swift
enactment.
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

But next year Congress must look neither to the Courts nor to the administration, but should appropriate the full
authorization for elementary and secondary schools and enact new legislation to close the educational gap 1between
poor and rich school districts.
FEDERAL AID TO IMPACTED AREAS

The Federal Government wisely assists
in the construction, maintenance and operations of schools in areas where Federal activities affect school enrollment.
The Senate recognized the Government's
obligation to 'a ssist schools in such areas
by appropriating $237 million more than
the Administration's request for the impacted aid program. The full ftmding of
this program would demonstrate the
willingness of the Federal Government to
carry its fair share of the expenses for
educating our children.
The supplemental appropriations bill
which we enacted last week provides
$200,000,000 for construction of school facilities under Public Law 81-815 and
$65,000,000 for the initial funding of the
low-income housing provision authorized
under Public Law 81-874. Appropriations
for these programs are needed and
should be enacted by the Congress.
However, I also believe that additional
ftmds are desperately needed under Public Law 81-874 for A and B category students. Local school districts a.r e presently
receiving much less than full entitlement and the quality of their education
programs has suffered greatly. I feel that
the Congress should fund these programs so that each school district can
receive up to its full entitlement and
when the :fisoal year 1973 budget comes
to the Congress we should provide full
funding for these programs.

Preschool education programs are vital if we are to equalize educational opportunity. It frees children of their present deficiencies and equips them for their
futures with basic learning skills that
have broad application. I support preschool education programs, and I was delighted when the Senate this year adopted an amendment to increase the fiscal
1972 appropriations for Headstart to $398
million.
However, many of the best features of
the Headstart program have been incorporated into Senator MoNDALE's Comprehensive Child Development Act. I have
cosponsored this legislation, which provides for more adequate educational, nutritional, health and other developmental
services to children during their preschool years. S. 1512 also provides daycare and after-school services to communities to meet the needs of older children up to age 14, if their mothers are
working. This bill provides the additional
advantage of parental involvement in its
programs, a revival of an older feature
of American education, blending with
LIBRARIES
present needs as an investment in our
During the next few years, we must
Nation's future. I am pleased that the
basic provisions of S. 1512 were included also provide for greater use of our liin the OEO conference report which I braries. The Senate recognized this by
appropriating $70 million more than the
voted for last week.
~
administration's budget request for liELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
The Califonlia Supreme Court recent- braries and educational communications,
ly called dramatic attention to the including $7 million more for college
archaic way that our public schools are libraries. A strong library system infinanced. Clearly, when education is so creases flexibility in education.
HIGHER EDUCATION
crucial to our Nation's future we can no
longer afford outmoded financing methThe administration has failed to adeods for our public schools.
quately budget funds for important stuIt is said that the administration is dent assistance programs such as NDEA
delaying adequate budgeting for existing title m, EOP, and work study. I have
educational programs in the hope that long supported these programs. We not
more effective programs will em:erge only need to expand existing forms of
through research and pilot projects. I student aid. We also need to establish a
share that hope and I support such re- rflexible program that will meet a broad
search and projects. But we can apply range of situations during the next
known learning methods now, while con- decade.
tinuing to find effective ones. The FedSuch flexibility is offered by S. 1161,
eral Government should immediately be- which I cosponsored. This bill, introgin to play a role in developing and duced by Senator MoNDALE, would assist
funding new forms of financing for our higher education in a number of ways. It
public school systems so that the quality provides for special efforts to identify
of education offered low and middle in- and encourage disadvantaged youths. It
come districts will be comparable with establishes a higher education loan bank,
those offered in an a.tnuent one.
and it creates a new program of Federal
Unfortunately, the administraltion's fellowships for graduate students of exbudget request for elementary and sec- ceptional ability and demonstrated fiondary schools for fiscal 1972 was only nancial need.
$1.85 billion. The Senate, however, had
Finally, it moves in the direction of
the foresight 'to increase this amount providing more student educational

new measures to shape our system to

by $290 million. and I am proud to have

the needs of the 1970's and beyond.

supported the Senate version of the bill.

grants rather than depending on a bur-

densome loan program.
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The administration's view of higher
education also fails to see that, without
institutional support for operating expenses, student aid will only aggravate
the problems of our colleges.
Consequently, I have cosponsored S.
659, which was reported by the Senate
Labor and Public Welfare Committee
and has passed the Senate in substantially the same form. This bill incorporates some of the features of S. 1161 and
o1Iers a promising formula for channeling Federal dollars to where they will be
most e1Iectively used in higher education. Succeeding again where the administration fails, S. 659 authorizes assistance to strengthen developing institutions by increasing their academic and
administrative capacities and the quality
of their student services.
VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

Sections of S. 659 also provide assistance for vocational and adult education,
a vital area of education, for which the
Senate wisely appropriated more than
$4'5 million more than the administration's budget request for fiscal 1972.
These funds go f.or special programs to
attack youth employment, for workstudy programs, and for research to upgrade vocational education. Interest in
vocat ional schools is at a new high. Enrollment is expected to jump 9 percent
next year. Congress must help to meet
the economy's need for skilled craftsmen,
technicians, and paraprofessionals in
industry, medicine, law enforcement, and
other fields. It is my hope that an e1Iective higher education bill will come out
of conference as quickly as possi'ble.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION: STUDENT
SCIENCE TRAINING PROGRAM

The contributions of science education were apparently overlooked earlier
this year when the administration shortsightedly announced cancellation of the
National Science Foundation's student
science training program.
I wrote to Senator JOHN PASTORE,
chairman of the Appropriations Subcommittee dealing with the NSF budget. I
urged him to insure the student science
training program would be reinstated
and funded. The subcommittee wisely increased funding for the NSF to provide
for this needed program, which contributes to the Nation's leadership in the
advance of science.
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS
AND HUMANITIES

To some, the disciplines of science
must constantly be at war with the arts
and humanities. That viewpoint may
have served educational advancement in
the past. But today, and in the future,
it is outmoded. The educational system
for the future must embrace knowledge
as a whole. That is why I strongly supported the request of the National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities for
the more than $63 million it needs for
grants to assist artistic endeavors and to
support innovative approaches to humanistic learning.

Mr. President, I have touched upon a
number of current programs and new
legislation that I believe are vital toward
revitalizing and reforming our educational system. They are aimed at providing equal educational opportunity in a

system that must be responsive to diverse
educational needs of our people. The past
seedings of Congress in the fields of
learning have resulted in a bumper crop
of new knowledge. And we would be unwise indeed, if at a time when knowledge
is flourishing, we did not provide all our
people with the tools of education to harvest and distribute that knowledge to
where it can nourish our every endeavor.
SENATE NEEDS FREEDOM OF
SPEECH
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, the Washington Star of October 9, 1971, contains
an article entitled ''Senate Needs Freedom of Speech," written by Milton Viorst,
which constitutes a thoughtful discussion
concerning the recent action of the Department of Justice in attemping to have
a Federal grand jury sit in the U.S. District Court in Boston to investigate Senator MIKE GRAVEL's exercise of his constitutional right of freedom of speech
under the debate clause of ·t he Constitution. Inasmuch as I have considered this
e1Iort a serious a1Iront to the constitutional rights and duties of Members of
the Congress, I ask unanimous conselllt
that the article be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Washington Star, Oct. 9, 1971]
SENATE NEEDS FREEDOM OF SPEECH

(By Milton Viorst)
The Senate won an important, but incomplete, free-speech victory on Monday when a.
federal judge In Boston rebuked the administration for its continued cSIIllpaign of retribution against those involved in publishing
the "Pentagon. Pwpers."
U.S. District Judge Arthur Garrity ruled
that the Justice Department could not call
either Sen. Mike Gravel or his assistant, Dr.
Leonard Rodberg, before a grand jury to discuss Gravel's reading of the papers into the
public record on June 29.
He did, however, say that 'RodJberg had to
appear to answer a.ny such other questionsincluding those related to the impending
publication of the papers by a private, nonprofit publisher.
Gravel, a bitter opponent of the Vietnam
war, provoked the episode wihile the Supreme
Court wa.s deciding whether the New York
Times a.nd the Washington Post had a right
to print the papers. He called a one-man subcommittee meeting and laid out a portion
of the papers for the world to see.
The Justice Department then .b rought a
legal action, claiming the power to proceed
against Gravel, though the Constitution unequivocal,l y forbids the executive to challenge a senator or congressman for official
statements.
In fact, the Supreme Court in 1966 said
the executive could not even prosecute a. congressman for a. floor statement made in return for a tb ribe-though it might, and did,
uphold the conviction of a congressman on a.
bribery charge alone.
The administration ignored its ruling and
asserted that Gravel, in his committee
speech, was guilty of a common crime. But
it .a.ctua'lly zeroed in with a. subpoena on Rodberg, presumably because an assistant is a.n

easier target.
Oddly, the Senate seemed to be oblivious to
this threat to its prerogatives of d:ree speech,
perhaps ·b ecause Gravel is not only a junior
member but an iconoclast whose irreverent
ways may keep him indefinitely out of the
"club."
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Gravel, after all, had taken it upon himself to conduct minifilibusters against · the
Cambodian invasion, the proposed Aleutian
nuclear test and the extension of the draft.
Many senators, furthermore, disapproved of
his all-night subcommittee session to get
out the Pentagon Papers.
Only Sen. Sam Ervin, a. Southern conservative who has become the most consistent
constitutionalist in the body, bothered to
speak out against the a.dmlnistration attack.
"The administration's motives in pressing
this action," said Ervin, who is counted
among the Senate hawks, "are aimed a.t a
senator who dared oppose it on the war, and
who had the effrontery ·t o use information
the administration desired to keep from the
people.
"If the administration were to have its
way, we must remain in total ignorance of
what ha.s transpired in Vietnam, and anything else the government does, unless it
chooses to tell us. By suppressing this information, the executive branch ha.s tried
to keep the Congress and the nation in total
ignorance.
"Now it tries to dictate what the scope
of a senator's business is, and where and
when and how he m.ay conduct it.
"The tendency, if not ,t he intent, of this
effort is to harass the senator from Alaska,
and thereby to silence him and other critics
in this tb ody, along with those who are outside these halls."
But Gravel, though gratlfied by the partial victory that Judge Garrity handed to
him, does not think he ha.s won enough. He
is going to appeal the ruling.
He argues that if ·the administration can
go a.f.ter a senator's speechwrtter, it is intimidating the senator himself and influencing wh.at he will say. As his brief puts
it:
"No member of Congress who fears retaliation against himself or his staff can represent his constituents in a. manner intended
by the framers (of the Constitution)."
·A s for Judge Garrity's ruling on Rodberg,
he says that publication is an integral p.art
of a. senator's right of free speech. He argues
that if a. staff assistant cannot be questioned about the preparation of a. speech, the
assistant cannot be challenged for a. role
in getting it published.
In backing Gravel, Ervin has pointed out
that the Senate's right of free speech is
fundamental to its independence. If it is
denied to Senate .aides, he said, it is "stripped
of its value."
What is really a.t stake is the constitutional right of dissent. Ervin says he has
"considerable doubts" aJbou.t whether the
administration appreciates that.

PRACTICAL SPINOFFS FROM OUR
SPACE PROGRAM
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I have
spoken several times about the practical
spino1Is from our space program. As a
member of the Aeronautical and Space
Committee here in the Senate for 4 years,
I know from first-hand discussions the
many ways in which all our lives have
been enriched by the activities connected
with our space program.
In the Parade section of yesterday's
Washington Post, Dr. Wernher von
Braun addlressed some very lucid comments on some of the spino1Is. His
thoughts Should be of interest to all of
us, and I know I read the article at home

yesterday with great interest. Much of
what is said about our space program is
concentrated in the few days immediately before certain amendments having
to do with our space program.
Mr. President, I certainly enjoyed
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reading Mr. von Braun's article. I call of navigation by the stars, which cannot b~
when the sky is overcast. U.S. and
it to the attention of Senators and ask followed
European government agencies are now conunanimous consent that it be printed in sidering
the use of navigation satelUtes to
the RECORD.
increase the safety of fiight in the crowded
There being no objection, the article air lanes over the Atlantic.
Potentially, the most useful of all the apwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
plications of space ftlght is to observe and
as follows:
Is HELPING You
(By Wernher von Braun)
(EDITOR's NoTE.-Some Americans question
the wisdom of our multibillion-dollar space
program. They ask: What do we get out of
it? Here is the opinion of NASA's associate administrator, former director of the Marshall
Space Center at Huntsvllle, Ala.)
Space flight is expensive. Thus you may not
believe me when I say that the benefits have
already far exceeded the costs. And much
more is yet to come. Let me give a few examples.
Until about 10 years ago, a favorite target
of comedians was the weatherman. Today he
is usually right. Why? Because sate111tes in
the sky look down at the whole earth and tell
him what the weather will be.
Hundreds of thousands of lives have been
saved by accurate predictions of the course
of hurricanes. For example, the U.S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has
estimated that 50,000 people would have died
when Hurricane Camille hit the Gulf Coast
in 1969 if they had not been evacuated. The
warning was possible because of satellite
pictures. How do you put a price tag on that?
Projected experiments give promise of
weather forecasts accurate for up to two
weeks. A National Academy of Sciences report
estimates the U.S. wlll benefit by billions of
dollars a year in farming, construction, transportation and preventing flood and storm
loss. A bit farther in the future is the exciting
concept of tests in weather modification
and control.
Or how about communications? Today
satellites carry about half the world's international telephone, telegraph and television
load. The prospects are so good that many
companies and government agencies here
and abroad are trying to get into the satellite
communications business.
How THE SPACE PROGRAM

COMPUTERS BOOM

Or take computers. The demands of space
flight pushed computer technology forward
so fast th81t it is an $8-billlon-a-year industry
that employs more than 800,000 people.
Thousands of new products and industrial
processes have been introduced as the result
of the space program. They include longwearing paints, metal alloys, electronic components and industrial tools as well as devices and techniques useful in medicine and
in our dally lives. Coming into use are instruments developed for space research and
adapted to combat pollution and to protect
the consumer.
What is yet to come? With the help of special reflectors for laser beams placed on the
moon by our astronauts, astronomers all over
the world are measuring the distance to the
earth to accuracies of inches. With these
measurements they can detect wobbles in
the earth's rotation. The knowledge of when
these wobbles occur may help to predict
earthquakes. Such warnings would reduce
the toll 1n lives from earthquakes just as
they have from hurricanes.
PROBLEM SOLVING

In 1969, a group of leading scientists re-

ported to the National Academy of Sciences
that there are a number of ways that space
technology can contribute to human welfare
and solve some of the world's problems.
Let me tell you about some of these things.
One is navigation. The U.S. Navy already uses
satell1tes to pinpoint the location of its ships
and submarines. They provide a considerable
improvement over the time-honored method

measure the resources of the earth, to help
manage them properly and to deal with the
problems of the environment.
For example, aerial observations in New
York City have shown it is possible to detect, measure, and map water pollution. An
instrument developed by NASA can detect
and determine the size of otl slicks at sea.
And with slight modification, weather satellites can report worldwide air pollution.
Scientists at Purdue University measured
from the air the widespread infestation of
Midwestern crops by a rare fungus blight.
Off the coast of Iceland, airborne infrared
sensors found the new location of the Gulf
Stream, which had meandered a considerable
distance. This enabled fishermen to continue
hauling good catches.
Photographs of the Saudi Arabian desert
from Gemini spacecraft identified hills of
the type that often indicate rthe presence of
large reserves of oil and natural gas. Similar
indications were found in pictures of Australia taken from Mercury spacecraft.
SATELLITE USES

By the end of the decade, we can expect
sate111te systems to:
Monitor the results of international efforts
to protect the environmen.rt.
Support the planning and allocation of
world food supplies from a.gricul ture and the
oceans.
Aid the search for on and mineral reserves.
Track glaciers and ice floes.
Keep track of the distribution of wildlife
as well as human habitation.
Support disaster warning systems and
search and rescue operations.
But all of the uses of space filght depend,
of course, on the cost. In 1958, the first U.S.
satel11te, Explorer I, cost more than $100,000
a pound to place in orbit. When we use the
largest present launch vehicles, the cost now
is less rthan $1000 a pound. But we can do
much better than that.
Technology now makes it possible to return entire space vehicles from orbit and use
them again. As a result, U.S. industry and
government are working on a vehicle that can
be flown 100 times or more before it wears
out. llt is called the Space Shuttle, and it
should cut the cost to about $100 a pound.
It will take off vertically like a rocket and
land horizontally on a runway like an airplane, avoiding the cost of recovery at sea
by ships, aircraft, helicopters and frogmen.
SERVICE IN SPACE

Even larger savings wlll result in the sate111tes themselves. At present, most of the
expense of building satellites is for repeated
tests to make sure they will work properly
in space. There are no service stations up
there. As a result, we pay around $20,000 a
pound to manufacture and test them. Some
are even more expensive. With the Space
Shuttle, we will return them to earth for
periodic maintenance, repair and reconditioning and eliminate most of these costs.
The Space Shuttle will have a large cargo
bay that can be converted to a passenger
compartment. The acceleration forces will
be limited Ito :three times earth gravity, so
that passengers in ordinary good health can
be caiTied. They will include scientists, technicians, television crews, journalists, and
many other kinds of people who have business in space.
DOCTOR GOES, TOO

On the 1973 flights 1n the Skylab experimental space station, a medical doctor will
go into space with the astronauts. He will
carry out a comprehensive program o! ex-
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-periments. The aim will be to establish how
well men live and work in weightless conditions in an enclosed space as big as a threebedroom house. The first flight is planned
to last four weeks. Later flights will extend
this to eight weeks.
As I have indicated earlier in ithls article,
people on earth can realize many benefits
from the use of space flight in the years to
come. With low costs and detailed knowledge
ow how human beings go about their daily
business 1n the space environment, we can
achieve these benefits in a few years and
make them available to people everywhere.

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, Congress
recognizes that there is already a healthcare crisis in our Nation and has set
upon an enormous task in trying to
create a national health-care system
that is sufficient for the times. The
House Ways and Means Committee is
heading up the legislative consideration
and hearings were just recently concluded. Although the committee plans
to begin drafting a bill early in the new
year, no one at this point seems to have
the remotest idea of just what shape the
bill will take. I am fearful. I am fearful
that in our anxiety to alleviate this
crisis, we may turn to a totally Government-controlled, nonresponsive program
which will destroy the third largest industry in America and leave the health
conswner helpless.
We have seen an appalling rise in
medical care expenditures in the United
States-Americans are now spending
about $70 billion per year, or some 7 percent of the gross national product, on
health and health care. This is a larger
commitment to health than made by any
other nation in the world. And yet, too
often the average American citizen cannot afford the prohibitive price of quality health care-particularly in catastrophic situations.
This is what prompted President Nixon
to declare that the Nation faces a crisis
in medical care. To many, his plea simply means that all-inclusive legislation
must be passed overnight, covering the
entire population under one governmental program, and virtually eliminating
private health insurance. Such action
would surely be a disaster.
One need not look too far into the past
to note a similar parallel in the instance
of medicaid. Literally rammed through
Congress, with inadequate consideration
of long-term effect and implications,
medicaid has, to be charitable, not measured up to the claims of its advocates.
To pursue a similar course in national
health legislation affecting every citizen
would be the height of folly.
A plethora of proposals has been introduced in the Congress and now pend
before the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, and these bills embody every conceivable approach to our current problems. But not one bill in its entirety
meets the goals I seek and which I feel
are critical to a comprehensive national
health strategy. And it follows that I
have not sponsored or endorsed any one
bill. The fundamental aim of our health
strategy must be to improve the health
status of all citizens in this Nation by
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expanding and improving the quantity,
quality, and distribution of health-care
services, as we vigorously seek to reduce
this cost to the American family.
Of the 13 approaches before the Congress, there are four major ones-and
each fails in one or more critical areas:
reduction of costs, incentives to do so,
adequate coverage, broader availability,
such as in the field of mental health,
and so forth.
First, National Health Insurance
Partnership Act-S. 1623, H.R. 7741proposed by President Nixon and introduced by the Senator from Utah (Mr.
BENNETT) and Representative BYRNES.
The bill has two parts. First, the National Health Insurance Standards AetrNIITSA--would require employers :to
make group health insurance available
to their employees and to contribute to
its cost. The House bill provides for limited subsidies to some employers. Second,
the family health insurance planFHIP--subsidizes health insurance premiums and provides for lower copayments and deduotibles for most low-income families. The administration es'timates the Federal oost of the proposal
at about $3.7 billion to the Federal Government. Increased expenditure on
health insurance by employees 'and employers is estimated at $7 billion. Both
estimates, in my opinion, are low.
CRITIQUE

The administration plan contains
some desirable features. In its present
form, however, there are serious shortcomings. First, it contains a work disincentive in that employed persons and unemployed persons would be eligible for
different benefits at different costs. The
principal difference is that the unemployed would be subject to the lower
FHIP premiums, copayments, and deductibles, while the employed, under NHISA,
would receive greater coverage for catastrophic expenses. It is probably true
that, for many low-income individuals,
the expected value of the FHIP benefits
would be greater than the expected value
of the NHISA benefits. Since the cost of
FHIP to the individual is less than the
cost of NHISA, there would •b e a definte
incentive to become or remain unemployed. We have seen enough of this
"work disincentive" in our current welfare system.
Second, and perhaps more important,
will employers really pay the "employer's share" of NHISA or will they shift
the burden of the tax to someone else?
Every profit-maximizing employer will
try to shift the tax either to his employees or to his customers. If he can increase his prices by the amount of the
tax, then the tax is shifted to consumers.
If he reduces his worker's wages below
what they otherwise might be by the
amount of the tax, then the tax is shifted
to the workers.
I am also disturbed at coverage exemptions under this plan including persons married or single without children
who are poor or indigent, students, selfemployed individuals, and persons working less than 25 hours a week. As a result, overuse by higher income families
would probably be encouraged, while
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lower income families would receive lit- strips the capacity of our medical personnel
tle protection against losses which, for and institutions.
them, may be catastrophic.
I agree.
Second. Health Security Act-S. 3.,
Most disconcerting is the fact that
H.R. 22-introduced by the Senator from consumers
would have no incentive to
Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) and Rep- seek less costly
arrangements, because
resentative MARTHA GRIFFITHS and sup- there are no deductibles
or coinsurance,
ported, among others, by the Committee and, therefore, no interest
in cost conof One Hundred for National Health In- trol.
surance-United Auto Workers-and the
This program would not only add $18
.AFL---CIO.
billion to the Government's budget defiThis proposal would repeal medicare cit,
it would triple the average Ameriand provide a program of compulsory
tax bill. Secretary Richardson of
national health insurance covering al- can's
the Department of Health, Education,
most all medical expenses, without limi- and
Welfare has said the approach taken
tations, copayments or deductibles, for in the
Health Security Act vrould inall Americans. It would be financed out crease the
average tax bill for a family
of payroll taxes and general revenues. of four from
$405 to $1,271 per year.
The plan also calls for a Health Re- Such 1a taxload is intolerable.
sources Development fund to be used to
Third, Health Care Insurance Assistdevelop health manpower. The sponsors
estimate program costs at $67 billion in ance Act, the "medicredit" plan-S. 987,
H.R. 4960-introduced by the Senator
fiscal 1974 when it is fully operational.
from Wyoming (Mr. HANSEN) and RepCRITIQUE
resentative FuLTON and supported by the
While no one can argue that changes American Medical Association-AMA.
are long overdue in the delivery of health
Medicredit would provide for 60 days
care in this country, to judge from this hospitalization subject to $50 deductible,
Nation's previous experience with the other medical services subject to 20 perfar less comprehensive medicare and cent copayment with certain stipulations
medicaid program, the objectives of the and limitations, and catastrophic coverbill can never be achieved. Certainly the age of additional hospitalization subject
Federal Government cannot be expected to an income-conditioned deductible. It
to keep costs down.
would be financed out of general revenue
Simultaneously with the implementa- for those with no income tax liability
tion of medicaid and medicare in 1966, and by means of tax credits for others.
the rate of inflation in medical prices, The AMA estimates annual costs at $'14.5
which had consistently been higher than billion when the program is fully operathat of the general price index, began to tional.
increase at an even greater rate. With
CRITIQUE
the Government acting as a major purAlthough
the
medicredit plan scores
chaser of medical care, higher unit
prices meant higher tax costs for the highly in providing incentives to partipublic programs, or more simply, higher cipants to choose the most efficient form
of organization, the AMA approach entaxes for everyone.
no change in the way in which
To some extent, an attempt to offset visions
producers
of care are reimbursed. Hosthese rising costs was made by benefit
would continue to be paid on the
reductions, but to reduce benefits once pitals
costs of charges, and
they have been offered is never very basis of realized
on the basis of charges. Again,
popular and can only result in consider- p~ysicians
able controversy and criticism. Never- th1s system precludes cost control.
Fourth National Health Care Act-s.
theless, the costs of medicare and medicaid continued to rise and continued 1490-introduced by the 'S enator from
to be underestimated, and now Congress New Hampshire (Mr. MciNTYRE) and
finds itself facing the laborious task of Representative BURLESON, and supported
seeking the solution. I hardly think it lies by the Health Insurance Asssociation of
in simply enlarging upon errors of the America.
Under this plan, medicaid would be repast.
One of the most absurd aspects of the pealed, and the poor, near-poor, a-n d unbill is that it encourages people to be- insurable would be covered by State
lieve that, just 2 years after passage of health plans, others by private insurance.
this bill, complete health care for all will Minimum standards are set which include copayments and deductibles. Welbecome a reality.
This is just not going to happen in 2 fare Tecipients would receive their insuryears-medical manpower cannot be ance free, the near-poor and uninsurtrained and relocated in so short a pe- ables would receive insurance subsidies
riod. And it is obvious that enough phys- financed from State and Federal general
ical facilities could not be constructed revenues, and others would be entitled
in a 2-year period to meet the demands to a greater income tax deduction if they
of the entire Nation. In fact, the over- purchase a policy meeting the minimum
load on the system could cause its com- standards. The Health Insurance Association of America estimates the program
plete breakdown.
One of the cosponsors of Senator would cost $2.4 billion in the first year.
KENNEDY'S bill, Senator ALAN CRANSTON, The estimate includes medioaid cost offof California, has recently stated his sets but not government revenue loss
reservations about a totally governmen- from tax deductions.
CRITIQUE
tal controlled program:
The IDAA approach is a very compreOur experience with medicare and medicaid warns us to beware of untried national hensive pLan and I am impressed with
health care programs. And we must avoid ih; attempt to affect the availability and
building a demand for care that fM out- financing of health care as well as the
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methods Otf delivery of health care. However, I do feel that it would be difilcult
to administer in that each State would
set u'p a state agency designed to approve
annual budgem for the health care institutions. There is no indication ~ the
cost of setting up and operating these
rate-setting commissions complete with
the staffs necessary to review the annual
budgets of qualified providers.
The program would be administered by
private carriers with minimal control
over the insu.rance industry and no
guidelines for employer-employer cos·t
sharing. Because the plan is completely
voluntary, I fear that not everyone would
be covered--only the larger empl'oyers
would be likely to 'provide adequate
coverage for ·t heir employees.
Let me add one :finaJ critique to be
levied against each of these bills. There
is simply no proposal today which incorporates sufficient incentives to deal with
the COISt root of our health crisis. Mediicredit sponsors, among others, rightly
call for new means to encourage more
efficient, and more logical, utilization of
available facilities and health delivery
personnel. This is obviously a first and
critical step in cos-t reduction. Even so,
no one takes that step.
Rlather than dealing with the disease,
most suggest the symptomatic treatment
of a mass infusion of Federal dollars so
that the consumer, or patient, does not
feel the 'pain. It is fair to ask, will the
crisis be cured. or choked 1by such a
process? It is my finn convicmon that a
bill which fails to deal with cost control may prove worse than no bill at all.
The issue of NHI is complex and sensitive, and the proposed solutions can
have a pervasive impact not only on our
entire system of medical care, but also
on the relationship of the private sector
and the individual-both physicians and
patients--to our Government. The last
thing we need now is dogmatic adherence
to a specific scheme that could stifle the
resiliency needed by the health care
industry and government in order to work
cohesively.
One of my great fears about the whole
prospect of Congress taking on the responsibility of legislating the system
into being more responsive to the needs
of the health consumer is that few legislators have the experience or expertise in this highly technical area to judge
the merits of one proposal as opposed to
another. In an attempt to educate myself for the upcoming senatorial deliberations on NHI, I arranged several meetings with over 30 representatives from
all areas of the health care industry. I
learned not only a great deal about our
existing system-its shortcomings and
its tremendous accomplishments--but I
was thoroughly convinced as to the overwhelming complexity and importance of
this problem. There is no magic solution, no panacea.
Congress must hold exhaustive hearings on these proposals. And, most importantly, Congress must rely on the
views and expertise of all those affected
by the plan during the hearing and drafting process.
Too, priorities must be established.
In my opinion, we should focus on a

program which meets the following objectives:
First, protect all Americans from catastrophic costs of illness;
Second, help those who cannot pay
for their health needs; and
Third, control costs of care to both
government and the consumer.
How?
First, we must develop a program for
catastrophic illness coverage, one which
I hope would reflect a sliding scale insurance plan based on a percentage of a
family's income. The medicredit proposal,
for instance, contains ·s uch a provision
based on taxable income. The deductibles would be 10 percent of the first
$4,000; 15 percent of income between
$4,000 and $7,000; and 20 percent of income above $7,000. The formula is designed to insure that a family of four with
an adjusted gross income of $3,000 or less
would not be required to make any expenditure before receiving catastrophic
benefits. A family of four with an adjusted gross income of $10,000, on the
other hand, would have to pay $775 before receiving catastrophic benefits. The
deductible and copayment expenses incurred in securing basic benefits could
be credited toward the catastrophic deductible. I strongly believe the health
consumer, whenever possible, should bear
some fraction of the cost, regardless of
income. If he has a stake in the matter, he is more likely to seek ways of
holding down expenses and will be discouraged from overusing the system at a
time when it is straining under current
levels of demand.
Second, in addition, I favor a broader
definition of catastrophic illness to include illness-related costs, such as prescription drugs, skilled nursing care, and
outpatient and inpatient psychiatric
treatment. Once the dollar limitation or
deductible under the catastrophic part
of the plan has been met, all illness-related care should be covered. This, I believe, would go a long way toward providing truly comprehensive medical care.
Along these lines, the bills presently
under consideration, in my opinion, fall
far short of basic coverage needed for
mental illness, which in too many cases
deals a catastrophic blow. Because mental illness is one of our greatest and most
costly health problems and because it
afflicts far more Americans than any
other single illness, I support the inclusion of psychiatric/psychological services
in any national health insurance plan.
The use of these vital services should also
be viewed as a necessary component of
preventive medicine.
Third, to control costs we must stimulate competition, and the hospital segment of the health industry-as well as
other segments such as insurers--should
operate within a competitive system. For
example, I believe institutional providers
should be reimbursed on the basis of competitive charges or costs determined by
classification by size and scope of service
in the area. This would stimulate competition among providers, whereas reimbursement based on individual budgets
results in competition against oneself.
The use of the "reasonable cost" and
"reasonable charge" approaches to reim-
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bursement have failed to control costs as
illustrated by our experience with medicare and medicaid. To hold down hospital
costs we should move toward prospective
reimbursement--a target rate which encourges competition and rewards efficiency.
Other ways of effectively curbing skyrocketing medical costs would be NHI
coverage of outpatient care; that is, the
service of a doctor in his office rather
than hospital/inpatient care. We must
encourage the use of ambulatory and recuperative care facilities, designed to care
for the patient recovering from illness or
surgery, who no longer needs all the specialized facilities among hospitals withfree a bed in a general hospital for an
acutely ill patient while cutting the recuperative patient's cost per day almost
in half.
We must employ the use of other costcutting techniques such as centralized
purchasing, better coordination, and specialized facilities among hospitals within the same community; more efficient
utilization of professional staffs and facilities. We need to encourage more doctors, especially more paramedical personnel, and importantly, we need to provide incentives to channel these medical
personnel and facilities in to our rural
areas, where oftentimes health care is
nonexistent.
Fourth, to meet our objectives we need
to limit government bureaucracy and its
administration of NHI, and get away
from the current governmental maze of
redtape. Again, this can only be done by
encouraging a pluralistic, competitive
system. A monolithic approach must be
avoided at all cost, and I plan to work
vigorously for legislation that will encourage innovation and competition
among health care providers in both the
nonprofit and the proprietary sector.
Fifth, we must stress the importance
of health maintenance and disease prevention. A good example of this exists
in my own State of Tennessee with
TVA's automated system of disease detection, termed the Medical Information
System. It became operational in 1967
and today, most employee medical data
including his·t ory, diagnoses, laboratory
data, and work restriction information
is recorded and stored on magnetic tape.
The system is programed to provide
immediate information to user medical
offices by teletype, to automatically
schedule medical follow-up and periodic
examinations, and to provide special and
routine reports about medical service
·a ctivities, and status of employee health.
This automated laboratory operating out
of Chattanooga has demonstrated the
practicability of using a centrally located
facility to process laboratory specimens
from a wide geographical area. Centralization such as this has made possible the
maximum utilization of automated laboratory equipment and reduced the unit
cost of the service.
Congress should take a look at TVA's
system and other sophisticated health
screening techniques. Often referred to
as multiphasic health testing, this approach can help separate the entry mix
of patients into the well, asymptomatic
sick, and the sick. This separation makes
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possible optimum use of physician services, which can be devoted to the area
where they are most needed-the care
and the cure of the sick.
In this same area, I feel that the development of health maintenance organizations as well as other delivery systems should be encouraged. HMO's-as
they have been la'beled by users of goveriunental alphabetese-are public or
private organizations which provide
health services to enrollees on a per
capita prepayment ·b asis.
HMO's are supposed to play a major
role in the administration's program, and
I do feel that their use could serve as a
valuable competitive stimulus as well as
an important tool for providing comprehensive health care services. Loans and
grants made available for the development of HMO's should be awarded to
any organization, whether it be nonprofit
or investor oriented, which can effectively do the job and demonstrate its ability, both from a medical proficiency point
of view as well as an economic point of
view. There is inadequate evidence, however, to the effect that a capitation plan
is less costly in terms of services rendered, or that it lessens morbidity or
mortality, and Congress should thoroughly experiment with the concept before financing a network of HMO's.
I hasten to add that I believe each patient should be free to select the setting
in which he receives his care. If he prefers a capitation plan or a hospital outpatient clinic to a solo practitioner or a
group of physicians, that should be his
choice to make.
Legislation is certainly one method for
eliminating some of our current problems, but alone it will be woefully inadequate. We must strive to solve the problem of education of the consumer as to
good health habits in his everyday life.
I seriously doubt that a Federal law will
keep people from overeating or overdrinking, and it is obvious that no combination of Federal, State, and local legislation has prevented Americans from
making accidents the No. 1 killer
of people under 40 in this country.
In conclusion, while our goals are
many, I believe we unanimously strive
for improvement for every citizen. To
reach our goals will require •a ction by
every facet of our society. The role of
Congress will be a vital one-but it also
must be a limited one, and one based
upon exhaustive study, complete with a
commitment to expanding the Choice and
the coverage of a health plan for the individual.
Certainly improved health insurance
is an idea whose time has come, but to be
the least •b it effective, it must be done in
an orderly, efficient, economical, and reasonable m·a nner.
In the coming year, I urge Members of
the House and Senate to divorce themselves from emotion and partisanship, to
view the whole concept of national health

insurance with integrity, discretion, and
responsibility-and in the context of a
free society with free choice.
BREAKING DOWN THE ZONING
BARRIER

Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, the problems of the urban poor are legion. Varl-

ous agencies of government have time
and time again announced panaceas, but
they ha.ve failed. Instead olf cur'ing the
problems of the city, they have only
added to the bitterness and frustration
of all Americans.
We search for the answers, but ignore
the basic problem. There is no escape
from ·t he ghetto. We have seen how the
ghetto feeds upon itself, and becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy !for its i.nhaibitants. Yet we do nothing. Inner-city residents cannot leave the ghetto because
of the exclusionary zoning laws of the
suburbs. Cor'porations fiee the city,
searching for a lower tax rate, and more
peaceful surround:ings. In their :flight,
they leave a wake of unemployed, and a
dearth of tax revenue-revenue that our
cities desperately need.
The poor cannot f'oUow the jobs; suburban zoning laws will not let them. If
they have no jobs, they must turn to
weLfare programs which are financed by
taxes. To avoid ever-increasing taxes,
the remaining corporations leave the
city-and so it goes. Unless something is
done, this vicious circle cannot end in
anything but disaster.
Mr. President, recent articles from the
New York Times magazine and from the
Christian Science Monitor expLain the
full implications of exclusionary zoning
laws, and offer some possible solutions.
I ask unanimous consent that the text of
these articles be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE SUBURBS HAVE To OPEN THEIR GATES
(By Linda and Paul Davidoff and
Nell N. Gold)
A few years ago, socially conscious residents of the New York suburbs joined in a
project that occupied several spring weekends: they chose blocks in the East Harlem
and Bedford-Stuyvesant ghettos and traveled
to them in teams, equipped with paint,
brushes, buckets and mops, for cooperative
clean-up, fix-up sessions with the residents.
This was a way for middle-class people to
experience and, at the same time, try to help
solve the neighborhood problems of the
ghettos.
A few weekends and some paint had little
effect on the crumbling structures and festering economic and social problems of the
ghetto neighborhoods. But these efforts,
worthy enough in themselves, skirted the
reality: that it is the exclusionary practices
of the suburbs themselves that help create
the poverty and ugliness of the sl urns, and
that well-motivated suburbanites could do
more for poor and working-class people
trapped in the inner cities by opening up
their land, job markets and tax resources to
them.
The 1970 Census revealed what had begun
to dawn on urbanists in the nineteen-sixties:
that the suburbs contain the largest share of
America's population. In 1970, 36 per cent
of the people lived in suburban parts of metropolitan regions, 30 per cent in the central
cities and 34 per cent in rural areas. Some
time in the current decade, more people will
be employed in the suburbs than in either
the cities or rural areas. And according to all
predictions, the suburbs wm continue to
have the largest number of Americans for a
long time.
Although the suburbs have provided housing and jobs for millions of new fa~ies
since 1950, many suburban communities have
maintained controls over the kinds of families who can live in them. Suburban values
have been formed by reaction against
crowded, harassed city life and fear of
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threatening, alien city people. As the population, the taxable _income and the jobs have
left the cities for the suburbs, the "urban
crisis" of substandard housing, declining levels of education and public services, and
dried-up employment opportunities has been
created. The crisis is not urban at all, but
national, and in part a product of the walls
that have been bullt by the suburbs to discourage outward movement by the poor and
blacks in the cities.
Opening the suburbs will not only reduce
race and class tensions in our society but
bring economic gains to all our peoplethrough better use of the resources these
communities have to offer: land for housing
(and with it the opportunity for a decent
public education), jobs and tax revenues. To
bring this about, we need action to convince
the communities-as well as Federal and
state courts and legislators-that change
must come, plus imaginative planning for an
era of housing construction that will meet
the needs of an expanding suburban population.
LAND

'Dhe new ecologlca.l consciousness 1n America 'and 'tlhe city;ward movement of our popul1);tion have led ·t o a Widespread 'belief th'Sit
we are exhausting our most precious resource: the land. Nothing could •b e further
from the truth. •A merica is land rich. "Mega.1Jopolis,'' ~e ooncellltration of population
Silong the Eastern seaboard from Boston
south to Washington, consists largely of unbroken expanses o! open space. Settlements
IS/long the Boston-Washington corridor a.re
mostly thin strips along major roads and
r.ailroads; off the beaten path, woods and
farms predominate. Out.side the gre.at metropolitan complexes, the land is open Mld unused, and places that once were farm land
or villages a.re losing their populations and
retuTni,ng to the wHds. OUt of 3,000 counties
in the U.S., 1,000 have had a. net loss in popul:a.tion durtng the last 30 years; the move
from country to city, ,a nd the mechaniza.tion
o! agricultur8il production, are leaving larger
and larger portinos of the continent's land to
open space.
Within metropolitan areas, popul'Sition
growth has exhausted the supply orr developable open •l and only within the older 1nnet<
cities. Vacant l·and is plentiful IWithin '20 to
30 miles of ft:he centers of every major city
in the nation. Without restrictive ~ws. it
would be poosL'ble to develop commercial
and industrial properties at relatively low
lland costs in the outer suburbs of metropolitan regions. !Moreover, only restrictive zoning, building codes and other -a.ntidevelopmen<t legislation prevelllt the construction of
a f-arge number of housing units in these
sa.me areas.
'!1he zoning laws cover a large proportion
of vacant developable l-and m the sulburbs.
In ·t he New York region, 90 per cent of a~U
such land is ooned for single-famlly residential use; in eight counties of New Jersey, 82
per cent of it is zoned t!or lots of a. ha.lif-a.cre
or more; in the portion of Oonnecticut closest to New York City, three-fourths of the
open residential [and is zoned for an acre or
more. While many older subUI'Iban towns
eLther have no sign1ificant tracts Of vacant
land or '8Jlready have a large population of
working-class and minority fMllilles, the
communities that control the bulk of the
vaoant iand h:ave enacted exclusionary la.ws.
If housing could be built in an openmarket situation in the suburbs, the structure of the housing market in metropolitan
America would change sharply. It would be
possible to bulld many more houses on quarter- and hal!-acre lots, the accepted pattern
o! construction in the nation since World
War II. And it would be possible to bulld
row houses and garden apartments, the least
expensive !orm o! housing for famllies of
moderate means.
The land supply in metropolltan areas ls
being kept off the market not by private
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acts, but by public enactment. In creating
private preserves for the wealthy, law has
become the instrument of those who want
to keep out moderate· and low·income famU1es. This leads to_a paradox that has been
called "Ivy League Socialism": excessive
government intervention, on behalf of not
the poor but the rich. The protected property owners are precisely those most able
to protect themselves from undesired neighbors by their own wealth. They can buy large
tracts of land, build high fences around them
and put their houses in the middle of their
estates at the end of long driveways. They
do not need the help of the law.
The exclusionary laws are not completely
explicit: there are no zoning maps divided
into racially or economically restricted areas,
so labeled. But there are thousands of zoning
maps which say, in effect: "Upper Income
Here"; "Middle-to-Upper Income Here"; "No
Lower·Income Permitted Except as Household Employes"; "No Blacks Permitted." The
practical effect of the maps and codes is to
prohibit all but the most costly forms of
housing development.
Why do we call the result de jure segregation? Because the racial consequences have
been understood for a decade or more by
anyone fammar with patterns · of population movement. It is a certainty that the
planners and public officials who draft and
enact zoning ordinances restricting land development to single-family, detached structures on plots of an acre or more do so in full
awareness that, as a consequence, almost all
blacks will be excluded from such zones.
In many areas, acreage zoning is the preferred exclusionary device. The bulk of the
land in a. municipality is held off the market
except for purchasers who are able to ·afford
a house on a tract of one, two, three or more
acres of land. Since a single-family home
on an acre or more of land cannot be constructed in most suburban areas for less than
$35,000, including the lot, families with incomes under $17,000 cannot afford to buy a
house built on this land (under the generally
accepted rule of thumb that a family can
afford to buy a house that costs twice the
annual household income) . Thus the housing market in the community is' effectively
closed to the 80 per cent of the population
which earns under $17,()()()-.a.nd to the 90
per cent of the blacks.
In other areas-a.nd in some communities
that also have acreage-zoning regulations-housing-construction codes have been devised which ·r equire extremely expensive
forms of residential development: wide lot
frontages, costly materials and equipment,
square-footage requirements for house interiors-all beyond what is neededl for health
and safety.
In almost all suburban municipalities tax
laws undergird the structure of land-use
controls and provide a rationale for exclusion. The real-property tax pays the bulk of
local costs for public education, the bi.g gest
item in the budget and a major factor in
maintaining the status of the community. If
a dozen houses are built at costs within the
reach of low-income or moderate-income
families, the entire community suffers because the taxes realized from the new houses
will tend to be below the additional expense to the school system of educating the
children from the new fammes.
(In New Castle, a Northern Westchester
community, a 1968 League of Women Voters study showed that local school costs were
so high that a new house would have to cost
$58,500 in order to yield enough taxes to educate the average number of chlldren per
household-$1,688 in taxes for 1.6 chlldren.)
As expenses for education have become the
last straw on the suburban taxpayer's back,
the impetus toward ever-higher barriers to
moderate-cost housing construction has been
almost irresistible. Even if motivated by the
best and most democratic public instincts, a

commruntty must finance its schools; and the
easiest way to make the burden bearable is
to keep the community· costly and exclusive.
What would happen 1! the exclusionary
land-use controls were eliminated? In the
private market, the effect would be to dramatically increase the supply of building
lots, both for single-famlly homes and for
garden a.p81rtments and ;row houses. The increase in supply would lower the price per
lot; the result would be a sharp reduction in
the cost of a new home and an increase in the
number of fam111es tha.t could afford one.
The construction industry would boom, and
lower-cost housing could be produced as the
market demands.
Putting aside for the moment the mor81l
questions raised by suburban exclusion, another a.rgument against the regulations
adopted over the past decade or more by suburban communities is that they have stifled
the natural development of the home-building industry. Today, most of the vaca.nt
residential land around New York and in
other metropolitan areas ,ts zoned for homes
on lots 5 to 10 times larger than Levittown's.
Zoning has operated to slow down and spread
out development. In a nation that has highly
valued growth, it is strange to find growth
disda.ined as a matter of policy. Particularly
at a time of recession, the multiplier effect
of a sustained form of •n ew community development--which would reqUire large ca.pitaa investment-cannot be ignored. A reinvigorated residential bullding industry would
not only create jobs for unemployed construction workers but lead to enlarged investment in all industries required to serve
new suburban developments-and to other
urgently needed jobs.
Even if a construction boom produced
mostly middle-class or luxury housing, lt
would help to ease the pressures throughout
the housing market that keep moderate-income housing consumers bottled up in city
neig·hbol'lhoods. This is because the "filtering"
process-lower-income consumers moving into housing left behind by more affi.uent consumers moving into bigger and better
homes-could ·b egin to operate again. The
result would be some improvement in the
housing situation for low-income famllies.
The favorite argument of rea.I-estate operators against Government housing subsidies
to the poor used to be that "filtering" would
satisfy this group's needs. In fact, filtering
alone will never provide enough used housing to meet the needs of the lowest-income
families. But the current virtual halt in the
construction of new, moderately priced housing in suburbia has made the absence of a
normal used-house, or "filtered," market
acutely noticeable to moderate-income
families who would normally be able to afford
such homes.
When, in the late nineteen-forties and
fif-ties, it was possible for a family earning
a moderate income ·t o buy a new small house
in Levittown or its equivalent, the houses
and apartments these families vacated went
on the market at reduced prices to families
earning below the median level. Now that
no Levittowns are being built, mobility in
the housing market has been sharply reduced
and fam111es that should have been a;ble to
move are staying put. Obsolescent housing
that should have been torn down decades
ago is stlll in use, often at exorbitant prices;
city neighborhoods that should have been
torn down for urban renewal are still desperately needed for families that have nowhere
else to go. It is as true as it ever was that
the private market in housing, whether in
new or used units, cannot provide housing
for the families at the bottom of the income
ladder. Subsidies, either in the form of cash
to fam111es or Government outlays for housing construction, must ·b e provided. But the
costs of such programs has become exorbitant because the private construction market
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for new housing has been closed off in the
suburbs by artificial means.
Since the Industrial Revolution began
dumping rural famHies into big-city slums,
housing planners have recognized that public
subsidy is needeCl to enable working-class
families to live decently. Every industrial
nation provides some form of subsidy for
workers' housing; the United States has been
in the housing business on a large scale stnce
the thirties.
The 19th-century English garden-city
movement laid down the principle that the
cheapest--and most wholesome-form of
housing for working-class fam11ies was the
attached cottage, or row house, bullt so that
each unit would have access to common open
space. But in America, housing built for lowincome and moderate-income families has
generally been "projects" in the central
cities: massive apar.tment towers built on
the sites of destroyed ghettos, on land that
1s close to the city's hub and therefore so
expensive that 'building at lower densities is
not possible. In the nineteen-thirties .the
housing pioneers Henry Wrig.ht and Lewis
Mumford decried the trend to housing for
the poor in the inner cities; they pointed out
that cheap housing at livable densities requires cheap land, and they urged publichousing authorities to bulld at the city's
fringes. Urban-Renewal experts in the Federal Government and city authorities ignored
the experts. Suburban land was locked up,
and housing for the poor built at choking
densities on the sites of the old ghettos.
Opening up suburban land would mean
that Federal money, rather than being used
to build absurdly expensive high-rise structures in inner cities, could be spread to a
far larger number of units. In New York City,
it costs more than $30,000 per unit in Federal and local funds to build pubi:I.c housing.
Row houses and garden apartments could be
built in the suburbs for well under $20,000
per dwelling unit, if the land costs were reasonable and if lot-size and square-footage requirements were not excessive. Not the least
of the savings in time and money would come
from working through the manageable governments of the towns, instead of the tangled and near-paralyzed bureaucracies of the
cities.
JOBS
If the growth of the suburbs in sheer

numbers of people has not yet been fully
recognized as a fact of national life, suburban
dominance of the metropol:.t.tan---and national-job markets has been barely noticed.
Yet in "bedroom" suburbs like Westchester
County in New York, as many workers now
commute into the county each day as travel
to the city in the customary pattern.
The service sectors of the job market--the
shopping centers and colleges, for instancehave followed the roads and the population.
One example 1s the Cherry HUl Mall shopping
center in Phlladelphia, which employs 2,000
workers and occupies 80 acres of land about
eight mlles from the center of the city (accessible via three major highway bridges).
The demand for cheaper land for singlefloor assembly-line and warehousing operations has brought more companies-and
jobs-to the suburbs. The long, low bullding requires land; parking lots for employes•
cars and for truck storage reqUire land; and
land that is far from the streets of the central
city costs less. In Mahwah, N.J., for example,
the Ford Motor Company purchased about
200 acres just off a New York State Thruway
interchange, about 25 miles from the center
of New York City and about the same distance !rom downtown Newark, !or a plant
which now employs 4,200 workers.
Traditionally, companies that are prestigeconscious or need a communications network
near their headquarters have occupied space
in downtown skyscrapers. Increasingly, however, they have been able to enhance their
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prestige and satisfy the residential preferences of their executives by moves to long,
low buildings in parklike settings in far-out
suburbia. For instance, Pepsico, Inc., has
just completed a corporate headquarters in
Purchase, N.Y., which employs 1,250 people
on a 112-acre site.
·the decentralization of the metropolitan
job market means that the working population must be permitted to decentralize too,
if workers are to be matched with jobs. The
unemployment r·a te in this recession period
may be hovering around 6 per cent for the
society at large, but inside the ur!ban ghettos
it has ibeen at the Depression level of 12 per
cent for years. To end the acute problem of
unemployment and underemployment, ghetto workers must be permitted to follow the
blue-collar jobs out of the central cities.
The remoteness of the job market for relatively low-skilled workers from the ghetto
areas aggravates the employment problem.
So does the lack of coordination between
job-finding agencies in the cities and the
suburbs, which makes it difficult for the lowskilled worker living in the ghettos to find
out about and apply for low-skilled but decently paid jobs in suburban manufacturing
plants. The United States Employment Service and other job-finding agencies must be
reorganized along metropolitan lines, so th.a t
information about openings can be transmitted to the unemployed in the ghettos. But
this will not be enough. Workers must be
able to travel to the jobs, which means in
the case of blue-collar jobs that they must be
permitted to find homes near enough to the
jobs so that commuting does not take an excessive bite out of their incomes.
If the ghettos are viewed as underdeveloped
area.s---e.n approach that .b ecame fashionable
in the sixties-the need for movement of
workers to jobs in suburbia. is even mro-e
sharply evident. Economists who were once
captivated by the notion of pouring capital
investment into depressed regions in order to
create new factory jobs are now beginning to
recognize that •b y far the cheapest solution
to the problem 1s to give unemployed workers information about jobs in thriving industria.l areas, help them to learn about the unfamiliar customs and housing patterns of
the new area, pay them resettlement allowances and get them moved. Only in rare cases
does it pay to invest heavily in declining
areas rather than help families left behind by
changing patterns of industrialization to
move into the economic mainstream.
TAXES

Of the 4,200 workers employed at the Ford
plant in Mahwah, many live in Newark and
New York, and only 88, or 2 percent, ln the
town where they work. Despite the important
role that this factory plays in the metropolitan economy, the local property taxes paid by
Ford benefit only Mahwah residents. Taxes
on industrial and commercial property that
are paid ,t o suburban communities are another example of a metropolitan resource that
could be--but is not--used to help solve inner-city problems.
The tax rate on business property reflects
the needs only of the suburban jurisdiction
that levies it. If the suburb has a relatively
small public-school enrollment, and few
low- and moder81te-income fam111es, its local
tax rate will be much lower than the rate
that would be necesary 1! the business property were situated in a poverty-ridden central city. The tax rate is further reduced
when, as in the case of Mahwah, the suburb
uses its zoning powers to keep out children
and to exclude low- and moderate-income
households, including those whose breadwinners work 1n the plant.
Mahwah's successful effort to lure new
companies and to exclude the companies' employes has resulted in a 1970 tax rate on industrial and commercial property of 1.55 per
cent of full value. By comparison, the city

of Newark, which houses and educates nearly
1,000 of Ford's black workers and their fam111es, is compelled to tax business property
at the rate of 7.14 per cent of full value.
Mahwah's tax base included $104,000,000 of
business property and yielded $1,612,000 in
revenues. If this $104,000,000 were taxed at
the rate levied on similar property in Newark,
it would bring $7,426,000 in added funds to
the city. The comparison, of course, is a rough
one, since a bigger tax base in Newark might
permit the city to lower its rate somewhat.
But it does demonstrate the fiscal gains that
induce corpor81tions to relocate from povertyridden central cities to restrictively zoned
suburbs.
Suburban towns and cities use the taxes
generated by the coming of large new business properties to reduce residential property
taxes or to increase the quality of public
services, or both. On the other side of the
coin, the movement of industry to the suburbs weakens the tax bases of central cities,
requires an increase in their tax r81te and
cripples their capacity w respond to the
social and educational needs of the disadvantaged groups, many of whose members are
forced to commute at great cost in money
and time to the very suburban plaruts which
are no longer on the city's tax rolls.
ACTION

The movement to open the suburbs ha.s
begun. The thorny legal, financial and moral
questions will be settled not only by debate
but by legislative and court action and by
economic pressure.
The first step may well be the establishment of a clear connection, in the public
mind and in public law, between jobs and
housing for workers. The decentralization
of the job market is, as we have noted, one
of the least apprecia.ted phenomena of metropolitan life; it is time that voters and
public officials became aware of it and acted
accordingly. Rather than assuming that a.
corporation moving its plant or offices from
the cerutral city to the suburbs is a tax
bonanza for the lucky municipality that
succeeds in a-ttracting it, we must require
that the company have a clear policy of relating jobs to workers' housing and commuting patterns. The rule must therefore be:
no corporation hiring a significant number
of workers can move to a location in a suburban community where the housing market
is closed to families earning what the workers in the plant will earn.
In effect, thts will mean that the tax benefits to a. town which welcomes new industry
will be balanced by the costs to that community of educating the workers' children,
policing their neighborhoods, providing them
w!Jth municipal services. If a community ha.s
all its vacant land zoned for single-family
houses on five acres of land, then if it permits a zoning variance for the construction
of Jones Corporation's new internationa.l
headquarters, 1t must also rezone land for
sufficient new garden apartments to house
Jones's 300 janitorial, service and lower-level
clerical work·ers; create sufficient quarteracre plots so that Jones's 250 executive secretaries and junior managerial personnel
have a chance of buying homes, and make
sure that land and construction costs do
not make housing prohibitively expensive
in the :five-acre zones for lrts 100 middlemanagement people.
Both state and Federal action will be
needed to promote the rule. In Washington,
Senator Abraham Rlb1co1I is working !or
just such an approach by reintroducing the
proposed Government Facilities Location
Act of 1970, which provides that no Federal
installation may move to a community which
refuses to provide land for workers' housing.
Though it does not cover private industry,
the bill would have significant impact on
communities bidding for Federal largess in
the form of shipyards, research fac111ties and
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other economic jackpots. (The bill did not
emerge from committee last year; this year
hearings are scheduled for 181te fall.)
If a community enforces zoning laws which
in effoot keep out blooks, can the Federal
Government continue Ito provide water and
sewer grants, open-space '8Cqu1sition loans
and other forms of aid to them? Does not
such aid violate the 8illtidiscl11mination guidelines imposed by the Civil Ri~ts Act of 1964?
The clamor against suburban exclusion has
led !to shla.rp questioning of ttbe President on
this point, and a now-famous sta.tement issued by the Administration 1~ June was
meant to answer !the questions by establishing a distinction between economic and n.cial
discrimll.nation. A community cannot be punished,in the Administration's view, for keeping out the poro-, only fCYr overtly keeping out
the black. This distinction is, to say the
least, far from firmly esba.blished; a.nd lawsUits will soon ibe brought to challenge the
point. The suits will argue that the ra.cial
discr1mination in the suburbs is the direct
and calculated result of zoning laws.
In New York state, Assemblyman l"'nmz
Leichter has introduced a. package of anltiexclusionary bills which include a prohibition against establishing state fac111ties in
exclusionary communities. Such a prohibition would affect the loeta.tion pla.ns of state
university branches, hospitals, starte schools
and other major service installations, as
well as-under some interpreta.tions of the
bill--sta~lsted elementary and secondary
schools (meaning all schools, now thalt the
ba.rriers to state a.id to parochial schools have
largely fallen) .
Massachusetts enacted in 1969 its "antisnob zoning law," which provided that a.t
lea.st 0.3 per cent of every community's vacant land must be made available for the
construction of low- and moderate-cost
housing in each of ft.ve years. other states,
including New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, are considering similar legislation
to exempt a.t least a portion of suburban land
from the exclusionary regulaltlons.
Our own organization, Suburban Action
Institwte, 1s seeking to induce Federal regul•a tory agencies to act ruga!nst corpomtions
planning moves :to exclusionary suburibs. We
have filed complaints with three agenciesthe Fedeml Equal Employment OppOl'!tunlty
Oom.m.ission, the Federal Communications
Commission and the Offlce of Federal Contract Compltane&-~against R.C.A., American
Telephone rand Telegraph and General Electric, for taking steps to relocate to the ·a creage-zoned oommunities of New Oa.naan,
Conn., Bernards Torwnship, N.J., and Fa.irfi.eld, Conn.
By moving to communities within which
their minority-group employes cannot ft.nd
housing. we charge, these corporations are
creating conditions of employment discrimination. We believe that they are not simply
acquiescing in a discriminatory situation, but
affirm.a.-tively aiding the creation of segregated employment. (Because of the complaint against RCA /before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the company
has temporarily withdraw its proposal to
bUild offices in New Canaan for 1,000 people.)
Making laws to restrict corporations from
moving jobs to exclusionary communities will
not remove the lba.slc incentive for such
moves: the tax laws. As long as the costs
of educating suburban children are borne
by the local real property tax, a comm.unlty wm try to enhance its tax base by luring industry, and will try to keep out housing developments that attract families with
children. A radical restructuring of the tax
system for ft.nancing education is needed,
both to end exclusion and to assure every
child, whether 'born in a rich or a poor
community, equal educational opportunity.
A statewide income tax for education 1s
the remedy now advocated by the Regional
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Plan Association of New York, by the Lindsay administration, and even by suburban
taxpayers who can no longer pay educational
costs in newly developing communities. Gov.
William G. Milliken of Michigan, a Republican, moved to esta'blish a statewide tax for
education. New York's State's Fleischman
Commission is about to conclude a study of
school financing by calling for "full state assumption" of the cost of educating children.
Political pressure to relieve local property
owners of the · burden of school costs is
building up around the country as record
numbers of local school 'budgets are defeated.
A recent decision in the Call!ornia Supreme Court may signal the 'be~ning of
the end of the present system of financing
local schools. In Serrano v. Priest, the court
said that the local property tax "invidiously discriminates against the poor because it
makes the quality of a child's education a
function of the wealth of his parents and
neighbors. Recognizing, as we must, that the
right to an education in our public schools
is a fundamental interest which cannot be
conditioned on wealth, we can discern no
compelling state purpose necessitating the
present method of financing."
The Supreme Court has not ruled on the
fundamenitaJ. issues raised by the zoning since
1926 when, in the case of Euclid v. Ambler, it
declared that comprehensive zoning ordinances are a reasonable and constitutional
method of controlllng land use. But the lower
courts have begun to rule on the contention
that the zoning frequently denies racial
minorities the equal protection of the law
guaranteed by the 14th amendment. In one
recent Pennsylvania Supreme Court case,
the justices declared:
"We fully realize that the over-all solution
to (housing and growth] problems lies with
greater regional planning; but until the time
comes that we have such a system, we must
confront the situation as tt is. The power
currently resides in the hands of each local
governing unit, and we will not tolerate their
abusing that power in attempting to zone
out growth a1t the expense of neighboring
communities."
The Justice Department and the American
Civil Liberties Union have raised questions
of suburban-exclusion with their suit against
Black Jack, Mo., on behalf of a group of
black residents in St. Louis who wanted to
build housing in the town. The group
charged that Black Jack incorporated itself
into a municipality for the purpose of denying the needed zoning change.
Court cases challenging exclusionary laws
are in preparation against a number of suburban communities around the nation and
the biggest initial victory has just been won
in New Jersey. Judge David Furman of the
Middlesex County Supreme Court 10 days ago
declared invalid an ordinance in Madison
Township, N.J., th8/t ca.lled for one- anc1
two-acre lots, required a minimum floor-area
that was excessive and placed limitations on
multifamily dwellings. The ordinance, the
judge said, had the effect of preventing 90
per cent of the people in the area from living
in the township and directly contributed to
the ghettoization of neighboring cities. (The
suit was brought in behalf of a group of black
and Spanish-speaking residents of Elizabeth,
Plainfield and New Brunswick.)
The judge did not reach the constitutional
questions, basing his ruling instead on the
state zoning law, which says that localities
must zone for the public welfare. Under
this law he said, a community when it
passes land-use regulations must in the future take into account not only its own needs
but those of the region.
The direction the U.S. Supreme Court may
take has been hinted at in recent rulings on
the need for school busing to achieve integration. Despite the negative decision ln
the l'ecent Valtierra case in California, which

dealt with a referendum that was designed
to prevent construction of housing for an
economic minority, the record of the court
on matters relating to racial discrimination
has been quite uncompromising. It is fair
to expect that proof of the racially discriminatory effects of exclusionary zoning will
carry great weight with the court.
PLANNING
The massive spurt in suburban housing
construction which followed World War n
occurred at a time when new young families were desperate for homes--in a fullemployment economy and following the end
of war-related restraints on building. The
decade of the seventies has brought the beginnings of another market of this kind
(as those born in .t he postwar baby boom
come into their own child-rearing years),
but without the economic conditions which
made the housing surge possible after the
war.
Housing construction is now at a low ebb.
Even if the vise of exclusionary zoning is
removed, government subsidies and controls
will be required to see to it that the combined public-private housing market actually produces the needed housing. The
Kaiser Commission has called for the construction of 600,000 units of Federally-assisted housing each year for the next decade,
at a cost of $2.8-billion per year. Aid to the
housing market of this magnitude, combined
with the opening up of vast acreages of
suburban land, can insure the construction
of the housing that is needed to eliminate
the slums and ghettos of the central cities
and to permit rebuilding on their land at
decent densities.
If subu:rb&n land resources do become
available, new· residEmtial development can
be of a far higher quality than that of the
nineteen-fifties, which gave rise to fears
about "urban sprawl," Levittowns and endless identical rows of shoddily built bungalows. Critics of America's suburbs have led
us to fear the terrible sterility of look-alike
suburbs. But the suburbs have offered a. very
satisfactory form of life to those who live in
developmen'ts that do look alike in many respects. Suburbanites in Levittown and Scarsdale have found that despite the s1milarit1es
Of dwellings and ways of life in their communities, they ~?t111 like to live there. Of
course, suburbs have many problems; Whalt
form of human community does not.
We should not prohibit development because it may ha\Te some undesirable aspects,
unless we develop alternatives that provide
suitable housing for all classes of the population.
The garden-city movemenJt and the new
towns of Europe as well as the best examples
of new development 1n this country-columbia, Md., and Reston, Va.-have de·m onstrated that amenable communities open to
all classes can be constructed at far higher
standards tha.n those of today's expensive
suburban developments, in which each house
sits on a plot of one, two or more acres.
Present acreage development saves no open
space for the public. It calls for cookie-cutter development writ large. It demands that
every inch of space be devoted to a private
lot--even land not suitable for development.
But if new housing in the suburbs need
not follow the pattern o! Levittown. it also
need not conform entirely to the rules of the
garden-city movement 1n Europe and America.. Housing can be built in smaU developments in existing towns, or in new towns,
or in larger developments around highway
interchanges and commercial projects.
Towns, moreover, can assure the preservation of large amounts of open space through
such devices as "cluster zoning" and
"planned-unit development," which permit
higher densities on portions of a tract if a
certain amount of acreage is set aside for
publlc recreational use. Nor would ellmlnatlon of suburban exclusion prevent those
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who wish to own large amounts of land from
doing S()-8. privilege guaranteed them by
our economic system.
As the prospect of intensified development
of the suburbs comes closer, privaJte groups,
sniffing profits, are investing in land for
eventual massive building. One hopes that
these developers will be guided by the principles o! balancing industrial and commercial growth with new housing, and of a wide
mixture of housing types and costs in open
neighbor.hoods.
Nonprofit groups and public agencies
should also be preparing for the future by
negotiating for tracts of suburban land, on
the theory that when the exclusionary laws
are struck down. they had better be ready
with plans for construction of low- and
moderate-cost housing, or they will risk leaving the whole ball game to the private developers.
ZONING: AMERICA'S HIGH WALL "RIGHTS"
BATTLE SHAPES IN CITIES
(By Richard L. Strout)
WASHINGTON .-The next big battle on the
civil-rights front will be not busing, but
zoning. The problem deals with economic,
not racial, segregatlbn.
Politicians here watch preliminary engagements 'already under way in dozens of communities. Cases are coming to the Supreme
Court.
Action of the House of Representatives
last welek for.bidding the use of emergency
desegregation funds !or school busing will,
it is believed, if upheld in the Senate, increase the internal pressure in the big
cities to break through the zoning barricade
that walls them from the suburbs.
The issue was raised in the House debate
on bussing.
INSTABILITY SEEN
Big-city pressure· 1s growing and is compounded of these factors:
While the United States is the wealthiest
nation 10n earth, 24 million Americans are
below the poverty line, or about one in nine.
A'bout one out of 11 Americans is black.
Mechanized agriculture in the last century
drive blacks into the big cities in one of the
biggest migrations !Of the world, and there
today the unemployment rate is about twice
that of the 5.8 percent nlational average. It
rises to 20 percent or more for teenage
blacks.
The social 1nsta.b111ty of this division is
typlfled by the separation or eity ghettos
from leafy suburbs. The agency for maintaining this e1q>losive separation 1s zoning,
some city planners now decla.re; ordinances
that make it impossible for city dwellers of
medium or low inoome to buy homes out
in the country near the migrating city factories.
The deeply emotional issue of bussing
would 1b e mitigated if the city dwellers could
move out into the country when, obviously,
say advocates, it would not be n:ecessa.ry
to bus a black child 15 miles from the heart
of Detroit-if she lived out in the suburbs
already.
The California Supreme Court ruled laslt
August that state schools must be financed
by some fairer method than varying property
taxes, and the revolutionary case, Serrano v.
Priest, has sent shock waves over the country.
Statistics noted that poor neighborhoods
with low valuations had to pay more proportionately for poorer schools, than rich suburbs d.ld for better schools where a relatively
modest tax easily raised more money. Minnesota's high court now has followed California's.
Now comes another move to open the suburbs 1n Sen. Abraham A. Ribicoff's bill, "government facUlties location act," originally
introduced last year and reintroduced this
year. It would forbid a federal installation to
move to a suburb which refused to provide
land for houses for workers.
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TESTS EXPECTED

Tests in federal courts are expected, too.
The Civil Rights Guidelines Aclt of 1964 forbade discrimination; but is it discrimination
where a. factory moves from city slums into
suburbs 1f the town continues to enforce zoning restrictions that make it impossible for
workers :to follow, save by daily busing?
A recent vivid example involved rthe Ford
Motor Company, which bought 200 acres in
Mahwah, N.J., a. town of 10,500 where it proposed to move its Newark fac111ty, with 4,200
workers. But the workers found exclusionary
zoning ordinances requiring them to buy
lots of half an acre or more which only a
few <lOUld afford. This case is now in the
courts.
Two years ago Massachusetts required that
three-tenths of 1 percent of a community's
vacant land must be made available for medium- and low-cost housing in each of five
years. Other states propose similar measures.
An organization, Suburban Action Institute, offers legislation to encourage federal
regulatory agencies to act against corporations proposing to move into so-called exclusionary suburbs.
Last month a. New Jersey state court threw
out exclusionary zoning laws in Madison
Township, N.J. A similar celebrated struggle
is going on over the area. known as Black
Jack, Mo., where the federal government has
intervened actively in a test case.
Presently America divides up like this:
City enclaves, 59 millions.
Suburbs, 76 millions. ·
Rural, 71 millions.
More people live in the suburbs than anywhere else, and the proportion is growing.
Great social, moral, and historical forces
make almost irresistible pressure for a breakdown of barriers between city and suburban
areas. The busing controversy seems to many
to be only the first round.

IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS IN THE
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I have today forwarded to Senator McCLELLAN,
chairman of the Subcommittee on State,
Justice, Commerce, and the Judiciary Appropriations, of the Committee on Appropriations, a report of my findings on
immigration problems in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The problems revealed in my report
may well be typical of the problems in
other States and it is my hope that this
report will lead to effective remedies to
what appears to be a national problem.
To provide my colleagues with an opportunity to review this report, and I ask
unanimous consent that it be printed in
the RECORD.
There being objection, the items were
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
REPORT OF SENATOR EDWARD W. BROOKE, THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON STATE, JUSTICE, CoMMERCE, THE JUDICIARY OF THE COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS ON IMMIGRATION PROBLEMS
IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
DECEMBER 6, 1971
I. PURPOSE

The purpose of the two-day hearings was
to review the budget and operating procedures of the Boston District Office of the Immigration and Naturallza.tion Servi<:e and to
evaluate their impact on the Commonwealth
of Me.ssach usetts. It was our further purpose to investigate special problem areas related thereto.
The first day of hearings was held on Ma.y
27, 1971 in Room 2003A, John F. Kennedy
Federal Building in Boston, Massachusetts.

The second day of hearings was held on
May 28, 1971 in Room 252, Post Office Building, New Bedford, MaSS6<lhusetts.
Testimony was received from a rtota.l of 27
witnesses, 25 of whom appea.red at the hearings. The remaining two submitted their
statements for the record subsequent to the
hearings.
II. BACKGROUND

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts presently ranks fourth among the 50 states in the
total number ~ registered alilens residing
therein. And during fiscal year 1970, about
15,477 aliens were admitted through Boston
for permanent residence. This brought the total number of registered aliens residing in
Massachusetts to 172,454. I.t is :also worth
noting that 10,208 temporary visitors entered through Boston dul'ling the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1970.
During my service in the Senate, I have
received hundreds of compla-ints from citizens and aliens alike on a wide range of immigration matters. However, during the past
year my office experlen<led a tremendous upsurge li n the number of <lomplaints. After
confering with other Senators, I concluded
that the practical application of the Immigmtion Naturalization A<lt of 1965, as amended, was causing similar problems in other
states. While it would be impossible .t o conduct a complete review of the multi-faceted
application of our immigration and naturalization laws in two days, the hearings held
by the Subcommittee were able to highlight
some of the most critical problem areas.
III. BUDGET AND OPERATING PROCEDURES OF THE
BOSTON DISTRICT OFFICE OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

The testimony during the hearings revealed that !Vhe current operating budget~
the Boston Distriot Office for FY '70 was approximately $1,575,000. Of that amount, $1,450,000 was expended on a staff of 106 people located dm. tw10 offices. The se<lOnd office,
regional in nature, is located in Springfield
and employs only three people. In reviewing
the staff breakdown, two spooific areas deserve special attention.
In the first instance, it should ibe noted
that there is only one speciaJl inquiry officer
in it he Boston and Springfield offices. It
shoU[d be further noted that at present
there are no plans to 13SS!ign adddtliOllal personnel in this area. During FY 69, the last
yeasr for which figures a:re avaUa.ble, the
Boston District Office conducted 682 deportation hearings, which resulted in 115 deportations. Durtl.ng the same period, the Boston
District Offioo handled 33 excluS'Lon heard.ngs.
This latter pr'Oeiedure is invoked when a person applies for admission to the United
States and the prd.m81ry officer !l."ules him or
her inadmissable. The case is then referred
to the speoiaJl inquiry officer for a bearing
to determine the BidmissabiHty of the applicant. In sum, we had a situatd'on where one
specia.l inqudry officer conducted over 700
heal."lings on merits •i n one yeM. Consequently,
il.t appee4"5 llih~&t a.t least one, if not /two, more
special dnquiry officers are needed so thalt
each case can be fully developed to 1.nsure a
fair and accurate oojudication. We must
remember that the initial decision of the
special inquiry officer will affect the opportunl!ty of individuals and families to
participate in our American democratic process. This is particularly true in the case of
an exclusion hearing. It is my understanding that af·t er an exclusion hearing there is
am. a~ppelllate review by the a:pproprtalt!e Federal Circuit Court as is the case in a deporrt;ation \bearing. In other words, the admJ1.n1.srt;ratlve decision reached by the Board of Immigration Appeals stands as final.
In the second instance, it should ·b e noted
that of 106 people m the two offices, only
16 field investigators and they have one
supervisor. Lt should be funther noted thalt
the geographical are1a expected to be covered
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by these field investigators extends beyond
:tJhe boundar.ies of Massachusetts and include
Rhode ISland and po:rltions of New Hamp-

shire and Vermont. Without going into a
dtetadled job description of field invesbl.gators, the hea.rl.ngs were, nevertheless, able
to htghlliig.ht to some degree the hea.vy caseloads that these men are e~d to carry.
In addlti.on. to the some six-hund'l'ed odd deponta.tion cases thalt required an investigation, it was brought out that rtfue Bostion District Office re<leives anywhere from 100-125
complaints a month from residents concerning aliens alleged to be here 111egally. Each
complaint requires a comprehensive investigation. Testimony revealed that there is a
current backlog of several hundred such investigations.
Moreover, the Dl.strlC!t Director indicated
that, at one time, the Service was divided
into specific geographic areas, and field investigators were sent out to check places
where a.liens, alleged to be here illegally, were
known to be employed. This included, among
other places, restaurants, construction work
siltes, a.n.d fishing vessels. Alt the present time,
however, he indicated that the field investigators were limited to working only on the
basis of leads or complaints that a.re sent
into tthe Office. In essence, they have been
placed in a position merely of responding to
oompladnts raither tthan conducting their own
investigative work.
The problems in this area do not stem
solely from an inadequate number of field
investigators. The testimony developed that
as unemploymenlt increases, complaints are
centered around employment; many U.S. citizens or resident aliens feel that they have
been d'ispla<:ed 1in their jobs by ind1viduals
who may be here illegally. Another area ~
complaint centered around the housing
shortage; many individuals likewise feel .tlh.at
they h8ive been displiaced from their hOUSing
by aliens alleged to be here lllegally. ·
The testimony also indicated that the ·Immigration and Na.tionaJ.ilty Act of 1965, as
amended, has itself contributed to the increase of complaints over aliens alleged to
be here .illegally. Prior to the 1965 Act, there
were no numerical restrictions placed on
Western Hemisphere immigra.ruts. The _1965
Act placed a limitation of 120,000 on 'those
immigrants coming from independent countries ~ the Western Hemisphere. This has
apparently caused a- significant backlog ~
applications. Testimony indicated that there
is presently a waiting period of a.pproxi:maJtely
13 months for persons applying from tthe
Western Hemisphere. An additional responsibility is placed on immigrants coming from
Western Hemlsphere nations. Unless they are
joining immediate re1atives, they are required to obtain labor clea,rances before entering the United StaJtes. The District Direoto:r testified that with our present unemployment sLtuation, a large number of the
Western Hemisphere people find it difficult
to obtain job clearances wilthin the United
States, yet they find it relat1vely easy to
get 'temporary visitors' visas. Thus, many are
able to come here and lose themselves in the
population, where they can find work and
remain here in an lllegal status.
As the ttestimony continued, it be<lame apparent that though staffing shortages ma.y
be contlribu'ting to the problems we are
facing in Massachusetts, other factors such
as the unemployment situation, and the impact of the 1965 Act, are interrelated and
make it difficult to measure accurately tthe
impact of budgetary restrictions. While the
officJl.als from the Immigration and Naturalization Service ~ere unable to 'SCCurately pre:dict how many aliens may be lllegally residing 'in the Commonwealth, their ttesitimony
·indicated that the number ma.y wen ·be in
the thousands.
Aside tram the heavy caseloads that field
investigators - are expected to carry, it is
worth noting some of 'the procedW1al aspeclts
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of their jobs. The testimony indicated that
a field investigator has a consldera.ble
amount of discretion in the conduct of a
routine investigation. Upon the receipt of a
compla.inJt, !the investil.ga.tor is assigned to the
case by the superv~. The investigator must
then go into the field to gather sufilcierut
information, which he reports back to the
supervisor. At this point he is called upon
to make a recommendation one way or a.nQther as Ito the status of the allen Jn question. In this regard, there was testimony to
the effect that deportation 1s always considered as the last resort.
It is encouraging to learn that the poUcy
of the field investigators is to exhaust every
opportunity for adjustment before considering the option of the alien's voluntary departure. Even with voluntary departure, a visiting allen who has overstayed can return
at some future time without prejudice. We
were told that only after it becomes apparent
that voluntary departure will not take place,
does the Service move toward invoking the
deportation process.
The testimony also indicated. that lllegal
aliens are most often found in occupations
which are either low-paying or where the
physical strain of the job diminishes its
appeal.
In a related area, we heard testimony on
the proper role of attorneys in immlgration
cases and the proper role of voluntary social
agencies. The Subcomm1ttee heard from
Mrs. Esther Kaufman, President of the Association of Immigration and Nationality Lawyers, who was accompanied by Mr. Robert
Juceam, CO-Chalrma.n of that Association's
Ethics Committee, and Mr. Marshall Medoff,
Chairman of the Boston Chapter of the Association. In preliminary questioning, it was
revealed that the Immigration and Naturalization Service issues standards for practice
before that body and these are contained in
the Code of Federal Regulations. It was also
brought out that the Code of Professional
Responsib111ty of the Amer'iican Bar Association has preliminary ruies in draft form pertaining to this particuiar area. Mr. Juceam
informed the Subcommittee that the Ethics
Committee of the Association of Immigration
and Nationality Lawyers has now focused on
whether it is possible to develop a specialized
code of ethics that relates to an immigration
or naturalization practice. The Pres'l.dent of
the Association further informed the Subcommittee that they are now setting up a
national network of attorneys, perhaps not
entirely manned by Association members, but
at least under the authority and supervision
of the Association, so that if an al'ien in any
outlying district wishes to have counsel, he
will be able to find counsel or representation
at no cost to himself. Mrs. Kaufman pointed
out that without legal counsel, mistakes and/
or misstatements on the part of an alien acting on his own behalf can create perhaps
lifetime inel1gib111ty or general problems that
will impede his entry into the United States.
It is important to contrast the role of the
attorney with that of the contact representatives supplied by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. The Subcommittee heard
testimony indicating that the contact representatives are supplied by the Service for the
purpose of assisting aliens who have questions with respect to particuiar forms to be
fl.lled out and submitted by the alien. The
large majority of cases are processed in this
manner and with this form of assistance.
Mr. Juceam pointed out two problem areas
for the Subcommittee's consideration. The
first is the amount of time that the immigration contact representative can give to
a.ny alien. The second is the alternative problem that may be presented, not of any immigration nature, by an alien or an employer
who lis paying !or an alien's application. ·He
went on to cite an illustration:
If an employer is interested in having an
alien come to the United States to take train-

ing with his company so that the alien may
return at the end of the year to head up the
operation of the foreign subsidiary, ilt wouid
appear straightforward that he couid use one
classification and one form supplied by the
Immigration Service to accomplish that end.
However, if the employer then indicates that
he wants the alien here in a shorter period of
time, perhaps because something important
is happening in his business, then a different
form for a different type of training program
will be fl.lled out on behalf of the alien. The
difference in this case might be that there is
a tax consequence to the alien or that there is
a selective service consequence or even a corporate problem that affects the decision as to
which of these approaches shouid be ut111zed.
Mr. Juceam indicated that if the employer
were to go to the immigration contact representative, he wouid learn that there are three
types of forms to be used and he would be
given assistance in filling out the form he
chose. He would not, however, be given assistance J.n analyzing the collateral problems
raised by the use of the different forms.
It is here that the association feels an attorney is needed. While the testimony did
not offer any criticism of contact representatives of Immigration and Naturalization, it
was pointed out that they are generally employed at the GS-7 level. It was further
pointed out that while these contact representatives are given some "in-house"
training, they do not participate in the same
training course conducted for field investigators in which immigration and nationality
law is extensively reviewed. In essence, the
contact representative was described as an
individual who does not give advice to an
alien on a. case-by-case ·b asis but rather
hands out forms, inspects completed forms,
and assists in answering specific questions
only when raised. Further, it is possi.Jble that
a representative of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service might not have the
alien's best interests at heart since his primary allegiance is to the Service. What is
needed in addition to more training is some
assurance that aliens with special problems
wlll have the benefit of the true spirit of
advocacy.
All of the testimony seemed -to indicate a
need to provide more extensive training of
the contact representatives and/ or more
stringent requirements for those who wish
to serve in th81t capacity. Even though the
Service has a la.wyer referral list, they do not
provide any legal advice for aliens who may
need consultation at an early stage in their
application. Mrs. Kaufman in her testimony, suggested that one approach might be
to set up a program whereby attorneys couid
serve in rotation and undertake to spend a
specified period of time, one day a month, for
e:leample, at the clinic. That way, ·a n alien
would know that 'by going to a specific ad·dress at a specific time he would be able to
obtain competerut legal counsel. Other alternatives were suggested. Notably, the expanded use of legal aid societies and the like.
In another area, Mrs. Kauf,m a.n commented.
on her experience in a voluntary social
agency. She indicated that, in all .b ut a few
cases, the people in these agencies, no matter how good their intentions, do not have
the necessary legal expertise. This testimony
was in sharp contrast to that heard later
from Mrs. GeorgeS. Tattan, Supervisor of Social Services, of the Division of Immigration
and Americanization of the COmmonwealth
of Massachusetts, who indicated that the
case workers in her rugency are well versed in
immigration law. However, it should !be
pained out that rthere are no staff attorneys
employed by her agency nor do they have a
list of lawyers .a vailable for referral. The division which she represents was established
in 1917. Its original purpose was to protect
in-coming immigrants who had difficulty
with the English language. The Division's
primary purpose was, and is, to assist lmmi-

grant s in their adjustment to the Am.erican
way of life. In her testimony, Mrs. Tattan
indicated that her agency last year assisted
over 21,000 persons with special immigration
problems. lV...rs. Tattan also indicated that
five of the 17 melll!bers of her agency serve as
represent atives of _the social service. In that
capacity they accompany aliens to the Bost on District Office of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service t<> assist t hem in their
dealings with the Service. However, she indicat ed that they do not go to Washington
a n d appear before t he Board of Immigrat ion
Appeals, though her agency has assisted
aliens in the preparation of forms ·a nd the
appeals t hemselves, which have ultimately
been sent to Washington to ·b e reviewed by
the Board of Immigration Appeals.
I t is interesting to note that this particular voluntary social agency has a total of
five offices throughout the Commonwealth
whereas the Immigration and Naturalization
Service itself has only two.
The sum of Mrs. Tattan's testi mony suggests the st rong feeling that voluntary social
agencies play a vital role in the :h andling of
special i·m migration problems. Neverltheless,
it is worth mentioning that 'We are dealing
with a very technical area of the law. Accordingly, it seems that somewhere along the
line our procedures should provide adequate
provision for aliens to obtain competent legal
counsel when the need presents itself.
Whether this shouid come from the Immigration and Naturalization Service, some voluntary social agency, or from some independent source, is a question that needs
more at tention. Insofar as it affects the practices and procedures of the Im.m.igration and
Naturalization Service, it is the prope·r concern of this Subcommittee.
IV. SPECIAL PROBLEM AREAS

A . Attorneys and private bills

There has been considerable discussion in
recent years, ,b oth in and out of Congress,
a'bout the proper role of an a t tor:ney when
a privalte bill is sought on !behalf of an alien.
Many persons firmly ~believe tJh:a.t ian attorney
is not necessary for lthis purpose. Those W'b,o
hold this view place their confidence in the
professional competence of Congressional
st affs, feeling that ea.ch office is able to evaluate properly the faets that are brought Ito its
ra.iJtention by the alien seeking this extraordinary relief. As was developed in the hearings, it is obvious tlhat the record of abuses
committed by attorneys 1n this &rea has no
doubt contributed support for this position.
Ml'S. Kaufman and the Associ81tion of Imm1·g ration and Nationality Dawyers believe
otherWise. Mrs. Kaufman, in her testimony,
indicated that Sin alttorney is not necess·a.ry in
every instance where private legislation might
be sought . Nevertheless, she indicated t hat
the standard by which most members of
Congress 'begin to consider the introduction
of a priv·a te bill is whether any administrative relief is available. She stressed. that this
is something that an at torney is especially
qualified ;to evaluate. She went on to testify
that an attorney can and should interview
a client on every aspect, every fact, every
fac.e t of the alien's oase to determine
whether there exist alternatives to pressing
for lbhe !introduction of a priV!a/te .b ill. If,
-after such an investigation and consideration
of the facts, iJt 1s determined that there is
no remedy, and 1fue attorney feels that this
1s a situation :in which a priV!ate blll can
properly 'be sought, then the attorney's funciJion is to present tthe case so that rthe member of Congress to Wihom it 1s presented fuily
understands: why the priva.te bill is ,b eing
sought; what t he merits of the :case are; and
th:&t no other administrBitive route can be
pursued. This was the sum of Mrs. Kaufman's
t estimony on this point.
This appears in ;theory to be the proper
role of the attorney. However, Congressional
expertence has shown that many requests for
prtvalte immigration legislation are not a.c-
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companied by the detailed ,lega.l analysis suggested by Mrs. Ka.u!ma.n. Apparently, many
attorneys lhandllng lmmigration cases have
failed to present a fully documented case. A
colla.terail :issue to this point 'is whether an
8/ttorn.ey :has the righlt to sell lh1s services
based in part on his UJD.derstanding of the
governmental process and pemaps this friendShip with people who presently are serving
ion various governmental posts. As was
pointed out by Mr. Juceam of the Associa.tion o! Immigration and NationaJ.ity IJa.wyers,
the United Sta.tes Court Of Appeals for the
P'ifth Cl.rouit recently addressed this point 1ill
a case entitled Troutman, Jr. v. The Southern Railway Company. The thrUSt of the
Court's decis1on !Is that irt is not against public policy for a lawyer to utl:lize personalinfi.uence rto g.a.in an audience with a member
of government, provided th'Bit in doing so he
does not obtain or seek ilx> obtain relief based
on 1/hat in:fluence, but thwt he does present
someth!lng on the merits of rthe case. This 1s
a vague area of the law and. one ~n Which
it ~ diffi.cult to distinguish what constitutes
>S~n attorney's use of personal friendship to
obtain a !hearing on the merits. Mr. Jucea.m,
in his rtestimony, :indicated that •t he Ethics
Committee of the Association of ImmlgratJion and Nationality Lawyers is concerned
wi!tlh this area of the law and is presently l'evlewing alternative approaches to dealing
with it. Their initiative is to be S~pplauded
and encouraged. It is clear that the Bar has
responsibllity for keeping its own house in
good order.
Very briefiy, it is worth stressing again
that this is another problem area. stemming
from the need for a.n adequate system of
ava.Ua.ble assistance for aliens upon their
entry into our country.
B. TRAVEL AGENCIES AND VISA CONSULTANTS

The background of another special problem area was explained by Mr. Jucea.m in
his testimony. He focused our attention on
the role that travel agencies and visa consultants have been and are playing in the
area of lmmigra.tion law. By wa.y of illustration, he produced a newspaper advertisement
that had appeared in a. newspaper on a. Caribbean Island, announcing the a.va.Ua.bUity of
employment in the United States and the way
to obtain appropriate visas. The announcement listed a. number of job categories which
a.t the time were certifiable by the U.S. Department of Labor. The ad gave an address on
that island where aliens could go to seek
more information. No doubt to make the ad
more attractive, a connection was suggested
between the office on the island and a New
York, English or Canadian corporation. According to Mr. Jucea.m, the services rendered
by this firm and others consist primarily of
processing the papers required :tor labor certification and entry into the United States.
Presumably, this work is done by non-attorneys. We were told that evidence suggests
that simlla.r firms are cropping up all along
the East Coe.st. We should be concerned as to
whether these visa. consultants firms or travel agencies are performing a. legitima.te and
useful function with regard to the administration of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, or whether they have been established for the purpose of circumventing the
spirit, if not the letter, of our immigration
statutes solely to profit !rom many nonEnglish speaking aliens who may be seeking legitimate entry into the United States.
Aside from the potential abuse that may be
emerging in this a.rea., it is important !or us
to understand the role which these firms can
and do play with respect to the services presently offered by the Immigration and Na.tura.llza.tlon Service and those functions
which the Service could conceivably fttlfi.ll
in the future.
By way of lllustra.tion, the Committee
heard testimony from Mrs. Joyce Wa.lshaw, a
young housewife who, along with her hus-

band, was induced to come in to the United
States by one of these so-called "visa-consultant" firms. In outlining the facts of her
case, Mrs. Wa.lsha.w indicated that she and
her husband responded to an advert isement
in an English newspaper. The article suggested that persons interested in obtaining
employment a.s a "ship fitter" in the United
States should arrange for an interview to
learn more about the particulars. When Mr.
Walshaw went for his interview he was told
that, at no cost to hlm, he would be provided with the following through use of the
consulting service.
The husband was promised a. job as a.
"ship fitter." They were told of suitable housing for the entire family in the $125.00 per
month range; they were promised permanent residence status and a. roundtrip ticket
for the husband back to England as well as a
one-way ticket for his wife plus $300.00 in
cash, after the husband was employed for one
year. According to Mrs. Walshaw's testimony,
she and her two children did not wish to remain separated from Mr. Wa.Isha.w !or the
one-year period and, since they were financially able to do so, made arrangements for
their children to follow them to the United
States shortly after their own arrival. Mrs.
Walsha.w testified that the consultant firm
that she and Mr. Wa.lshaw dealt with was
one called Penn Consultants of Phlladelphia..
From their testimony as to the relationship
between her husband, his employer a n d Penn
Consultants, what happened is this.
The employer, located in Massachusetts,
entered into a contractual relationship with
Penn Consultants, located in Philadelphia.,
whereby the latter agreed to supply foreignborn man power on a per-head fee basis. Mrs.
Walsha.w testified as to her belief that approximately three-hundred men came over
from England alone a.t the inducement of
the advertisement. She indicated that, to
her knowledge, only a. handful of these
three-hundred men are presently employed
here in the United States. The remainder
have, to her knowledge, returned to England.
Each of the men in question apparently entered the United States on a. temporary sixmonth working permit. Many of these men
no doubt left when they failed to either
achieve permanent residence status or obtain extensions on their temporary working
permits from the U.S. Department of Labor.
According to her testimony, the largest
problem facing Mrs. Walshaw and the others
from England was housing. They were told
that the housing in the United States and in
the particular area where her husband would
be employed was more than adequate and
was reasonably inexpensive. They were told
that for a. family of four it would be possible to obtain suitable housing for approximately $125.00 per month. After they arrived,
she told us that she and her husband were
unable to find housing to accommodate their
family for a sum even close to $125.00. She
felt that this problem alone no doubt
prompted many of ~he fa.mllies to return to
England.
Mr. Wa.lshaw has been employed since his
arrival here in the United States, but because of the restrictions placed on Mrs. Wa.lsha.w by our immigration statutes, she is
legally unable to accept any employment and
thus unable to contribute to the family Income.
Many of the other men from England ran
into a. troublesome tax consequence as well.
According to Mrs. Wa.lsha.w, many of these
men were required to pa.y taxes as single
men if they were from Britain. In other
words, the married men from England were
unable to claim tax relief for their families.
In further testimony, Mrs. Wa.lsha.w indicated that her husband's take home pa.y was
in the neighborhood of $125.00 per week.
With many of the other men placed in this
similar pay range, one can easlly see why
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the increased tax burden made it difficult
for many of them to pa.y rent for suitable
housing and to live comfortably.
Mrs. Walsha.w was queried as to what had
been done on her behalf and/or her husband's
behalf relative to obtaining permanent Visas.
She indicated that when the first six-monlth
temporary permit had expired, Penn Consultants applied for an extension. The extension was granted. While the second permit
was active, the consultant firm purt through
or fi.led on Mr. Walsha.w's behalf a.n a.ppllcation with the U.S. Department of Labor
for labor certlfication. Subsequently, labor
certification was granted. Thus eligible to apply for permanent residence stwtus, Mr. and
Mrs. Wa.lsha.w prepared to do so. They were
then advised by the consulting firm not to
do so a.t the particular time for the alleged
reason that there were no quota numbers
presently available. Adting on the advice offered by the consulting firm, Mr. and Mrs.
Wa.lshaw proceeded no further on their application for permanent residence status. At a.
much later date, Mrs. Wa.lsha.w testified; it
occurred to them thwt they should go ahead
and fi.le anyway, contrary to the advice given
to them by the firm. The day before Mrs.
Wa.Lsha.w testlfied before the Subcommittee,
she was informed by mall that her application for permanenlt residence had been rejected. The basis of the rejection, she told
us, was that her husband entered the U.S.
on a. temporary basis to work tempora.rlly
and was now applying for permanency a.t the
same job. It appears that Mr. and Mrs. Walsha.w will have tto leave the country.
Mrs. Wa.lsha.w indicated by her testimony
that the total cost incurred by her and her
husband in coining to the United States, relocating their family, and undergoing the
hardships forced upon rthem, exceeded $3,000.
It 1s worth pointing out that the Subcommittee heard testimony with respect to only
one of these consultant firms and involving
only one employer here in the Unilted States
and employees from only one country. If we
give any credence to the claim that there are
literally hundreds of these consultant firms
presently in operation involving many countries, the dimensions of this problem could
be far-reaching.
C. LABOR CERTIFICATION

Another special problem area. that was
brought to our attention prior to the hearings was the issue of labor certifi.cation. The
question we focused upon was whether the
requirement of labor certification is conttributing to the burden of illegal entries into the
U.S. Mr. Lawrence W. Rogers, New England
Regional Manpower Administrator, the U.S.
Department of Labor, testified on this poinlt
along with his deputy, Mr. William M. White.
By way of background, Mr. Rogers testified. that when the U.S. immigration sta.twtes
were overhauled in 1965, preferences were set
up within the 1Biw specifically for people to
oome to the United St'ates to 'Work. As a pant
Of the establishment of these preferences,
the labor certification provision wtas installed
in its present form to prevent adverse effects
on our labor market through lower wages
and/or working condit1ons by a compertittve
labor force willing to come to this country
and willing to work in substandard conditions for lower wages. Certifi.cation by the
Department of Labor, in essence, means that
the 1mm1gM.Dt enrterlng the U.S. seeking employment Will not displace an American
worker who could conceivalbly be a ca.ndidaste
for the same job.
Mr. Rogers testified that for the period
from January 1, 1970 to the middle of Ma.y,
1971 , a. total of 16 and a half months, the
New England Regional omce acted on 6,550
applications for labor centification. Of the
6,550 8lJ>pllcations received, the Regional
Manpower Office approved 3,496 for labor
centifica.tion. Accordingly, they disapproved
3,054.
To put this in its proper pretext, the 3,496
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approved S~pplications represent less than
one-tenth o! one percent of the average work
force in New England. This lSJtter figure, <aCcording to Mr. Rogers' testimony, is in the
neighborhood of 5,200,000 persons.
In a ful'lther breakdown, Mr. Rogers testified that during the same 16-month period, the Department of Labor approved 1,592
applications for aliens in Massachusetts
alone. During this same period of time, his
department disapproved 1,236 S~ppllca.tions.
The total number of applioa.tions in Massacllusetts during this ·time periOd came to
2,828. The 1,592- SJpplloa.tions approved in
Massachusetts should be contrasted with the
Massachusetts work force which, in Ma.roh
a! 1971, was 2,555,000 persons.
Mr. Rogers also indiooted in his testimony
thSJt the cost of administering the labor
cevtifioa.tion requirement oOillles to approximately $2 million annually.
In later testimony, Mr. Rogers pointed out
that the law only requires the Departmenrt;
of Labor 'to certify .t he availability of U.S.
workers and possible adverse effects on our
domestic labor market. From a practical
standpoint, this means that an alien can be
in the U.S. illegally and a.pply for <S.nd receive labor oer.tification. As a matter of
policy, however, we were oold that when a
labor ce.l"tifica.tion request oomes in, if the
labor officials ascevta.in that the applloa.nt
is either working illegally or is here in the
U.S. illegally, they forward such information
to the Immigration ·a nd Nalturalization Service. The point was made, never,t heless, that
the faot thtat an alien is here working illegally is not by itself cause for denla.l.
Mr. Rogers weDit on to point out that !the
labor certificate, as such, is not recognized
by most employers as a fol"ma.l type of
working document as it might be in a country such as England. Of greater significance,
he testified, is the faot tha·t anyone oa.n
obtain a social security card. U.S. citizenship
is not a requirement for socla.l security benefits. The result of this is that an Englishspeaking alien, armed With either a labor
certificate or social security oa.rd, will have
tittle or no difficulty in obtaining employment in the U.S. Under the present 81pplication of our immigrSJtion statutes, an allen
is able to enter rthis oouDitry on a temporary
30-da.y visitor's visa.
According to the earlier testimony of Mr.
Coomey, the District Director of the Boston
District Office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 3,645,328 non-immigrants
were admitted into the U.S. in fiscal year
1970. The bulk of these were temporary visitors. This figure, according to Mr. Coomey•s
testimony, is increasing at the rate of approximately 12 percent each year. Mr.
Coomey also indicSJted that the Service is
fair-ly liberal in the number of extensions
that they Will grant to temporary visitors.
on the average, a temporary visitor can
probably remain in the U.S. for a period of
approximately six months. During his visit,
he can obtain a social security card and
present himself for employment at a job
site where the need for workers has been indicated. The point to be made here is that
With millions of aliens entering the U.S.
yearly as visitors, we presently have no accurate measure of the number who choose
to remain here illegally and risk the consequences of depOTtation.
The question at this point is whether the
intent of the labor certification requirement is being circumvented by the practicaJ
application of our immigration statutes. It
would seem that the effectiveness of the labor certification requirement is being compromised by the practical application of our
1mmigration statutes. It would appear that
the effectiveness of the labor certification requirement can be measured presently only
by the number of aliens who are seeking
legitimate entry into our domestic work
force.
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Mr. Rogers went on to testi!y that as the
unemployment rates have risen in New England the rate of labor certification approvals
have decreased correspondingly. In the last
four and a half months, he told us that his
department has approved only 374 cases.
This would, if projected ahead, amount to
1,200 cases on a.n annual basis or approximately 32 percent of those approved in the
past period.
It is at least arguable that this present
backlog is encouraging more a.nd more Western Hemisphere immigrants to enter the
U.S. as temporary visitors and to remain
here working contrary to the labor certification requireme'Ilt.
One additional footor worth considering.
Under our present statutes, there is no way
of checking as to whether a labor certified
allen remains on the job for which he ha.s
been certified. lt is conceivable that an
alien cSJn be certified for one job and, having
obtained the necessary certification, move
into another area for which he has not been,
nor could be, labor certified. One possible
answer to this problem was suggested by
Mrs. Kaufman, the President of the Associao
tion of Immigration a.nd Nationa.lity Lawyers. In essence, she suggested that a system
should be developed whereby aliens can enter the country to seek employment based
on estimates of the Department of Labor as
to how many can be absorbed. They should
then come randomly and Without any requirement for a particular job. Mr. Rogers, in
his testimony, was in genera.I supportive at
this concept, based on his own personal experiences. However, he deferred final judgment on this matter to his superiors in the
national. office ln Washington. Mrs. Kaufman
told us that it is her information that the
national office of the Department of Labor
is, in fact, considering a change in this area
along the lines she suggested.
On one final point, it is my understanding that the labor certification requirement
does not take into account the seasonal influx of great numbers of people across the
border. The present system may be creating
hardships for immigrants who are not generally !threatening our domestic labor
market.
The last special problem area on which we
heard testimony in Boston involved the case
of Mr. Alphonso Reisgo. The facts in this
particular case are fairly representative of a.
number of allegations which have been
brought to my attention reflecting unethical
and, perhaps in some cases, lllegal conduct
on the part of the attorneys.
According to Mr. Reisgo, the folloWing
transpired: Mr. Reisgo entered the United
States in June, 1968 on a temporary visitor's
visa. He was traveling from Spain and was
on his way to Canada where he intended to
permanently reside. His intention upon entering the U.S. was not to seek permanent
residence here. Shortly after he arrived, however, Mr. Reisgo met a friend who told him
that he knew a lawyer who could get him
permanent residence status. Thereafter, and
on the advice of his "friend," Mr. Reisgo
went to see the attorney. Mr. Reisgo testified
that the lawyer told him that for $1,500 the
attorney could obtain •p ermanent residence
status for Mr. Reisgo. On this first visit, Mr.
Reisgo gave the attorney $200.00 in cash for
which Mr. Rsisgo did not get a receipt. In
O~tober, 1970, approximately four months
later, Mr. Reisgo paid an additional $800. At
this time, the attorney gave him a receipt
for $1,000. The attorney assured Mr. Reisgo
that everything would be taken care of within the next six months. Unsure of the progress of his application With the Im.mlgration
and Naturalization Service, Mr. Reisgo went
by himself to the Boston District Office of the
Service. This was on or about November 15,
1970. At that time, he was told by Immigration officials that no papers had been filed
in his behalf. He then returned to the

attorney and requested an explanation. The
attorney responded that his papers were over
in "the social security office" and everything
was being taken care of. Mr. Reisgo has not
seen the attorney in question since November of 1970 nor does he have any evidence
that services were performed in his behalf
by the attorney either prior to or subsequent
to November of last year.
This case represents what may be a common situation in which an alien comes to the
U.S. with little or no understanding of our
immigration statutes and is taken advantage
of by those in whom he has placed his trust.
This is clearly an area that is deserving of
more attention on the part of the respective
bar associations. In this particular case, there
may be further evidence that will support an
indictment.
E. NEW BEDFORD

As the hearings shifted to New Bedford on

the second day, we focused our attention on
two major areas. First we heard testimony
bearing on fraud and unethical conduct on
the part of at least one attorney. Second, we
received information outlining the impact
of aliens on the economy, housing, health
care, ·and other social services in the Commonwealth. This latter area is directed to
the problem of allocating available resources in the most efficient manner.
As to the first issue, my office began to receive an increasing number of complaints in
the early spring of this year ( 1971) from
aliens in New Bedford and Fall River who
felt that they had been taken advantage or
by at least one attorney. On one occasion,
the designated representatives of many of
these aliens, accompanied by a representative of Governor Francis W. Sargent, came
to Washington to meet with my staff. As
time went on more and more complaints
came to my attention and the needs for some
sort of action became evident. While the total
number of aliens involved With one attorney
in particular has yet to be determined the
testimony supported the contention that well
over 200 have been involved.
The first Witness was Mr. Paul Andrade,
who is presently employed at WGCY Radio
Station. Prior to his employment at the
radio station, Mr. Andrade was employed at
the Migrant Education Project of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. While so employed, a number of aliens came to him with
their own complaints. Though the stories
varied somewhat, a common theme was outlined by Mr. Andrade 1n his testimony. The
following is a typical account: A foreign national who visited the United States and
expressed a desire to immigrate as a permanent resident would be referred to one particular attorney by friends or relatives, and,
it was suggested, possibly paid runners. The
attorney would assure the new client that
he could arrange to have him remain in
the U.S. permanently and legally. The attorney, the testimony indicated, often represented himself to be a member of the U.S.
Department of Immigration sta1f as well as
"Consul General of the United Nations" with
administrative authority superseding all
other attorneys in the United States. The
attorney would request 1n cash a $500 retainer fee from each client. It was further
stated that, upon payment, the allen was
taken to the Post Office or some other appropriate place, either by the attorney in
question or one of his staff, for the purpose of obtaining a social security card. Each
client, the testimony indicated, was informed that this card was evidence of his
right to work 1n the United States and
that the allen could now find a job, purchase
a car, or buy property. Each appllcanrt; whose
family was not in the U.S. was advised by
the attorney to dispose of his possessions 1n
his country of origin and to send for his
family as they could now reside in the U.S.
permanently and legally, once they were
admitted as visitors.
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It was suggested by Mr. Andrade that the
attorney was oft en dealing with unsophisticated and often uneducated people awed by
his apparent position of influence and prestige. On such occasions as the attorney accompanied them to the offices of the Immigrat ion and Naturalization Service, the courtesy and deference tended to corroborate his
claims in their eyes.
When in the course o! time, communications of any nature came from the Immigration and Naturalizat ion Service, the clients
immediately took them to the attorney in
question. Their testimony indicated that the
attorney alrru:>st invariably advised them
that he was handling the whole matter and
that they need not take any action to
comply. Even when third parties translated
the notices and advised the aliens of the
seriousness o! their situation, and in some
cases of their imminent deportation, the
attorney would assure them that this was
just an administrative mix-up in the large
governmental machinery and that they could
pursue their normal lives without any fear
or hindrance. Their testimony indicated that
a number of aliens stated to the attorney in
question that they would rather leave the
country than be a party to any illegal act.
On these occasions, testimony indicated that
they were reassured by the attorney that all
of his actions in their behalf were completely
"legal and that they were not violating any
law of the United States. On e witness testified that, on at least one occasion , the
attorney in question acted angered and hurt
by the implicat ions that any of his actions
were outside the law. This particular witness
did not pursue the question any further since
she felt intimidated by the sight of the attorney who happen ed a t the time to be armed
wit h two pistols. Her test imony indicated that
when the attorney took his jacket off she
saw him carrying one gun on his hip and
the other lodged in a shoulder holster.
In the fall of 1970, the attorney introduced
a new tactic. On October 16, 1970, over 100
of his clients were summoned to his New
Bedford office and told, in essence, that there
was now a legal mechanism available that
would allow them to be not only bona fide
immigrants and permanent residents of the
United States but American citizens as well.
The testimony indicated that he presented
each client with a mimeographed form in the
nature of an affadavit, the purported effect
of which was to enable the aliens to renounce
their citizenship in their native land and to
declare themselves to be stateless persons.
Their forms were witnessed and notarized.
The testimony indicated that the fee for this
service was $300 and would, according to the
attorney, entitle his clients to American citizenship within six to eight months. Some of
the people who were presented with this "opportunity" had already paid the attorney
amounts ranging from $500 to more than
$1,000, but, on this particular day (October
16) we were told that 104 of them paid an
additional $300 in cash, for a total of $31,200.
Some time later, the aliens' visitor's visas
began to expire, the Immigration and Naturalization Service began to institute deportation procedures against a number of
this attorney's clients. The strength of their
reliance on the advice of this attorney was
highlighted in the testimony of Mr. Antonio
Gomes Cruz. Mr. Andrade was kind enough
to act as the interpreter for Mr. Cruz and
a number of the other witnesses who are unable to speak English. Mr. Cruz testified that
in May of 1970 he received his first deportation notice. He had been instructed that any
time he received correspondence from the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, he
was to take it to a particular woman who had
been acting as an intermediary between him
and the attorney. Upon receipt of the deportation notice, as instructed, Mr. Cruz took
the notice to the woman and was informed
by her of its nature, but was told not to

worr y and t o go out t o sea (Mr. Cruz was
employed as a fisherman) as scheduled. When
Mr. Cruz returned from his fishing trip, he
returned to the woman. He testified that she
said she had talked with the attorney and
that he had said that everything was running
along very well and not to worry.
Approximately two mont hs later, he received a second notice from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service notifying the entire Cruz family, which included his wife and
two children, to appear at the Boston District Office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. When Mr. Cruz and his family appeared at the Boston District Office
with their attorney, he testified that there
was a conversation between the Immigration officials and his attorney which he could
not understand. He was instructed by the attorney that everything was all right and that
he was to go back home. The attorney further indic8Jted that if the officials were to
call him again, he (the attorney) would be
available to take care of it. In August, Mr.
Cruz received another notice from the Immigration and Naturalization Service requesting that he appear on a given date at the
Boston District Office. The same thing happened again and again. There was a conversation between the attorney and the immigration officials which Mr. Cruz did not
understand, and again the attorney instructed him to return home and not to worry.
Mr. Cruz testified that he went through this
routine approximately five times.
Mr. Cruz went on to testify that on or
about November 14, 1970, he was arrested by
immigration officials as he was about io board
a fishing boat to go out to sea. He was handcuffed and taken to the New Bedford House
of Corrections. He was held there for four
days and then transferred to the Charles
Street Jail in Boston. Mr. Cruz spent five
days at the Charles Street Jail until he was
released on bail pursuant to a restraining
order issued from the U.S. District Court in
Boston. Mr. Cruz testified that he saw the
attorney in question when he was released
from the Charles Street Jail, but that he only
saw him at a distance and when the attorney
saw Mr. Cruz coming he turned his back to
him and did not speak. At the conclusion of
Mr. Cruz's testimony, I asked Mr. Andrade
if he would be kind enough to ask in Portuguese how many people in the hearing room
had the same or similar testimony to give
with regard to their involvement with the
same attorney. 56 people stood and raised
their hands, indicating a factual pattern
(excluding the arrest sequence) similar to
that outlined by Mr. Andrade and :Mr. Cruz.
While the total number of aliens similarly
situated has yet to be determined, it is clear
thart; we are dealing with a number in the
hundreds.
It is worth pointing out that .many of the
witnesses who testified at the hearing indicated openly and willingly that their p'Tesent
status in the U.S. was illegal. They were not
obligated in any way to step forward and
present their evidence for the record. Nevertheless, they did so without attempting to
avoid a n y of my questions. It seemed evident that these people had •a cted in good
faith and had not knowingly sought to circumvent our immigTation statutes. At another point, Mr. Andrade was asked if he
would request a show of hands so that we
could determine what sums of money had
been paid by the people present in the hearing room to this one attorney. We were then
able to determine that one had paid $1,100;
two had paid $1 ,000; one had paid $900; 17
had paid $800; 5 had paid $700; one had paid
$600; 14 had paid $500; 4 had paid $400; 4
had paid $300; one had paid $200; a.nd 3
had paid $100.
Again Mking the enti'Te group how .many
had received a permanent resident visa card,
no one ra:ised his hand. On the question of
how ma.ny had received labor certification
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through the efforts of the attorney, the
answer again was none. Finally, as to how
many had signed the renunciation of citizenship form -that had been described 1.n the
earlier testimony of both Mr. Andrade and
Mr. Cruz, 52 people present in the hearing
room r,a ised their hands to indicate that
tlhey had done so. Many of the people present
had receipts to show ·t he amounts that they
had paid to the attorney and/or his secretary.
Midway through the afternoon session, we
heard testimony from Atto'Tney Murray H.
Rittenberg, of 11 Beacon Street, Boston. Mr.
Rittenberg appeared at the hearing voluntarily and testified on his own free will. While
his testimony at times was at var-iance with
the facts outlined by the witnesses who had
preceded him, the substance of his comments generally supported the earlier testimony.
There are two or three areas that are worth
looking at more closely insofar as Mr. Rittenberg's testimony is concerned.
In a discussion of the procedures that Attorney Rittenberg employed to keep a.liens
in this country, the followi.ng testimony
transpired:
Senator BROOKE. Now, what procedure did
you adopt?
Mr. RITTENBERG. I looked around. Peoplethey came to me. Most of them came to me,
their time had run out. Now, I had talked
this over with Immigration-I'm trying to
think who the men's names are. I'll tell you
in private, not now.
And I was told the people came in and the
time is up on their I-94's, that I could let
them go to work because actually, it's the
same thing with the card. That don't make
any difference anyway: it makes no difference
anyway; it makes no difference at all, because
they already broke the law by staying beyond
their time period.
So I advised them all to go to work and
get social security cards. To get a social security card-does not mean they are going
to work. Everyone who works has the right
to it.
Senator BROOKE. Stop, if you will, right
there. You are very well familiar with immigration law (earlier in his testimony Attorney Rittenberg testified that he considered
himself to be a specialist in immigration
law). Don't you know that if a person comes
in here on a visitor's visa that he is in violation of the law if he goes to work?
M'T. RITTENBERG. Certainly.
Senator BROOKE. Well, how could you advise someone to break the law?
Mr. RITTENBERG. After their time is over.
Senator BROOKE. It doesn't make any difference. You are a member of the Bar. If I
went out and advised someone to commit
larceny, I would be advising them to commit a crime, would I not? As a member of
the Bar, I would be in violation of the law
myself?
Mr. RITTENBERG. Maybe SO.
Senator BROOKE. What prompted you, as
a member of the Bar, number one, fully
familiar with immigration law, to advise
your clients to go out and get a job in violation of the law you are sworn to uphold as a
member of the Bar?
Mr. RITTENBERG. They were already in violation o'f the law.
In further testimony. related to the use
of renunciation of citizenship forms, Attorney Rittenberg outlined the legal .theory
upon which he acted. His belief was, and
apparently is, that the United States is a
signatory to some treaty which in effect
would permit an alien to renounce hts citizenship in his native country and thereby
become stateless. Then, the United States
would not be able to deport him and would
in fact be obligated, if not compelled, to
grant him residency. Mr. Rittenberg indicated in his testimony that he did not know
or was not informed until much later by an
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assistant U.S. attorney in Boston that the
United States is not a signatory to the treaty
upon which he based his legal claim.
On the question of advising his clients to
ignore deportation orders, it is worth nothing
more of the testimony.
Senator BROOKE. When a client came to
you and showed you a deport-ation notice,
why did you tell him to ignore the notice?
Mr. RITTENBERG. Why? Because I wanted
to talk to Immigrations to see i'f I could get
it changed. Very simple. No matter what
anybody says to me, that is the answer.
At another point, the dialogue went as
follows:
Senator BROOKE. Have you ever represented
a client that jumped ship?
You understand jumping ship?
Mr. RITTENBERG. Ya.
Senator BROOKE. You couldn't be in the
immigration business a.nd not understand
that. Now, a person jumps ship and you advise them to get a job and not worry albout
anything, you'll take care of it. Do you know
that jumping ship in this country is a violation of law?
Mr. RITTENBERG. I imagine it is.
Senator BROOKE. You don't need to imagine. You are an expert on immigration law.
Mr. RITTENBERG. Of course 'i t's a violation.
Senator BROOKE. Num:ber one, to jump ship
is a violation of law and number two, to work
after you enter the country by jumping ship
is another violation of law, is it not?
1\fr. RITTENBERG. Uh huh.
Senator BROOKE. Then, why would you advise the client to go to work?
Mr. RITTENBERG. Probably at the moment I
just thought that way.
At another point in his testimony, Mr.
Rittenberg offered evidence supporting the
contentions raised in the Boston segment of
the hearings with regard to the need for
more investigative personnel in the Boston
District Office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The testimony on that point went as follows:
Senator BROOKE. Is that within the 19/W, for
example, when a visitor's visa expires, say,
in June, 1969, and nothing is ever received by
the allen, say, for a year, a year and a half,
until 1970, or even still longer?
Mr. RITTENBERG. It's the system. The system, that's all it is.
Senator BRooKE. What is wrong with the
system?
Mr. RITTENBERG. The system. In other words,
when these people's time comes up they have
the I-94, they have a record of it. But there
is no way for the Immigration really to know
each day wha.t people should be approached
and told to leave if they haven't left.
Senator BRooKE. Even after a year?
Mr. RITTENBERG. Oh, ya. There is no way.
They have no work force. The only way they
can do it is somebody-and they are doing a
lot of that--calls up and reports the facts
that so and so is working in this place or
living here over his time. They they go out and
they get him and they do get him.
Senator BROOKE. People come here as visitors and stay in this country forever, is that
right?
Mr. RITTENBERG. I know one case, a man's
been here for eight years.
At the conclusion of Mr. Rittenberg's testimony, the presence of Mr. Marshall Medoff,
Chairman of 't he Boston Chapter of the Association of Immigration and Nationality
Lawyers, was noted. Mr. Medoff was asked if
he and members of his association would
agree to review a.ll of the cases involving
aliens from the New Bedford-Fall River area
who felt that they had been disadvantaged
by their association with Attorney Rittenberg. Mr. Medoff agreed to provide such a.
review and to furnish us reports thereon. As
immigration proceedings continue, Mr.
Medoff will be providing reports, and it ts my

hope that these reports will assure us that
a full review has been conducted and that no
one is being deported who has not exhausted
every administrative remedy available.
F. IMPACT OF ALIENS ON ECONOMY
The second area on which we focused our
attention in the New Bedford portion of the
hearings involved the impact of aliens on the
economy of Massachusetts and on the range
of social services that are available. In this
area we heard testimony !rom Mr. William
R. Lapre, Supervising Manager, State Division
of Employment Security.
Mr. Lapre testified that unemployment in
New Bedford amounted to 12.3 percent in
January; in February it was 12.2 percent; and
in March it was 12.0. He indicated that New
Bedford had not previously had a 12 percent
rate for more than 10 years. He went on to
testify that he took a survey for the last
quarter of 1970 which showed 17,707 new and
reopened cases. In essence, his testimony
indicated that 24 percent of the unemployed
in New Bedford in the last quarter of 1970
were either aliens or immigrants. Geographically, he was discussing the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area which includes the
communities of Dartmouth, Acushnet, Fairhaven, and the city of New Bedford itself. He
went on to testify that this 24 percent figure
amounts to a substantial increase over previous years. To handle the increase, he hired
four Portuguese-speaking claims clerks, and
one Spanish-speaking claims clerk. Additionally, he was forced to use two of his
regular junior clerks, who are Portuguese,
and one supervisor as interpreters during this
period.
When queried on the number of complaints
that he has received so far in 1971 with regard
to aliens taking over the jobs of permanent
residents and U.S. citizens. Mr. Lapre indicated that they had received some 100, perhaps 1'10, complaints. By way of comparison,
Mr. Lapre indicated ·t hat his otllce, during the
1970 period, received no more than a dozen.
In further testimony relating to the impact of alien labor on the work force, Mr.
Lapre indicated that his otllce a-dministered
the 6th preference part of the Alien Employment Certification Act to ;the extent that
they certified whether there were skilled
people available. Since the Act went into
effect in December 1965, his otllce has processed 574 cases. Of those, the Department
of Labor has certified 347; they rejected
or did not certify 210 and there are now
18 pending.
We also heard testimony from Mr. George
N. Maravell of the New Bedford Welfare
Service Otllce, Department of Public Welfare. When queried as to what, if any, impact
alien s in the New Bedford area had on the
public welfare roles, Mr. Maravell testified
that during the period of February 16, 1971
t o May 7, 1971, the specialized family unit
received a total of 475 family applications
for general relief and aid to families with
dependent children. Of this total, 71 were
fam111es who had emigrated to the United
States from Portugal during the past year.
Of the 475 applications, 266 were for aid
to families with dependent children, and 209
were for general relief. That means that some
famllles were technically eligible for one
category; they weren't eligible for another
category.
Of the 209 general relief applications taken
during that period of time, 50 were immigrants who had come to this country within
t he last year.
In another breakdown, Mr. Maravell testified that one out of every six families that
applied for public assistance between th&
dates of January 14, 1971 and February 12 ,
1971 were Portuguese immigrants. In terms
of actual figures , 40 of the 24<> applicants
were non-English-Speaking people from
Portugal who had arrived in the city in
the past year, and who, because of poor
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economic conditions in New Bedford, were
dependent upon public assistance.
Mr. Maravell test ified that his report may
appear to be overly critical of the immigrants
but it was not intended to be so. The thrust
of his testimony, he said, was to point out
that the city of New Bedford is only geared
toward referring immigrants to the Welfare
Department; and the Welfare Department
is not geared for such problems without
adequate manpower, funds and community
resources to deal with the increased case
loads that they are expected to handle.
In another part of his testimony, Mr. Maravell indicated that there is a t remendous
housing shortage in New Bedford at the present time. A look at his testimony tells the
story.
Mr. MARAVELL. When a family-we have
had reports from our workers that--is on
the way over, some friend or relative has a
home or tenement waiting for him. The reason that it is waiting is someone who did
live there was evicted.
And it is impossible to find another place
to live. And that thing is going on continuously. We have reports, even last night, that
people were sleeping in automobiles. They
didn't have a house to sleep in.
Senator BROOKE. The situation is that bad?
Mr. MARAVELL. It is.
Mr. Maravell indicated that his agency
has no way of determining whether an alien
is here in a legal or illegal status. He indicated that t;he policy is to assist anyone who
is needy, regardless of their status.
It is clear that his heavy caseload has
overtaxed the agency tremendously.
Mr. Maravell testified that, although they
have a fairly large agency, he could estimate
that they are understaffed by about 30 people at the present time. His present staff
amounts to 126 people. In round figures, he
testified, his agency is expected to deal with
10,000 families, or 20 percent of the population. His agency spent close to $24,000,000
each year in New Bedford, Acushnet and
Dartmouth.
While Alphege Landrevllle, Director of
Public Health, attended the hearings in New
Bedford, he was unable to remain to testify.
Thereafter, he submitted his comments in
writing and requested that they be included
in the hearing record.
Director Landrevllle indicated that the
City of New Bedford provides not only a
tuberculosis control program for New Bedford but for six of the surrounding communities as well; namely, Acushnet, Dartmouth, Fairhaven, Freetown, Mattapoisett,
and Rochester, comprising a total population of approximately 150,000 people.
In tuberculin testing of the non-Englishspeaking children from the public and private schools, he found that 15 percent of this
group had a positive reaction, denoting that
either they or their families in the countries
from which they came had, without any
doubt, been in contact with cases of active
tuberculosis. The entire families of those
children who reacted were then tuberculin
tested and all persons showing reaction were
then X-rayed and put on medication which
was provided by the State Department of
Public Health. This meant that in 1970, more
than 1,000 persons were receiving medication.
Director Landreville also indicated that
public health nurses as well as the nurses
in the public school system have found a
large number of these immigrant children
with intestinal parasites causing serious malnutrition. He went on to assert the belief of
the Department o! Public Health that imInlgra.tion authorities ln Portugal are not
adequately screening the people who are
coming to this country from the point of
view of determ.inlng whether they a.re suffering !rom any contagious disease or determilling what their health problems may be.
On a practical level, Director Landrevllle told
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us that the public health nurses who are
traveling in ~he field find they are barred
- from many of the homes of immigrants who
are lllegally within this country because
many of these people, knowing that they
may be deported, fear officials of any kind.
This fear makes the work of the field nurses
doubly difficult, particula~ly when there is
also a language barrier that is not easy to
overcome.
· In the related area. of education, I received
a subsequent communication from the New
Bedford Superintendent of Schools, Mr.
James R. Hayden. In describing the impact
of immigrants on the New Bedford School
System, he indicated that in 1965, prior to
the enactment of our present immigration
statutes, the public school system had 29
immigrant children enrolled. Thereafter and
every year since, over 300 children have been
enrolled.
·
What has emerged in essence is a. bleak
picture of inadequate resources being overtaxed. The people who suffer as a. result are
not only immigrants but also citizens of the
Commonwealth. At the present, we have no
accurate measure of the number of lllegal
aliens in the Commonwealth. We can, however, measure their impact by the burden
they add to presently available social services.
To this extent, we must begin to supple. ment existing resources while we continue to
search for ways to stem the flow of illegal
aliens into the United States.
The aliens who are here illegally have been
drawn to our land by the freedoms and opportunities which abound. They came not
to thwart the law but to live within its
promise of justice. Owing to the fact that
they have been generally unfamiliar with
our complicated immigration statutes, they
have all too often fallen victim to employers
and attorneys eager to profit from their
ignorance of the law.
They entered this country not only in the
wrong way but at the wrong time-during
a. recession when unemployment was high
and social services were severely over-taxed.
Their ''piight cannot be ignored. While the
Nation's laws must be upheld, our compassionate tradition must be continued. In response to their illegal status, we must be
firm in the application of our laws and understanding as to the individual needs of
each alien.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusion: In the face of the respon-

siblllties that the Boston District Office of
INS is expected to handle, the office is very
much understaffed in key areas.
Recommendation: For a. beginning, the
budgetary authority for the staff positions of
field investigators be at least doubled for
the Boston District Oftice for the next fiscal
year. This would provide 32 field investigators
and two supervisors where there are now
only 16 investigators and one supervisor.
2. Conclusion: The "contact representatives" with the Immigration and Naturalization Service play an important role assisting aliens in selecting and filling out the
appropriate INS forms. To the extent that
"contact representatives!' offer limited and/
or inadequate services, many non-English
speaking aliens are left subject to the prey
ot the unscrupulous.
Recommendation: That the job of "contact representative" ln the llmm1gratlon and
Naturalization Service be upgraded and
coupled with a. more vigorous training program to include extensive training in immigration law.
3. Conclusion: An Engllsh-spea.klng allen
who enters the United States on a. temporary
visitor's visa and thereafter decides to remain in an illegal status, has little or no
difticul ty in securing a. social security card
for the purpose of violating other Federal
laws relative to alien employment.
.Recommendation: I have ·asked the Com-

missioner of the ·social Security Administration, Robert M. Ball, to determine if it is administratively possible to modify the social
security application form in such a way as
to obtain from it sufficient information for
a cross-check with immigration officials. If
this cannot be done administratively, I shall
seek to amend the Social Security Act to provide for such an alteration ot the application
form and to establish the necessary administrative machinery.
4. Conclusion: The number of aliens here
illegally appears to be significant and may
be producing an adverse impact on the
economy of Massachusett s and the distribution of the available social resources.
Recommendation: The appropriate federal
and state agencies have been requested to
assist in documenting the extent of this impact and to prepare specific legislative recommendations to deal with the problem on
the federal level.
5. Conclusion: That a. number of employers have actually invited and encouraged
aliens on expired visitors' visas to work in
an illegal status. An additional number of
employers have acted with reckless disregard
as to the status of their employees under
our immigration statutes and have thereby
encouraged the aforementioned violations.
Estimates as to the loss of earning power
that has reswted to American citizens run
as high as $5 billion E:a.ch year.
Recommendation: I .have asked Attorney
General John Mitchell to explore alternative
methods by which employers could be made
more aware of their responsibilities and immigration laws. In addition, I have requested
that the Attorney General review existing
statutes and determine whether additional
authority is needed to take action against
those employers who knowingly hire illegal
aliens.
6. Conclusion: The requirement of labor
certification is costly and is not addressing
the problem at hand-that is, insuring that
qualified domestic workers are not displaced
by aliens. Furthermore, this requirement appears to be exacerbating the problem by encouraging aliens to circumvent the spirit, in
many instances, the letter of the law.
Recommendation: Since this issue Is currently being reviewed by the appropriate
Congressional committees, we should await
their findings and recommendations.
..· 7. Conclusion: That a. number of Portu.
guese aliens in the New Bedford-Fall River
area, as a. result of their dealings with at least
one attorney, have suffered substantial hardship. Nevertheless, this hardship, by itself, is
not sufticient, in my opinion, to justify the
introduction of private bills in Congress.
8. Recommendation: Where additional
hardship can be shown though not sufticient
itself to justify the introduction of private
legislation, such hardship should be considered cumulatively with the "attorney hardship" for the purpose of introducing the appropriate private measures. In addition, I
ha'O'e requested the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Raymond F. Farrell, to exercise the greatest
leniency permitted under existing immigration statutes in handling· those cases that
cannot otherwise be adjusted during the interim period. Finally, I have ·asked Marshall
Medoff, Chairman of the New England Chapter of the ·.ASsociation of Inim1gration and
Nationality Lawyers to continue his review of
individual cases to insure that the full benefit of counsel is afforded .

TRIDUTE TO KABC-TV, CHANNEL 7,

LOS ANGELES, ON THE CREATION
OF A LOS ANGELES POLICE MEMORIAL
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, now
at a time when militants are directing
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such great volume of fire-both verbal
and
real-at
police
departments
throughout our country, I would like to
call attention to the efforts of a Los
Angeles broadcasting company which has
taken a very positive step toward the appreciation of law enforcement.
Channel 7, KABC-TV, Los Angeles, has
been instrumental in the creation of a
police memorial honoring those officers
of the Los Angeles Police Department
who have lost their lives in the line of
duty. The project was nearly 3 years in
planning and preparation, under the direction of John J. McMahon, vice president and general manager of KABC-TV
and chairman of the Los Angeles Citizens
Committee responsible for the memorial's construction and dedication
While the fundraising was conducted
by KABC-TV, the memorial was
truly a gift from the people of Los Angeles, with contributions received from
priv.ate citizens from all walks of life.
The memorial, one of the very few-too
few-in our Nation, is designed not only
as a tribute to fallen policemen, but also
as a reminder to the community of how
very much all officers may be called upon
to give.
The engraved granite monument, 20
feet in height, was dedicated on Friday,
October 1, at Parker Center, the police
headquarters in Los Angeles, with Attorney General John Mitchell as dedication speaker.
I join the people of Los Angeles and
police officers everywhere in commending
channel 7 KABC-TV for its contribution to the image of law enforcement.
THE DANGER OF CORPORATE
AGRICULTURE
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, the
controversy surrounding the confirmation of the nomination of Secretary of
Agriculture EarlL. Butz focused a great
deal .of public attention on the future
of .'\mertcan
.
agriculture. Many of us who
opposed his confirmation called attention to a genuine fear in rural America,
the fear of corporate domination of
American agriculture. Despite the claims
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
large corporations are producing more
and more of our Nation's food and fiber.
Secretary Butz' longtime association
with many of these firms precipitated
unprecented grass roots ·o pposition to
his confirmation. Dming the hearings
'on his nomination conducted by the
Senate Agriculture Committee, Secretny Butz implied that corporations now
active in agricultural production were
curtailing their farming operations. But
at the same time, many of these corporations are telling their stockholders
of pla ns to dominate the food industry

"from the seedling to the supermarket,"
as one of the corporations put it in its
annual report. These corporations are

able to take unconscionable advantage
of tax provisions originally intended for
the family farmer. I have long advocated
that the laws should be revised to eliminate tax-bonanza farming. It is also time
to rewrite the antitrust laws to prevent
the spread of corporate agriculture.
If we fail to take measures to turn
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A MISLEADING PICTURE
back the corporate invasion of American
agriculture, the entire Nation will feel
At first glance, corporations do not seem
the results. Not only will rural-to-urban to loom large on the agricultural scene. Of
migration continue, but with the de- the 2.7 million farms left in the Unite<;l
mise of the family farm we can expect States, only about 1 per cent are carried
the Agricultural Department's books as
to see an unhealthy increase in the cost on
incorporated or owned by corporations. And
of food in the supermarket.
most of the incorporators still insist they
In the New York Times of December are "family farmers."
5, 1971, R. Drummond Ayres, Jr., has
But that picture is misleading.
depicted with considerable success the
Corporate farms are big farms. Many consist
of thousands of acres of the best land
extent of corporate inroads into Ameriobtainable.
Their owners often have backcan agriculture. Significantly, the article describes how large firms were able logs of development capital and, if diversiobtain numerous tax advantages.
to administer consumer prices once they fied,
On the other hand, the average American
became the dominant interest in the farm,
the unincorporated farm, consists of
market. Because the article shows the only about 400 acres, some of them nonproscope of the corporate threat to Ameri- ductive. The man who owns this relatively
can agriculture and what it means for small plot probably has no big capital backthe Nation, I ask unanimous consent log, often is deep in debt, and seldom receives
any special tax breaks.
that it be printed in the RECORD.
he may have to sell out,
There being no objection, the article fleeEventually,
to the already jammed city, sUITender
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, to those
who have the capital to compete in
as follows:
a business where $6,000 deals have replaced
RISE OF CORPORATE FARMING A WORRY
TO RURAL AMERICA

(By B. Drummond Ayres Jr.)
CITY, Mo., December 3-Few tthings
are growing faster down on the farm these
days than oorporate influence.
All a.cross the United States, from the
wide-open praJ..r!le surrounding this cattle
and grain center to Maine's fertile potato
fields and Cali!orn1a.'s irrigated grapefruit
groves, big business is diversifying and moving in on what once was strictly a family
enterprise, a way of life.
Internwtion.al Telephone and Telegraph
now produces not only tra.nslstors but also
Smithfield hams.
Greyhound now nms not only buses but
also turkey process:ing plants.
John Ha.n.cock now sells not only insurance but also soy beans.
Corporate fa.rm:ing or conglome:ra.te farming or agribusiness-by any name it strikes
deep fear in rwraJ. hearts, such deep fear
that the new Secretary of Agriculture, Dr.
Earl Butz, was almost rejected by the Senate
after he had espoused the advantages of
agricuiltura.l giantism and had disclosed
membership on the boards of such super
farm firms as Ralston Purina and StokelyVanCamp.
Senator Gaylord Nelson ca.lled Dr. Butz's
views "brazen" and has begun to investigate
corporate influence in agriculture Legislation. The Wisconsin Democrat says: "Corporate farming threatens an ultil:na.te shift
in power in rural America, a shift in control
of the production of food and fiber away
from the independent farmers, a shift of
control of small town economies away from
their citizens."
- '
The Agribusiness · Accouritability Project a
non-profit study group with headquarters
in Washington, has been looking into corpora.te fa.rm.ing for more tha.n a year and
reports:
"Corporations generally have become the
dominant force in rural America. Their co.ncentra.tion of agricultural markets and their
power over rural people is increasing every
day. Control of American agriculture has
moved from the fields to the board rooms of
New York, Kansas City, Los ·Angeles a.nd
other cente!'S of big business."
Farmers themselves speak even more directly the problem. Summing up the position
of one of the largest farmer associations, the
National Farmers Organization, Rogers
Blobaum of Creston,._ Ia, said:
"A corporate takeover of the food industry would be a national disaster."
Corporations everywhere deny any takeover is threatened.
"We're not trying to run anybody out of
business," says George Kyd, a spokesman
for Ralston Purina.
KANSAS

$60 mules.
This surrender, in one form or another,
takes place 2,000 times a week all across
America. That is the average number of
farm sales weekly, according to the Agriculture Department. Often, a well-heeled corporation names in to fill the void, or maybe a wealthy city doctor looking for a tax
deal or maybe a neighboring farmer who
has somehow found the means to expand
and is on the brink of incorporation.
Actually, not all farming corporations own
land. Some only lease and thus do not show
up in farm statistics.
Other farming corporations neither own
nor lease land. They simply contract for
crops, an operating method that now accounts for about a fifth of the country's
total agricultural output.
METHODS _COMBINED

A few corporations use a combination of
opemting methods.
For instance, the Tenneco Oil Corporation
owns and farms about 35,000 acres of
Southern California's best crop land. It
leases 100,000 aores more. And it contracts
for the crops of dozens of other farms in the
area.
The overall effect is to make Tenneco one
CJf the domina.nt agriculture forces in one of
the biggest farming areas of a state that
provides more than a third of all vegetables
eaten in the United Sta.tes.
Tenneco has no monopoly 10n the vegetaJble
ma.rket. But in some other agricultUre sec.:·
tors, corporations have a.chieved dominance
or nea.r dominance.
Three -dompanies--Purex, United Brands
and Bud Antle---.produce a large shrure-of the
lettuce eaten in America, a situation that
has led to a rare agricultural antitru&_t; investigation by :the -Federal Trade Commission. Many Governmen-t{ officials contend that
a corporation cannot grow lettuce any
cheaper than a family farmer, a point farm
economists have frequently made, not only
a,bout lettuce but also about most other
Cl'fops.

Another sector of agriculture dominated
by corporate America is the broiler industry.
There, 20 or so corporations are in contt.:ol
prtoduoing everything from chicks to feed
to packa.ged drumsticks~ ·Among these companies are Pillsbury, Perdue a.nd Ralston
Purina, with which sOOreta.ry Butz was
associated.
CHANGE AFTER WORLD WAR II

Until shortly after World War n, ma.ny
broilers were raised in the barnyards of family farms. Small flocks of chickens, though
alWays underfoot, supplied added income,
cash for birthday presents or a winter week·
end in the city.
Today, there is virtually no m.a.rket for
barnyard chickens. Instead, the family
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f-aa-mer is usually growing-broilers under contract for one of the big agrigiants.
In a shed built with a loan from a corporation, he feeds mash produced by the corporation to chicks hatched in the corporation's
incubators. When the birds are inature, the
corpomtion takes them away, slaughters
them in its own prtocessing plant, packages
them prettily, then ships them off to a
supermarket----perhaps its own.
The fa.rmer is paid $50 or so for every 1,000
chickens raised. But in any year, if times are
hard or management particularly tough, the
corporati-on m:ay cut the growing fee in half.
Should !tile farmer refuse to sign a new
contract, fine--so long as he pays off his loan
on the corporation-lfinanced chicken house. _
On!y last week, chicken farmers on the Delmarva Peninsula--comprising parts of Delawa-re, Maryland and Virgin~hrea.tened
court action when some broiler corporations
proposed cutting growing fees in half.
And two years ago, in northern \Alabama,
growers became so incensed about reduced
growing paya:nents tha.t they refused ·t o sign
new contracts and began to picket 11he offices
of broiler companies. The companies refused
to negotiate, however, and eventually the
strikers gave in and returned to work.
Oommenting on the strike's faiiure, one
grower, CrWWford Smith of Cullman, said:
"Us folks in the chicken business are the
only slaves left in 'thls country."
George Kyd of Ralston Purina. counters:
"Chicken is cheaper -to eat today than it
W!as after World War IT, and besides, a lot of
fanners have been given work."
THE LESSON IS THERE

To which Ha.rrison Wellford, one of Ralph
Nader's agriculture "raiders," replies:
"Boultry peonage. One economist cranked
in every .a,pplicalble factor and concluded toot
most chicken :118.l'lllers make minus 36 cents
an hour. The broiler industry is the most corporatized in American a.gricul ture and the
lesson is there."
Foes of corporart;e farming refer to the
broiler industry as being "vertically mtegrated"---<tba.t is, the corporations control almost everything from field to table. Few
other segn1ents of agriculture are so thoroughly integrated. But the trend is in that
direction.
·
Thnneco recently told stockholders:
"Tenneco's goal in agricultlll'e is integration from seedling to supermarket."
-rn. fact, <the corporation has-almost a.chieved
its goal. Not only does it own land, but it
also ma.kes tractors, tr¥-tor fuel and pesticides. Furthermore, it pack-ages farm products and sells them in little groceries attached to its service stations.
In the potato industry, sonie COIIllpanies
have 'aChieved full integration. This becS:ine
evident sevel'18l -Yead'S a.go when Idaho !farmers tried to get mm-e money for their pot-atoes by withholding them from procesoors
for several months.
The processors refused to give in. Instead,
they dipped into storage houses filled with
spuds they ha.d quietly grown themselves or
had quietly dbtained through growing contracts.
Eventually, the growers sUITendered. Their
potatoes were beginning to rot.
In the hog and cattle industries, vertical
integration remains limited. But corporate
influence is being felt.
For instance, some concerns like Ralston
Purina now rent gilts and 1boars to farmers, sell the farmers grain to feed the resulting pigs, then offer to market the pigs once
they reach maturity.
·
In the cattle business, a few petroleum corporations have set up huge feed lots in the
Southwest. some with 50,000 heads or more.
As a result, old companies are _steadily becorning an influential force in cattle feeding, encroac_hing on the family farmer, the
man trying to pick up a little extra income
by .raising a ,dozen steers out in the barnyard where the chickens used to scratch.
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Big food chains often ·b uy directly from
feed lots or set up their own feeding operations. Thus, they reduce the need for stockyards, the one place where the family farmer can aLways be sure of getting the best
price for his cattle because the bidding
there is always competitive.
Victor Ray, an official of the National
Farmers Union, a large farmers association,
contends that several years ago Denver supermarkets whipsawed steer prices down from
29 cents a pound to 21 cents a pound simply !by repeatedly shifting purchases from
feed lot to stockyards and back to feed
lots. Mr. Ray says:
"When the chains weren't ·b uying at the
yards, prices naturally would drop. Of course,
the chains denied any connection. But interestingly enough, all the while that wholesale meat prices were going down, retail meat
prices stayed the same. I figure the people
of Denver paid at least $4 mlllion more for
food during that period than they should
have."
Here in Kansas City, there is a company
that speclallzes in investing the excess
capital of wealthy corporwtions or individu8.ils
into cattle and other agriculture operaltlons.
Called Oppenheimer Industries, it takes on
no client with a net worth of less than $500.000 or an income tax bracket of less than 50
per cent.
!Its specialty is "cowboy arithmetic," tax
savings for the rtoh tthrough depreciation,
favorable capital gains levies and other legal
loopholes. One of 11:6 cllents is Gov. Ronald
Reagan of California, who paid no state taxes
in 1970.
The presldelllt of Oppenheimer Industries,
H. L. Oppenheimer, argues tha.:t the money
he steers away from the United Sta:tes
Treasury and into farming actua.lly helps
keep the family farmer in business and does
not contribute significantly to -the corporate
invasion of rural Amertoa..
Fedel1a.l tax records indicate that at least
three out of every four people with annual
incomes of $100,000 or more are involved in
farming in some way, most of them reporting
agricultural losses thart; can be written off
against taxes on nonfa.rm. income.
If FederaJ tax laws seem to help the city
corporation ths,t !larms on the side more than
the family farmer who farms full-time, they
a.re not the only ways in which Federal programs tend to work against the Uttle man.
The biggest farms-the ones wilth the
wealthiest owners-receive the biggest a.grtculture subsidies. The biggest farms also get
the biggest dollops of Government-supplled
irrigation walter.
Recently, Congress placed some U:mlits on
subsidies. And the courts are beginning to
crack down on the big w81ter users, particularly those who do not live on the land they
farm.
~ut stlll the gap widens between the rich
and the poor.
"We lost the ba.ttle aga.inSit Earl Butz but
the struggle sure swung attention toward
the fa.rm issue. I've never seen Washington
so upset over an agricultural thing. Maybe
Earl Butz v.ill turn out to be the best thing
that ever happened to us."

AUDIE L. MURPHY MEMORIAL
VETERANS HOSPITAL
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I am extremely pleased that the Senate Commit-

indicating the strong bipartisan support
which this measure has evoked.
I feel that the dedication of the San
Antonio Veterans Hospital is a fitting
and proper memorial to a great American and a great man. Audie Murphy was
a fellow Texan. Lieutenant Murphy, according to the Defense Department, was
the most decorated soldier of World War
II. He received 24 medals from the American Government, three from the French,
and one from the Belgian. Besides the
Medal of Honor, his awards included the
Distinguished Service Cross, the Legion
of Merit, the Silver Star with oak leaf
cluster, the Bronze Star, the Purple
Heart with two oak leaf clusters, and the
Croix de Guerre with palm. After being
woW1ded three times, yoW1g Audie Murphy was brought home, to receive the admiration and affection of the American
people which he had truly earned.
The United States suffered a great loss
on May 28, 1971, when Audie Murphy was
killed in the crash of a light plane near
Roanoke, Va. The dedication of the San
Antonio veterans hospital is an appropriate tribute to such a brave and courageous man who sincerely loved his
COW1try.
WELL DONE, JUDGE HUGH BOWNES
Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, the
media carries continuing reports of leniency on the part of our courts towards
those who are convicted of trafficking in
hard drugs-heroin, morphine, opium,
and others.
I have been devoting much of my time
to combaJting drug abuse. We must cut
off the sources of drugs in foreign nations. We must crack down on the production of speed-type drugs in our Nation.
And, we must make certain that our
court system is able to move swiftly to
bring to trial those who are alleged to
deal in illegal drugs.
Finally, when the drug pushers are
convicted in court I hope they will receive the kind of judgment that will keep
them from going back on the streets in
a hurry to begin pushing drugs once
more.
A distinguished U.S. district court
judge, Hon. Hugh Bownes, in Concord,
N.H., has just meted out two concurrent 20-year prison terms to a man convicted in his court on two counts of selling heroin in bulk in Nashua, N.H. This
same individual had been arrested 2
years ago in connection with the beating
death of a young boy in Rhode Island
and is wanted in the same on kidnap
charges. He is "president" of one of the
motorcy.cle gangs in New Hampshire.
The Manchester Union Leader in a
front page editorial says:
Well done, Judge Bownes.
I

join the Union Leader in praising

Judge Hugh Bownes sentenced Donald J.
Picard, 29, to two concurrent 20-year prison
terms after he had been convicted on two
counts of selllng heroin lin bulk quantities
from his Nashua residence.
In passing sentence, Judge Bownes termed
Picard, who is president of the Lowell Hell's
Angels motorcycle gang, "a dangerous menace
to society."
This newspaper congratulates Judge
Bownes not only for handing out this stiff
sentence to someone convicted of pushing
heroin but also for the fact that ball was
revoked and the defendant remanded to Federal custody.
According to the records, Picard was arrested July 24, 1970, lin NaShua in connection
with the beating death of Dennis Mulhearn,
17, of Bristol, Rhode Island. Picard a.lso is
wanted by Rhode Island on kidnap charges.
In contrast to Judge Bownes vigorous action, unfortunately a great many courts and
judges have administered only a slap on the
wrist to convicted criminals. This, of course,
is not the way to discourage drug traffic. It
can only be accomplished by having most
severe penalties for selling dru.g s or using
drugs.

Judge Bownes h'as set a good example. We
hope other judges throughout the State and
throughout the nation will observe and follow it.

A NEW LOW IN AMERICAN
DIPLOMACY
Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, a new low
in American diplomacy was reached yesterday. A senior State Department official, who refused to be identified, called
in reporters to declare India primarily responsibjle for the war with Pakistan and
to threaten a reduction in aid to the
Indian economy.
This action must rank as one of the
shabbiest in our diplomatic relations. It
is hypocritical in the extreme for our
Government ever to issue such a statement. The only po~sible justification for
it is to hide the total failure of the administration's own policy over the past
several months.
For nearly a year, the Congress has
pointed to the slaughter in East Pakistan,
the contribution which American arms
and aid were making tO it, and the grave
danger of a war between India and Pakistan. Administration officials, almost
alone in the country, remained unconvinced.
Even the reality of hundreds of thousands dead and miJllions in flight did not
persuade them. They claimed that by
continuing aid to Pakistan the United
States gained "leverage'' with officials
there. They urged others, despite the new
high in human misery caused by the flow
of refugees, to show patience so that
their policy could bear fruit.
Now it has. We have not saved Pakistan. We have contributed to its death.
We have not only offended India. We
have driven that country, now to emerge
as the unchallenged great power in South
Asia, firmly into Soviet arms.
I

doubt we have suffered such a diplo-

tee on Veterans' Affairs has acted with my friend, Judge Bownes and, Mr. Pres- matic reversal since the fall of China.
such dispatch concerning H.R. 11220, ident, I ask unanimous consent that the And what will compensate for this? The
which is the same as S. 2694, introduced editorial be printed in the REcORD.
President's trip to a country which beThere being no objection, the editorial cause of its system of government proby me on October 15. The bill designates
was
ordered
to
be
printed
in
the
RECORD,
the Veterans' Administration hospital in
caaims that it must remain our eternal
enemy?
San Antonio, Tex., as the Audie L. Mur- as follows:
WELL DONE, JUDGE BoWNES!
Let us be honest. Nothing can compenphy Memorial Veterans Hospital. The
entire Texas delegation in the House of
This paper on Wednesday, November 17, sate for this defeat. President Nixon has
Representatives introduced H.R. 11220, reported the fact tha.t U.S. District Court met his Bay of Pigs.
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And it was all so unnecessary. Months
ago there was a ·wave of warnings from
the press, the Congress and other governments. Months ago there was widespread agreement by numerous observers that the only way to bring Pakistan
to its senses was for the rest of the world
to halt economic and military aid to
Pakistan, to stop what amounted to an
international subsidy for the slaughter
of innocent people in East Pakistan. But
this administration would not listen and
now we see the results.
I do not contend that in this crisis
India has been blameless. No sovereign
state ever is. And in my statement issued
December 4 I noted that India may have
exploited this crisis in order to weaken
Pakistan. But because of our shameful
neglect of India's plight caused by the
refugee fiow, we should be the last to
condemn India. Or if we do condemn
Indian aggression, then we must at the
same time grapple honestly with the root
cause of the war-the cruel suppression
of the East Bengalis by a ruthless Pakistani army. This, I and nine other Senators attempted to do on December 6
when we introduced a resolution calling
for Bangia Desh participation in the
Security Council proceedings.
At this point I ask unanimous consent
that an article by Anthony Lewis in the
New York Times, December 6, be printed
in the RECORD. Mr. Lewis rightly points
out that American policy toward the Indian subcontinent is "as much a disaster by standards of hard-nosed commonsense as of compassion." For however difficult at times, India does "happen to be the largest nation in the world
following our notions of political freedom."
I also request una.nimous consent that
the Washington Post editorial of December 6 be printed in the RECORD. It also
calls for the adjustment in U.S. policy
which I believe any objective observer
must agree we now need.
Mr. President, I do not believe that
Congress can remain a silent observer of
this crisis. Something is drastically wrong
with our foreign policy machinery when
a mistake of this magnitude occurs in
the face of repeated pleas from the Congress for a policy change. I, therefore,
urge the Committee on Foreign Relations
to open hearings on U.S. policy in South
Asia at the earliest opportunity so that
we may at last understand why this has
all happened. We must make every effort
to see that this never happens again.
There being no objection, the items
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WRINGING OF HANDS
(By Anthony Lewis)
LONDON, December 5.-suppose that Britain, in the 1930's, had responded to Hitler's
savagery by the early threat or use of military
force instead of appeasement. If the Nixon
Administration had been in power in Washington at the time, it would presbmably have
sent some official out to wring his hands in
public and ch9:rge Britain with "major responsibility for the broader hostilities which
have ensued."
So one must think after the American
statement over the weekend blaming Indla
for the host111t1es with Pakistan. Few things
said in the name of the United States lately
have been quite so indecent. The anonymous
THE
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state department official who made the comment matched Uriah Heep in sheer oleaginous cynicism about the facts of the situation and about our own mora l position.
Consider first the immediate origins of this
dispute. They are exceptionally clear as international relations go.
The military junta that rules Pakistan
under President Yahya Khan held an election. The 1argest number of seats was won,
democratically, by a Bengali party that favored effective self-government !or East Pakistan. Yahya thereupon decided to wipe out
the result of the election by force .
Last March West Pakistan troops flew into
the East in large numbers and began a policy
of slaughter. They murdered selected politicians, intellectuals and professionals, then
indiscriminate masses. They burned villages.
They held public castrations.
To compare Yahya Khan with Hitler is of
course inexact. Yahya is not a man with a
racist mission but a spokesman for zenophobic forces in West Pakistan. But in terms
of results--in terms of human beings killed,
brutalized or made refugees--Yahya's record
compares quite favorably with Hitler's early
years.
The West Pakistanis have Killed several
hundred thousand civilians in the East, and
an estimated ten million have fled to India.
The oppression has been specifically on lines
of race or religion. The victims are Bengalis
or Hindus, not Czechs or Poles or Jews, and
perhaps therefore less meaningful to us in
the West. But to the victims the crime is the
same.
This record has been no secret to the world.
Firsthand accounts of the horror fnside East
Pakistan were published months ago. The
refugees were rthere in India to be photographed in all their pitiful misery.
But President Nixon and his foreign policy
aides seemed to close their eyes to what
everyone else could see. Month after month
the President said not a word about the most
appalling refugee situation of modern times.
Private diplomacy was doubtless going on,
but there was no visible sign of American
pressure on Yahya Khan for the only step
that could conceivably bring the refugees
back-a political accommodation with the
Bengalis.
Pakistan's argument was that it was all
an internal affair. Yes, like the Nazi's treatment of German Jews. But even if one accepts as one must that Pakistan was bound
to defend its territorial integrity, this issue
had spilled beyond its borders. The refugee
unpact on India very soon made it clear that
the peace of the whole subcontinent was
threatened.
It was as if the entire population of New
York City had suddenly been dumped on
New Jersey to feed and clothe-only infinitely worse in terms of resources available.
Yet when Indira Gandhi went to the capitals of the West for help in arranging a political solution in East Pakistan, she got
nothing.
The Indians can be sanctimonious. Mrs.
Gandhi acts for political reasons, not out of
purity of heart. India has helped the Bangia
Desh guerrillas 'a nd, in recent weeks, put
provocative pressure on East Pakistan. All
true. But given the extent of her interest and
the intolerable pressure upon her, India has
shown great restraint.
After all, India has not intervened in a
civil conflict thousands of miles from her
own borders. She has not destroyed onethird of a distant country's forests, or
bombed tlmt land to such a point of saturation that it is marked by ten million craters. The United States has done those things
and is still doing them; it is in a. poor position to read moral lectures to India.
American policy toward the Indian subcontinent is as much of a disaster by standards of hard-nosed common sense as of compassion. India. may be annoying a,nd diffioult,
but she does happen to be the largest nation

in the world following our notions of politi-

cal freedom. In position and population she
is by far the most important country of
Asia apart from China. To alienate Indiaworse yet, to act so as to underxnine her political stabllity-is a policy that defies rational explanation.
AS THE INDIA-PAKISTAN WAR DEEPENS
As the terrible war betwen India and
Pakistan deepens, the war aims of both countries broaden. India, from its initial desire to
stuff the refugees back into East Pakistan,
now seems intent on destroying Pakistan's
hold on the East and seating there an autonomous or perhaps independent Bengal polltical authority. Delhi may also be using the
crisis to rip off part or all of Pakistan-held
Kashmir. And so for Pakistan, the stakes
become not merely its hold in the East, but
its integrity in the West. A total war between
the two countries is in progress. Communal
strife, involving the Moslem minority in India and the Hindu minority in Pakistan, may
flare accordingly. Who can predict the eventual toll of dead, and the devastation that
awaits the survivors on both sides?
A cease-fire, then, becomes not merely a
bow to the diplomatic amenities, but an absolute essential for the welfare for the entire
subcontinent. It is plain that India and
Pakistan will not themselves conclude a
cease-fire; one will have to be imposed on
-them, and mere appeals-no matter how
urgently or unanimously pressed-will make
no more difference than a whisper in a hurricane. The elemental national and ethnic
forces loose in the subcontinent will not be
subdued by rhetoric.
What is needed is not only a strong United
Nations call for a cease-fire but a strong
United Nations proposal to begin to set right
the legitimate political grievances which ignited this phase of the India-Pakistan fire.
So swiftly has the crisis expanded in recent
days that no one can be sure even this will
work, but surely nothing else will. By legitimate political grievances, of course, we mean
the return of the refugees and the establishment of an East Pakistan political authority
which reflects the aspirations of the people
who live there. India's invasion of the West
and iJts apparent designs on Pakistan-held
Kashxnir deserve no support anywhere; on
the contrary, they must be condemned.
It is precisely by these minimal standards
that the American approach over the weekend-not to mention before the weekendhas been so grievously wanting. The State
Department condemned India and introduced at the Security Council a cease-fire
resolution .almost entirely favoring Pakistan.
The fault was not merely that the United
States was wrong on the merits, though we
believe that to be the case. The real fault
was that the resolution c•:>uld not conceivably
fill its ostensible purposes of relieving Pakistan. No resolution so unbalanced and oneSided had a prayer; a third grader could
have predicted the Soviet Union would have
protected India with its veto. Merits aside,
the only kind of resolution that can pass and
that can stand a chance of implementation
is one that deals not only with the shooting
but with the East Pakistani political situation.
The administration's astonishing and so
far largely unsupported charges against India are one thing. The naivete of its approach
in the Security Council is quite another. We
urge the administration to adjust its policy
_so as to deal with real tragedy that exists in
the subcontinent. Empty words no longer
serve.

DEATH- OF ED - HUSSIE, VETERAN
NEWSPAPER REPORTER

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, an outstanding newspaper reporter, Ed Hussie,
of the Philadelphia Inquirer, has died
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after a 2-year battlte with cancer. He was
a friend for many years. He was a devoted family man and the father of nine
children.
For more than 30 years he was a reporter on Pennsylvania newspapers. Far
the last 20 years he was regarded as one
of the Philadelphia area's top crime reporters. He was a reporter's reporter.
Such a tribute was offered by his city
edit or when he said:
When it was a. big story and. there was little
time, you called on Ed Hussie.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the REcoRD the
story in the Philadelphia Inquirer of December 6, 1971, reporting on the death
of Ed Hussie, a great newspaper reporter.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Phlladelphla. Inquirer, Dec. 6, 19711
EDWARD HUSSIE DIEs, INQumER
REPORTER, 54

Ed!ward J. Hussie, veteran reporter a.n.d
rewriteman for The Inquirer, died Sunday at
his home, 1611 Spring ave., Noble, Montgomery county. He was 54.
Mr. Hussie, a native Philadelphian, was regarded as one of the a.rea's top crime reporters a.n.d. he was involved in virtually every
breaking story of importance in the Philadelphia. a.rea. for the past 20 yea.rs. He died
of cancer after a two-month illness.
STAR PITCHIEll

A graduate of Germantown High School,

he was a. sta.r southpaw pitcher in local sandlot baseball leagues.
He began his career in 1940 with United
Press and workedJ for the old Philadelphia.
Evening Ledger, the Seattle Post Intelllgencer, the Uniontown (Pa.) Morning Herald.
and the Philadelphia Daily News before joining The Inquirer in 1954.
"He was one of that vanishing breed. of
great rewritemen, who could. work with unbelleva.ble speed and accuracy on a. big story
at deadline," Inquirer city editor Robert
Greenberg said. "When it was a big story and
little time, you ca.lledJ on Ed Hussie."
UNCANNY REPORTER

His colleagues knew him as an uncanny
reporter on murder stories, frequently pin•
pointing the guilty person or persons long
before they were arrested or charged.
Some of his more recent major stories were
the Mrs. Mary Mamon murder trial in
Doylestown for the slaying of a. Levittown
housewife, a. series of articles with reporter
Acel Moore on "Terror in the Streets," an<1
coverage of the slaying of Mrs. Laura. Carpi,
Princeton, N.J., socialite whose body was
found. in New York's East River last June 8.
His coverage of the Mamon trial lin Doylestown was typical, admired by his editors and
his competing reporters. Mr. Hussie covered
the t rial and wrote it, dictating his story to
The Inquirer by telephone.
He had an advantage over his colleagues,
however, because he had covered for The
Evening Ledger, Mrs. Mamon's murder trial
more than two decades earlier for the fatal
beating of a West Oak lane ch.lld.
M'CLOSKEY SHOCKED

Last fall , Mr. Hussie wrote for The Inquirer's Today Magazine an article on Philadelphia. builder Matthew McCloskey, which
readers said made the prominent millionaire
seemed like a next-door neighbor.
Reached at his Palm Beach, Fla., home,
McCloskey was shocked to learn of Mr.
Hussie's death, recalling the reporter had
spent last Christmas Eve with McCloskey's

family as part of his research on the biography.
"He was really a great reporter, a fine
writer, and a wonderful man," McCloskey
recalled. "First of all, he was able to get your
confidence. You'd believe when he wrote it
down that it would. be exactly the way you
told it.
"He was a great fellow. He was honest and
he could write. In public life, he had a great
place."
NYNE CHn..DREN

Hussie is survived by his wife, the former
Anne Wall; four sons, Edward., Peter, Andrew and Terrance; five daughters, Mrs.
Deanie Guggino, Christine, Barbara, Marian
and Judy; his mother, Mrs. Mary Hussie, of
Washington, D.C.; two brothers, William and
Owen; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Tomkins,
Barbara and Grace, an<1 two grandchildren.
The viewing will be Wednesday evening at
the Campbell Funeral Home, 500 E. Benner
st. A Mass of the Resurrection will be at 10
A.M. Thursday at the Church of the Immaculate Conception, Jenkintown, Pa..
Burial will be at Holy Sepulchre Cemetery.

AGAINST CRANSTON AMENDMENT
Mrs. SMITH. Mr. President, the December 2, 1971, editorial of WGAN-AMFM-TV was most admirable. My only
disappointment in it is the failure to note
that I was present and voted against the
Cranston amendment to exempt the news
media from the wage-price guidelines
being enacted for all Americans.
I wish that the editorial had been timed
for delivery before the vote on the Cranston amendment instea!l of subse":luent to
the vote. In contrast, Mr. Malcolm
Forbes, president and editor in chief of
Forbes magazine, provided much better
timing in his telegram of November 19,
1971, that preceded the vote by 11 days
and which letter I placed in the REcORD
on November 22, 1971, and characterized
as "most refreshing and unusual." He
gave me courage to vote the way I did.
I ask unanimous consent to place the
WGAN-AM-FM-TV editorial in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD,
as follows:
SENATE VoTE To EXEMPT NEws MEDIA FRoM
WAGE-PRICE GUIDELINES

We were astonished at yesterday's Senate
vote to exempt the news media from the
wage-price guidelines being enacted for a.ll
Americans.
As broadcasters, we don't want such an
exemption.
If we were purely selfish, of course, we'd be
pleased to be able to raise our prices and
make bigger profits than any ot her industry.
And, we'd be pleased to think we could get
bigger raises than anyone else, because of
increased prices.
But, that's an attitude we find distasteful.
We don't think we're better than anyone
else. Also, we suspect, favored treatment from
government caiTies as great a. threat to Freedom of the Press as does government interferen ce. Further, we believe in sharing in the
responsibility of all Americans to win the
fight against inflation.
Therefore, we hope the House wlll reject
the Senate amendment.
Beyond that, we pledge that even if Congress should vote to exempt the news media
from Phase Two Guidelines . . . the Guy
Gannett Broadcasting Stations in Portland,
Maine, and Springfield, Massachusetts, will
comply with them voluntarily in 1972.

ASSESSMENT OF F'O'I'ORE OF
REPUBLICAN PARTY
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, the
Senate has wisely devoted a great
amount of time and effort this year to
reforming the political campaign process
in this country. Action by the Congress
was clearly overdue, but legislation, unaccompanied by the active concern of
most Americans, cannot guarantee that
either of our two great parties will be
truly responsive, responsible, or representative of the best interests of the
American people.
Last Satll!r'day evening, the senior Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS) addressed the annual dinner of the national
Ripon Society, held at the Raclisson Center, in Minneapolis, Minn. The Senator
appraised the state of our party, suggested a number of steps to help our
party and our country, and urged responsible Americans to get more involved
with the political proces;.
I think the Senator's remarks merit
the attention not only of Republicans,
but also of all Americans interested in
improving our political system.
I therefore ask unanimous consent
that the Senator's remarks be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the remarks
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
REMARKS OF SENATOR CHARLES McO. MATHIAS,
JR. (R-MD .) PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO
THE RIPON SoCIETY'S N ATIONAL DINNER,
RADISSON CENTER, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

TOPIC:

"THE

DIMINISmNG

REPUBLICAN

MINORITY''

I have come to Minneapolis to ask your
help--for the Ripon Society, for our Pa.tit;y,
and for oUJr counJtry. As we reaffirm the spirit
of our Party's founders, we a.Iso assert our
convic1i:l.on that the national government
which under their leadership overcame the
crises of slavery, westward expansion, and industrialism can under like leadership surmount our cUNent difficulties. And so we
meet tonight to comm1t ourselves '8S s trongly
as did our forefathers to building a. progressive RepubUcan Party that has the capacilty
for leadership and the will to lead.
As we meet, the forces shaping national
affairs are in an even, but uneasy balance.
The left and the righ't tug at each other
Wll.thln ltihe Congress and the Administration.
And soon we W'ill plunge into a national election which seems destined, unnecessarlly, to
polarize Americans even more.
Much of the nation's future will dependnot simply on who wins the election next
year~but on how the issues of that election
are defined. I sincerely believe that Americans can in the next twelve months reorder international and national affairs so
as to assure 'both peace and prosperity for
at least a. decade. But I think our country
will capitalize on this opportunity only if
responsible, responsive and representative
Americans seize the leadership in defining
the issues that face us now. As holders of
the balance of power between the left and
the 'l'lght, Republlca.n progressives have the
unique opportunity to clarl!y public debate,
unite our country and move her forward.
The past year has been one of both promise and frustration for progressive Republicans. On the one hand, we have seen the
President pull together into a coherent package-which he terms the New American Revolution-a. number of programs pioneered by
Ripon:
Family Assistance: A plan which would
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provide both the incentive and the means
for impoverished Americans to achieve real
independence, and would lift some of the
enormous financial strain placed upon our
state and local governments.
Revenue Sharing: Over the past decade,
there has been a revitalization of state and
local governments-principa.Uy under Republican Governors and mayors ltke Nelson
Rockefeller, George Romney, William Scranton, Linwood Holton, William Milliken, Richard Lugar, and John Lindsay-whose Party
left him before he left the Party.
But ·t he responsiveness of these state and
local governments continues to be inhibited
by an inadequate and regressive tax system.
Revenue sharing offers the first real hope
for achieving the effective and creative local
governments that were the dream of the
Founding Fathers of our country and our
Party.
Executive Reorganization: As Congressma.n
Frenzel has undoubtedly learn.ed this yea.r in
Congress, a very 118.1"ge amount of our time is
spent helping Mayors, Governors, and private
citizens find ltheir way through the maze of
the Washlngtot;t bureaucracy. The Executive
Reorganization plt8.I1 proposed by President
Nixon would simplify and rationaUze that
burea;uci1aey'-ma.klng lit serve our citizens
more effectively at less cost.
The Volunteer Army: A century after the
ena.otment of the Thirteenth Amendment, we
st111 require involunt8ll"y serv'itude from over
400,000 men each year. Euphemistically we
term lthis system "selective service," and we
tell ourselves that it is necessary to our national security--<lespite the fact ltha.t the
m~ale of our fighting men is at an all-time
low, and thrut 70% of our soldiers quit the
military within 18 months after finishing
their training. Study <SJter study has supported the President's oa.ll for a more capa!ble,
less expensive military force of volunteers.
Just as we have cheered these and other
proposals of the President for a New American Revolution at home, so too have we applauded the President for his inittatives
abroa.d-'tow.a.rd China and Russia, in the
Middle East, at the SALT talks, and in Southeast Asila. These delicate maneuvers offer
real hope .for a more peaceful, secure and
just world ordeT.
Taken together, the domestic and internrutional initiatives of 'the New American
Revolution respond not only to their separate problems, but also to the impera.tive
need to restore confidence in our government.
Yet I know that many of you stlll feel
frustrated and uneasy. For the great promises
of this past year remain unfulfilled. While
the sores in America remain unhealed, our
remedies languish in Congress, while Dr.
Kissinger is welcomed in Peking, B-52's drop
a record number of American bombs in
Southeast Asia; while SALT resumes over
chocolate and pastries in Vienna, MIRV's and
ABM's are deployed in North Dakota; while
the President speaks of a New American Revolution, poll after poll shows that the voters
identify our Party with tthe vested interests
which seem to profit from war, pollution, discrimination, and income mal-distribution.
And so we ask, where have we failed? What
must we Republicans do in the coming year
to fulfill for all Americans the great promise of the past year?
I suggest thalt there are two major steps
which we Republicans must take:
First, we must convince the White House
to adopt a political strategy as forward-looking as its most important substantive programs. Second, Republicans who are as responsive and as responsible as yourselves
must develop far greater clout at the grassroots level.
I want to elaborate on both of these points.
It is a fact which seems to have gone
largely unrecognized by the White House that
positive Republicans constitute the only
ma.jor poUJtical force in the country which is

both willing and able to support Richard
Nixon on all these programs in the coming
election year.
Look, for example, at the response to the
President's initiatives toward China or his
Family Assistance Program.
Our friends on the right don't support the
President. William Buckley, Young Americans For Freedom, the American Conserva.ti ve
Union, have all denounced these key initiatives and publicly oppose President Nixon.
Our friends in the other Party either refuse to discuss these initiatives-hoping the
voters will forget them-<>r else they wage a
war of attrition against them.
So the Republicans represented here are
the unique center that will consistently go
to bat for the President on these parts of his
New American Revolution. If we want national action on these programs, we must
persuade both the President and the Democratic contenders to confront the problems
which they address. Yet some White House
sta.ffmen have pursued a political strategy
which betray substantive Nixon political
supporters and may destine 't he Republican
Party ;to a. permanent minority status.
This strategy-evidenced by the divisive exploitation of the so-called social issue, and
by the use of hard-line rhetoric on crime,
civil rights, civil liberties, and student unrest,
was discredited in the election returns of 1970.
We cannot rally a responsible political majority behind the New American Revolution
by appealing only the fears and insecurities of a group which is all-white and prematurely aged.
In Washington today, there are many Republicans who confidently proclaim that our
Party is strong and growing stronger. Their
optimism is buoyed by polls showing that
President Nixon would defeat all rivals if an
election were held today, by a Party treasury
bulging in anticipation of the coming campaign, and by the obvious disarray of the
other party.
I would warn Republicans to guard against
over-confidence based on these facts. While
the President leads all rivals, he still receives
the support of only 43 % of the electoratethe same percentage he received in 1968. A
Gallup Poll found recently that only 25 % of
Americans identified themselves as Republicans. This is a smaller percentage than at
any time in ·t he past decade.
Four years ago 72% of the blacks in this
country thought they could count on the
Federal Government to help them a. great
deal. After three years of Republican Administration, only three percent feel that way.
The percentage of new young voters who
register Republican is so low that many Republican organizations are afraid to mount
new registration drives.
Today Republicans control fewer Governorships, state legislatures and mayoral offices than they did before the 1968 election.
And we still hold only a. minority of the seats
in both Houses of Congress.
In a recent Fortune article entitled "That
Elusive Political Majority," political analyst
James Reichley concludes that "progressive
Republicans" are more likely to "serve as the
instrument for a new age" than any other
group in the country. Among the many reasons Reichley offered for this conclusion was
this:
Since the progressive Republicans do not
share the legacy of past Democra.tic administrations, they have the important advantage of being free from the precedents as
well as the guilts of recent decades.
They emphasize social reconciliation
rather than class struggle. Most crucially,
the progressive Republicans . . . are committed to a policy of harmonious collaboration in the public interest between government and business. They thus not only
avoid politically exhausting strife with business, but actually can draw on business support and expertise.
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Yet our Party's support among professionals and businessmen has steadily declined
over the past thirty years. In 1940, 49 % were
Republicans while only 29 % were Democrats.
Today, more businessmen and professionals
are Democrats or independents than Republicans.
In the next three weeks, the President wlll
decide the substance and tone of his legislative strategy for 1972 and thereby his campaign strategy for reelection. The state of
our party and the mood of the nation dictate
that the President take these seven basic
steps:
(1) to place his highest priority on working cooperatively and forcefully for Congressional action on his New American Revolution, recognizing that our Constitution
enables each coordinate branch of government if it so desires to paralyze the system
and that only the lubricant of good will and
positive leadership can avoid hopeless stalemate;
(2) to replace the unsuccessful strategy
of the 1970 campaign with a positive strategy emphasizing unity, equity, peace and
prosperity;
(3) to appoint only men and women of
unquestioned excellence who embody this
positive appeal to key campaign and government positions;
(4) to stake out his position on the high
road for the campaign--so he can run as
President of all Americans;
(5) to lead efforts to reform the internal
allocation of delegates among the states,
the selection of delegates within each state,
the procedures at the Convention. If the
GOP is going to attract new members, it
must be able to promise complete participation in Party governmenlt;
(6) to demonstrate an unequivocal commitment to the spirit of the Bill of Rights
and the Fourteenth Amendment;
(7) to end the rtragic war in Southeast
Asia. As Senator Mark Hatfield wrote in the
Forum, referring to leaders of both Parties:
"I have seen more of a. commitment to ending the war as a political issue in America
than to actually ending the war in Indochina.." A scheme by which American casualties are reduced but American bombings
and civilian casualties are increased is
neither politically or morally acceptable.
These are some measures which are necessary and proper for the White House to
adopt.
But let me warn you tonight, you cannot sit on your hands and wait for the Republican leaders in Washington to remake
the Party in your image.
Senator Barry Goldwater understood that
when he told the Republican Convention in
1960:
This country is too important for anyone's
feelings. This country in its majesty is too
great for any man, be he conservative or
liberal, to stay home and not work just
because he doesn't agree. Let's grow up,
Conservatives. If we want to lead this Party,
let's go to work. I am a Conservative and I
am going to devote all my time from now
until November to electing Republicans from
the top of the ticket to the bottom of the
ticket, and I call upon you to do the same.
There are a number of Republicans today
who suspect that the Ripon Society and all
its fellow travelers are anti-Nixon almost
by reflex. And, to an unfortunate extent, it
would appear they are sometimes right. If
you want a greater voice in the Republican
Party~ you must make it perfectly clear that
there are no Iia.ttering nabors o! negativism
amongst your ranks. You must give the same
commitment to Republican politics as you
have given to issue development in the past.
You must school yourselves in practical
party politics and in so doing reach out to
all groups within the Party as well as to
those groups currently alienated from the
politics of the status quo.
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There are plenty _of campaigns around the
country in which you can hold a responsible
position an:d get practical experiencewhether it be with an incumbent like Mark
Hatfield, Ed Brooke or Chuck Percy, or with
a prospective Senator like Bob Smylie in
Idaho, David Cargo or Pete Domenici in New
Mexico, John Chafee in Rhode Island, or Tom
Reardon in South Dakota, or with an outstanding Congressmen such as Bill Frenzel
or candidates such as John Price in New
York. Find a candidate and work for him or
her. Or, in the words of the first Ripon bookif you cannot find one, be one. Go to the
Convention as delegates or alternates. Become ward and state committeemen and
committeewomen. Run for the city council,
the state legislature, ·a nd the Congress.
One hundred and seventeen years ago a
small band of men, fearful for their country's
future, frustrated by political fragmentation, and fired by the conviction that principled politics was essential to solving nationa:l problems, came toget her in a small
white schoolhouse in Ripon, Wisconsin. to
form a political party that could build a
progressive America.
The times were not auspicious for their
undertaking. Amidst growing division and
strife, almost a score of political parties had
sprung up in the previous 16 years, only to
wither away. At the time Free-Boilers, KnowNothings, Barnburners, Radical Whigs,
Abolitionists, Conservative Whigs, AntiNebraskans, Union Democrats and Normal
Democrats were all competing for public
attention. It took the 'founders of our party
two years to agree on the name "Republican." In some states the new party participated in its first election with no name at
all. When the founders of the party first approached an obscure, small town lawyer
·named Abraham Lincoln and asked him to
lead the llllnois party, he flatly refused,
predicting that the country's future lay with
the Whigs.
But the men persevered. Lincoln reconsidered, and they forged a political coalition
that forced the country to face up to its
most fundamental problems, that led the
union through the bloodiest war in its history into a new era of peace, and that dominated national politics for the next three
quarters of a century.
Today, our Party and our country need the
faith and spirit of those men in Ripon. To
rekindle the Ripon-Lincoln tradition is your
mission. It is a very large and difficult undertaking, but a challenge worthy of great men
and women. I know you have the ability to
meet that challenge, if you have the will .
As James Reichley wrote,
'I1he progressives have little chance of
leading the Republican party, let alone the
country, before 1976-if then. A few more
years of maturing experience, however, will
give the younger generation of progressive
Republicans time to develop t heir -p rogram.
Just possibly, some future Lincoln sits in a
governor's chair, in the back rows of Congress, or at some lesser post. If so, the shape
of the next national majority probably depends, as much as on anything else, on the
thoughts and dreams now passing through
his head.
That is your opportunity and your responsibility.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, on
Thursday, December 2, 197f, by a vote of
63 to 17, the Senate agreed to the conference report on S. 2007, a bill to extend the Economic Opportunity Act, and
for other purposes.
During the debate on that measure,
under which a time limitation granted
3 hours to those opposing the conference

report, and only 15 minutes to those supporting it, a number of misleading statements were made concerning the comprehEnsive child development provisions.
I have reviewed the record of the full
debate with the distinguished Senator
from Wisconsin <Mr. NELSON) , chairman
of the Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower, and Poverty from which this
measure arose. In order to correct any
misunderstanding about the purpose of
this child development ,p rogram, we
would like to answer four of the concerns
expressed about it.
First, and of greatest importance, are
the allegations that this child development program represents child control.
It was charged, during the debate, for
example, that the program would concentrate on the inculcation of collectivist attitudes on helpless children;
that it is somehow bas·ed on the notion
that the parent is a failed experiment;
that it is totally alien to traditional
American values.
Charges and implications of this kind
could not be further from the truth.
Neither we, nor any of the other 30
Senators and over 100 Congressmen who
introduced this legislation, would support
a measure of that nature.
The simple truth is that this program
is totally voluntary, is designed to
strengthen the fam:ily, and vests the
major responsibility for the operation
and control of child development efforts
in the parents of the children these progr ams serve.
This measure specifically requires that
programs or services under this title
shall be provided only for children whose
parents or legal guardians have requested
them.
It expressly states thatNothing in this title shall be construed
or applied in such a manner as to infringe
upon or usurp the moral and legal rights and
responsibilities of parents or guardians with
respect to the moral, mental, emotional or
physical development of their children.
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the strength and wisdom of parents and
families-not, as some have charged, on
any "notion that the parent is a failed
experiment.''
Second, a number of our opponents
criticized the delivery system in the bill,
and argued that there was not a sufficient
role for the States. We disagree.
This bill unquestionably puts a priority
on local administration-wherever a locality is, in the determination of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
capable of providing high quality, comprehensive services. We placed this priority on local administration precisely in
order to assure that these programs will
be accessible and responsible to the concerns of parents, and will avoid the danger of remote governmental control.
Yet within this framework the measure
provides a significant role for the States:
Every local application must be submitted to the Governor for review and
comment.
Five percent of the funds are reserved
for States for technical assistance, coordination, and review of these local applications.
And States, as well as other public and
private nonprofit agencies, may serve as
prime sponsors where localities do not
apply, or where the HEW Secretary finds
that a locality is incapable of providing
comprehensive services.
Moreover, States can administer programs for migrant children, programs in
areas where a city or county is not adequately meeting the needs of preschool
children, or programs under the Secretary's additional 5-percent reservation
for model programs.
These roles, and the Secretary's responsibility to determine Whether localities are capable of administering programs are spelled out in the b111, and
clarified by a colloquy between Senator
NELSON and Senator JAVITS during the
debate on the conference report. See
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Of December 2,
1971, pages 44117-44119.
As Wilbur J. Cohen, dean of the University of Michigan School of Education
and former Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, said 1n a recent telegram to us supporting the child development program in the conference report:

And it deliberately requires that parents of children served by child development programs will compose at least onehalf of the membership of both the governing boards created to administer
these programs. These parent governed
boards-the Child Development Councils
In my opinion, and from my past experiand the Project Policy Committees-will ence, I believe that the various provisions
decide which programs to fund, and ap- of Sections 512(2)(0), 513{9), 517(3)(4),
prove the content, curriculum, and policy 534, 535, 572 would enable the Secretary of
HEW and the Governors of the various States
of each individual project.
Finally, to the extent consistent with to establish appropriate State coordinating
the capacity of local governments, these arrangements to assure effective statewide
programs will be administered locally- planning and review of local projects.
Reasonable men may disagree with the
like the public school system-to assure
that they operate as close as possible to initial priority this measure places on
local administration which we believe is
the parents and the people concerned.
Rather than establishing Federal or essential to assure maximum parental inState control of children, as some op- volvement and responsbility. But no reaponents contend, this measure returns sonable man who has read this legislatax dollars to localities and States to help tion carefully can deny that the Secrethem develop and strengthen day care tary of Health, Education, and Welfare,
programs in community centers, schools, has substantial discretion with respect to
which prime sponsorship applications
churches, and Headstart programs.
We believe these provisions are abso- are approved, or that States have a sig~
lutely consistent with the traditional nificant role in the planning and operaAmerican value on parental responsibili- tion of these programs.
Third, the suggestion was made that
ty. The emphasis we placed in the bill
on parental decisionmaking and parent this measure had not received sufficient
governed councils reflects our belief in consideration by the Congress and the
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public. The facts just do not support that
conclusion.
President Nixon, in February 1969,
brought public attention to this issue
when he called for "a national commitment to providing all American children
an opportunity for healthful and stimulating development during the first 5
years of life."
And since 1969, when the original bills
were introduced, over 200 witnesses have
been heard by the Senate and House
committees considering this legislation.
The Labor and Public Welfare Committee in the Senate held 12 days of hearings, and numerous executive sessions on
this legislation; the House Education
and Labor Committee held 20 days of
hearings and several executive sessions.
Moreover, this issue has been the subject of numerous public discussions, conventions, conferences, ,a nd studies. The
1970 White House Conference on Children considered this issue, and the delegaJtes to that conference voted as their
top national priority the provision of
''comprehensive family-oriented child development programs including health
services, day care and early childhood
educa.tion." The Joint Commission of the
Men tal Health of Children recommended
a proposal of -the nature as one of its top
priorities for children.
And Project Headstart, which has now
been in operation for over 5 years, and
on which this measure seeks to build, has
given the Congress, the executive branch
and the public ·a mple opportunity to review and assess child development efforts.
To question or disagree with elements
in this measure or wi•t h purpose of the
entire measure itself is clearly legitimate and indeed helpful to those of us
who want to improve it; but to imply
that this measure has not received careful and lengthy consideration by the
Congress is just plain wrong.
Finally, the suggestion was made thaJt
child development and educ,a tion exper,t s
are uncertain about whether a progr·a m
of this kind should be undertaken. Yet
the facts reveal that the professional
organizations experienced in the education, health, and welfare of children •a re
nearly unanimous in the opinion thaJt
this measure represents one of the
soundest investments our country can
make.
In addition to the White House Conference on Children, and the Joint Commission on the Mental Health of Children, the following organizations especially experienced in and concerned with
the needs of children have urged the
adoption of this conference report:
American Academy of Pedtatrics.
Black Child Development Institute.
Child Welfare League of America.
Children's Lobby.
Council for Exceptional Children.
Day Care and Child Development Council
of America.
N8/tional Association for the Education of
Young Children.
Natiolll8.1 Education Association.
The entire list of national organizations representing parents and citizens

concerned about children t:that are supporting this m.easure--many of whom

were involved in the drafting 1and refinement of the legislation-includes:
AFL-CIO.

Amalgamated Clothing Workers.
American Bar Association.
Americans for Democratic Action.
Americans for Indian Opportunity Action
Council.
American Public Welfare Associwtion.
Committee for Community Aft'a.irs.
Oomm.on Oause.
Friends Committee for Natlon'ad. Legislation.
International Ladies Garment Workers
Union.
Interstate Research Association.
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights.
League of Wom.en VGters.
NAACP.
National Association for Catholic Women.
National Association of Social Workers.
National Board of YWCA.
National Oonference of Catholic Charities.
National Conference of Christians and
Jews.
National CauncU of Churches.
National Council on Hunger and Malnutrition.
National Council of Jewish Women.
National Council of Negro Women.
National League of Citie:r-U.S. Conference
of Mayors.
National Orga.nimtion of Wom.en.
National Welfare Rights Organlzation.
Southern Ohristian Leadership Conference.
United Auto Workers.
United Methodist Churoh.
Urban League.
U.S. Catholic Conference.
United Steel Workers of America.
Washington Research Project Action
Council.

Mr. President, we are heartened and
encouraged by the bipartisan 'a nd overwhelming Senate vote to agree to the
conference report, and are hopeful that
the House of Representatives will take a
similar position in support of this program when it votes on the conference report tomorrow.

THE JOSEPH MAcDONALD FAMILY
HELPS VIETNAM ORPHANS
Mr. MciNTYRE. Mr. President, when
the American people are asked to help,
they do. In a recent newsletter to my
New Hampshire constituents, I printed
a letter from Father Morris F. Wells,
chaplain for the 196th Infantry Brigade
in Vietnam. Father Wells, whose parents live in Hampton, N.H., asked me a
special favor. He said:
During my tour here, 1 have become involved with a Catholic orphanage, Phuoc
Tien Orphanage, in a small ha,mlet of the
same name, located near Da Nang. There are
190 children with six Vietnamese Sisters
taking care of them. One of our battalions,
4/3lst Infantry, has unofficially "adopted"
the orphanage and the men are doing everything they can to make life a little more
pleasant for these children. The children
need everything, and anything, but especially summer clothes, toys (there isn't a
ball or a doll in the entire orphanage) and
food (especially baby food). My request is
that perhaps you could put in a "plug" for
help in one of your newsletters to your constituents. They could send any used clothing, toys, food, etc., to me and I would be
happy to hand carry them to the orphanage.
I am hoping that it will be possible to extend the arm of friendship from the USA to
this unknown orphanage in Vietnam. God
bless you.
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The response from New Hampshirites
has been overwhelming.
The Joseph MacDonald family of 360
Winnacunnet Road in Hampton, N.H.,
responded to Father Wells' request with
so much enthusiasm and generosity
when they mailed a package on November 15.
With all the talk about people being
afraid to get involved and unwilling to
give their time to help others, it certainly has been heartwarming to me to
see this kind of response from people in
New Hampshire. I am proud to serve
them in the U.S. Senate.
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES CONTROL
BOARD
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
body of the RECORD the following articles
and editorials relating to the Subversive
Activities Control Board:
First. An editorial by Carl T. Rowan
entitled "Do-Nothing SACB Should Keep
on Doing Just That," which appeared in
the Washington Star of July 25, 1971.
Second. An editorial entitled "The
Sense of the Senat~ on Subversion,"
which appeared in the Washington Post
of August 10, 1971.
Third. An article by Henry Raymont
entitled "Publishers Warned of Threats
to United States Freedoms," which appeared in the New York Times of September 23, 1971.
Fourth. An editorial entitled "Faith in
One Another," which appeared in the
Washington Post of October 3, 1971.
Fifth. An article entitled "Plan Drawn
To Fire U.S. 'Subversives,'" which appeared in the Evening Star of October 29,
1971.
There being no objection, the articles
and editorials were ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington Star, July 25, 1971]
Do-NoTHING SACB SHoULD KEEP oN
DOING JUST THAT
(By Carl T. Rowan)
It seems such a shame to have the United
States Congress tied up for days in argument
about a do-nothing relic of the postwar
witch-hunts called "The Subversive Activities Control Board."
Unfortunately, such action by Congress is
necessary if we are to prevent the use of the
SACB to impose another spell of McCarthyism and ease the country a little further into
police statism.
As things stand, the SACB is no big threat
to the people's Uberties. The courts long ago
clipped the boards' wings to the extent that
it is just a $450,000-a-year boondoggling sop
to those conservatives who st111 see Communists under every bed.
The board now rarely meets, and, according to testimony by its chairman, interviewed
only three people last year. So it is hardly
the great protector of the nation's security.
But the SACB has been of convenience to
presidents. When Lyndon B. Johnson wanted
to favor one of his secretaries, he named her
groom to a sealt on this board.
When Richard Nixon wanted to curry favor
with the right-wlngers, he named one o'!
their favorites, Otto F. Otepka, to a $36,000a-year seat on the board. The Senate has yet
to confirm Otepka, who is a sort of Daniel
Ellsberg 1n reverse. Whereas Ellsberg leaked
the "Pentagon papers'' out of liberal, antiwar convictions, Otepka was fired by the
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State Department for leaking secret documents to senators known to share his rightwing sentiments.
_
With liberals (and conservative Democrats
like Sen. Allen J . Ellender of Louisiana) complaining about spending half a mlllion dollars a year for such a moribund outfit, President Nixon decided to give the SACB at least
the appearance of doing something.
On July 2 he issued a little-noticed executive order that would empower the SACB to
"determine whether any organization is totalitarian, fascist, Communist, subversive, or
whether it has adopted a policy of unlawfully advocating the commission of acts of
force or violence to deny others their rights
under the Constitution or laws of the United
States or of any state or which seeks to overthrow the government of the United States
or any state or subdivision thereof by unlawful means."
Thanks to that ever"'(lurprising civil libertarian, Sam J. Ervin Jr., D.-N.C., the Senate
has voted that SACB may use nary a dollar
of its $450,000 appropriation to carry out the
broad duties that Mr. Nixon wants to give it.
Ervin and others in Congress know that
SACB's proposed new role would carry us
back into that ugly era of punishment by
smear and guilt by association.
When scores of groups are screaming for
peace, who are these five members of SACB
to decide that one organization is true-blue
American and another subversive?
Who are they to decide which civil rights
group is "too mllitant" and is to be labeled
"totalitarian, fascist, Communist, or subversive"?
What worthwhile purpose does it serve in
a free society for the attorney general or
SACB to draw up a list telllng me that the
Ku Klux Klan or the Black Panthers are
"subversive"? Let their deeds speak. If anyone in either group violates the law, let him
be indicted, tried fairly, and if convicted,
punished according to the law. This business
of punishment by government blacklisting
has no place in this society.
With a shift of four votes the Senate would
have cut off funds and abolished SACB completely.
But if the board must continue, let it doze
in do-nothing splendor the way it has for
years. In which case I promise not to ridicule
the SACB ever again, having learned the
painful way that it is wise to let sleeping
ogres lie.

and a responsibility to see to it that the laws
enacted by Congress are faithfully executed.
But the President has no lawmaking powers
whatever. Lawmaking is exclusively the province of the legislative branch of the government.
Senator Ervin seems to us to be quite right
not only in his view that the President has
breached the constitutional separation of
powers but also in his view that the President has done so in a way that seriously
jeopardizes the freedom of expression and
the freedom of association guaranteed by
the First Amendment. Under Mr. Nixon's executive order, the SACB would be empowered to tell the American people which groups
and organizations were officially approved for
membership and which were deemed unsuitable by the federal authorities. The SACB
would be empowered, in short, to tell you
that it is all right for you to join some committees, but not others.
Committees and associations to espouse
this and oppose that, to pressure the government in one direction or another, are
the dynamos of democracy. They are the
chosen instruments for self-government in
America. It is dismaying that President Nixon should be so indifferent to the restraints
which his order would impose on political
action and expressio ~1 in this country. The
idea of an American Republic was conceived
in committees of correspondence which
flourished .among the English colcnists in this
new world-and which would have been condemned as subversive by any Subversive Activities Control Board appointed by King
George TIL
The President got funds for his new-fangled SACB by a clever legislative maneuver.
His executive order was issued after the
House had passed a major appropriation bill
in which the controversial agency played no
more than a trivial role. The Senate approved
an amendment forbidding use of any part
of the appropriated funds to carry out the
executive order. That amendment was eliminated in conference; and the appropriatiqn
passed in its deleted form because Congress
wanted to get cut of town and knew the departments and agencies had to have money
to carry on their work.
Sam Ervin is now offering Congress a clear
chance to express its convictions and to deal
with the SACB on its demerits. Congress' own
honor and authority are at stake. And so is
an essential freedom of the American people.

rFrom the Washington Post, Aug. 10, 1971]

[From the New York Times, Sept. 23, 1971]

THE SENSE OF THE SENATE ON SUBVERSION

PUBLISHERS WARNED OF THREATS TO
U.S. FREEDOMS

Sen. Sam Ervin has apparently just begun
to fight against the President's order exalting and aggrandizing the Subversive Activities Control B::>ard. The senator served notice on Friday, just before the Senate went
off for its vacation, that he means to raise
the issue again as soon as it returns. He introduced a blll which would forbid federal
employees to engage in the new activities
propounded for the SACB by the President.
And, in addition, he has proposed a resolution expressing the sense of the Senate that
Mr. Nixon's executive order is "g,n attempt
to usurp the legislative powers conferred on
Congress by the Constitution" and "an infringement of the First Amendment rights
of all Americans."
This is strong language. In our judgment,
it is precisely-right on both counts. Congress
created the SACB to do one thing. President
Nixon, without any e~bllng or authorizing
legislation from, Congress, has now directed
it to do something entirely different. It is as
though the Civil Aeronautics Board, established by law- to discharge certain specified
functions in regard to aviatian were suddenly told by an executive order to go far
beyond those functions and regulate the
railroads. The President has supervisory authority over all executive agencies, of course,

(By Henry Raymont)
The Association of American Publishers
held its fall meeting yesterday amid warnings that Government censorship and radical
pressure groups are increasingly threatening
the nation's First Amendment freedoms.
A report by the association's Freedom to
Read Committee likened the situation to the
McCarthy era of the early nineteen-fifties,
"when asttacks on intellectual freedom by the
Gover.n.ment and various pressure groups
were at <their peak."
Senator Sam J. Ervin Jr., chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights, in a speech delivered to the closing
dLnner at the end of the day-long meeting
at the Biltmore Hotel, said:
"If America. is to be free, her Government must permit her people to think their
own thoughts and determine rtheir own associations without official instruction or intimidation."
MORALISTS ASSAILED

At a luncheon session the association heard
Homer D. Babbridge Jr., president of the
University of Connecticut, assaU what ihe
called "a virulent new version" of American
moralists , who he said were inierfering with
free cultural exchanges among na.tions.
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He cited the Jewish Defense League's disruption of concerts by Soviet artists, groups
on campuses who thwarted speakers from
Greece and Portugal and critics who urged a
pullout from Olympic competitions in South
Africa because of t he country's racial policies.
Senator Ervin's speech was the high point
of a. day Ln. which more than 300 chief executives from literary and educational publishing houses and university presses discussed
such diverse subjects as international copyright problems, dwindling funds for libraries
and Government pressures against the publication of controversial materials.
In an extensive analysis of the First
Amendment, Senator Ervin, a North Carolina
Democrat, developed arguments he has been
using against the Nixon Admlnistra.tion on
such issues as the use of lie detectors on
Federal employes, Army surveillance of private citizens and President Nixon's Executive
order expanding the mandate of the Subversive Activities Control Board.
CONCERN IS EXPRESSED

The Senastor's speech reflected a concern
that leading members of the publishing community have frequently expressed and that
was often a factor in yesterday's panel meetings and general discussions-namely, that
Government attempts to interfere with such
publishing veilltures as the Pentagon study
of the Vietnam war or the dissemination of
radical books in libraries represented a threat
to freedom of speech and press.
"It is a critical fact that we are now faced
with the necessity of defending the First
Amendmelllt," W. Bradford WUey, chairman
of the association, said at a morning meeting. "Nothing like this had happened since
the days of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy."
Kenneth D. McCormick, vice president of
Doubleday and chairman of the a.sso~iatlon's
Freedom to Read Committee, reported thast,
among other activities this year, the committee had protested a contempt cl!tastion agai.nst
the Columbia Broadcasting System for refusing to supply out takes, or unused film,
from its documentary "The Selling of the
Pentagon" and had filed a brief opposing
the Governmen<t action against The New
York Times a:nd other newspapers for publishing the Pentagon Papers.
Mr. McOormick said the association would
also file a. brief in behalf of the Rev. Phlllip
F. and the Rev. Daniel J. Berrigan, supporting
the rights of Federal prisoners to disseminate
their writings and recordings to publishers
and the public.
PRESSURES HELD WIDENING

Declaring that pressures from private
groups to have certain titles rem-oved from
public and school libraries were no longer
confined to pornography and sex education,
!he said:
"It is more and more the book that really
talks 81bout the war and gives two sides of
it, that presents the trace problem as more
than an unfortunate spat between two regions, that presents the United States as a
country that's been right sometimes and
wrong at others."
Other speakers who expressed concern tha.t
the political acrimony was interfering with
the free exchange of ideas were John C.
Frantz, executive chairman of the National
Book Committee; Whitney North Seymour,
a. former president 0'! the American Bar Association, and Har.rison E. Salisbury, editor
of the Op-Ed page of The New York Times.
In intl'Oducing Senator Ervin, Robert L.
Bernstein, president of Random House, who
ts vice chairman o! the associat-ion, noted
that the Senator's subcommittee ptanned to
start hearings on Sept. 28 on "the meaning of
the First Amendment's prohibition agatnst
&bridgement of freedom of the press" and
that publishers, newspaper editors and goveril!IIlent officials had been invited to testify.
Pounding a.way at a !favorite theme, Senator Ervin said -that the First Amendment "is
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based upon an abiding faith that our country
has nothing to fear from •t he exercise of its
freedom as long as it leaves truth free to
combat error ...
If the right ·t o e~ress dissent is reSJpected,
he declared, "violent revolution has no rational or rightful place in our system."
Mr. Ervin, a political conservative who is
considered the leading constitutionaa. law
expert in the Senate, said President Nixon's
order strengthening tht> mandate of .t he SUbversive •Activities Control Board was "beyond
the constitutional power of the President,"
too broad to have any legal v.a.Irue and in violation of the First Amendment.
Mr. Nixon's order, issued July 2, gave the
board the power to hold hearings to heLp
detel'lmine which organizations should be
classified as subversive by the Attorney General.
Before the order, the board, an independent, semijudicial agency created in 1950, had
had little work to do ;for sever.a.l years.
(From the Washington Post, Oct. 3, 1971]
FAITH IN ONE ANOTHER

When the founders of the American Republic dissolved the political bands that connected them With the British people and
signed their names to the Declaration of Independence, they had as yet no country to
which they could pledge their allegiance. For
the support of this Declaration, they declared instead, "we mutually pledge to each
other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred
Honor." That kind of faith in each other
served as the cement of the American society
for 175 years.
In the 1950s, however, Sen. Joseph McCarthy began to make a cult of distrust
among Americans. Fear of communism, !ear
of subversion, fear of non-conformity-fear
of each other-replaced mutual confidence
to a terrifying degree. The superb self-confidence that had been an identifying trait of
Americans all but disappeared. Instruments
such as the Subversive Activities Control
Board and the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities were forged to keep an
official eye on Americans, to search out disloyalty among them, to penalize unpopular
opinions and associations, in short, to protect
the people from themselves.
It was always a funny thing about the
heresy hunters that they never supposed
that they themselves were going to be subverted by Communist propaganda or by other
dangerous ideas; it was always and only the
loyalty and good sense of their fellowcountrymen that they doubted. They had so
little confidence themselves in the gospel
according to Thomas Jefferson that they were
forever fearful that "ordinary" Americans
would easily be won over to the gospel according to V. I. Lenin. They had so little faith
in freedom as a way of life that they could
never bring themselves to rely upon the free
institutions established by the American
Constitution.
The bluntest instrument of the heresy
hunters was the Subversive Activities Control
Board. A menace to individual liberty at its
inception, this clumsy agency collapsed of
its own i.n eptitude as soon as the political
health of the American people began to be
restored. It was in a state of innocuous, if
costly, desuetude when President Nixon, for
some unexplained reason, chose this summer
to revive it by giving it a thoroughly totalitarian duty to perform-the compilation of
lists of officially disapproved organizations
which Americans could join only at their
own political perU.
That inveterate believer in freedom, Sam
Ervin, has taken another swing at the Subversive Activities Control Board and the odious task the President has assigned to tt. In
a recent speech to the Assoclatlon of American Publishers the senator gave a moving
expression of his own faith in Americans and
in the American dream. "I a1!lrm my faith,"

he said, "in the sanity and steadfastness o!
the overwhelming majority of all Americans.
I shall not fear for the security of my country as long as love of liberty abides in their
hearts, and truth is left free to combat
error."
That faith needs to be restored to America.
It is time !or us to take a new pledge of
allegiance to each other.
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tive positions, not simply because they are
disloyal, but because such people are not
likely to improve the delivery of governmental services of a government system they
are trying to destroy."

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, I invite
the attention of Senators to an article
describing a new approach to the treatment of sickle cell anemia.
I introduced S. 2676, the National
Sickle Cell Anemia Prevention Act, which
was cosponsored by a bipartisan group
of 44 Senators. It is the purpose of the
bill to conduct testing, counseling, treatment, public education, and research in
regional and community centers.
Sickle cell anemia has been tragically
neglected in the past and new approaches
for effective treatment and cure have
been developing much too slowly. The
funding of research efforts has been almost negligible, and it has been a continuing tragedy that no hope could be
extended to those with the disease. The
research on cyanate treatment at Rockefeller University is a most hopeful development.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the article, published in the
November 19, 1971, issue of the New York
Post, and entitled "A Weapon Agaii:tst
Sickle Cells," be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in· the RECORD,
as follows:

(From the Evening .Star, Washington, D.C.,
Oct. 29, 1971]
PLAN DRAWN To FIRE U.S. " SUBVERSIVES"
(By Joseph Young)
The Nixon administration is drafting plans
for the automatic firing of ISJl federal employees who are members of any organization
the government decides is "swbversive" or
"revolutionary-ter·r orist."
The plan would abolish present lega'l safeguards adopted following the witch-hunts of
the Joseph McCarthy era 1n the 1950s and
the loya:lty progra.ms of the late 1940s.
It would apply to ·b oth "sensitive" as well
as "non-sensitive" jobs in government.
Mere membershLp in a group listed ·b y the
attorney general as "subversive" is not now
grounds to fire a federal employee. The government must prove that an employee is an
"active and knowing" member of such an
organ.Wa.tion.
The proposed new standards would ibring
the dismissal of an employee if the government decided his continued employment
"would not promote the efficiency of !the
service."
Apprised of the administration's proposed
changes, feder.a.I employee union leaders expressed alarm that this .could result in a. new
witch-hunt in the federal service.
They also express concern that the proposal would mean virtually any employee
could be fired on vague charges.
A WEAPON- AGAINST SICKLE CELLS
The union leaders ask who :is to determine
(By Barbara Yuncker)
in these rapidly changing times of social
stress and upheaval which organizations are
A new approach to treating sickle cell
"subversive" or "revolutionary" and which aneinia, the severe, incurable hereditary
are not?
blood disease of blacks, is being tested here,
Federal union leaders say there is a grave it was revealed today.
danger that government employees belonging
At Rockefeller University 25 volunteer pato groups demanding an end to the fighting tients With the life-shortening disease are
in Vi·e tnam or in the cause of school and being given a chemical called sodium cyahousing integration and other social issues _nate in tl;le hope that it may do in their blood
would stand to lose their jobs U the plan what it does in the test tube-inhibit the debecomes effective.
,forming "sickling" of oxygen-carrying red
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert G. Mardlan, chief blood cells.
of the Justice Department's intern& security
The work has alre.ady produced the hopedivision, referred to the proposal in rexnarks ful clue that the survival of abnormal red
prepared for an Atomic Energy Commission cells treated outside the body, then resecurity conference. Mardian has also indi- placed appears to be prolonged to near norcated the administration's thinking on the mal (about 120 days) from the variable but
matter in testimony •b efore Congress.
much shor.ter sp.an that is typical of sickle
Mardian descrilbed as "·legalisms" federal cells. The report was made today by chemist
court decisions which carefully circumscri·b ed Dr. James M. Manning, a member of the !ourman Rockefeller team to a Symposium on
operations of internal security programs.
He said that "legal distractions . . . have Sickle Cell Disease at the Commodore Hotel.
The two-day meeting which has attracted
placed an onerous, 1f not impossitb le, tb urden
on government and industrial security of- 1200 doctors and .allied professionals, about
ficers," and that the new standards a.re part half of them white, is the first major conference in the U.S. devoted to the longof severa:I proposals to correct this.
Among others he named was a July 2 ex- neglected genetic disease.
ecutive order from President Nixon authorizNearly 10 per cent of American blacks are
ing the Subversive Activities Control Board believed to be sickle carriers, having one
to hold hea.rlngs a.nd designate groups thra.t mutant gene. About one in every 400 to 500
fall 1nto the "subversive" or "revolutionary- blacks inherits the mutant from both parterrorist" category.
ents and suffers the overt disease. It is virThis order is under attack in Congress. tually unknown in whites.
There nave been bills introduced iby Sen. Sam
The Rockefeller report represents 11
Ervin, D-N.C., to bar use of federal funds to months of crash research following a 1970
enforce the order.
report from Dr. Robert M. Nalbandian o!
Mardian argued that evaluating rthe mem- Grand Rapids, Mich., that a body waste
bership in groups "dedicated to revolution- chemical, urea, could :be used as a drug to
ary-terrorist" princilples would offer a. "more ease pain and apparently to desickle derealistic" test than present sta-ndards.
formed red cells in some patients.
Mardian argued that government agencies
That report has been greeted With conshould be able to fire employees if member siderable professional caution. (The sponsors
ship in an offending group would dim.inish of the present meeting did not invite Nalhls agency's emctency.
bandian to lbe on the program.) But at
Mardlan ooded that "the vast majority Qf least four other clinics are now trying to
Americans would ... agree that persons who certify or disprove his urea treatment.
are knowing mellllbers" of such groups
And it prompted Dr. Arthur Cer.ami, a
"Should .n ot 'be employed 1•n even non-sens1- cell biologist at Rockefeller, working with
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Manning, to hypothesize that a simple component of ·t he urea solution-cyanatemight be getting whatever results were
showing up in Nalbandian's patients.
"And indeed we found cyanate did inhibit
sickling in the .t est-tube," Cerami said in .an
interview. They were also able to pin point
the exact location on the hemaglobin portion of the red cell where the cyanate
hooked on and stayed, making the reversal
of the sickling permanent for that cell.
Much of the damage orf the disease process
ariseS because the mi.SSh.a.pen cells snag in
the capllllaries between the outgoing arteries
and incoming vlens, slowing blood cell traffic
like a jack-knifed truck on a turnpike. Not
only does blood flow get sll.81rted, cells die
young 1n the process.
"If sodium cyanate ever works as therapy,"
Cerami pointed out, "treatment will. have to
be continuous throughout life, because each
new red cell would have to be doctored."
"REASONABLE" TOXICrrY

Safety tests on animals indicated cyanate
1s "no more than th.Tee t1m.es as toxic as aspirin," regarded as a reasonable range !or
proceeding to human trials.
Dr. Peter Glllette, assistant professor at
Rockefeller and Dr. Char'les Peterson, a Harlem Hospital resident on loam. to the project,
wre now tlrea.ting the 25 siclde cell anemlcs,
!rom 7 to 50 years old, either by mouth, by
intravenous injection or by taking out blood,
treating it and putting the red cells back.
The patients are treated continuously.
"We don't wa.it for a sickle cell crisis," Cerami said. "The hOipe is to use sodium cyanate
to prevent the disease process." The tests,
under Food and Drug Adm.in:istmtion experimental drUJg rules, are eJ..-pected to yield
answers in about six months.
Cyanate is a comparatively cheap industrial chemical ($400 a ton) in powder form,
easily dissolved. It is a three-atom molecule
of nitrogen, carbon and oxygen. The Rockefeller teann has ,b een using ma.teriaJ. from an
American firm which is giving up p:ro<iuction
because Germa.n and Japanese firms make it
more cheaply.
FULL OF IMPURITIES

The unsolved problem for future medical
use, Cerami said, is that "much of the stuff
bought for industrial use is full of junk, impurities," which could dam'lllge pa-tients and
foul up experiments ISO the true value of the
pure drug would be hard to determine.
But if the pure drug works and is adequately safe, it would be the first specific
therapy for an ailment that C8lll. now be
treated only symptomatically in most cases.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING BUSINESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further morning business? If not, morning business is closed.
EXECUTIVE SESSION-NOMINATION
OF LEWIS F. POWELL, JR., TO BE
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
go into executive session for further consideration of the nomination of Mr.

Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court, with the
vote coming at 4 o'clock p.m.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.

The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
RECESS

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I move that the Senate stand in
recess until 1 p.m. today.
The motion was agreed to; and (at
10 o'clock and 44 minutes a.m.) the Senate took a recess until 1 p.m.; whereupon the Senate reassembled when
called to order by the Presiding Officer
<Mr. MciNTYRE).
QUORUM CALL

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CHILES). Without objection, it is so ordered.
A PERSONAL EVALUATION OF LEWIS E. POWELL,
JR., AND WILLIAM H. REHNQUIST, NOMINEES
TO BE ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF THE U.S. SUPREME COURT

Mr. FONG. Mr. President, I support
the nominations of Lewis E. Powell, Jr.,
and William H. Rehnquist to be Associate
Justices of the Supreme Court of the
United States.
Because of the questions which have
been raised in connection with these
nominees, I should like to state my analysis of the qualifications of these candidates and my reasons for reaching the
conclusions I have.
Mr. Powell is a person of unusual professional competence. His outstanding
legal ability is universally recognized.
His personal integrity is unimpeachable.
His sensitivity to the problems which
his stockholdings present under the Canons of Judicial Ethics and his efforts to
minimize these problems, even where it
will probably be at considerable financial
cost to him, so as to avoid even "the
appearance of impropriety," is further
indication to me of his sensitivity to and
commitment to the concept of assw·ing
not only equal justice under law to all
Americans, but of avoiding any appearances which may l:ead to questions as to
the basis of his actions.
Senators are well aware that I am
most concerned about preserving our
constitutional rights and especially the
rights of the people guaranteed under the
first 10 amendments to our great Constitution-our Bill of Rights.
I am one of only four Senators who
voted against final passage of the omnibus crime bill. I did this because of its

provisions which I am convinced are in
derogation of these most sacred constitutional rights.
At the hearing on Mr. Powell's nomination before the Judiciary Committee, I
very carefully and at length questioned
Mr. Powell as to his position in regard to
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these most valuable and valued guarantees of the liberty and very safety of
minorities-and we are all members of
some minority in these United Statesagainst the oppression and tyranny of
the majority or of the Government.
The Supreme Court of the United
States is the last bulwark of freedom and
justice for all our peoples.
I am fully satisfied of Mr. Powell's
complete and sincere dedication to the
preservation of these vital, constitutional
rights and of his ability to so interpret
our great Constitution as to assure equal
justice under law to all persons in this
country.
I urge my brethren to confirm the
nomination of Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to be
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
of the United States.
Now I turn to the nomination of William H. Rehnquist, which is also before
us for confirmation, to be Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court. In Mr.
Rehnquist, we have before us a much
younger man, one likely to serve in that
exalted capacity for many, many years.
Fortunately, in Mr. Rehnquist, we have
a person of outstanding legal ability and
scholarship and unquestioned personal
integrity. Even his most severe critics
have not questioned these qualifications,
which he so abundantly has demonstrated.
What four of the distinguished Senators who opposed Mr. Rehnquist's nomination in the Judiciary Committee and
various witnesses questioned was largely
Mr. Rehnquist's interpretations of and
dedication to the concepts contained in
the Bill of Rights.
In fairness to Mr. Rehnquist, his various utterances on these subjects should
be put in context of time and circumstances.
Much is made of his opposition in 1964
to a proposed Phoenix public accommodation ordinance and to a letter to the
editor published in the Arizona Republic
on the proposals of the Phoenix school
officials to eliminate de facto segregation
in that city.
Little is made of the nominee's actions
at those times or his very humble and
human confession of error of an earlier
judgment.
Throughout the period in question, Mr.
Rehnquist's own children attended fully
integrated schools in the downtown area
of Phoenix. Surely, his recognition of the
benefits of integl'!ation to the children he
loved and 'Oared for most--his own children-mus,t give credence to his recognition of the value of equality of opportunity for all, else he could readily have
ohosen to live in one of the suburban
areas where de facto segregation was
almost assured. In view of his actions in
this regard, I feel compelled to conclude
the nominee does not endorse or practice segregati'on.
It takes a big man to reverse himselfa bigger one to admit in public that he

wa.s wrong-and a still bigger one to alter
his course of conduct.
While Mr. Rehnquist did oppose a
pvoposed public acC'Ommodations ordinance in 1964, in 1966 as a member of the
Arizona delegation to the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
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State Laws he supported the proposed
public accommodations provision of the
draft model State antidiscrimination act.
When he appeared at the confirmation
hearings before the Judiciary Committee,
he admitted he was wrong in his 1964
opposition; that he was aware of that
error of judgment; and that his understanding of the significance of, the need
for, and lbhe scope of the concept of
equality had changed ami broadened
since that time.
As the distinguished senior Senator
from Pennsylvania <Mr. ScoTT) brought
out at the hearing, Mr. Rehnquist altered
his course of thinking, and he reflected
this in his conduct.
In 1969, the opinion of the Comptroller
General of the United States was that
the Philadelphia plan was unconstitutional. The Philadelphia plan, as Senators well know, required, as a condition
of receiving a Government construction
contract, a commitment to achieve certruin goals of minority hiring. This was
to overcome the fact that certain undons
did not have minority race members.
Through the efforts of Mr. Rehnquist,
the Attorney General upheld the legality
and constitutionality of such plans. This
was a major breakthrough in the fight
for equality in employment opportunity-a basic right to be afforded all men
equally under law.
On the subject of civil rights, I am
fully satisfied as to the nominee's position
and commitment to equal rights.
Insofar as Mr. Rehnquist's approach to
civil liberties and the Bill of Rights is
concerned, I questioned Mr. Rehnquist
very carefully on the subject of wiretapping and electronic surveillance, and on
the subject of certain Federal grand jury
practices which I fear are in violation of
the fifth amendment.
I spelled out to him at considerable
length my long and firmly held conviction that if wiretapping and eavesdropping practices were allowed on a wide
scale, we would soon become a nation in
fear-a police state. I also indicated that,
whether based on fact or fancy, many
people in all walks a.nd areas of life fear
they are under surveillance, so in my
opinion we are coming close to being a
nation in fear.
While Mr. Rehnquist as the attorney
to the Attorney General had spoken in
support of positions of the Justice Department, his response to my questions
and his prior statement when he addressed a symposium on law and individual rights held in December 1970, at
the University of Hawaii, clearly indicated to me that despite his advocate's
position and the attorney-client relationship with the Justice Department, the
nominee himself is fully aware of the, as
he put it, "chilling effect on one's feeling
of freedom of certain alleged Government procedures a.nd is capable of disassociating himself therefrom.
Again, I quote his response, in part:
I believe that I could divorce my role as
an advocate from what it would be as a
Justice of the Supreme Court, should I be
confirmed.

When I pressed him on comments
made by a Phoenix Democrat, but representative of other such comments, that

he was a "retrograde" in terms of race
relations, "a supporter of police methods," "restrictive" on free speech, and so
forth, his response, even under the pressure he was subjected to, showed his
humaneness, a sense of humor, and the
approach to be expected from him to
problems presented to him as a Justice of
the Supreme Court.
He stated at page 144 of the hearings
before the Committee on the Judiciary:
My first comment would be I can defend
myself from my enemies but save me from
my friends.

But then in a most serious vein, he
continued:
I think that that is not a fair characterization even of my philosophical views. My
hope would be if I were confirmed Ito divorce
as much as possible whatever my own preferences, perhaps, as a legislator or as a private citizen would be as to how a particular
question should be resolved and address myself simply to what I understand the Constitution and the laws enacted by the Congress
to require.

I am satisfied Mr. Rehnquist is a man
of esteemed legal and intellectual ability,
a man of great integrity, whose personal
philosophy as shown by his actions may,
in fact, prove to be not too far removed
from that of his critics.
In any event, I feel that as a Justice
of the Supreme Court he would apply
his great talents "simply to what (be)
understood the Constitution and the
laws enacted by Congress to require."
I will, therefore, vote for the confirmation of his nomination.
I w·ge the confirmation of his nomination to be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, for I
am certain he will serve all the people of
this great country with distinction.
THE NOMINATION OF LEWIS F. POWELL, JR.,
TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME
COURT

Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, the
Senate will vote today on the nomination of Lewis F. Powell, Jr. to rb e an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
It is no surprise that thls nomination
has been unranimously reported by the
Sena;te
Judiciary
Committee.
Mr.
Powell's reputation was well known to
many of us in the Senate, even before
his nomination. Since then, the widespread endorsement of his nomination
by those of differing political and philosophical viewpoints has confirmed that
Mr. Powell is a man CJf exceptftonal ability
an:d chavacler. Indeed, the reception accorded his nomination is a rebuff to those
who suggested that the SellJalte would not
confirm a Southerner to serve on the
Supreme Court. One wonders why it has
taken so long to 'propose a man of Mr.
Powell's stature.
Quite aside from his competence and
integrity, Mr. Powell meets another basic
test of fitness to sit on the Supreme
OoliDt. He has shown by what he bas
done and what he has been that those
who bring causes to him for judgment
will have the fullest confidence that their
oases will be heard and decided on the
law and the merits and not otherwise.
Of course Justices come to the Supreme Court infiuenced by their pasts.
But to be fit to serve there, a nominee
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must inspire faith that he can overcome
these influences when he must. No
group--not the organized bar, not business, not labor, not the law schools, not
the politi.cians of any party or region, no
racial group--bas the right to veto a
nominee because they would prefer someone more sympathetic to their side of
particular issues. But they do have a
right to expect fair treatment and to expoot the nomination of those who will
justify belief that disputes which come to
be settled through the courts will be
settled by law and justice alone. I believe
that Lewis Powell meets this test: that
he will bring to high judicial office the
qualities of decency and fairness that a.re
a crucial component of judicial decisionmaking.
Because Mr. Powell has shown in his
life and work those qualities of distinction which we should expect in every Justice of the Supreme Court, I hope the
Senate will vote-overwhelmingly-to
confirm this nomination.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, ordinarily I would take this occasion to speak
in behalf of the appointment of Lewis
Powell to the Supreme Court of the
United States. He is 'a southerner. He is
noncontroversial; and he is certain to be
approved. But a speech in his behalf
would only be an exercise in headlinemanship. Mr. Powell needs no defense
from me. The man I rise to defend today,
on the other hand, is not from my section of the country. He is controversial;
and his nomination is being contested.
It would be unfair to William Rehnquist
and to his record to remain silent today.
I have studied the record. I have looked
closely at the man. And I am convinced
that his appointment to the Supreme
Court is not merely satisfactory-it is excellent. I know Bill Rehnquist, and I
have worked alongside him. I know his
beliefs and his reaotions. I know he is no
racist. Everyone who ·knows him knows
that. I recently received a letter from
Mr. Ben Holman, the Director of the
Community Relations Service, in Mr.
Rehnquist's behalf. The Community Relations Service is a civil rights agency
charged with working for the improvement of minority groups in America. As
Mr. Holman points out, Bill Rehnquist
"has been highly supportive of our cause
and on several occasions sought to
broaden our statutory mandate." Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the full text of Mr. Holman's Jetter be
printed at the conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, of all
the tasks which come before the Senate,
none is more important than its constitutional duty to act on the President's
appointments to membership on the Supreme Court.
Throughout most of its history, the
Court has held a rightfully exalted position in the esteem of the American people. And because it had the trust of the
people, it worked for the inestimable
benefit of the Nation. The Supreme
Court lacked a bureaucracy, yet it became a powerful force for good. Fragile
in form yet enduring in substance, it be-
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came a strong ptllar for the support of
the Republic.
Today-among a sizable, and growing, percentage of our people-the Court
has lost ground. The loss is not sectional,
nor is it generational. It is North and
South. It is young and old. This is simply
a statement of fact. No Member of the
Senate who has recently been among his
constituents is likely to claim that thiS
is the heyday of the Court's prestige. We
hear no chorus of praise for the highest
tribunal. While its past is still occasionally sung, celebrations of its present are
few and far between. The question is
obvious-Why? Why this declining esteem for an institution which depends
for its success on the public trust?
I believe that the past successes of
the Court resulted from its adherence to
the activities prescribed by the founders
and the Justices themselves. It succeeded
because it seldom strayed very far from
those activities. And when it did stray,
it did not stray for long. The Court
·usually was in the mainstream of our national life. It saw nothing to be gained
from lagging far behind or racing swiftly
ahead of America's other institutions.
In recent years, however, the Court
seems to have forgotten the lessons of its
successful past. It has gone far beyond
its normal activities--far beyond its jurisdictions of even a quarter century ago.
And, without getting into a lengthy and
detailed exposition, there are those who
believe the Court has gone into the business of legislation rather than adjudication. There are those who believe that
the Court is enforcing practices which
the Constitution does not prescribe nor
the Congress authorize. I am among the
number who so believe.
Mr. President, when a person runs out
on his past, forsaking old ways for new,
he is the object of at least temporary
suspicion. And when a politician promises one thing and does another, his integrity is questioned and his credibility
vanishes. So it is with an institution such
as the Court. When it goes beyond the
normal range of its activities, and does
so over a period of many years, it is playing with the fires of suspicion. This is
what the Supreme Court has done. And
now it has reaped the ashes of discord
and distrust.
We are all quick to point out the credibility gaps of the executive branch. And,
whether we admit it or not, we are
equally aware of the skepticism in which
the legislative branch is held. That
hardly leaves time to worry about the
problems of the judiciary. But today we
must find time. Public confidence in the
Nation's highest tribunal-in the arbiter
of its basic law-is essential if this system of ours is to survive. The Constitution, both as actual law and as popular
symbol, is the cement which has bound
America together. Weaken the cement
by twisting and torturing, and tearing
and bending and breaking-and watch
the Nation come apart.
Mr. President, the clear imperative of
the Constitution is the necessity for balance. The success of our Federal Government has always depended upon balance: balance between the State and
local governments; balance between the

three separate branches of the Federal
Government; and, within the judicial
branch, a large measure of self-balance
and impartiality. The Constitution is
not an ideological brief for today's liberals, or, for that matter, for today's conservatives. It is a complex and diverse
document, written by a varied people,
and surviving all the many changes of
nearly two centuries of national life. Yet
there are those who would throw that
balance--that richness of experience-that diversity of history--overboard.
There are those who argue not for diversity, but uniformity; not for judgment,
but for advocacy; not for right versus
wrong, but for left versus right or right
versus left.
And that, Mr. President, is what this
debate today is all about. All the President has to do is nominate someone whose
beliefs do not accord with the insistent
mood of the establishment, and the
establishment rides to the chase with
the scent of blood in its nostrils.
The debate over Mr. Rehnquist is not
over Arizona polling booths or memberships in such-and-such an organization.
It is not over the handling of Mayday or
the tapping of a criminal's telephone. A
cursory glance at the record suffices to
set any impartial observer's mind to rest
on all those accounts. No, Mr. Presidentthose are simply smokescreens sent up
by those who would remake the Supreme
Court in their own image. They know
Bill Rehnquist will not help them do
that. So Bill Rehnquist becomes to them
public enemy, No.1.
Mr. President, I have been down this
road before, 2 years ago, with Judge
Haynsworth. The smokescreens went up
then, too. ''Appearance of impropriety"
was the howl of the pack, and a promising high court career was snuffed out
before it could begin. Now-with the
possibility of Judge Haynsworth's going
to the Court gone--many of his opponents admit how flimsy those charges
were. The charges against William Rehnquist are just as flimsy.
He is closed-minded, some say. He
starts out with the conclusion and works
backward toward justifying evidence.
Even more serious, he places no value on
individual rights and would give the
stamp of judicial approval to police-state
tactics. The attack on this nominee is a
display of dizzying gymnastics the likes
we have not seen for a long, long time.
He is a conservative, therefore, too individualistic-conservatives want too much
freedom for the individual. Then the
critics turn right around and attack Mr.
Rehnquist for lack of concern for the
individual and for glorification of the
state. "Now you see it, now you don't"
seems to be the motto of the pack in their
desire to do Bill Rehnquist in.
Mr. President, there is just no truth
in the charge that Mr. Rehnquist is
insensitive to civil liberties. His statements abound with references to the
rights of the individual. He has thought
long and hard about the necessity of
protecting the rights of the individual
and the necessity for balancing the
rights of the individual in relation to
the Government's obligation to enforce
the law. His statements show a rational
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balanced, and constitutional position
from which the Court can only benefit.
As the nominee himself put it:
A government which does not restrain itself from unwarranted official restraints on
the persons of its citizens would be a. menace to freedom; but a. government which
does not or cannot take reasonable steps to
prevent felonious assaults on the persons of
its citizens would be derelict in fu1filling one
of the fundamental purposes for which governments are instituted among men. A society as a whole has a. right, indeed a duty,
to protect all individuals from criminal invasions of the person.

Would Mr. Rehnquist put a microphone under every table and desk, a wiretap on every phone, an agent in the footsteps of every citizen? Ridiculous. Again,
I quote from the nominee,
I do not conceive it to be any part of the
functions of the Department of Justice or
any other governmental agency to surveil or
otherwise observe people who are simply exercising their First Amendment rights.

The record demonstrates very clearly
that the nominee would never be willing
to sacrifice the constitutional protections afforded our people simply in the
interest of governmental efficiency. For
him, the Constitution clearly places restraints on the activities of government.
On the other hand, the record also makes
clear that he would use the powers afforded the Government by the Constitution-maker's at Philadelphia to preserve,
protect and defend the safety and wellbeing of the American people. Any judge
who is too shallow to raise the question
of how to maintain order is ignorant of
one of the basic questions of all government, and ignorant of one of the ·enduring themes of political philosophY.
The record shows William Rehnquist
to be superbly qualified for service on the
Supreme Court. His educational and
professional career is a long string of
our society's highest accolades. His
academic honors testify to an acute and
profound intelligence. His professional
citations mirror the confidence of his
associates and the breadth of his experience. Anyone who seriously expects Bill Rehnquist to be the slave of
some narrow ideology or defunct theoretician simply does not know the man or
his record.
There is not the slightest doubt in my
mind that as Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist's
allegiance will be to the Constitution,
and his dedication to making it the
honored and revered fountain of law
and trust that it deserves to be. He will
be there to research, to question, to
study, to analyze, and ultimately, to
judge. Justice Rehnquist will not need a
law clerk to do his homework for him, or
to write his opinions. He knows how to
do these things himself. And he does
them with a precision and a clarity and
a brilliance which command respect.
It is the charge of the jurist to judge
just as it is our charge in this chamber
to legislate. Mr. Rehnquist has the discernment to keep the two functions
separate. His opponents cannot make
the same claim.
I commend the President of the United
States for the excellent choice he has
made. And I urge my fellow Members
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of the Senate to vote "aye" when the
moment of decision is upon us.
EXHrBIT 1
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE,
Washing t on, D .C., Nov ember 4,1971.

Hon. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS,
U .S. Senate,
Was hingt on, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HOLLINGS : You have asked
t hat I share with you my regard of William
H. Rehnquist who has been nominated by
the President to be an Associate Justice of
the United States Supreme Court.
I have personally worked in close association with Bill Rehnquist during my 27'2 years
as Director of the Department of Justice's
Community Relations Service. I always found
him to be of impeccable integrity and of gentlemanly conduct.
On many occasions B111 Rehnquist and I
have discussed issues relative to the welfare
of the Community Relations Service, which,
as you know, is a civil right s agency whose
sole direction is guided by the improvement
of the status of minorities In America. He
has been highly supportive of our cause and
on several occasions sought to broaden our
statutory mandate.
His "conservative" philosophy while practicing law in Arizona was unknown to me
until I read about it in the newspapers. As
a black man sensitive to the various forms
of racist beha vior I can assure you that Bill
Rehnquist will judge minorities fairly if
he is confirmed to the Court.
I hope this information will be helpful to
you in your deliberations.
Sincerely,
BEN HOLMAN.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, I commend
the Senator from South Carolina for his
remarks. I want to say that the remarks
which I will make either late today or
on tomorrow will be in respect to what
the Senator from South Carolina has
said.
I would like to have printed in the
RECORD an article in this morning's Wall
Street Journal entitled, "Rehnquist and
Critics: Who's Extreme?" However, first,
I would like to read for the RECORD a portion of that article. It reads:
The .minority report argues that "Mr. Rehnquist's record falls to demonstrate any strong
affirmative commitment to civil rights, to
equal justice for aJ.l citizens, let alone a level
of commitment which would rebut the strong
evidence of insensitiVity to such rights!' The
evidence the report discusses at greatest
length is a 'l etter Mr. Rehnquist wrote to The
Arizona Republic in 1967, responding to remarks on school integration iby Phoenix
School Superintendent Howard Seymour.
The .minority report says, "The truly alarming aspect of the 1967 letter, however, is Mr.
Rehnquist's statement, 18 years after Brown
v. Board of Education that 'We are no more
dedicated to an "integrated" society than we
are to a "segregated" society'... Yet at least
since the Supreme Court declared that 'separete is inherently unequal,' thts nation has
not been neutral as between integration and
segregation; it stands squarely in favor of
the former. And 1! Mr. Rehnquist does not
agree, he is outside the mainstream of American thought and should not be confirmed."
A FREE SOCIETY
The statement in the original letter that
must be located with respect to the mainstream runs, "Mr. Seymour declares that we
•are and m.ust be concerned with achieving
an integrated society.' .•. But I think many
CXVII--2822-Pa'rt 34

would take issue with h ·i s statement on the
merits, and would feel that we are no more
dedicated to an 'integrated' society than we
are to a 'segregated' society; that we are instead dedicated to a free society, in which
each man is equal before the la-w, but in
which each man is accorded a ma.xlmum
amount of freedom of choice in his indiVidual
activities."
Mr. Rehnquist's extremist position on civll
rights, then, turns out to be nothing more
than the famillar proposition that the Constitution is color-blind. On surveillance he
believes that at this moment the scales are
not tipped in such a way that dissent is
"chilled." On wiretapping he believes the government side of the national security question deserves its day in court. These opinions,
the minority report suggests, are so outrageous the nominee should be defeated.

Then, the most important paragra;ph
of the editorial in relation to the remarks of the distinguished Senator from
South Carolina:
As the Senate debates the nomination, it
seems, it will have to decide more than
whether it's proper to weigh a nominee's philosophy. Dt also needs to weigh whether words
like "extreme" and. "out of .t he mainstream."
better describe Mr• .Rehnquist's philosophy,
or the position his critics have been forced.
to take to oppose him.

Without objection the article was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as
follows:
REHNQUIST AND CRITICS: WHO'S ExTRBMI:?
(By Robert L. Bartley)
WASHINGTON.-The most powerful impression 'to emerge from the microscopic publlc
analysis of the life and. works of Supreme
Court nominee WlllLa.m H. Rehnquist is that
his critics are pretty desperate. At one point
the arguments and innuendos o1fered. by
critical witnesses proved too much even for
the most critical Senators, and. Sen. Edward
Kenned.y upbraided the witnesses for creating "an atmosphere which I think is rather
poisonous."
Now the critlca'l members on the Senate
Judiciary Committee-Sens. Bayh, Hart,
Kenned.y and Tunney-have filed their minority report setting out the responsible case
a.ga.inst the nomination. As Sen. Kennedy's
remark suggests, it judiciously avoids the less
substantial alleg&tdons that have appeared
in the press in Tecent weeks. There is, for
example, no suggestion that Mr. Rehnquist
1s gullty until proven innocent of membership in extremist organJ.za.tlons because his
name appears on a list compiled by a little
old lady and wlli.ed to someone else.
OUTSIDE THE MAINSTREAM
The minority report, ra.ther, focuses mostly
on Mr. RehnquiSit's Views on certaan. issues,
and as such is an intriguing document. It
volunteers that there ts no question about
Mr. RehnqU!ist's quallftcart;ions 1n terms of
legal sta.n:dlng or personal integrtty. On the
W'ldely debated question of whether the SenSite should. consider a nominee's judicial philosophy, it makes the caae that indeed. the
Senate shoul'd..
The Ininority, of course, argues that on
lihis third test Mr. Rehnquist fl.unks. It says
he "has failed to show a demonstrated commitment to the fundamental human rights
of the B111 of Rights, and to the guarantees
of equality under the law." While not every
detail of a nominee's philosophy ought to
bear on his Senate confl.rmation, it suggests,
so extreme a deviation should. At one point
the text puts it simply: The nominee "is
outside the mainstream of American thought
and should not 'be con1irmed."
A fascinating proposition, this. How can
someone with legal standing and personal integrity fit to grace the Supreme Court be that
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far out of the mainstream? What would be
the opinions of a man who is such a pillar
of the bar and still fails to understand the
Blll of Rights?
So it is with no little anticipation that one
turns to the issues discussed in the minority
report to find just which of Mr. Rehnquist's
opinions bar him from the Court service. One
expects not merely that he will have debatable opinions on debatable topics. Certainly
the four Senators disagree on many things
wit h Lewis F . Powell Jr., the other Supreme
Court nominee before the Senate, but they
voted to approve him. So in Mr. Rehnqulst's
case one expects more extreme opinions,
those further out of the mainstream on the
right, say, than Justice William 0. Douglas
is on the left.
As sort of a. benchmark, recall Justice
Douglas' popular book arguing, "We must
realize that today's establishment is the new
George III. Whether it will continue to adhere to ·h is tactics, we do not know. If it
does, the redress, honored in tradition, is also
revolution." What right-wing outrages has
Mr. Rehnquist uttered, one wonders, that
are further from the mainstream than that?
As the confirmation hearings started, the
best bet for that sort of outra,ge seemed to
lie in the Justice Department position on
wiretapping. As the department's chief legal adviser, Mr. Rehnquest must bear no
small responsibility for that position, and
the department has argued that the Executive Branch has an "inherent right" to wiretap without court order in national security
cases. This is tantamount to an assertion
that neither Congress nor the courts can
control executive wireta-pping, and certainly does suggest an InsensitiVity to the spirit
of the Blll of Rights.
Alas for Mr. Rehnquist's critics, though, it
turns out that on his advice the Justice Department has dropped the "inherent right"
argument in cUITent briefs before the Supreme Court. It now merely argues that in
the particular instances of the case, the tap
in question was not an "unreasonable"
search barred by the Fourth Amendment.
He says that the effect of the change is "to
recognize that the courts would decide
whether or not this practice amounted. to an
unreasonable search."
Mr. Rehnquist declined t o give his personal views, as opposed to the Justice Department position, but he did defend the
department's cUITent arguments on the
grounds that there are substantial legal
questions nnresolved, and the Executive is
obligated to make its side of the case. "Five
preceding a.dminlstra.tlons have all taken the
position that the national security type of
surveillance is permissible . . . one Justice
of the Supreme Court has expressed the View
that the power does exist, two have expressed the View th8it it does not exist . . .
one has expressed the view that it is an open
question . . . the government is entirely
justified. in presenting the matter to the
court for its determination."
WIRETAPPING OF RADICALS
This did not satisfy the four critical Senators. They noted that the cUITent issues are
somewhat different from those of preceding
administrations, not least because the current argument is about wiretapping not of
foreign agents but of domestic radicals. The
change in the depanment's position is "more
cosmetic than real," they argued, because lit
is stm defending wiretapping rules that
would not "provide an adequate restraining
effect on the Executive Branch, an adequate
deterrent to protect the right of privacy."
For those who may find this particular
dispute a matter not of extremist opinions
but of reasona-ble men differing, the minori.t y
also delves into Mr. Rehnquist's widely
quoted opinion on governxnent surveillance·
Of individuals, that ts, not wiretappin.g but
the recording of their actiVities in public
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places. In warning against overly restricting such surveillance, he once said, "I think
it quite likely that self-restraint on the part
of the Executive Branch will provide an
answer to virtually all of the legitimate com•
plwlnts against excesses of information
gathering."
During the hearings, Mr. Rehnqulst noted
that in his remark he was addressing the
question of whether new legislation is
needed in addition to the Bill of Rights and
laws already on the books, and that the remark must be understood in that cont ext.
In colloquy at the time, he conceded that
widespread surveillance should be "condemned," and that an individual might already have legal recourse against a government tall. But in considering the argument
that surveillance is unconstitutional because
it has a "chilling effect" on freedom of
expression, he said any such effect is a
question not of constitutional law but of
fact. And, "those activities didn't prevent,
you know, two hundred, two hundred fifty
thousand people from coming to Washington
on at least one or two occasions to, you
know, exercise their First Amendment rights,
to protest the war policies of the President.
··The minority report argues that even if
250,000 appeared, others may have been deterred by surveillance. It agrees that the
committee's majority report correctly describes Mr. Rehnquist's attitude: "Information-gathering activity may raise first
amendment questions if it is proven that
citizens are actually deterred from speaking
out." The minority argues that this is precisely the problem, "the difficulty of proving
a specific chilling effect is obvious, and the
notion that a First Amendment question
isn't even raised unt il it is 'proven that citizens are actually deterred from speaking out•
(emphasis in original) is alarming."
But if Mr. Rehnqulst's opinions here are
outrageously extreme, it would seem, so are
the opinions of the majority of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Similarly if his defense
of the constitutionality of such laws as "noknock" raids and "preventive detention" in
the District of Columbia are out of the mainstream, the mainstream does not include the
majority of both houses of Congress. So what
mostly remains is the question of Mr. Rehnquist's attitudes on the racial issue.
The minorilty report does not make too
much of allegations that Mr. Rehnquist harassed black voters when he was involved in
Republican voter challenging teams in Phoenix, but it also does not dismisS them as the
majority did. Some of his bla~k opponents
have come up with ~davits ch.a.rging he was
personally involved in harassment, and his
supporters have come up wilth a defense of his
challenging activities and attLtude by a sometime counterpart on the Phoenix Democratic
challenging team. The minority report says,
"Eooh Senator will have to decide for himsel1
what weight--if any--4to give either tthe
cba.rges or the blanket denial."
On the nominee's general racial attitudes,
the majority report also came up with a letter
from the principal of the elementary school
Mr. Rehnquist's children a.ttended in Phoenix.
"Mr. Rehnquist became known to me when I
was a teacher here at Kenilworth School. He
had moved his family into Phoenix Elementary School District from one of the outlying
suburban, and predominantly ,m iddle socioeconomic, school districts. He wanted his
children to have experience and associations
with children from minority groups, as well
as with the different socio-economic groups."
The minority report argues that "Mr.
Rehnqulst's record ! a1ls to · demonstrate any
strong affirmative commitment to civil
rights, to equal justice for all citizens, let
alone a level of commitment which would
rebut the strong evidence of insensitivity to
such rights." The evidence the report discusses aJt greatest length is a letter Mr.
Rehnqulst wrote to The Arizona Republic in

1967, responding .to rema.rks on school integra.tion by Phoenix School Superintendent
Howard Seymour.
The minority report says, "The truly
al•a rming aspect of the 1967 lettter, however, 1S
Mr. Rehnquist's statement, 13 years after
Brown V. Board of Education that 'We are no
more dedicated to an "integrated" society
than we are to a "segregated" society'. . .
Yet at least since tthe Supreme Court decllared
that 'separate is inherently unequal,' this nation has not been neutral as between integration and segregation; it stands squarely in
favor of the former. And if Mr. Rehnqu:lst
does not agree, he 1S outside the m'ainstream.
of American thought and should not be confirmed."
A FREE SOCIETY

The statement in the original letter that
must be located with respect to the mainstream runs, "Mr. Seymour declares that we
'are and must be concerned with achieving an
integrated society.' . . . But I think many
would take issue with his statement on the
merits, and would feel that we are no more
dedicated to an 'integrated' society than we
are to a 'segregated' society; that we are instead dedicated to a free society, in which
each man is equal before the law, but in
which each man is accorded a maximum
amount of freedom of choice in his individual
activities."
Mr. Rehnqulst's extremist position on clvll
rights, then, turns out to be nothing more
than the familiar proposition that the Constitution is color-blind. On survelllance he believes that at this moment the scales are not
tipped in such a way that dissent is "chllled.''
On wiretapping he believes the government
side of the national security question deserves
its day in court. These opinions, the minority
report suggests, are so outrageous the nominees should be defeated.
As the Senate deba.tes the nomination, it
seems, it will have to decide more than
whether it's proper to weigh a nominee's philosophy. It also needs to weigh whether words
like "extreme" and "out of the mainstream"
better describe Mr. Rehnqutst's philosophy,
or the position his critics have been forced to
take to oppose him.

Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, for many
years I have followed the career of Lewis
Powell, of Richmond, Va., as one of the
leaders of the American bar. It will
afford me muclh pleasure to vote for his
confirmation as an Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
I predict that in that post he will eXhibit
some of the finest legal acumen and
some of the most profound learning
that has ever been shown by any member of the Court.
I have found in the decisions of the
Supreme Court only one ruling which
sets forth the qualifications which the
Constitution requires of a member of the
Supreme Court bench. 'Tills statement
appears in the ruling oi the greatest
jurist of all time, Chief Justice John
Marshall, in what was, perhaps, the most
famous of all his decisions, that of Marbury versus Madison. In that case Chief
Justice Marshall pointed out that the
Constitution of the United States obligates every Supreme Court Justice to
take an oath or to make an affirmation
to support the Constitution. This clearly means that it is the duty of a Supreme
Court Justice to lay aside his own notions of what he thinks the Constitution
ought to provide and to be guided solely
in his decisions by what the Constitution
actually does provide.
Chief Justice Marshall made this
abundantly clear when he said that the
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oath of a Supreme Court Justice to support the Constitution requires him to
accept that instrument as the rule for
his official action as a member of the
Court.
I am confident that Lewis Powell possesses this qualification and that he
will adhere faithfully to his oath as a
Supreme Court Justice to support the
Constitution. For this reason I look forward with confidence to seeing him as·
sist the ConstitutiOIIl. of the United
States in performing its function as a
rule for the guidance of Supreme Court
Justices.
Mr. President, for these reasons I shall
take delight in voting for the confirmation of the nomination of this distinguished AmeriOOill lawyer.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I a-sk
unanimous consent that .the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that a nomination
reported earlier today, which is at the
desk, and which has been cleared all
around, be stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CHILES). Without objection, it is so
ordered. The nomination w1ll be stated.
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE
The ' legislative clerk read the nomination of Richard A. Dier, of Nebraska, to
be a. U.S. district judge for the district of
Nebraska.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the nomination is considered
and confirmed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent tha;t the President be
notified of the confirmation of the nomination.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
QUORUM CALL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislat\ve c~rk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had passed, without amendment,
the following bill and joint resolution of
the Senate:
S. 952. An act to declare that certain public lands are held · tn trust by the United
States for the Summl.t Lake Paiute Tribe,
and !or other purposes; and
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S.J. Res. 149. Joint resolution to authorize
and request the President to proclaim the
year 1972 as "International Book Year."

The message also announced that the
House had disa,greed to the amendments
of the Senate to the bill <H.R. 11932)
making appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and
other activities chargeable in whole or
in part against the revenues of said District for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1972, and for other purposes; agreed to
the conference asked by the Senate on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
thereon, and that Mr. NATCHER, Mr.
GIAIMO, Mr. PRYOR of Arkansas, Mr.
OBEY, Mr. STOKES, Mr. MCKAY, Mr.
MAHON, Mr. DAVIS of Wisconsin. Mr.
SCHERLE, Mr. McEWEN, Mr. MYERS, and
Mr. Bow were appointed managers on
the part of the House at the conference.
NOMINATION OF LEWIS F.
POWELL, JR.
The Senate continued with the consideration of the nomination of Lewis F.
Powell, Jr., to be Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. COOK. Mr. President, after 5 days
of extensive and exhaustive hearings in
November, and after a long and thorough debate of the qualifications of the
two nominees in executive session, the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary favorably reported to the Senate the nominations of Lewis F. Powell and William
H. Rehnquist to be Associate Justices of
the Supreme Court.
In light of the events of the past 4
years, these nominations cannot be considered by themselves but must be regarded as a continuing series of events
resulting from the Senate's scrutiny of
Justice Abe Fortas' nomination to be
Chief Justice. While not a member of
this body at that time, it was my privilege to be a part of the nominations of
Warren E. Burger, Judge Clement
Haynsworth, Judge Harrold G. Carswell,
and Justice Harry Blackmun. While not
agreeing with all of the Senate's actions
on these nominations, I am strongly
committed to the Senate's constitutional
duty of advising and consenting to the
President's Supreme Court nominations.
In my examination of these nominees,
I developed certain standards to apply
to Mr. Rehnquist and Mr. Powell. On
May 15, 1970, in a Senate speech, "Haynsworth, Carswell and Blackmun: a New
Senate Standard of Excellence," I set
forth my criteria. In part, the statementread:
First, the nominee must be judged competent. He should, of course, be a lawyer, to
my way o! thinking, although the Constitution does not require it. Judicial experience might satls!y competence, although I
would certainly not restrict the President to
napling sitting judges. Legal scholars as
well as practicing 1a wyers might well be
found competent.
Second, the nominee must be judged to
have obtained some level o! achievement or
distinction, After all, it is the Supreme Court
of the United States we are consideringnot the police court 1n Hoboken, New Jersey,
or even a U.S. district or circuit court. This
can ·b e established by writings, but lack of
publlcations alone would not be fatal. Reputation at the bar and bench would be stgni!-
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Dean Phil C. Neal, University of Chicago Law SChool.
Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Yale University Law SC'hool.
William T. Gossett, former president
of American Bar Association.
E. Smythe Gambrell, former president
of American Bar Association.
Earl F. Morris, former president of
American Bar Association, Columbus,
Ohio.
Dean Monrad G. Paulsen, University
of Virginia Law School.
Dean James P. White, Jr., William and
Mary Law School.
Dean Roy L. Steinheimer, Jr., Washington and Lee University Law School.
Charles S. Rhyne, ftormer president of
the American Bar Association.
Whitney North Seymour, former president of the American Bar Association,
New York City.
Sylvester Smith, former presi'dent of
the American Bar Association, New Jersey.
David F. Maxwell, former president of
the American Bar Association, Pennsylvania.
LEWIS F. POWELL
Bernard Segal, in his statement before the committee summarized - the
1 AND 2. COMPETEN(:lY; ACHIEVEMENT OR
thinking of everyone who has been asDISTINCTION
In 1929, Mr. Powell graduated magna sociated with Mr. Powell when he said:
It is therefore with profound satisfaction
cum laude from Washington and Lee
that I speak in support of a nominee who
University, and in 1931 he received his in
my judgment is as eminently qualified
law degree from the same university. He to serve
on our highest judicial tribunal as
earned his masters in law from Harvard anyone who has come ,b efore the committee
the very next year.
since I have 'been concerned with such matFrom that time until the present, Mr. ters, and I daresay !or many years before
that
as well. In legal education, legal exPowell has been engaged in the general
practice of law in Richmond, Va. The per.ience and legal competence, he ranks
only break in this period was his service among the elite of the Nation's bar.
from 1942 to 1946 as a combat and staff
Mr. Lewis Powell is quite obviously one
intelligence officer.
of the most distinguished nominees to
The nominee is recognized throughout come before the Senate in some time. No
the Nation as a lawyer of outstanding one has been more highly recommended.
ability and has served as president of the Further documentation would surely be
American Bar Association, president of redundant. The committee hearings and
the American Bar Foundation, president the Senate report speak for themselves.
of the American College of Trial Lawyers
3. TEMPERAMENT
and vice president of the National Legal
I
believe
that
all members of the
Aid and Defender Association.
He was also appointed by President committee were impressed with the manJohnson in 1965 to the President's Com- ner in which the nominee handles himmission on Law Enforcement and Ad- self at the hearings.
In a statement urging favorable conministration of Justice. President Nixon
appointed him to serve on the President's sideration, Andrew P. Miller, the attorney general of Virginia declared thatblue ribbon defense panel in 1969.
But more importantly, Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
The American Bar Association's compossesses the judicial temperament !or the
mittee on the Federal judiciary said that great
to which the President o! the
he met the "high standards of profes- Unitedtask
States has nominated him. He has
sional competence, judicial temperament the quality o! mind which wm enable him
and integrity" necessary for this high po- to serve With distinction as a Justice ot the
sition. The committee also noted that he Supreme Court of the Uni·ted State.s.
It ts not given to all men to have that
met the standard in an "exceptional
quality o! mind, yet I know o! no man betdegree."
·
with it._th,an Mr. PoweU. _Many
The list of outstanding lawyers who ter endowed
exhibit a knee-jerk reaction to rth.e ishave enthusiastically endorsed his nom- men
sues o! the day, and render cllched treatment
ination is indeed impressive. I would like in response, but not the nominee before you.
to list just a few of these lawyers and
Of course, like Mr. Rehnquist, we
legal scholars:
Orison S. Marden, former president of would expect such comments from his
friends who not only know him, but genthe American Bar Association.
Bernard G. Segal, former president of erally agree with him. Therefore, I would
once again like to turn to those who come
the American Bar Association.
Hicks Epton, president, American from different backgrounds and who
have different philosophies.
Trial LawYers.
Jean Camper Cahn, director of the
Maynard J. Toll, former president of
National Legal Aid and Defenders Asso- Urban Law Institute of Antioch College,
ciation; O'Melveny and Myers, Los An- knew Mr. Powell p~rsonallY.. through their
work together on the legal ·services pro-:
geles.
icant. Quality of opinions if a sitting judge,
or appellate briefs it a practicing attorney,
or articles and other publications it a law
professor, might establish distinction. Certainly, the acquisition of expertise in certain areas o! the law would be an important plus in establishing the level of achievement o! the nominee.
Third, temperament could be significant 1n
some cases. Although difficult to establish
and not as important as the other criteria I
am suggesting, temperament might become a
factor where, for example, a sitting judge was
hostlle to a class of litigants or abusive to
lawYers in court.
Fourth, the nominee, it a judge, must have
violated no eXisting standard of ethical conduct. If the nominee is not a judge, he must
not have violated the canons o! ethics and
statutes which apply to the standard of conduct required o! members of the bar.
Mr. President, fl.fth, and -1lnally, the nominee must have a clean record in his nonjudicial or nonlegal life. He should be free of
criminal conviction and not possessed o! debllltating personal problems, !or example, alcoholism or drug abuse. However, this final
criteria would rarely, it ever, come into play,
due to the intensive personal investigations
customarlly employed by the executive before nominations are sent to the Senate.

• .. •
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gram for the poor. While admitting a disagreement with him on many matters,
she based her support of this nomination on the qualities that I believe are
very important. She said:
In the context in which I have known him
he has come to symbolize the best that the
profession has to offer- a man imbued, even
driven, by a sense of duty, with a passion for
the law as the embodiment of man's ordered
quest for dignity. Yet he is a man so curiously
shy, so deeply sensitive to the hurt or embarrassment of another, so self-effacing that
it is difficult to reconcile the public and the
private man-the honors and the acclaim
with the gentle, courteous, sensitive spirit
that one senses in every conversation, no
matter how casual. And it is an unceasing
source of wonder to me that so much seems
to get done without any sense that the man
is ever burdened, hurried, under strain or
unable to give you his full and undivided
attention.

In questioning the nominee, Senator
HART stated:
I think I sho1.lld

also add for the record a
communication which was brought to the
attention of the Senate through its introduction in the Record on November 2, by Senator
BYRD, who was flitting here with you, of a letter from a member of the Virginia House of
Delegates representing Richmond and Henrico County, Doctor WUliam Ferguson Reed.
Doctor Reed is the first Negro elected to the
Virginia General Assembly during this century, and that letter, written by Doctor Reed
to Senator BYRD, strongly recommends your
confirmation and makes reference to the fact
that all regard you as a fair-minded man. I
think it is well that you be aware of that
comment by Doctor Reed.
4 AND 5. ETHICAL CONDUCT; PERSONAL CONDUCT

Mr. Powell's life has been subjected to
intense scrutiny by the Government and
by private citizens alike. His personal and
ethical conduct, if anything, is '8.!bove reproach. There is albsolutely nothing in
the record to indicate that the nominee
has ever been guilty of any impropriety
or indiscretion. To the contrary, there is
much to recommend him.
Mr. Powell is a man of substantial personal wealth including stock in major
corporations which are potential parties
to litigS~tion ultimately Ito 'be decided lby
the Supreme Court. Mr. Powell has
agreed to divest himself of all 'b ut a few
of these holdings, and to disqualify himself from cases where he may still retain
an interest, however small. He also said
that in regard 'to these and other major
corponvtions 't hat he has represented that
he would "lean over 'backward" to avoid
the appearance of impropriety. The committee, very properly, was satisfied with
his past and future ethical and personal
conduct.
CONCLUSION

Lest some believe that there m ay be

something m:i'ssing or lacking from my
examination of the candidates, I would
like to make a few remarks concerning
philosophy or ideology.
Concerning this, as criteria, I said in
my speech of May 15, 1970, the following:
At iihe outset, let us discard the philosophy
11h.e nominees, philosophy should not be
considered by the Senate. This happened
quite often in the 19th century and theresult was to make a. politica;l !oo11ball out o!f
the Supreme Court. The President is elected
lby the people presumably to carry out a certain program. The Constitution g-ives to him
the power to nominate. I! the nomination
of

power had been given to the Senate, a.s was
once considered during the deb'ates at the
Con stitutional Convention, then it would
have been proper for the Senate to consider
philosophy. The Senate's role, a.s I see it, is
to a.dvise 6/nd consent to t he nomination, and
thus, as the Const itution puts it, "to appoint." This , I ·believe, t aken within the C'Ontext of modern times, means an exMllination
int o the qu'allfications of t he President's
nominee.

I must confess that this concept is not
01iginal on my part. It was mentioned at
least once before by the Senator from
Massachusetts <Mr. KENNEDY) during the
Senate's consideration of Justice Thurgood Marshall, when he said:
I 'believe it 1s recognized by most Senators
that we are not charged with the responsibil1t1es of approving a. man to be associate
justice of the Supreme Oourt only 1f his
views always coincide with our own. We are
not seeking a nominee for the Supreme Court
who w1l1 express the majority view of the
Senate on every given issue, or on a given
issue o! fundamental importance; we are
interested really in knowing whether the
nominee has the background, experience,
quali:flcations, temperamelllt and integrity to
handle this most sensitive, important, responsible job.

Mr. President, I believe that to be a.s
sound now as it was then. Furthermore,
the President is the only person who is
elected by all the people, and who is
chosen to represent all of the people. He
alone reflects the views of the majority
of the people of this country at a given
time. Senators are elected by smaller
grou.ps of people at different points in
time.
I do not seek to persuade all of my colleagues to my position. I merely wish to
state it, and say that it has stood me well
in considertng previous, as well as the
current, Supreme Court nominations.
In conclusion, after attending the Judiciary Committee hearings, and examining the record, I wish to give my unqualified endorsement to this very
distinguished lawyer and legal scholar.
I believe him to be uniquely qualified to
sit on the Supreme Court of the United
States.
Mr. President, I urge the immediate
confirmation of Mr. Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
to be Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. COOK. I yiel1..
Mr. BAYH. I suggest to my friend
from Kentucky that I am deeply impressed by the reference that he made to
the letter of Jean Camper Cahn. I found
that to be one of the most emotional,
persuasive bits of correspondence that I
have seen relative to the human qualities
of the man. Certainly the fact that the
Senator from Kentucky used it in support of the nominee from Virginia I
think is a point well taken.
I just might interject one observation about the feeling of the Senator
from Kentucky-he and I agree on many
things and disagree on a few, and each
of us arrives at his own conclusion as to
what criteria we use: I am sure the Senator from Kentucky is aware that should
the Senate totally disregard in its consideration the philosophical views of a
prospective Supreme Court nominee, we
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would be at odds with the strong and
eloquent position taken by the other
nominee, William H. Rehnquist, in a very
persuasive article that he had published
in one of the Harvard Law Journals, in
which he suggested that it was not only
the right but the responsibility of the
Senate to consider the philosophy of the
nominee.
Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator from
Indiana. I must say to him I am one Senator who does speak for himself. I lost
any tendency toward a dogmatic attitude
a long time ago, and I should think to a
considerable degree one's a;ttitude is
one's own criterion; and that would reflect itself on any other individual.
I thank the 'Senator for commending
the distinguished jurist from Virginia.
I look forward to being on the same side
with him at 4 o'clock.
Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. COOK. I yield.
Mr. SPONG. I thank the Senator from
Kentucky for the splendid presentation
he has made to the Senate today in behalf of the nomination of Lewis Powell.
I know from observing the actions of the
Senator from Kentucky on past occasions that he speaks on these nominations
only after a thorough review of the qualifications of a nominee. He and I have
been through judicial nomination wars
together. I should also like to say that
the Senator has again rendered the Senate a service by spelling out his own
views, which parallel mine, on the Senate's role of advice and consent.
I recognize, as has been demonstrated
by the remarks of the Senator from Indiana, that there is some difference of
opinion as to how this role should be
played by Senators, but I think since his
coming to the Senate, the Senator from
Kentucky has rendered a conspicuous
service in trying to outline what he conceives to be the constitutional role of the
Senate in considering advice and consent to these nominations.
Mr. COOK. I thank the Senator from
Virginia very much, Mr. President, and
I yield the floor.
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President. during the
weekend a columnist observed that. it was
a difficult task for the Senate to sustain a
2-day discussion on the nomination of
Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court.
Debate is not very exciting when-as
in this case-there is nothing to debate.
After the first round of wonderful praise
for Mr. Powell, all else is repetition.
Nevertheless, I am pleased to join in
this discussion and to add my voice to
those who have cited the excellent qualifications of Mr. Powell.
He is a legal scholar; he has had a
distinguished career as an attorney, including service as president of the Amencan Bar Association; he has been a leader
on a number of important boards and
commissions.
It is significant that Mr. Powell has
been deeply involved in the educational
affairs of an important Southern city
during a very trying time in history. He
carries to the Supreme Court some practical knowledge of the problems which
face schools, school officials, parents, and
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children. We need this experience on the
Supreme Court.
Mr. Powell is a man of high intelligence, unquestioned integrity, vast experience, and total devotion to law and to
the Constitution of the United States.
Mr. President, it is without reservation
that I support the confirmation of the
nomination of Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to be
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
RECESS
Mr. MANSFIEI.D. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the Senate stand
in recess until 3 p.m.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
There being no objection, at 1:51 p.m.
the 'Senate took a recess until 3 p.m.;
whereupon, the Senate reassembled when
called to order by the Presiding Officer
(Mr. BUCKLEY).
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that a number of
nominations at the desk be called up at
this time. It is my understanding that
they have been cleared all the way
around.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BucKLEY). Without objection, the nominations will be stated.
GOVERNORS OF THE U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
The legislative clerk read the following nominations, which had been reported earlier:
Elmer T. Klassen, of Massachusetts, Frederick Russell Kappel, of New York, Theodore
W. Braun, of California, Andrew D. Holt, of
Tennessee, George E. Johnson, of lllinois,
Crocker Nevin, of New York, Charles H. Codding, of Oklahoma, Patrick E. Haggerty, of
Texas, and M. A. Wright, of Texas, to be
Governors of the United States Postal Service.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the nominations
be considered en bloc.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the nominations are considered and confirmed en bloc.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ·a sk
unanimous consent 'that the President
be immediately notified of the confirmation of these nominations.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, the Post
Office and Civil Service Committee,
without objection, this moming, re-

Reorganization Act of 1970 specified th&t
the Board of Governors would be selected
with the advice and consent of the Senate, the members of the Senate Post
Office and Civil Service Committee felt
that the administration had been less
than forthright in its procedures in this
regard. The consequence was, only now
has the Senate committee seen fit to approve the nominations.
Why now, rather than some other
time? The answer is that there are now
changed circumstances in the Postal System. Some of the elements that contributed to the lack of communication, or
the "iron curtain," whatever we want to
call it, between the Senate and the operation of the system have since been
removed or changed in other ways.
The committee was delighted to approve this panel of nominations for the
Board of Governors. They are all very
astute gentlemen, distinguished individuals in their own right in their various
pursuits. They are of many persuasions
and of many talents. I think it is urgent
that their approval be followed without
delay in their pursuit of the responsibilities of getting the new Postal System off
the ground. It is an awesome task and
will take time yet, and the patience of
this body, as well as the patience of users
of the mails which will still be taxed
heavily in the psychological sense, as
well as in the monetary sense, for the
reason that a transition with new structuring is a relatively slow process and
yet the ultimate goal is laudable, indeed, both in the saving of money for
the taxpayers as well as in the improvement of service for all who use the mails.
We are getting there. It will take a while
yet before we reach the goals we have
set in the reorganization. But we are
happy to report the approval of the nominees for the board of governors.
My colleague, the ranking minority
member of the committee, who shared
with me the responsibilities for the legislation in the first place, and seeking
its implementation in the many months
since, has been one of the leaders looking ahead to a constructive and responsible U.S. Postal Service which will serve
all the people.
Mr. FONG. Mr. President, I join my
distinguished colleague from Wyoming in
saying that I am very pleased that the
Senate has confirmed the members of the
Board of Governors of the U.S.
Postal Service.
We have been working on these confirmations for a long time and we are
very happy that their confirmations have
now come to pass.
We, as Members of Congress, should
not expect too rapid progress in curing
the ills of the Post Office Department, or
in believing that many of the criticisms
that have been leveled at it will end immediately by having the members confirmed at this time; but we hope that,
given time, and given a little more effort,
this group will be able to work out a very
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lem of operating the Postal Service,
which is a $7 billion a year business, employing approximately 740,000 employees,
these Board of Governor members will
produce a very efficient Postal Service.
We hope that with a little patience
and much hard work, we will achieve the
efficient and responsible postal system,
we sought when the bill to reorganize the
Postal Service was passed.
INDEFINITE POSTPONEMENT OF ·s.
2722, COMPARABILITY PAY OF

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent, as in legislative session, that Calendar No. 422 (S. 2722), the
comparability pay of Federal employees
bill, be indefinitely postponed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent, as in legislative session, with no Senator seeking to speak
on the pending nomination at this moment, that the distinguished Senator
from Idaho <Mr. CHURCH) be recognized
on that basis.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the Senator from Idaho is recognized.
WAR BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN AND THE INEPTITUDE OF
U.S. POLICY
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, the war
that has erupted between India and
Pakistan is no affair of ours. Whichever
side prevails, we can live with the result.
Our vital interests as a nation are not
at stake on the Indian subcontinent, as
long as the great powers refrain from
direct intervention in the con:flict.
The American role, therefore, should
be confined to the efforts within the international community to restore peace,
as taken in the Security Council or
through the office of the Secretary General of the United Nations. We should
also contribute--as no doubt we will-to
humanitarian relief efforts on behalf of
the millions of refugees who have :fled
from the war zone. Beyond this, however,
we should withhold our hand. The American people have been satiated with too
much war already, without mixing in
another.
This calls for neutrality, something we
have not practiced for a long while. Neutrality means that we keep our NavY out
of the way; it means that we refrain
from sending our merchant ships into
the harbors of either country; it means
an arms embargo applied even-handedly
for the duration of the hostilities; and it
means scrupulous avoidance of favoritism toward either side.
Already the postulate of nonfavorit-

ported the names of the Board of Gov-

efficient postal service for this country. ism had been breached. The Nixon ad-

ernors. These names were sent to the
committee a little over a year ago. The
committee read about their appointment
in the various newspapers, the first notification it had. Because the new Postal

The President has selected an able and
capable group for the Board of Governors. They seem to be quite experienced
in the field of business operations. We
are hopeful that in tackling the big prob-

ministration, speaking through the State
Department, has declared that India
bears the major responsibility for the
war, while the President's personal
spokesman, Ronald Ziegler, charges In-
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dia with having launched an extensive
movement of forces into East Pakistan.
"When you take into account the human problems that exist in the area,"
Ziegler is reported to have said, "it 1s
difficult for the Americans to understand
a resort to force."
As an American, I find it difficult to
understand how any Presidential spokesman, with knowledge of the problems
that exist in the area, could make such
an unctious statement. I have just returned from India, where I traveled the
road to J essore from Calcutta to the
Bengal border. I saw for myself the endless stream of refugees fleeing East Pakistan, 1 day's part of the multitude that
has inundated the bordering states of
India during the past 8 months.
I visited a field hospital near the border, where wounded refugees were
brought for treatment. Half of the patients were laid out on the floor, for lack
of beds, and the surgery was crude--like
that which took place during our own
civil war a century ago--due to the limited facilities and the incapacity to administer blood transfusions. Every complicated gunshot wound could be treated
only by amputations. Patients were surviving who would have died a century
ago only because of sulfa and penicillin.
These refugees were the victims of
Pakistan fire. Most were Hindus but
many were Muslims who supported
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in the elections
which took place in East Pakistan last
year. In those elections the people of
East Pakistan han spoken in one voice.
They had massively elected the candidates .of the Awami League, endorsing
a platform which called for an auton ..
omous East Bengal. "Bangia Desh" was
the mllying cry in those elections, as it
remains the rallying cry today.
I wandered through the refugee camps,
questioning men, women, and children
on every side. Invariably, their story
was the same, the same sad tale of villages pillaged, families decimated, young
girls ra'ped. Mothers spoke proudly of
their sons of fighting age who had
escaped and had now returned to fight
in the ranks of the Mukti Bahini guerriUa forces to free their country.
Words cannot describe the sorrow, the
outrage, the hatred engendered by the
brutal repression olf the Pakistan army.
I shall not soon forge~ the passlon of a
"holy man" I met in a crowded camp.
Tears streaked down his creased face,
as he kept repeating, "we voted for freedom; we were the majority in the whole
country, East and West. We voted for
freedom and we were killed."
I came away from that scene of
tragedy and despair, knowing in my
bones two things: That the people of
East Pakistan would never again submit

to the ru1e of the West Pakistan Gov-

ernment in IslamaJbad, and that, as between India and Pakistan, we Americans
should have the humility not to pass a
hurried judgment on who is right and
who is wrong.
Yet, by implication, we have already
branded India the aggressor. It comes
with ill gra.ce considering .the circumstances. How long would we have waited
to strike back had a bloody massacre

in Mexico led -to the influx of 10 million
Mexican refugees into southern California, New Mexico, and Arizona? Would
we have waited 8 months? Eight weeks?
Eight days?
I do not maintain that India has been
blameless nor that she does not now seek
advantage in alining herself with the
people of East Pakistan against her old
enemy in the west. But as long as she
resists the temptation to annex East
Pakistan and limits her objective to that
of supporting the Bengali people in their
struggle for independence, there is a
large measure of justice in India's cause.
If India has intervened in the civil war
of her neighbor, we did the same in Vietnam with far less provocation. Indeed,
we dispatched our Army to intervene in a
civil war 8,000 miles away from our
homeland, against an enemy that could
not even reach, let alone threaten, the
United States. For the past 7 years, we
have fought to sustain in Saigon a government whose latest claim to legitimacy rests upon a dubious election, in
which the incumbent President, Mr.
Thieu, ran uncontested. Yet, we have
fought the war in the name of giving the
right of self-determination to the people
of South Vietnam.
It must follow that if self-determination is right for South Vietnam, it is also
right for East Pakistan, where the people, in an open, free, and contested election, voted overwhelmingly for autonomy. If intervention on their behalf
causes India to be accused of "aggression," the Government of the United
States should be the last in the world to
cast that stone.
I find it hard to understand why there
has been such a persistent pro-Pakistan
bias in American policy. Indira's position
in the war which has now broken out is
not only consistent with our professed
ideals, but it is also the position which is
most likely to prevail. By showing such
favoritism toward West Pakistan, we
side with the probable loser, and we for feit the good will of the freedom fighters
in East Pakistan as well as the people
of India.
Unless one believes that West Pakistan
represents the wave of the future on the
subcontinent, it is impossible to reconcile
this administration's obvious bias toward
Yahya Khan's government with the real
national interest of the United States.
Mr. BAYH. Will the Senator yield just
briefly?
Mr. CHURCH. I am happy to yield to
my good friend, the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. BAYH. I have the greatest respect
for my friend, the Senator from Idaho,
and I am aware that he has just returned from that trouble spot of the
world. I listened with great interest to
the remarks and logic of the Senator
from Idaho, which were, as usual, very
persuasive.
There is one point the Senator from
Idaho raised upon which I wonder if he
could just expand a bit, in which he
mentioned that so long as India restricts
its effort to the support of the rebel
Bengali regime, he would not be concerned. I know that is a poor paraphrasing.
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I watched the special over one of the
networks last evening, and noticed the
military maneuvers and the strategy that
appeared to bring sizable Indian forces
into East Pakistan in a very convincing
and overwhelming way.
Having just returned from that part
of the world, and being familiar with
the situation, plus the tradition and the
past animosity, does the Senator feel
that once the Indian forces have been
placed in such a manner as to control
East Pakistan that it would be relatively
easy to have them removed.
Mr. CHURCH. This question was very
much on my mind as I discussed the possibility of impending war with leaders of
the ·I ndian Government in New Delhi.
I spoke with the President, Mr. V. V.
Giri, with Prime Minister Gandhi, with
the Foreign Minister, the Foreign Secretary, the Defense Secretary, and others. And I raised with each of them the
question of India's objectives, should war
come. All of them stressed that India's
only objective was to support the effort
of the Bengali people to achieve independence, in accordance with the results
of the election that had taken place a
year ago.
I asked them if India entertained any
ambition to annex East Pakistan and
make it a part of India. They denied this
categorically. They said repeatedly that
the purpose of the Indian Government
was simply to help the people of East
Pakistan achieve Bangia Desh, which
means a free East Bengal. Every Bengali
leader I have talked with has expressed
his determination that Bangia Desh be
a free and separate nation. So I have no
reason to believe otherwise; my remarks
are predicated upon the assumption that
a new nation is in the making. Should
it later develop that India, once having
occupied East Pakistan, comes to take a
different view, then will be the time to
pass adverse judgment on Indian motives, and to brand her with the label of
''aggressor." But on the basis of the present facts, as we know them, India is doing no differently in intervening in this
Pakistan civil war than we ourselves did
when we intervened in the Vietnamese
civil war or when we invaded Cambodia
rast year, except that, in India's case, the
provocation was much greater, and the
necessity for taking some action mnch
more acute.
India ca.nnot possibly support 10 million refugees indefinitely. She 1s a poor
country to begin with. A person has to
go out there and witness the tragedy to
appreciate its true dimensions. Not only
had an enormous economic burden been
imposed upon India, but the most severe
political and social strains as well. It is
the very existence of these refugees,
some of whom actually outnum.ber the

indigenous Indian residents in the bor-

dering states of Meghalaya and Tripura,
that is creating for the Indian Govemment a very serious political problem;
and the longer this festers, the more
radic:alized the politics become.
Calcutta is already ~ seething caldron,

largely as a result of the fallout effects
of the tremendous influx of refugees following partition in 1947. Now this new
burden. So India really had to do some-
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thing and, it is to her credit, first of all,

that she compassionately took in these
refugees and attempted, at great cost, to
administer to them, to shelter them, and
to furnish them with food, medicines,
and hope.
But clearly, having waited 8 months
for the problem to disappear, it was apparent in New Delhi when I was there
that some action had become essential,
that India could not wait much longer.
I came away realizing that war was
imminent, but I did not think within the
week; otherwise, I would not have left
my wife and son in India. They came out
on the last airplane, leaving just under
the wire.
Mr. BAYH. I appreciate the additional
thoughts of the Senator.
I have been amazed in reading and in
studying, and, on the one opportunity I
had, to visit India as a member of our
delegation a year or so 'ago, at the way
i.n which our relationship with India was
not what I would like for it to be. I do
not know if acrimony is a proper word to
use but it is close to some of the commen~ tha.t have been passed.
So, without belaboring his ·remarks,
would the Senator, for the benefit of
those of us who would like the Senator's
opinion, give an appraisal of the assistance we have given to try to help the
refugees in that situation, whether the
Senator feels there is more we could be
doing from a humane standpoint, and
whether there is any appreciation on the
part of Indian officials relative to assistance we already have given?
Mr. CHURCH. I am glad to respond
to the Senator. I saw evidence of the assistance we are giving through the United
Nations relief a-gencies, for instance,
there are many trucks in the area bearing the UNICEF symbol. Some of them
had come from the United States, others from Japan, and still others from
Europe. The amount of food and medical
supplies we have given is substantial. I
kept making the point that the United
States had contributed more to the relief
of the refugees than all other foreign
countries combined.
I must say, however, that although
India recognizes this and expresses its
appreciation, there are limits to gratitude
in a situation of this kind. Likewise, the
economic aid we have given India is
recognized and acknowledged. Over the
years, it has been by far the largest
amount of aid India has received from
any country.
Yet here again, the gratitude that
comes from programs of this kind fades
away, at a moment of crisis. All that
India can think about now is the dreadfu1 plight of 10 million refugees, the imminence of war, the outrage over what
the Government of Pakistan had done in
turning its army upon its own people, and
the terrible consequences that have
fiowed from the genocide practiced in
East Pakistan.
Also, Indians just cannot understand
why, in the face of such a hideous tragedy, there has never been a single word
of official condemnation or concern uttered by the Government of the United
States; and, of course, they focus on
those acts which in their minds indicat.e
that we favor Yahya Khan's military
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government in West Pakistan, such as
our reluctance to cut off military and
economic aid to ·Pakistan after the repression began, and the continuation of
military transfers after we announced
these had been cutoff.
'M r. BAYH. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit me to interrupt him, will
the Senator yield further?
Mr. CHURCH. Yes.
Mr. BAYH. It is impossible for oneremoved from the foreign policy area to
understand, if, indeed, our policy was to
cutoff assistance to both adversaries,
how we could let that amount of assistance slip through to one side. I still have
not had that e:xplained.
Mr. CHURCH. Well, actions of t~s
kind on our part, followed, in the last
three days by statements from the Department and the White House, both to
the effect that India is principally to
blame for the present war, is interpreted
by India that the United States is against
her; that we clearly favor Pakistan; and,
given the character of the root cause for
this war, it is exceedingly difficult for India to understand how the American
Government can take that attitude, and
it is difficult for me to understand it, too.
The people of Bengal will prevail. Anyone who believes the status quo can be
restored has not faced up to reality on
the subcontinent, and I am afraid we
have ended up siding with a loser, once
again.
Mr. BAYH. I thank the Senator.
Mr. CHURCH. I thank the Senator for
his questions.
All of this seems to me a tragedy. India is the only major democracy on the
continent of Asia, yet we lack close and
cordial relations with her. Our top leaders just have never taken the time to appreciate India's diversity. For sure the
United States refuses to recognize India's
political significance in Asia. Instead, we
have conducted ourselves in such a way
as to lose the goodwill of the Indian people, the Bengal freedom fighters, and all
those elements that will come to govern
East Bengal when this war is over. I think
this is an example of gross ineptitude in
the conduct of American foreign policy.
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page mimeographed report is a formidable document. It cannot be analyzed in
this statement. I will, however, comment
on segments of the repo:rt in future statements, as perhaps will other members of
the committee.
Today, I will merely point to certain
key conference recommendations, which
give solid support to proposals made
earlier by the Senate Committee on Aging:
Adequate retirement income-the
No.1 problem of older Americans-is described as an immediate goal of older
Americans, and a basic fioor of income is
sought through a combination of payments from the social security system
and paY.ments from the general tax revenues.
Medicare shou1d be improved by elimination of deductibles, coinsurance, and
copayments, and a coordinated delivery
system for comprehensive health services should be developed, legislated, and
:financed to insure continuity of both
short- and long-term care for the aged.
.Housing funds now impounded by the
administration should be released and
the highly effective direct loan section
202 of the Housing Act with its special
guidelines related to space, design, construction, arid particu1arly favorable financing restored. Minimum production
of federally assisted housing was put at
120,000 units annually, a goal identical
with that expressed by the Committee on
Aging.
A President's Commission on Mental
Health and the Elderly should be established at an early date, as recommended
in a committee report issued early this
month.
The Administration on Aging should
be strengthened, and a special Office on
Aging established in the White House.
The Federal Government was urged to
act immediately to increase support for
the development of transportation for
all users, with special consideration given
to the elderly, the handicapped, rural
people, the poor, and youth.
Earmarked funding for manpower
training of older workers was urged.
Conferees asked for major increases
in funding for research and training related to aging and programs for the elderly.
Mr. President, these preliminary comments have not touched upon many other
heartening recommendations, including
those made by participants in 16 special
concerns sessions. Much more analysis
is needed, and I am sure ·that Congress
will take a great interest in providing
its share of followup action. However, I ask unanimous consent to
have just one section report from the
Ccnference. reprinted in this RECORD today. It deals with income of the elderly,
and it emphatically expresses the high
priority the conferees placed "!iPDn this
vital subject.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:

WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
AGING: A TRIUMPH FOR THE
PEOPLE
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, thousands of delegates to the White House
Conference on Aging have completed
their work and began their journeys
back home.
They left behind a report which is a
triumph for all older Americans and for
every other American as well.
Included in that report are many recommendations which are almost identical with recommendations made, at one
time or another, by the Senate Committee on Aging, or harmonious in concept with committee goals.
-As chairman of that committee, I feel
that the conferees have provided the
committee, the entire Congress, the
INCOME SECTION
executive branch, and every citizen of
this land with a stirring declaration, not
XNTRODU~ON
only of need, but of confidence that the
There Is no substitute for Income if peoneed can be met.
ple are to be free to exercise choices 1n thetr
Even in its preliminary form, the 176- style of Uving.
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The income of elderly people in the past
left the greater number of them With insufficien t means for decent , dignified living.
During the sixties the elderly as a whole enjoyed improvements through greater employment opportunities and better old age
security and other public and private <b enefits. The last two years may have Witnessed
the reversal of these trends toward improvement as inflation continued to erode the
purchasing power of fixed incomes, and rising unemployment reduced job opportunities
for older workers. The economic situation of
the elderly if past experience is repeated,
will improve more slowly than that of younger groups even With an upturn in the national economy. Direct action to increase the
income of the elderly is urgent and imperative.

benefits, be applied wit hout discrimination
to all residents of Puerto Rico a nd the ter-

ritories and possessions of the United States.
P<>sition of disadvantaged groups under
Social Security .--Studies should be made to
determine whet her there are disadvantaged
groups within the population whose age at
retirement or benefits under the Social Security system may be inequitable because of
shorter life expectancy due to social and
economic conditions or racial discrimination.
Financing Social Security.-The financing of the Social Security system should include a contribution from general revenues.
The whole structure of payroll taxes should
be reviewed to lighten this burden on lowincome workers.

Private pensions-Social security benRECOMMENDATIONS
efits provides a basic protection which
Income adequancy.-The immediate goal should continue to be improved but
for older people is that they should have which can be augmented through pritotal cash income in accordance With the vate pension plans.
"American standard of living."
The Federal Government should take
we t herefore recommen d the adoption
now, as the minimum standard of income action to encourage broader coverage
adequacy, of the intermediate budget for an under private pension plans and insure
elderly couple prepared by the Bureau of receipt of benefits by workers and their
Labor Statistics (nationally averaging about survivors. It should require early vesting
$4500 a year in Spring 1970). This level and/or portability, survivor benefits,
must be adjusted annually for changes in and complete disclosure to beneficiaries
both the cost of living and rising national of eligibility and benefit provisions of
standards of living. For single individuals the plans. In addition, Federal requirethe minimum annual total income should be
sufficient to main t ain the same standard of ments should assure fiduciary responsiliving as for couples (not less than 75 per- bility, minimum funding requirements
cent of the couple's budget) . For the elderly and protection, through reinsurance and
handicapped with higher living expenses, other measures, of the promised benefits.
the budget should be appropriately adjusted.
Remission of property taxes.-It is deProviding floor of income.-The basic floor sirable that older persons be enabled to
of income for older people should be pro- live in their homes.
vided through a combination of payments
States and localities should be encourfrom the Social Security system and payaged to remit part or all of the residenments from general tax revenues.
This proposal would retain the basic fea- tial property taxes on housing occupied
tures of the Social Security program. In ad- by older persons as owners or tenants
dition, there should be a supplementary pay- who qualify on the basis of an appropri ~
ment system based on an income test to ate measure of income and assets. Rebring incomes up to the minimum, financed
entirely from Federal Government general mission is to be achieved by Federal and
revenues and included in a single check from State grant programs to State and local
taxing authorities to compensate for rethe Social Security Administration.
Liberalizing the retirement test.-Many duced revenues.
older persons work in order to supplement
Meeting health needs.-This Nation
their retirement income.
can never attain a reasonable goal of inThe exempt amount of earnings under the come security so long as heavy and unSocial Security retirement test should be predictable health costs threaten inincreased to no less than $3,000 a year (ad- comes of the aged.
justed periodically to changes in the genPriority consideration should be given
eral level of wages) .
The offset formula of $1 reduction in to the establishment of a comprehensive
benefits for each $2 of earnings should apply national health security program which
to all earnings in excess of the exempt would include the aged as well as the
amount.
rest of the population. Financing the
Elimination of the test would cost an program solely through wage and payadditional $3 billion, and there are more roll taxes and contributions from Fedurgent needs to which this sum could be eral general revenues would insure that
applied than paying benefits to persons who
are still employed at more than the exempt health care expenses would be a shared
responsibilty of the Government, emlevels.
Widow's benefits.-Increa.sing numbers of ployers, and individuals. There should be
women without dependent children who not deductibles, copayments, or cohave not been regularly employed are be- insurance.
coming widowed before age 60. We recomUntil such a system is established, the
mend that they be eligible to receive widOIW's benefits of medicare-medicaid should be
benefits starting at age 50 to help fill the
income gap until they are eligible at the increased immediately to include, at a
later age t o receive their Social Security minimum, out-of-hospital drugs, care of
the eyes, ears, teeth, and feet <including
benefit.
EXitend:ing "special age-72" benefits.-Cer- eyeglasses, hearing-aids, dentures, etc.);
tain residents of the Commonwealth of and improved services for long-term
Puerto Rico , Samoa., t he Virginia. Islands, and care, and expanded and broadened servGuam are presently excluded from special ices in the home and other alternatives
benefits which are otherwise applicable to to institutional care. Here, too, there
persons over the age of 72 who reside in the should be no deductibles, copayments,
United St ates.
or coinsurance.
We recommend that the 1965 amendGovernment should assume responsiments to the Social Security Act, providing
for special benefits to all persons 72 years bility for assuring an adequate supply of
of age and older not otherWise receiving health manpower and essential facilities
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and for improving the organization and
delivery of health services.
We support the establishment of a.
special committee of the House of Representatives which will devote its attention to all social and economic problems
of the aged, including income. health,
housing, and other needs areas reflected
in the organization of this Conference.
Our Nation has the resources to effectively carry out the proposals made by
this section provided there is a reordering of national priorities.
NOMINATION OF LEWIS F. POWELL,
JR.
The Senate continued with the consideration of the nomination of Lewis
F. Powell. Jr., to be Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, despite
the fact that he went to Washington
and Lee University and I to the University of Virginia, and he went to Harvard and I to Yale, it is with a great
deal of pride and affection that I speak
on behalf of Lewis Powell to my colleagues this afternoon.
I came to know this distinguished
American 25 years ago when he and my
father retm·ned as comrades in arms
and friends from World War II. I was
15 years of age and he almost 40.
So when I commend Lewis Powell to
the favorable attention of the Senate it
is. done not just by the evaluation of a
U .81. SenatOlr, but also done through
the eyes of a youngster, college student,
Army lieutenant, law student, lawyer,
mayor, Congressman, and constant
friend. From whatever view, Lewis
Powell has always lived for the America that was dreamt to be.
To him, patriotism and compassion
have not been just words. They have
meant courageous activism. Sometimes
the battlefields were Europe; other times
they were Richmond and Virginia.
As I have watched Lewis Powell
through the gaze of different ages and
different occupations, I always knew that
to him love of country involved heart,
brains, and guts in equal measure. I knew
that he believed in our political system
as the greatest not because it could protect the status quo but because it could
bring about change without tragedy. And
he has been in the forefront of such
change.
Loose talkers will never have much in
common with this man from Richmond.
Americans who have been, are, or could
be wronged, will.
I yield the floor.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Plresident, it seems
to me that the confirmation of Mr. Powell
is certain, and I shall not take the time
of the Senate to speak at length on his
superior qualities. I simply would like to
note that in 1964, during the tenure of
the President's Commission to Investigate the Assassination of Late President
Kennedy, more familiarly known as the
Warren Commission, I had the duty of
serving as one of the members of that
Commission. Mr. Powell was one of the
advisers of the Commission. Durlng the
hearings of the extensive and at times
complex evidence, many difficult ques-
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tions arose. His advice and counsel, and
the trust that we held in him, proved of
the greatest value. One could not only
understand his great legal ability, his
competence and his own confidence in his
great ability, which great lawYers have,
but one could learn also of his intellectual qualities, his sympathy in the subject of our investigation, and judicial restra-int in dealing with the issues. I was
glad I had that experience with him, and
I am happy to join with Members of the
Senate in voting to confirm the appointment of one who I am sure will make a
great Justice of the Supreme Court.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, may I
speak on another subject?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senator may
speak as in legislative session.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
WAR BETWEEN INDIA AND
PAKISTAN
A!> in legislative session,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, a. fullscale war has broken out between India
and Pakistan-a war caused by the internal conflict in East Pakistan and Pakistan and the flight of 9 to 10 million refugees to India. There are already reports
of mounting casualties on both sides, as
the armies of India and Pakistan go into
battle against each other armed with
modern weapons of war.
This is the third time since the independence of India and Pakistan that
a war has broken out. The war between
India and Pakistan is the final step in
the series of devastating human tragedies in East Pakistan. It is my view that
an end to the present conflict between
India and Pakistan will not take place
until a settlement is reached which will
assure that the 9 to 10 million refugees
now in India will be able to return in
safety to Pakistan, from which they fled,
because of the repressive action of the
Government of Pakistan.
I support the President's efforts to secure action by the Security Council of
the United Nations, which, it is hoped,
will bring the war in the Indian subcontinent to an end.
The primary purpose of the Security
Council is to take action for the "maintenance of international peace and security."
The Charter of the United Nations,
provides under article 33 that, upon the
request of any member of the United
Nations in the event of war, "the continuance of which is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace
and security," shall first of all, "seek a
solution by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial
settlement, resort to regional agencies or
arrangements, or other peaceful means
of their own choice." It is my hope that the Security Council
will act, and ttte Governments of India·
and Pakistan will accept the good offices
of the Security Council, and the United

Nations as a whole, to bring the war to a
quick end.
The United Nations was created to provide a way for the nations of the world to
resolve their disputes peacefully, and to
prevent disputes between nations from
developing into war. It has this responsibility which it should assume, if it is to
maintain the faith of peoples through the
world-this is the central issue, rather
than the problem and interests of the
Soviet Union, the United States, or the
Peoples Republic of China.
The United States should continue to
urge the United Nations to carry out its
great responsibility in the Security Council if possible, and in the General AJ>sembly if efforts in the Security Council fail.
I repeat what I said a minute ago. I
have kept up with the problems of India
and Pakistan. I have said that the cause
of the :flight of the refugees to India is
the result of the Government of Pakistan's repression in East Pakistan. But
now that they are at war, the real question is whether the United Nations will
undertake the responsibility which belongs to that body. I hope very much that
it will do so.
NOMINATION OF LEWIS F. POWELL,
JR.
The Senate continued with the consideration of the nomination of Lewis
F. Powell, Jr., to be Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United
States.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, a
thorough knowledge of the basic and
essential fundamentals of our legal system is df course necessary for a member
of the Supreme Court of the United
States if that member is going to effectively fill the role •o f a Justice. However.
it is not merely learning 1n the law that
makes a member of that Court a capable
member. RaJther, it is the knowledge of
the law and the fundamentals of the
system properly applied to a given set
of facts-this is the true test af the contribution any given member may be able
to make to •t he Court.
Mr. Powell is unusually well qualified
in this manner through his many years
of active and extensive law practice. This
included personal and direct participation in hundreds of major courtroom
trials before juries and capa;ble judicial
officers.
The trial courtroom is the 'place where
the better judicial timber is grown for
any oourt, including the Supreme Oourt
of the United states.
This qualification, along with many
others that Mr. Powell possesses, will
make him an outstanding member of the
Court. His eX'Pertence and other qualities
will strengthen the Court greatly in this
highly important field. I am pleased to
support his confirmation and predict
for him a splendid judicial career Of
value and consequence to the Nation.
Mr. President, I yield the ftoor.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays on the nomination.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,

I ask unanimous consent to speak as in
legislative session.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair did not understand the Senator's
request.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. I ask unanimous consent to speak as in legislative
session.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
FINANCIAL REPORT ON THE
UNITED NATIONS
A!> in legislative session,
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
a factual report as to the financial condition of the United Nations seems in
order. The United States has been the
largest contributor to the United Nations
since its founding 26 years ago on June
26, 1945.
During the 25 years that contributions
have been made, the U.S. taxpayers have
contributed $4.1 blllion to the United
Nations and its affiliated agencies and
programs.
This $4.1 billion contributed by the
taxpayers of this country represents approximately 40 percent of the total contributions by all members during the period 1946 through 1971.
U.S. contributions over the years is
enumerated as follows:
Total U.N.
assessments

U.S. share

United Nations
operation and
maintenance
(mandatory) ___ $4, 400, 800, 000 $1, 248, 309, 000
U.N. peacekeeping forces
719, 600, 000
276, 905, 000
(mandatory)___
Special programs
(voluntary)_____ 5, 168, 300, 000 2, 581, 182, 000
TotaL ______ 10,288,700,000

4,106,396,000

Percent

28. 3
38. 5
49. 9
39.9

In addition the United States has pm;-chased in excess of $141 million of United
Nations bonds. Sixty-five million dollars
interest free and $76.3 million at 2 percent.
The 1971 calendar year expenditures
of the United Nations are estimated at a
total of $1,115,000,000. This is an alltime
high and is 17.7 percent higher than last
year's expenditures.
Of this $1.1 billion which the United
Nations will eX"Pend in 1971, the U.S. contributions and assessments total $335,443,000 or approximately 31 percent.
An article in the New York Times dated
April19, 1969, stated:
The United States, Britain and France told
Mr. Thant 1n separate identical notes that

the United Nations budget must be frozen
at its present level for the next two years except for small adjustments that are inevitable because of past commitments.

Yet, the total budgets rose from $821,500,000 in 1969 to $1,115,000,000 in 1971,
an increase of over 35 percent in that
2-year period.
One hundred seventeen of the 131
members of the United Nations collectively pay less than the single contribution of the United States in a 1-year
period.
So that my colleagues in the senate
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may be familiar with the exact figures
surrounding the financial condition of
the United Nations, I will quote from
Secretary General U Thant's address
October 6, 1971, before the Budget
Committee.
Secretary U Thant stated:

Russia which is in arears on its
payments as of Jan. 1, 197L_ $86, 864, 900
France which is in arrears on its
payments as of Jan. 1, 197L_ 21, 780, 942
11 Communist members (other
than Russia) which are in arrears on their payments as of
Jan. 1, 1971----------------- 32,731,785

It would be foolish in the extreme to fall
to take account of the melancholy fact that
the Organization (United Nations) is, a.s of
now, tin a state of near and hopeless insolvency . . . The Working Capital Fund of $40
mUUon has been fully utlllzed. More than
$60 million of debts incurred for past and
present peace-keeping operations remain
unpaid.

Article 19 of the United Nations Charter denies a country in serious arrears its
vote 1n the General Assembly. This has
never been invoked.
I ask unanimous consent that the
tabulation of 88 countries in arrears be
published in the REcoRD~ together wi'th
other financial figures.
There being no objection, the tables
were ordered to be printed -in the REcoRD,
as follows:

Further, Mr. Turner, Controller of the
United Nations, when questioned by my
office on Friday, November 5, 1971, as to
the exact cash position of the United Nations, indicated that he was unable to
state the exact cash position. He could,
however, state that the organizationUnited Nations-did not at present have
sufficient liquid assets to meet the midmonth payroll.
Eighty-eight members of the United
Nations are in arrears on their payments
for a total of $186,867,884 as of January 1,
1971.
Secretary General U Thant when appearing before the Budget Committee of
the General Assembly placed much of
the blame for the insolvency of the
United Nations on:

United.

Na.Uom family of agencfu
programs, Nov. 30, 1971

and

Total estiDlalted budget for 1971--------- $1,116,500,000
United Nations, specialized
agencies and International
Atomic Energy Agency---United Nations peacekeeping
force, Cyprus_____________
Special programs___________

443, 200, 000

Total ---------------

1,115,500,000

Total estimated U.S.
contributions
for
1971 --------------

335,443,000

Regular budget assessment__
U.N.
peacekeeping
force
pledge -----------------Specia.l programs pledges___

•n1, 859, 000

4,800,000
218,784,000

Total (30.7% of total
estimated U.N. budget) --------------335,443,000
(The aforementioned pledges are partly
contingent on other member contributions.)
Arrears due from 88
members a.s of January 1, 1971 _________ $186,867,884
Arrears due from 75 members
for regular budget --------Arrears due from 66 members
for Middle East (U.N.E.F.)
operations ---------------Arrears due from 56 members
for Congo (U.N.O.C.) operations ---------------------

55, 222, 425
49, 546, 212
82,099,247

186,867,884
In connection with these arreal'8, Article
19 of the United Nations Charter states:
Arttcle 19

12,400,000
659,900,000

A Member of the United Nations which is
in arrears in the payment of its flnancia.l
contributions to the Organization shall have
no vote in the General Assembly if the
amount of its arrears equals or exceeds the
amount of the contributions due from it for
the preceding two full years. The General
Assembly may, nevertheless, permit such a
Member to vote if it is satisfied that the
failure to pay is due to conditions beyond
the control of the member.

SUMMARY AS OF JAN. 1, 1971, COLLECTIONS AND ARREARAGES FOR 1970 AND PRIOR YEARS OF UNITED NATIONS ACCOUNTS FOR THE REGULAR BUDGET, WORKING CAPITAl FUND
EMERGENCY FORCE AND THE CONGO l

Year
Working capital fund __
United Nat10ns regular budget: s
Calendar year 1967 __
Calendar year 1968 __
Calendar year 1969 __
Calendar year 1970 __

Gross
assessments

Credits and
Net
reductions assessments

Amount
received

$40;064, 000 ------------- $40,064,000 $40,064,000 ------------118,073,337
130,571,361
143,467,267
159,833, 395

$8,654,686
10,203,755
12, 528,441
12,987,123

109,418,651
120,367,606
130,938, 826
146,846,272

109,379,371
118,661,489
123,266,929
101,041,141

Balance due ___ ----------------------------------------------------_
United Nations Emergency Force:
Calendar year 1957 __
Calendar year 1958 __
Calendar year 1959 __
Calendar year 1960 __
Calendar year 196L _
January-June 1962 __
July-December 1963.
Calendar year 1964. _

Balance
due

15,028,988 ------------- 15,028,988
25,000,000 ------------- 25,000,000
15, 205, 000
41, 226 .15, 163, 774
20, 000, 000
3, 553, 223 16,446,777
19, 000, 000
1, 754, 991 17,245,009
8, 282,704
9, 750,000
1, 467,296
9, 504, 784
691, 893
8, 812,891
17,770,056
1, 656,356 16,113,700

11,472,402
18,221,833
11,060,304
11,896,113
12,623,668
6,055, 740
6, 369,648
11,714,728

$39,280
1,706,117
7, 671,897
45,805,131
55, 222, 425

3, 556,586
6, 778,167
4,103,470
4, 550, 664
4, 621,341
2, 226,964
2,443, 243
4, 398,972

t Source: Information as of Dec. 31,1970, supplied by the United Nations.
s Contributions to the regular budget prior to 1967 are fully collected.

Year

Gross
assessments

Credits and
Net
reductions assessments

Amount
received

Calendar year 1965 __ $18, 556,141 ------------- $18, 556, 141 $13,690,978
Calendar year 1966_ _ 18,550,000 ------------- 18, 550,000 13,045,944
Calendar year 1967 __ 17,315,000 ------------- 17,315,000 10,817,414
Balance due _____________________________________ -- __ --- ___________ _
United Nations Congo Account:
July-December 1960_ 3 48, 500,000
January-October
1961__ ______ _____ 100,000,000
November 1961June 1962 ________ 80,000,000
July-December 1963. 33,029,108
January-June 1964 __ _ 15,068,090

Balance
due

$4,865,163
5, 504,056
6, 497,586
49,546,212

3,900, 000

44,600,000

29,348,616

15,251,384

15,575,036

84,424,964

56,877,769

27,547, 195

11,457,858
2, 965,256
1, 207,115

68,542,142
30,063,852
13,860,974

44,735,145
19,409,766
9, 021,389

23,806,997
10,654,086
4, 839,585

Balance due ____ -----------------------------------------___________
Total amount
due, Regular
budget,UNEF,
and UNOC________________________________________________________

82,099, 247

186,867,884

s Total costs, including Initial airlift, amounted to $60,000,000.

BALANCE DUE, 1970 AND PRIOR YEARS, JAN. 1, 1971

Regular
budget

Middle
East
(UNEF)

Congo
(UNOC)

Balance
due 1970
and prior
years

~f~~~r~~~-n::===:= =======::::::::::::::-----sr343-

$~~: ~~~

$i~: ~g~

f~~: ~~

Members (126)1

Algeria.----- ---- - - - ----·-- - ------- - --591
8, 932 -----------·
9, 523
Argentina_____ ________________________
145,756 -·-----· - --------- -----145,756
Australia
_______________
--------__
--__
--63,
227
-------___
63,
227_
Austria ____________ ___ ----- . _______ ________ ____________ ____ _______ ------- _____________
Barbados ____ •• . ------------ - - - --- - . ---. -- .. --- - - - ----- -- ----------------------------·-Belgium--.----------------·----------148,367
144,583 -----------292,950
Bolivia. --------------- - -·------------148,259
41,905
34,883
224,997

~!~~~~: :::: ::~: ~::::: :: ====:: ::::::: ----7sOos -= ==:::::::::·---248; 838--··r:ooo:543

Bulgaria
••• ---------------------------181,155
190,746
844,791_
Burma _______
------------ __________ - - ----- 472,890
___________________________________________
109, 570
11, 278
10, 471
131, 319
Burundi.. •• ------- - ____________ -----__
ByelorussianS.S.R---------- - - - --------696,113 - 911,964 1,357,881
2,965,958

g~~~~~~~
~~~====~~== == =~=~== ====== ===----~~·-~~~- l: ~~~ ==~ ==~~== ~== lOr:~~~
Canada _____ ---------------------------------- - --- - -----------------------------·-----Footnotes a't end of table.

Members (126)t

Regular
budget

Middle
East
(UNEF)

Congo
(UNOC)

Balance
due 1970
and prior
years

Central African Republic________________
$48,817
$2,256
$6,589
$57,662
Ceylon _____ - .- . __ .• --- ..• --------------.-.-.----------------- -- --- ••• -------------- . -.
Chad ________________ -----------------59, 547
8, 385
9, 832
77,764
Chile---------------------------------123,475
165,903
224,847
514,225
China, Republic oL ... ----------------- 11,934, 547 5, 274,569 6, 687,207 23,896,323
Colombia ••. ____ . - -- __ .. •.. _. __ -------433,361 . -------- -- •• -.------ - - 433, 361

g~~:~ ~~r~~h:~~~~~====== ====== == ===== ==_____ -~~~~~ ____ ---=~~~=-- ____ -=~=~~ ___
___-~~~ ~~~

Costa Rica ••• ------------------- -~ ----138,855
13,853
7, 218
159,926
Cuba_______ ________ ___________________
488,816
249,811
260,259
998,886
Cyprus•• _________________ ___ -- ___ -- _____ ----- __ ---- __ -_--------------------_- __ ------.
Czechoslovakia _________________________ . 1, 447, 167 1, 814,845 2, 759,408
6, 021,420
Dahomey______________________________
105,314
5, 530
6, 994
117,838
Denmark. __________________________________________ . _________ • _______________________ .
Dominican Republic ______________ _._____
165,495
22,898
54,503
242,896
Ecuador ______ -------_------- _----·---105, 555
10, 129
4, 120
119, 804
El Salvador____________________________
106,243
7,411
3, 349
117,003
Equatorial Guinea______________________
72,227 -----------------------72,227
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BALANCE DUE, 1970 AND PRIOR YEARS, JAN. 1, 1971-Continued

Regular
budaet

Members (126)1

~r~:~~~~-::

::

Middle
East
(UNEF)

Congo
(UNOC)

Balance
due 1970
and prior
years

Members (126)1
Nicaragua.-------- --------------------

Re2ular
budget

Middle
East
(UNEF)

Congo
(UNOC)

Balance
due 1970
and prior
years

$117,666

$1,288

$33,915

$152,869

== ::::::::: ==== =: :::: =: =: =:: ::::::::::: ===$765,
=: == =====
::: ==:::::: =====: :: == ==
655 $17, 031 , 152 $21, 780,942 ~i::~r.-.::=::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::. __ .. ~~~~~~ ____ ---~~ ~~~ _: :::::::::::.-----~~: ~~~

France.--------··-.................... $3, 984,135

~~~~~~~~~=~~j~~~~~j~ ~~~~~ ~~j~j~~~j~____ ~~:~~-~~~~ ~j~~ ~~=====~=m;~: ,H: m

~~~~~.;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··--i4o;ooo·::::::::::::::::: :::::::·----i4o;ooo

Panama .------- .•.. --_ ... -·-- .• ------_
56, 256
15, 648
33, 915
105, 819
Paraguay--- .... -.- •.. _._.----.........
151, 205
31, 661
24, 229
207, 095
Peru.· --·-·····-·-------------- -- ----287,825
77,441
89, 184
454,450
Guinea ..
·-····························
149,940
9, 938
179,288_ Philippines .•.•. ·-··· - ·---- --- ----·---690, 627
15,632 -----------706,259
Guxana
•.•••.••...•.•..•..
_____ •.•... _.•••• _.
____ . •. ___ _19,410
. _______________
.• __ .• ________
Poland. ... ............................ 1, 177,581 2, 528, 364 2, 466,010
6,171, 955
Ha1tL ••. .••..•. ••.. _____ ..• --·-·······
165,469
25,661
33, 916
225,046 PortugaL.... ..........................
311,759 ····· ··- ---201, 673
513,432
Honduras .••••••• ---·------- ----·-----78,308
691
5,677
84,676 Rumania .•. ·--------- -- -----··········
390,402
682,212
641,015
1, 713,629
Hungary •• -----······---·-···----- -- -- - 1,147,451
898,298
995,024
3,040, 773 Rwanda •. ·------------------···-····-·
5, 510
11,278
10, 471
27,259
Saudi Arabia .. ·-------------------···· · ····-------74,890
69,487
144.377
Senegal............. ..................
39,936
9, 814
20,418
70, 168
Sierra Leone___________________________
38,595
5, 469 ..•.•.••....
44,064
==
== = == == =: ==
Iran •••• __ ...•...••. _. ___ .•. -·--· .•.• ---- ___ ... _.-- •. -.• -.. -- .• -- .• - --. _--.----- _----- Singapore_ . ___ ._._ .•. _____ ---··_ ... __ -------······ •.. _____ ..••..•••.•. __ ..••• .••••• . ..
Iraq •••• _•.•. ___ . ___ _. ___________ •••..
98,449
100, 407
22, 362
221, 218 Somalia.- ----------- -------- -·- ------------- - ----11, 191
17,445
28,636
Ireland •••••••.• _.•••• __ ---------- .• -------- .••. -------- -- ---- ---- -- --- --------· ------- South Africa·--·--------·-··-···------352,402
80, 862 1, 503,337
1, 936,601
46,256 -----------------------46,256
Southern Yemen ____________________ ___
Spain .·--------------------------- ---------------- 1, 089,981
985,159
2, 075, 140
Sudan·-------- --- --------- --------- --132, 805
89,332
5, 860
227,997
Swaziland • ••• __ ••.•. •• _...•• _.••••• ___ ._. ___ ._._ •.•...• _••. _._ ..•.• .•••. .••.. .. _. ••.. _
Sweden •• _._._._ .. _...• _..•.••. __ .• _._._._._. __ ...• __ .. _._._._ •.•• __ •••.• _•••.. _..•..•
Syria·-- ----- ----- --------------------56,256
46,654
20,379
123,289
Tanzania .... ·····- ____ . ___ ........... _. ____ __-------._. ___ •.•..•..•.•.•.......... _. __ _
9, 026 -----------9, 026
KuwaiL .. ---- •. ------ •• -- ••.•.•••••...•. ------------------------------- ------ -- ------ - Thailand _____________________ __ _______________ ____
5,613
16, 174
25, 324
47,111
Laos ..•••.. •• _••.....•••••••• _... ___ ••
152, 478 _______ ----------------152, 478 Togo___ ________ _____________ _______ ___
Lebanon •...•• __ ..•.. __ ._. _____ ._ .••.. _
70, 321
19, 850
12, 108
102, 279
Lesotho •... __ •• -·-· ______ ...• _. __ .•.. -- ------ __ --------------_.---- . . ---· .....•. ••. --.
:::::
==: ====== :: ===::: =: ===::------Liberia •..•. ____ • __ ... _... ___ ... _____________ ._._ ..• ______ .• _____ .....•... ______ •. ____ _
Turkey _____ -------------------------- ---------------- --- ------- ----- ------------·---- libya •.••• _.•• __ .---- •. __ .. _.•..•••.... _... _... ___
1, 689 .. ----- .• _..
1, 689 Uganda __ ------------------- - ------- -116,997
9, 589
10, 471
137,057
Luxembourg _____ ..• _.------ .. __ ••.. ------ ..•. -..•.•.. ---- ••••.•.•••.•••.•..••.•.•.•.•. Ukrainian S.S.R_ ___ ____________________ 1, 759, 080 3, 476,580 5, 185,697 10,421,357
Madagascar••.• ------- ...•..•.•. -------------------·-----------------··-----········--- U.S.S.R___ ____ _________________________ 19,976, 184 27, 665,631 39,223,085 86,864,900
351,946
48, 387
400, 333
Malawi. •... •... _-.- ••.. -.. . -- •. -.•. -- .. -- .. •• ---- ------------------------------------- United Arab Republic _______________________________
United Kingdom· -------------------------- -- ------283,300 -----------283,300
~=~~r:!~:
==== ::::::::::::: ====- ---- 56;2ss·: == ===: ==== :::::::: :::::· -----56:256 United States___ ___________ _____ _______ 2, 500,000 '1, 188,096 ------------ 3, 688,096
92,258
19,936
14, 145
126,339
Mali •. --------------------- •.....•. ___
74,236
5, 469
24,259
103,964 Upper Volta_____ __________ _______ ______
Malta_ .. __ .-- ------ ___ . ____ ..•.. ___ ... ____________ ----- ___ .....•...•. --_.----- __ .--- -- Uruguay_____________________________ __
223, 298
54, 388
97,662
375,348
Venezuela________
_____________________
632,885
32,298
---------665,
183
Mauritania ••. .• ---- --- ----------------59,000
10,673
17,215
86,888
165,750
45,299
43,602
254,651
Mauritius ..... ---- .•..•.••.•.•. -.... ---------- •.•. ------------------------------------- Yemen_____________________________ ___
Yugoslavia____________________________ _____________
7, 598
333,269
340,867
Mexico...... ..........................
136,352
679,491
786,193
1, 602,036 Zambia
____________ ___ __ _______________________________ • ______________________________ _
32,303
12,387
17,215
61,905
Mon2olia.... ... . ................ . .....
Morocco ....... -.-_- ..•.•••.•.•........•........ -----------------------------------· ··Nepa I•.....•..•... _.. __ .•.• _••.•• •.••.• _••.•....• _... _. __ .•••.•.•.•.• _•....• _...•••.••
55, 222,425 49, 546, 212 82, 099, 247 186, 867, 884
75
66
56
88
Netherlands .•.•.•...•..•..• -- •. -...•........... --- ------- .•.•••...•.. -------- .•...... • Members in arrears_____ ________________
New Zealand .••••...•... ------.-- ..... -..... ---- .. ---.- . ..•• •••. -.-------- ••.. ---- .. -..
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1 The number of members (126) excludes Fiji, admitted to membership by the 25th General
Assembly, Oct 13, 1970.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may proceed
as in legislative session.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
SPONG). Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from New York? The
Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.
(The remarks of Mr. JAVITS when he
introduced S. 2596 are printed in the
RECORD under Statements on Introduced
Bills and Joint Resolutions.)

NOMINATION OF LEWIS F. POWELL,
JR., TO BE AN ASSOCIATE JUSTICE
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, in a
few minutes, the Senate will vote on the
nomination of Lewis Powell to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
I plan to vote for his nomination. I
would llke to repeat what I said earller,
on November 15, when I first announced
I would support the nomination of Mr.
Powell.
During the consideration of the nomination of G. Harrold Carswell to the Supreme Court, I said:
I stand ready to support a nominee !rom

any geographical section of the country. Just
as every section should ·b e open for consideration for an appointment, so should any
nominee represent the best in professional

excellence a.nd personal integrity.
In my opinion, Mr. President, Lewis
Powell meets these standards, and is a
man I support completely.

1 This amount is the difference between the original apportionment for 1967 and the amount paid
by the United States toward its share of revised estimates of 1967 costs.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the nomination of Lewis F. Powell, Jr. to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court,
provides a clear sign of President Nixon's
continuing commitment to bring Americans of the very highest personal and
professional qualifications to the Court
as well as his recognition of the great
importance of a nomination to the
Court.
In his statement announcing the nomination of Lewis Powell the President
pointed out the significance of a nomination to the Court. A Justice's appointment is for life. Once seated, his only
obligation 1s to the Constitution and to
the people of whom the Government 1s
constituted. A President has more in:fluenc&----by design or by happenstance-through a Supreme Court appointment
than by any other act in the domestic
area. If a President's deeds can be said
to endure beyond his term in office they
do so in the men he places on the Supreme Court. Thus, a great opportunity
and a great responsibility is given a President and consequently to the Senate in
considering those who might be chosen
to fill one of the nine seats on the world's
most powerful and important judicial
body.

Distinction and honor have been the
hallmarks of Lewis Powell's lifetime of
service to the law, his State, and his
Nation. Both in private practice and in
public service he has consistently exemplified the qualities of intellect and
character required of those who would

sit on the United States highest tribunal. In addition, he is an individual possessing the judicially conservative attitudes the President seeks to have represented on the Court.
He will bring to the Supreme Oourt the
same assets and strengths which have
already propelled him to high positions
of responsibility and respect among his
colleagues and fellow citizens.
His philosophical dedication and practical devotion to our system of "equal
justice under law" give every indication
that he will emerge as a powerful influence within the Court.
President Nixon has been afforded a
unique opportunity to reshape the prevailing attitude of the Supreme Court.
Four vacancies within a 3-year period
have made it possible for him to move
directly and decisively toward fulfillment of his commitment to the American
public that he would provide the court
a conservative judicial outlook.
The records of Chief Justice Burger
and Associate Justice Blackmun illustrate the impact President Nixon has had
in his campaign to balance and redirect
the Court. Lewis Powell, I am sure, will
make further contributions of significant
value to the Court's work of interpreting
the Constitution and laws in such a way
as to preserve the fullest measure of
freedom for all citizens without sacrificing the rights of the majority of peaceful,
law-abiding and conscientious Americans.
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of Brigh'am Young University. As I mentioned, this letter is only one 0! the many ~
'have received 1n support of this ma.n, and I
could go on to cite numerous examples of
how Lewis Powell has distinguished himself
in the legal profession. However, after the extensive hearings conducted by the Judiciary
Committee, it would only serve to be repetitious.
There is one additional comment I would
like to ma.ke regarding the Court and tts re·
lationship to Congress. Those of us Who are
students of history are a.ware of the confiicts
An'Ckew Jackson had with the Supreme
Court. In an ruttitude of dissatisfaction with
the Court, Andrew Jackson said, "The authority of the Supreme Court must not •b e
permlltted to control the Congress or the
Executive, when acting in their legis.lat1ve
capacities." While I certainly would agree
with lthat position, I think the opposite to
this statement is •a lso ttrue, particularly as it
a.pplies to the Congress. In our legislative
duties we have the opportunity 8.Ild often
times the duty to enact legislation whteh will
accomplish cel'ltadn olbjecttves; but in our
consideration of this nominee, lt Should not
be our goal or our position to impose our individual phllosophies on the Court. It is ·t he
role or the President to nominate these men
he feels are quallfled to serve on the Court,
and it is the role of the Senate to pass on
the qualifications of those nominees, not
their philosophies.
The President has selllt to the Senate a
nominee who is not only an outstanding
legal schola.r, but a great Amerlcan as well. I
strongly and enthusiastically support his
nomination.

The number of individuals who have Supreme Court. Mr. Powell is a judicial
spoken in behalf of Lewis Powell's nomi- conservative who has all of the qualificanation has been impressive. But even tions of expertise and sensitivity that one
more impressive is his own record which could ask for in a member of the Supreme
provides persuasive ·a nd extremely en- Court. I believe that Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
couraging evidence that he is ideally will make an outstanding successor to
suited for service on .t he Supreme Court. the late Justice Hugo Black and I give
It is a pleasure to support his nomination, him my unhesitating support.
and I urge the Senate to confirm the
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, as we
nomination so he may, as soon as possi- know our colleague, the distinguished
ble, assume his sha·r e of the Court's Senator from Utah <Mr. BENNETT) is
heavY work load and begin what will absent because of illness. I ask that his
quickly be recognized as an outstand- statement on the pending nomination,
ing judicial career.
together with a letter, be printed in the
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I sup- RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
port the nomination of Lewis F. Powell,
Jr. of Virginia, to be an Associate Jus- objection, it is so ordered.
tice of the U.S. Supreme Court. Mr.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR BENNETI'
Powell is one of the most distinguished
When President Nixon recently announced
attorneys, not only in the South, but also his nominees to the Supreme Court he prefin the Nation as a whole. He was gradu- aced it by saying that during a President's
ated from Washington and Lee Univer- £term of office he ma.Ires over 3,000 major a.psity in 1929, magna cum laude, and re- tp ointments to high govel'IIllllent positions. Beof the finality of the Supreme Court
ceived his LL.B. from .t hat same insti- cause
decisions and their far-reaching impact on
tution in 1931. In the next year, he re- this generation and future generations, it is
ceived a Master of Laws from Harvard evident :that none ts more importarut tb:a.n
Law School. The achievements of Mr. the Supreme Court nominatiOIIlS sent to the
Powell in the field of judicial education Senate !or its advice and consent.
The names of Justices Marshall, Holmes,
are most impressive, and I know that he
will add to the expertise of the Court in Hughes, Frankfurter and others a.J.l lbrtng t o
mind decisions or opinions which have helped
many areas.
to shape this .n at'lon a.nd 1Jts legal system. Any
Mr. President, Mr. Powell has prac- review
of ;the Court provides ample evidence
ticed law in his native Virginia since 1932, of the fact that while tlhere is no single
with the exception of time that he spent background common to these outstanding
in the service in World War II. He has jurists, there are common traits which can
distinguished himself. in his practice and be used in .providing a workable crlterla to
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY,
has been honored in nearly every possi- eV'al uwte the nominees wh'ioh are before the
October 28, 1971.
Senate
!or
consideration.
ble way by his fellow attorneys. He has
Re Appointment of Lewis F. Powell, Jr. Ito
Of
prime
impor.tance
in
the
consideration
served as President of the American Bar
the United States Supreme Court.
a nominee to 't;he Supreme Court is his
Association, as president of the Legal Col- of
judicial philosophy. President NiXon sum- Hon. WALLACE F. BENNETT,
lege of Trial Lawyers, and as the presi- marized th1s when he sa.td, " •.. ~t is the duty U.S. Senator, U.S. Senate,
dent of the American Bar Foundation. of the judge :to interpret the Constitution Washingtcm, D.a.
DEAR SENATOR BENNETT: I •a m writing in
He most probably knows more about .the and IIWt to pla.ce ih1msel! above the Constituevery day practice of law than anyone on tion or outside the Constitution. He shou1d strong endorsement of the appointment of
F. Powell, Jr., to the United Sta.tes
the Court and will be of a tremendous not twist or bend the Constitution in order Lewis
perpetuate his personal, political and so- Supreme Count. On the basis of my thorough
help to the Chief Justice in his attempt to
knowledge
and acquaintance wt:th Lewis
views."
to modernize court procedures so that the cial
Those of us W'ho have had an opportunity Powell, I am certain that his service on the
very great backlog of many cases in cer- to read past statements of Mr. Powell feel United States Supreme Court will add qualtain areas can be cleared up. The exper- confident there is nothing more important to ity, prestige, and balance to that great ttrttise of a practicing attorney sitting on the him, professionally speaking, than the law bunal. I consider him among a handful of
Court will be most beneftciatl. Not only and its relationship to :the Constttution. He truly distinguished appointments of the past
will the South now have a representa- has demonstrated a genuine respect !or the two decades.
Since my evaluation of Lewis Powell is a.
tive, but the American trial lawyer will Supreme Court -a .nd a willingness to alter his
actions if he felt it necessary for him rto be compamtlve matter, I believe it 1s approp11likewise have someone who is intimately in
aJte
for me •t o state something of my own excompliance with the Constitution as 1n.familiar with his problems.
te.l1>reted by the Oourt. This h1gh regard !or perience and basis for comparison. I served
Lewis F. Powell, Jr. also has expertise the Oourt and tts decisions reflects the atti- for one yeM' as a law clerk to Chief Justice
in one of the judicially most volatile areas tude expressed by Just'ice John Marshall Har- Warren. I then worked !or three years as an
today, the control of local schools. Hav- lan when he sa.id, "Let it ·b e said that I am. associate ln Chicago's largest law firm, !or
ten years as a professor of law 81t the Uni·
ing served as chairman of the Richmond right ;ra;t.her than consistent."
A second issue of prime 1mporta..nce is :the versity of Chicago Law School, and for a. yea.r
Public School Board from 1952 to 1961,
as Executive Director of the American Bar
and as a member of the Virginia State legal experttise demonstrated by Mr. Powell. Foundation.
Since August 1, 1971, I have been
the Supreme Court 1s the highest judiBoard of Education from 1968 to 1969, Since
cial body in th1s courutry its members should President of this University. In rt;he oourse
Mr. Powell well understands the prob- be among the very best lawyers in the na- of the employments just described I have ha.d
lems that our Nation's schools are facing tion. There can be no question that Lewis occasion to work intimately with the most
today. In fact, Mr. Powell wrote very co- Powell 1s one of ·t he most distinguished legal distinguished federal and state judges in our
gently on this problem just last year when scholars 1n the United St&tes. Lewis Powell's nation, with high government omclals (PM'he stated in a brief on the Swan decision: career has been marked w.l th d'istlnct'lon since ticularly while I was doing a. study of the
The effort to attain racial balance promotes
resegregation and movement to the suburbs.
These results defeat the goal of racial bal-

ancing, adversely affect education and contribute to urban deterioration. The goa.l of
the desegregation movement must be to
achieve the highest quality of education.

In Mr. Powell, quality education will
have an effective spokesman on the High
Court.
Mr. President, President Nixon has fuiftlled his promise that he would nominate
and see confirmed a southerner to the

his days as a student art; Washington and

Lee, Where he was Phi Beta Kappa e.nd first
in h1s class at La.w School. It is worth noting
that he has served as President of :t1he American Bar Associ&tion, ~esident of :the American College of Trial Lawyers, e.nd President
of the American Bar Founda.tlon. As further
eVidence of the respect this man has, Mr.
President, I would like to place in the 'l'ecord
at the conclusion of my statement a letter
which is representative of the mail I have received from my constituents in Utah who
have had an opportunilty to assoc:la.te with
Mr. Powell. The letter is from Mr. Dallln
Oaks, Who is presently serv.lng as President

Criminal Justice Act !or the United States
Department of Justice) , with leaders of the
Bar, and w.tth top legal schol•a.rs.

By comparison with the best legal minds
I have encountered, Lewis F. Powell is a
nominee of preeminent qualifications and
abi11ty for the United States Supreme Court.
You will have full information on his wide
experience, so I will not review that here.
What 1s important to me is that his wide
experience is matched by a breadth of vision.
What he sees, he understands, and what he
understands, he has the courage to confront, resolve and improve. He has a keen
mind, with the extraordinary gift of identi-
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tying and resolving the basic issues. He is
not led aside by minutia or technicalities.
He has a consummate skill in working in
groups, combining insight, understanding,
and a firm momentum toward the goal.
Lewis F. Powell is a brilliant lawyer, with
deep sensitivity and understanding of the
problems of individuals and society. He has
an excellent grasp of all that is modern and
advanced in legal thinking, including techniques and uses of empirical research. Yet,
more important he has a deep and abiding
loyalty to the principles of our Constitution
and to the fundamentals of character and
integrity and honor that undergird all of
our social institutions.
I urge you to vote for his confirmation,
and do all in yoW' power to hasten the day
when he can assume his position and commence his service in what I am certain will
be an illustrious career on the United States
Supreme Court.
Sincerely,
DALLIN H. OAKS.

Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I am
pleased to vote to confirm the nomination of Lewis F. Powell, Jr., to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
Since President Nixon nominated Mr.
Powell on October 21, I have had the opportunity to meet with him and to carefully review his record. I find Mr. Powell
to be exceptionally well qualified to serve
on the Nation's highest court. He is unquestionably a man of great intellect and
integrity. But I believe he is much more.
I believe he is an intensely human man,
aware of and concerned about changing
social tensions.
During the confirmation proceedings
on past Supreme Court nominees, I have
said I could vote to confirm a conservative though I am a moderate; a southerner though I represent a Northern
State; and a strict constructionist though
I favor a liberal interpretation of the
Constitution. I meant what I said then
and I mean it now. And I shall vote to
confirm Mr. Powell.
I do so with the confidence that he will
uphold the sacred dictum of the Supreme Court: Equal justice under law.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
SPONG). The hour of 4 o'clock having arrived, under the previous order the question now is, Will the Senate advise and
consent to the nomination of Lewis F.
Powell, Jr., of Virginia, to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court.
On this question the yeas and nays
have been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from Georgia
(Mr. GAMBRELL), the Senator from Minnesota <Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator
from Hawaii <Mr. INOUYE), and the Senator from Utah <Mr. Moss), are necessarily absent.
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Georgia (Mr.
GAMBRELL), the Senator from Utah <Mr.
Moss) , and the Senator from Minnesota
(Mr. HUMPHREY), would each vote "yea."
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the

Senator from Utah <Mr. BENNETT) and
the Senator from South Dakota <Mr.
MUNDT)

are absent because of lllness.

The Senator from Colorado <Mr. DoMINICK), the Senator from Iowa (Mr. Mn.LER), the Senator from Dlinois <Mr. PER-

CY) and the Senator from Vermont <Mr.
STAFFORD) are necessarily absent.
If present and voting, the Senator from
Utah <Mr. BENNETT), the Senator from
Colorado <Mr. DoMINICK), the Senator
from lllinois <Mr. PERCY), and the Senator from Iowa <Mr. MILLER) would each
vote ''yea."
The yeas and nays resulted-yeas 89,
nays 1, as follows:
Aiken
Allen
All ott
Anderson
Baker
Bayh
Beall
Bellm on
Bentsen
Bible
Boggs
Brock
Brooke
Buckley
Burdick
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W.Va.
Cannon
Case
Chiles
Church
Cook
Cooper
Cotton
Cranston
Curtis
Dole
Eagleton
Eastland
Ellender

[No. 439 Ex.]
YEAB-89
Ervin
Fannin
Fang
Fulbright
Goldwater
Gravel
Griffin
Gurney
Hansen
Hart
Hartke
Hatfield
Hollings

Montoya
Muskie
Nelson
Packwood
Pastore
Pearson
Pell
Proxmire
Randolph
R1bico1f
Roth
Sax be
Schweiker
Hruska
Scott
Hughes
Smith
Jackson
Sparkman
Javits
Spong
Jordan, N.C.
Stennis
Jordan, Idaho Stevens
Kennedy
Stevenson
Long
Symington
Magnuson
Taft
Mansfield
Talmadge
Mathias
Thurmond
McClellan
Tower
McGee
Tunney
McGovern
Weicker
Mcintyre
Williams
Metcalf
Young
Mondale
NAY&-1
Harris
NOT VOTING-10

Bennett
Dominick
Gambrell
Humphrey

Inouye
Miller
Moss
Mundt

Percy
Statford

So the nomination was confirmed.
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that the President be immediately notified of the confirmation of the nomination.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
SPONG). Without objection, the President
Will be notified forthwith.
THE NOMINATION OF WILLIAM H.
REHNQUIST TO BE AN ASSOCIATE
JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous COIIlSieilt that the Senate turn
to the conside:mtion of the nomination
of William H. Rehnquist, of Arizona, to
be an Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will
report the nomination.
The second assistant legislative clerk
read th.e nomination of William H. Rehnquist, of Arizona, to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States.
OF SECTION 903 (C)
OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY

AMENDMENT

(2)
ACT

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, as in

legislative session, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate turn to the im-
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mediate consideration of Calendar No.
533, H.R. 6065.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The second assistant legislative clerk
read as follows:
A bUl ( H.R. 6065) to amend section 903
(c ) (2) of the Social Security Act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana? The Chair hears none.
The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, this is a bill
to extend for an a dditional 10 years, the
period through which the States may obligate for administrative purposes certain funds transferred from excess Federal unemployment tax collections. The
committee report is available.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that an explanation of the bill be
printed at this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the explanation was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as fOllOWS:
EXPLANATION OF H.R. 6065
A bill to extend for ten years the period
during which certain unemployment funds
may be used for State administrative
expenses.
Prior to 1954, one-tenth of the 3-percent
Federal unemployment tax, or 0.3 percent
(callled the net Federal tax), was intended
to pay the cost of Federal and State administrat ion 0! the unemployment insurance and employment service programs.
However, the net Federal tax was not earmarked for this purpose and, since the
revenues had been exceeding administrative
costs by about $65 mlllion annually, the
excess merely served to increase the general
funds of the Treasury.
The Employment Security Administrative
Financing Act, signed into law August 5,
1954, earmarked revenues from the net Federal tax for the employment security system,
With this order of priority for their use: (1)
funds would first be used for current Federal! and State administrative expenses; (2)
additional funds, if am.y, would be placed in
a special loan account (until the account
reached $200 million) from which States
could get advances when the cost of benefits
became particularly heavy; (3) any remaining funds would be credited to State accounts in the unemployment t rust fund
either for benefits or (with the specific approval of the State legislature) for additional ad.m1nistrative purposes. If a State
wished to use the excess funds for administrative purposes, FederaJ. law required them
to use the funds within 5 years of their
transfer.
During the next few years, revenues continued to exceed administrative expenses
as in the years preceding the 1954 Act. In
those years, no State needed to use the loan
fund, which quickly reached the $200 million limltation. In 1956, 1957, and 1958, a
total of $138 million was credited to State
unemployment trust fund accounts. (Table
1 on page 3 of the House report shows
amounts credited for each State).
In 1959, three States received advances
from the loan fund. Since the excess of
revenues over receipts had to be used to
replenish the loan fund, no additional funds
were transeferred to the State accounts.
The $138 m1lllon transferred 1n 1956, 1957,
and 1958 represents the only funds transferred thus far to State accounts; no addit1Qnal transfers are anticipated in the foreseeable future. These transferred funds have
been used by the States primarily to buy the
necessary la.nd and construct buildings for
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use in the employment security program.
Thirty-eight States have obligated funds
transferred to their State accounts for land
and buildings, and one State (A.laska) has
also spent funds for benefits.
Purpose of H.B. 6065.-Each year the
Congress haS appropriated funds for State
adm1nistration of the unemployment compensation program; these grants have in·
cluded amounts to cover the cost of rent.
These portions of the $138 mill1on transferred to the States which have been spent
for land a.nd buildings ma.y be replenished
over time out of these annual Federal administrative grants for rent, and the replenished funds ma.y then be used again
for land a.nd buildings-but only within the
period specifted in the 'la.w. That period has
been extended twice, and 1s now due to expire in 1973; H.R. 6065 would extend the
period for ten years until 1983.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, this bill is
one which passed the House of Representatives and was on the consent calendar, I understand. I do not believe
there is any objection to the bill.
The Senate was in conference with
the House conferees. The conference was
unable to agree to the unemployment insurance amendment agreed to by the
Senate for the reason that the germaneness rule which was imposed upon the
Senate by the Reorganization Act requires that an amendment to a Housepassed 'bill cannot be accepted in the
conference report except as a separate
matter and separately voted on by the
House of Representatives unless that
amendment is germane to the bill under the rules of tbe House of Representatives.
By virtue of that germaneness rule
that was imposed upon the Senate by
the Reorganization Act which was recently passed by the Senate, we were unable to persuade the House conferees to
agree to the trade amendments, to the
unemployment insurance amendment, or
to the amendment related to the Highway Trust Fund.
Therefore, Mr. President, I understand
an amendment will be offered. One of
the reasons the bill is being called up at
this time is in order that an unemployment insurance amendment, of the
nature which the Senate ag:reed to, may
be offered to the bill, which could be regarded under the House rules, as I understand those rules.
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I send
to the desk an amendment, on behalf of
myself, Senator RIBICOFF, Senator JACKSON, and Senator TUNNEY.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
BucKLEY). The amendment will be
stated.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to read the amendment.
Mr. MA:GNUSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment may be dispensed

with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered; and, without

objection, the amendment will be printed
in the RECORD.
The amendment, ordered to be printed
in

the RECORD, is as follows:
At the end of the bill add the following:

TITLE ll-EMERGENCY UNEMPLOYMENT

COMPENSATION
SHORT TITLE

SEC. 201. This title may be cited as the
" Emergency Unemployment Compensation
Act of 1971".
FEDERAL-STATE AGREEndENTS

SEc. 202. (a) Any State, the State unemployment compensation law of which is approved by the Secrestary of Labor (hereinafter in this ti:tle referred to as the "Secretary"), under section 3304 of the Intern.al
Revenue Code of 1954, which desires to do so,
may enter into and participate in an agreement with the Secretary under this title, 1!
such State law con.rte.ins (as of the date such
agreement 1s entered into) a requirement
that erlended compensation be payable
thereunder as provided by the Federal-State
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act
of 1970. Any St&te which is a party to an
agreement under this title ma.y, upon providing 30 days' written no,tice to the Secretary, terminate such agreement.
(b) Any such agreement shall provide tha.t
the State e.grency of the State will make payments of emergency compensation( 1) to individuals who(A) (1) have exhausted all rights to regula.r
compensation under the State law;
(11) have exhausted all rights to eletended
compensa.tion, or are not entitled thereto,
because of the ending of their el1g1b1lity
period for extended compensation, in such
State;
(B) have no rights to compensation (including both regular compensation and ex~nded compensation) with respect to a.
week under such law or a.ny other State unemployment compensation la.w or to compensation under a.ny other Federal law; and
(C) are not receiving compensation with
respect to such week under the unemployment compensation law of the Virgin Islands or Canada.
(2) for any week of unemployment which
beglnsin(A) a.n emergency extended benefit period
(as defined in subsection (c) ( 3) ) ; and
(B) the individual's period of eUgibllity
(a.s defined in section 205 (b) ) .
(c) (1) For purposes of subsection (b) (1)
(A), and individual shall be deemed to have
exhausted his rights to regular compensation
under a State law when( A) no payments of regular compensation
can be made under such law because such
individual has received all regular compensation available to him based on employment or wages during his base period; or
(B) his rights to such compensation have
been terminated by reason of the expiration
of the benefit year With respect to which
such rights existed.
(2) For purposes of subsection (b) (1) (B),
an individual shall be deemed to have exhausted his rights to extended compensation under a State law when no payments
of extended compensation under a State law
can be made under such law because such individual has received all the extended compensation available to him from his extended
compensation account (as establlshed under
State la.w in accordance with section 202(b)
( 1) of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970).
(3) (A) (1) For purposes of subsection (b)
(2) (A), 1n the case of any State, an emergency extended benefit period(I) sbla.ll begin with the third week after
a week for which there is a. State "em.ergency
on" indicator; and
(II) sha.ll end with the third week after
the first week for which there ~s a State
"emergency off" indicator.
(11) In rthe case of any State, no emergency extended benefit period shall last for
a period of less than 26 consecutive weeks.
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(111) When a determination hu been made
that an emergency extended benefit period
is beginning or ending with respect to any
State, the Secretary shall cause notice of
such determination to be published in the
Federal Register.
(B) (i) For purposes of subparagraph (A),
there is a St-ate "emergency on" indicator for
a.weekif(1) the rate of unemployment (u determined under subparagraph (C)) in the State
for the period consisting of such week a.nd
the im!mediately preceding twelve weeks
equaled or exceeded 6.0 per centum; and
(II) there (a) is a State or National "on"
indicator for such week (a.s determined under
subsections (d) and (e) of section 203 of
the Federal-State Extended Unemployment
Compensation Act of 1970), or (b) there is
neither a State nor National "on" indicator
for such week (as so determined), but (1)
within the 52-week period ending with such
week there has been a State or National "on"
indicator for a week (as so detenntned), and
(2) there would be a. State "on" indicator
for such week except for the provlslons of
section 203(e) (1) (A) of the Federal-State
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act
of 1970.
(11) For purposes of subparagraph (A),
there is a state "emergency off" indicator for
a week if, for the period consisting of such
week end the immediately preceding 12
weeks, the rate of unemployment (as determined under subparagraph (C)) is less than
6.0 per centum.
(C) (i) For purposes of subpa.t'a.g1'a.ph (B) ,
the term "rate of unemployment" means(I) the ra.te of insured. employment (as
determined under section 203 (f) of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970), plus
(II) the 13-week exhaustion rate (as determined under clause (ii)).
(11) The "13-week exhaustion rate" should
be equal to(I) 25 percent of the sum of the exhaustions, during the most recent 12 calendar
months ending befo~ the week with respect
to which such rate is computed, of regular
compensation under the State law, divided
by
(ll) the average monthly covered employment ( a.s that term is used in section
203(f) of the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970) of
the State with respect to the 13-week period
referred to in subparagraph (B) (11).
(d) For purposes of any agreement under
this title( 1) the amount of the emergency compensation which shall be payable to any individual for any week of total unemployment
shall be equal to the amount of the regular
compensation (including dependents' allowances) payable to him during his benefit year
under the State la.w; a.nd
(2) the terms and conditions of the State
law which apply to claims for regular compensation and to the payment thereof shall
(except where inconsistent with the provisions of this title or regulations of the Secretary promulgated to carry out this title)
apply to claims for emergency compensation
and the payment thereof.
(e) (1) Any agreement under this title
with a State sha.ll provide that the State
will establish, for each eligible individual
who rues an application for emergency compensation, an emergency compensation
a.ccount.
(2) The amount established 1n such account for any individual shall be equal to
the lesser of(A) 100 per centum o! the total amount
of regular compensation (including dependents' allowances) payable to him with respect
to the benefit ye&,f (as determined under the
State la.w) on the baala of which he most
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(1) of the Social Security Act 1B a.mende<i
by striking out "and in the case of any month

twenty-six times his average weekly
benefit amount (as determined for purposes
of section 202(b) (1) (C) of the Federal-State
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act
of 1970) !or his .benefit year.
(f) No emergency compenaatton shal·l be
payable to any indiVidual under an agreement entered into under this title for any
week prior to the week following the week in
which such agreement is entered into, or 1!
later, the first week 1b eginning more than 30
days after the date of enactment of this Act;
and no emergency compensation shall be payable to any individual under such an agreement for any week which ends after June 30,
1973.

after March 1972, to one-tenth," and insert-

recently

received

regular
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SEC. 204. (a) (1) Funds in the extended
unemployment compensation account (as
established by section 905 of the Social Security Act) of the Unemployment Trust Fund
sha.lllbe used for the making of payments to
States having ·a greements entered into under
this title.
(2) The Secretary shaH from time to t.lme
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury for
payment to each State the sums payable to
such State under th'la title. The Secretary
of .t he Treasury, prior to audit or settlement
by the General Accounting omce, shall make
payments to the State in accordance with
such certification, by transfen :kom the extended unemployment compensation account (as established by section 905 of the
Social Security Act) to the account of such
State in the Unemployment Trust Pund.
(b) section 3301 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 is amended( 1) •b y inserting " (except as otherwise provided in the succeeding sentence)" immediately after "equal"; and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In applying the
preceding sentence for the calendar year 1972
an<i the calendar year 19'73, the r·a te of tas
shall, in lieu of 3.2 percent, be 3.:m percent.".
(c) Eftecttve with respect to wa.ges paid In
any calendar quarter commencing after
December 31, 1971, section 6157(b} ot the
Internal Revenue Code of 19.54 (relating to

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, it will
be recalled that on November 12 the Senate overwhelmingly approved an amendment to the Revenue Act which I had
introduced together with Senator Rmr-

is amended by str1k1ng out "O.l5 percent" and
inserting in lieu thereof "a percentage equal
to the excess of the percentage apeclfted tn

and many other Senators. That amendment would have provided 26 weeks of

all other unemployment benefits and
who live in States where unemployment
is 6 percent or higher. You will also recall, Mr. President, that this amendment
received the support of the distinguished
chairman of the Finance Committee, and
I wish at this time to thank Senator
·LoNG for his strenuous efforts in behalf
of this amendment in the conference
held on the Revenue Act.
Tragically, Mr. President, some of the
House conferees, working under the President's threat to veto the Revenue Act,
invoked a technical House rule to strip
my amendment from the Revenue Act.
That was a terrible blow, Mr. President,
to the 100,000 workers in my State who
have exhausted all of their unemployment benefits and to the 1.78 million
workers throughout the Nation who have
exhausted all of their benefits. This is
not to imply, of course, that this ·was the
intent of those House conferees for I
know that they are just as concerned
about those unemployed people as am I.
But the desperate plight of these unemployed Americans is too great to be
ignored or to be left unattended until
after the Congress returns from the
Christmas recess. It is to the great credit
of my very good friend and colleague,
Senator LoNG, that he made a very special effort to bring H.R. 6065 to the floor
today, so that the Senate would have an
opportunity to pass this amendment prior
to the recess. I can think of no action
which would be more appropriate at a
time when Christmas is so near than
would be the Senate's approval of the
amendment we are offering today to
H.R. 6065.
Mr. President, with one exception, the
amendment which Senator RIBICOFF,
Senator TuNNEY, Senator JACKSON, and I
are offering to H.R. 6065 is the same as
that which the Senate overwhelmingly
approved just a few short weeks ago.
This is a very simple amendment and I
would like to briefiy summarize its basic
provisions:
It would provide 26 additional weeks
of unemployment compensation benefits
to eligible workers.
All States that have enacted an extended unemployment compensation law
pursuant to the Federal-State Extended
Unemployment Compensation Agreement
would be eligible.
A State unemployment rate of 6 percent, computed by counting both the insured unemployed and those who have
exhausted their benefits, would trigger
the emergency benefits.
To finance ·these emergency benefits,
section 3301 of the Internal- ..Revenue
Code of 1954 would be amended to increase the tax rate from 3.2 to 3.29 percent.
Finally, under this amendment, the
participating States would not be required to pay any portion of the costs of
the emergency benefits. Senators will recall that the amendment to the Revenue
Act would have required participating
States to have assumed 20 percent of the

benefits to workers who have exhausted

years.

or

(B)

PAYMENTS TO STATES HAVING AGREEMENTS FOR
TBE PAYMENT OF EMERGENCY COMPENSATION

SEC. 203. (a.) ( 1) There shall be paid to each
State whidh has entered into an agreement
under this title an amount equal to 100 per
centum of the emergency compensation paid
to individuals by the State pursuant to such
agreement.
(b) No payment shall 'b e made to a.ny State
under this section in respect of compensation
for which the State is entitled to reimbursement under the provisions of any Federal
law other than this title.
(c) Sums payable to a.ny States by reason
of such State's ·h aving an agreement under
this title shall be pa.ya.ble, either ln advance
or .b y way of relmfbursement (as may be determined by the Secretary), in such amounts u
the Secretary estimates the State will be entitled to receive under this title for each
calendar month, reduced or increased, a.s the
oase ma.y tb e, •b y any amount by which the
Secretary finds that :his estimates for any
prior calendar month were greater or less
tihan the ·a mounts which would have been
pa'id to the State. Such estimates ma.y be
made on the .b asis of such statistical, sampling, or other method as may be agreed
upon by the Secretary and the State agency
of the State involved.
FINANCING PROVISIONS

computation

or Pederal

unemploytilent tax)

section 8801 over 2.7 percent••.
(d) The first sentence of section 905 (b)

ing in lieu thereof "in the case of any month
after March 1972 and before April 1974, to
nineteen fifty-ninths, and in the case of any
month after March 1974, to one-tenth,".
(e) Section 901 (a) (1) (B) of the Social
Security Act is amended( 1) by striking out "and" at the end of
clause (1v);
(2) by striking out the period at the end
of clause (v) and inserting in lieu thereof
";and";

(3) by inserting after clause (v) the following new clause:
"(Vi) an agreement entered into under the
Emergency Unemployment Compensation
Act of 1971.".
DEFINITIONS

SEc. 205. For purposes of this title(a) the terms "compensation", "regular
compensation", "extended compensation",
"base period", "benefit year", "State", "State
agency", "State law", and "week" shall have
the meanings assigned to them under section 205 ~f the Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970;
(b) the term "period of eligibility" means,
in the case of any individual, .t he weeks in his
benefit year which begin in an extended
benefit period or an emergency extended
benefit period and, if his benefit year ends
within such extended benefit period, any
weeks thereafter which begin in such extended benefit period or in such emergency
extended benefit period; and
(c) the term "extended benefit period"
shall have the meaning assigned to such
term under section 203 of the Federal-State
Extended Unemployment Compensation Act
of 1970.
REPORT

BY

SECRETARY

OF LABOR

SEc. 206. (a) The Secreary of Labor shall
conduct a continuing and comprehensive
study and review of the program established
by the Emergency Unemployment Compensation Act of 1971, with a view to submitting
to the Congress the report required to be
submitted under subsection (b). Such study
and review shall be conducted with particular regard to ( 1) the benefit payments made
under such program, (2) projections of benefit payments which will be payable under
such program after the period covered by
such report, (3) the desirab11ity of continuing such program after June 30, 1973, and (4)
the funding of the benefits payable under
such program and the funding of benefits
thereunder if such program should be continued after June 30, 1973.
(b) On or before July 1, 1972, the Secretary of Labor shall submit to the Congress
a full and complete report on the study and
review provided !or in subsection (a). Such
report shall cover the period ending May 31,
1972, and shall contain the recommendations
of the Secretary of Labor with respect to such
program, including but not limited to, the
operation and funding of such program, and
the desirability of extending such program
after June 30, 1973.
Amend the title to the bill to read as follows: "An Act to amend section 903(c) (2)
of the Social Security Act, and for other purposes."

coFF,

Senator TuNNEY, Senator

JACKSON,

emergency unemployment compensation

cost in the third at?-d following :fiscal
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Mr. President, in closing I want to emphasize three important points:
First, every State which would have
been eligible to participate under the
amendment which I proposed to the
Revenue Act would also lbe eligible under
this amendment.
'Second, this a:mendment will not impose any financial burden upon participating ls tates.
Third, and I wish to underscore this
fina;l poin·t , the distinguished chairman
of the Finance Committee and the distinguished chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee have both been
consulted and bath have personally assured me that this 'a mendment will have
their strong support in conference if it is
passed here today by the Senate.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a summ ary of the amendment and two charts.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SUMMARY O.P MAGNUSON AMENDMENT

The Magnuson amendment would add a
new emergency unemployment compensation title to the Revenue Act of 1971 with
the following provisions:
1. Additional Benefits.-Provides an additional 26 weeks of unemployment compensation benefits to persons who have exhausted
their rights to 26 weeks of regular benefits
plus 13 weeks of extended benefits.
2. Temporary Program.-Benefits under the
new program would be payable only until
July, 1973.
3. Unemployment Rate Triggering Benefit.-Additional 26 weeks of benefits would
be available only in State in whtich insured
unemployment plus rate of exhausting benefits exceeds 6.0 percent.
4. Federal Share.-Additional benefits
would be 100 percent Federal.
5. Financing Provtsions.-Increases net
Federal tax 0.09 percent in calendar years
1972 and 1973 (net Federal tax is now 0.5
percent).
6. Cost.-Estimated at $471 million for
calendar year 1972.
States in which benefits would be payable
under Magnuson amendment:
Alaska, California, Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, Puerto Rico,
Rhode
Island,
Washington,
Michigan,
Nevada, New York, Oregon, and Vermont.
States in which benefits might be paid
i! unemployment rises to early 1971 rates :
Arkansas, Kansas, Montana, New Mexico,
North Dakota and Wisconsin.

Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, the
amendment is the same amendment the
Senate passed overwhelmingly, but as
pointed out by the distingUished chairman of the committee, the Senator from
Louisiana, it was discussed with the
House conferees and they must abide by
their rules.
But this is a measure they sent over
and they agreed this amendment shoUld
be on this bill. I have had a long informal conference with members of the

Committee on Finance and Members of
the House, and the chairman of the
SJPPropriate committee over there this
morning, and on Friday.
They agree tllat this is the proper language, and as far as I know they will
accept the amendment over there, not
only a.s being germane but as an amendment that should be on the bill.
I hope we do not need a rollcall vote

on this matter; it already has been
passed by the Senate overwhelmingly.
SEVERAL SENATORS: Vote. Vote.
Mr. SCO'IT. Mr. President, before that
is done, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Washington.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I shall not abject,
may we have a brief statement in reference to this proposal?
Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I am
sorry the Senator had another matter
he had to take care of. This is the same
amendment the Senate passed in
November. The Senator will recall the
trouble in connection with the germaneness rule in the House. Chairman MILLs
and other members of the Ways and
Means Committee in the House intimated that if we would add this amendment on the extension of unemployment
insurance to a bill which would not violate their germaneness rule-which is a
little different than ours, and they use
it frequently-they would be glad to
accept it. The particular bill that the
Senator's distinguished committee reported is perfectly germane and they are
willing to accept the amendment. They
wanted us to pass a bill which would
extend the benefits for 26 weeks. It may
be that they want to recommend it for
a quick conference. It will not take too
long, if it goes for 13 weeks, which would
be all right, because we are going to
have to go into it early in the spring,
anyway.
Mr. CURTIS. May I ask further, at
what percentage of the unemployment
rate this additional unemployment compensation will be triggered?
Mr. MAGNUSON. Six percent or over,
just as it was as we passed the bill.
Mr. CURTIS. How many States will
that affect?
Mr. MAGNUSON. About 15 right now.
I have the list. I shall put it in the
RECORD.
Mr. CURTIS. We have the basic unemployment systems in our States. Then
we have the permanent law for an additional period. I take it that in the State
which the distinguished Senator represents that has been exhausted?
Mr. MAGNUSON. Oh, yes. We have
1,000 a week who have exhausted their
benefits in three counties. By February
1, it will be 120,000. I do not like to see
them go on welfare, as I am sure the
Senator does not.
Mr. CURTIS. How does the cost compare of this proposal compare with the
cost if a family has to go on welfare?
Mr. MAGNUSON. All I know about
welfare-! probably should know more
than I do, but I know something about it,
because I handle the appropriation-is
that it costs us $4,025 per capita for every
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person in the United States on welfare.
That is their figure, and the Senator
knows they are pretty low. We have 118,717 employees down there, but it is hard
to get that figure. I think the extension
for unemployment insurance for people
who want to work but are not able to get
it will cost us less in the long run. Second, I just do not like to see good people pushed on to welfare, because they
have no place else to go. It breaks their
dignity and spirit. If a person exhausts
his unemployment compensation and is
at the age of 50 or 55, it breaks his spirit,
and he says, "Oh, well, so what?" And he
stays there. His dignity is lost.
I think this is a good compromise of
the situation with the House. I think the
Senator knows, and he probably wants
us to do this, that eome next spring, we
are going to have to get into the whole
matter again, and perhaps basically
change the laws. This is an emergency
matter. That is what it amounts to.
Mr. CURTIS. I have no further questions.
Mr. RIBICOFF. Mr. President, on November 12 the ~senate approved the Magnuson-Ribicoff amendment, as modified
by the distinguished Senator from California <Mr. TUNNEY), to extend emergency unemployment compensation
benefits to individuals in States witb
high Wl.employment. Expanded benefits
would have been provided to workers in
States with an unemployment rate of 6
percent or more who have exhausted
their existing regular and extended unemployment bene.fits.
Unfortunately, the conferees on H.R. ·
10947 eliminated this provision from the
final version. Today, however, the need is
even greater for this legislation. Last
week the Labor Department revealed that
unemployment in this country had again
risen-from 5.8 percent to 6 percent. In
many areas unemployment is far above
the national average. In Connecticut,
September figures revealed that unemployment now exceeds 9 percent and is
over 10 percent in three of its major
cities.
Today, I ask that the Senate again approve this vitaJly needed measure to assist American workers. The long-term
economic reforms recently approved by
the Senate w1ll hopefully create thousands of new jobs. But the sad reality is
that there are over 5 million unemployed
men and women in this country, many
of whom have exhausted their unemployment benefits.
In the first 6 months of 1971, an estimated 1,062,423 workers exhausted their
benefits under the regular unemployment insurance program, a national increase of 83 percent over the same time
last year. Of these men and women, 34,139 were in my home State of Connecti-

cut. Thousands of other workers ex-

hausted their regular insurance rights
before that time. Since extended benefiU>
run for only an additional 13 weeks,
benefits have also now been exhausted
for those whose regular insurance ter:..
minated before July.
Unemployed Americans without unemployment compensation face a bleak
New Year unless legislation is enacted
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immediately to provide emergency un- He gets discouraged and takes off, assuming
his wife and children will get better support
employment assistance.
from the Welfare Department.
I hope that the Senate will accept
Mr. TUNNEY. Mr. President, I am
this vital amendment to the pending unemployment compensation legislation, pleased to join with Senator MAGNUso~.
H.R. 6065, which changes the formula Senator RIBICOFF, and Senator JACKSON
limiting the amount obligated to a State in offering once again to the Senate an
for the administration of unemployment emergency program of federally financed
unemployment compensation for States
compensation programs.
Mr. President, the Senate has already hard hit by joblessness.
gone on record in support of this proSenators will recall that on November
gram. Because there is no decrease in 12, the Senate adopted a proposal subsight to the high unemployment rate, I stantially identical to the one we offer
hope that my colleagues will again act today. That proposal was an amendment
to assist those men a.nd women who h:we to the Revenue Act of 1971, and it would
exhausted their benefits before they could have allowed 26 additional weeks of unemployment compensation in States
find another job.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- where joblessness-weighted to take acsent to include an article from the Hart- count of those who have exhausted all
ford Times.
benefits-reached 6 percent or more. The
There being no objection, the article program would have been financed
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, through the Federal Government by an
as follows:
increase in payroll taxes from 3.2 to 3.29JoBLESS PAY GoNE, MOMS TURNING TO
percent . .
WELFARE
This amendment would have reached
(By James N. Mason, Jr.)
up to 330,000 unemployed persons in
The unemployment checks have run out California alone, who have exhausted all
for Mrs. Mary Carney of 208 Farmington Ave. available unemployment benefits during
A few days ago she became one of the the past year. It would have allowed 26
2,400 mothers who h ave applied for public further weeks of aid at an average of $54
welfare assistance since the fiscal year began
in July. Total e,aseload in aid to dependent weekly. Without this additional help,
children jumped from 27,000 ln June to those people who have exhausted unemabout 29,400 in October, the State Welfare ployment compensation and do not yet
have jobs would have no choice but the
Department report s.
Mrs. Carney put off her trip to the Welfare indignity of welfare.
Department as long as she could. Her last
I was deeply disappointed that the
unemployment check came on Oct. 2, but
she had $50 saved at the time, .and got an in- overwhelming will of the Senate, to establish this program, was frustrated by
come tax ret urn of $102.
This money, plus $10 per week child sup- procedural technicalities in the Houseport from her 13-year-old son's father, kept Senate conference, and by the adminthem going for several weeks while Mrs. Car- istration's threat to veto the entire tax
ney kept com·b ing the want ads and taking bill. Under these pressures, this emerbabysitting jobs or brief typing jobs.
gency program was dropped from the
But the cupboard is now .b are. She's a
month behind on her $120 monthly rent. Revenue Act, and thousands of jobless
There was nowhere to go but the State Wel- persons in California and throughout the
country were left unprotected.
fare Department.
Nobody knows how many men and women
Under the distinguished and imaginalike Mrs. Carney have reached the end of tive leadership of Senator LoNG and Sentheir unemployment benefits. The State ator MAGNUSON, we have been able to
Labor Department said it was so deluged bring to the floor today H.R. 6065·, a
with paperwork during the heavy unemployment period that its computer could not House-passed bill to which our amendkeep up-to-date records on how m.any peo- ment can be attached. The Senate can
reaffirm its decision of last November 12
ple were expiring their benefits.
But the claims for unemployment ·b ene- to establish this emergency aid program.
fits have lb een dropping since August, either
This program will provide a new bridge
because people are finding new jobs, partly to a time of economic recovery for thoubecause they were on brief vacation lay-offs sands who want jobs and can find no
in ·A ugust (which pushed up the statistics),
and partly because benefits have run out, work. It will reduce our welfare rolls as
well, and lift a disastrous financial strain
and they don't have jobs.
In September, the Department of Social from local governments and property
Services in Hartford anticipated an increase taxpayers. As the distinguished Senator
in the number of residents needing emer- from Connecticut, Senator RIBICOFF,
gency assistance because their benefits had pointed out in discussing this proposal
run out.
on November 12 over 800,000 persons
So far , the number is small, but the figure
were receiving welfare in June 1971
for November (avaUruble in early December)
may indicate a trend. In September, said solely because the father of the f.amily
a Hartford official, 19 persons who applied was unemployed. This represents a 53for emergency assistance said their unem- percent increase above the number of
ployment benefits had been exhausted and welfare recipients in July 1970, 12 months
they still couldn't find a job.
earlier. In Los Angeles alone, one in eight
In October, the figure jumped more than persons receives welfare. We know that
twice as high, up to 52 cases.
1.8 million people exhausted their unemA spokesman at the State Welfare Depart- ployment benefits last year and that the
ment said the increase 1n mothers receiving
ai d to dependent children doesn't necessari- average cost of welfare per family of four
ly mean that they were previously in jobs. is $3,000. Public assistance costs for put"They m·a y just have been recently de- ting these unemployed workers on welserted," he s,a.ld. But one of the major rea- fare would require as much as $3 billion
sons cited for a. ma.n deserting his family is of local and State tax revenues. We canthat he can't find a job to support them. not afford this burden. We cannot hold
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local communities hostage, because of the
failure of national economic policies.
Mr. President, our amendment does
the following:
Provides 26 further weeks of federally
funded unemployment compensation to
eligible persons, payable until July 1973;
Would be available to any State in
which the unemployment rate, computed
by a formula taking account of those who
have exhausted all benefits, reaches or
exceeds 6 percent;
Would be funded through an increase
in the payroll tax rate from 3.2 to 3.29
percent;
Would be funded through the Federal
Government for all years, unlike our proposal of November 12 which would have
shifted some financial burden to States
following the first year.
I urge Senators to join us in opening
once again the opportunity for meaningful additional aid to hundreds of thousands of unemployed persons.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OF.Fu:CER. The bill
is open to further amendment.
If there be no further amendment to
be proposed, the question is on the engrossment of the amendment and the
third reading of the bill.
The amendment was ordered to be
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third
time.
The bill was read the third time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
haVing been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass? [Putting the
question.]
The bill was passed.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move that
the Senate insist on its amendment and
request a c"Onference with the House o1
Representatives on the disagreeing votes
thereon ; and that the Chair be authorized to appoint conferees on the part of
the Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer appointed Mr. LONG,
Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr. CURTIS,
and Mr. MILLER conferees on the part of
the Senate.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE&'ffi.OLLED BILLS SIGNED
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
Speaker had affixed his signature to the
following enrolled bills :
S. 1116. An act to require the protection,
Inana.gement, and cont rol of wild free-roaming horses and burros on public lands;
S. 2248. An act to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to engage in certain feasibility investigations;
H .R. 3628. An act to amend title 5, Unit ed
States Code, to provide equality of treatment
for married women Federal employees with
respect to preference eligible employment
benefi.ts, cost-of-living allowances in foreign
areas, and regulations concernin g marital
status .generally, and for o t her purposes;
H.R. 8381. An act to authorize the sale of
certain lands on the Kalispel Indian Reservation, and for other purposes;
H.R. 8548. An a.ct to curtau the ma.111ng of
certa.\n articles which present a hazard t~
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postal emplbyees or mail processing machines by imposing restrictions on certain
advertising and promotional matter in the
malls, a.n.d for other purposes;
H.R. 8689. An act to provide overtime pay
!<or intermittent and part-time General
Schedule emplloyees who work in excess of
40 hours in a workweek;
H.R. 9097. An act to define the terms
"widow," "widower," "chlld," and "parent"
for servicemen's group life inSurance purposes;
H.R. 9442. An act to authorize compensation for five General Accounting Office piOSitions at rates not to exceed the rate for Executive Schedule Level IV;
H.R. 11220. An act to designate the Veterans• Administration hospitlal in san Antonio, Tex .• as the Audie L. Murphy Memorial
Veterans' Hospital, and. for !Other purposes;
and
H.R. 11335. An ·a ct to amend section 704
of title 38, United States Code, to permit the
conversion or exchange of National Service
Life Insurance policies to insurance on a
modified lief plan with reduction at age 70.

NOMINATION OF WILLIAM H.
REHNQUIST
The Senate continued in executive
session with the consideration of the
nomination of William H. Rehnquist to
be Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United Staites.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Cha.ir
recognizes the Senator from Mississippi.
Mr. EASTLAND. Mr. President, I rise
to support the nomination of William H.
Rehnquist to be an Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of the United States.
In my judgment, the hearings on his
nomination conducted by the Judiciary
Committee clearly demonstrate that Mr.
Rehnquist is a man of great legal ability
and impeccable character. I am certain
that he will be a distinguished addition
to the Supreme Court.
The record shows that Mr. Rehnquist
has had a distinguished career in at least
four areas of the law: as a law student
at Stanford University, as a clerk to Mr.
Justice Robert Jackson, as a successful
private practitioner, and since January
29, 1969, as Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the Office of Legal Counsel
in the Department of Justice.
Mr. Rehnquist was born on October 1,
1924, in Milwaukee, Wis., and attended
the public schools of that State. He enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1943 and served
his country in that capacity for 3 years.
After his honorable discharge from the
Army, he enrolled in Stanford University
and received his undergraduate educa ..
tion at that institution. In 1948 he was
awarded a bachelor of arts degree "with
great distinction." He received a master
of arts degree in history from Harvard
University in 1950. Mr. Rehnquist then
returned to Stanford University and
entered the law school, from which he
was graduated first in his class in 1952.
After graduation from law school in February 1952, he served as law clerk to Justice Jackson for about 18 months. After
completing his clerkship, Mr. Rehnquist
moved to Phoenix, Ariz., and actively
engaged in the practice of law in that
city from June 1953 until his appointment as Assistant Attorney General in
January 1969. Mr. Rehnquist quickly attained the reputation. of a great lawyer
among the members of the Arizona bar.

The esteem in which his fellow lawyers
held him is attested by the fact that in
1966 he received an "a.v." rating in Martindale's Legal Directory. This rating is
made by one's fellow lawyers and is the
highest rating given by Martindale's. One
must have practiced law for at least 10
years before receiving an "a.v." rating,
and Mr. Rehnquist received it shortly
after the expiration of the minimum period. This is an exceptional tribute to a
young lawyer.
In January 1969, President Nixon nominated Mr. Rehnquist to be Assistant
Attorney General in charge of the Office
of Legal Counsel, a position he presently
holds. By all accounts he has served in
that office with great dedication and ability. The quality of his legal mind and
his skill in presenting arguments in
favor of the administration's position on
legislation are '3!Cknowledged even by his
opponents.
I can add my own personal testimony
as to Mr. Rehnquist's great legal ability.
As chairman of the Judiciary Committee, I have had occasion to personally
observe his work. It is outstanding. I did
not know Mr. Rehnquist Wltil he assumed his position in the Department of
Justice. Based on almost 3 years of personal knowledge of this man, I can assure the Senate that he is of the highest
character and intellect.
Mr. President, those who know MT.
Rehnquist best know that he is a very
fair-minded person of great legal and
intellectual capacities. A number of persons have writt·e n letters to the Judiciary
Committee in support of his nomination.
These letters were not printed in the
hearings. I ask unanimous consent that
these letters be printed at the conclusion
of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
<See exhibit 1.)
Mr. EASTLAND. The opponents of
this nomination cannot and do not say
that Mr. Rehnquist lacks the legal and
intellectual credentials which are prerequisite to becoming a great Justice of
the Supreme Court.
They cannot and do not say that his
nomination presents any questions or
problems of ethics or conflicts of interest.
They cannot and do not say that he
does not possess a high character and the
proper judicial temperament.
In my judgment, there is not much
left for the opponents of this nomination to go on.
The opposition to this nomination has
boiled down to dlslike for alleged personal
and philosophical views of Mr. Rehnquist. The first series of attacks on the
Rehnquist nomination were made shortly after President Nixon made the nomination on October 21, 1971. These attacks consisted of desperate and irresponsible efforts on the part of socalled "liberals" in the news media and
the academic community to charge that
Mr. Rehnquist, in his personal actions
and associations, had shown himself to
be an "extremist" and "hostile to the
rights of minorities."
These charges and attacks were given
wide circulation in the press and on TV.
They are untrue.
First, it was charged that Mr. Rehn-
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quist was a member of the John Birch
Society.
Next. it was alleged that he had been
instrumental in challenging black voters
in Phoenix at various elections, including those of 1962, 1964, 1966, and 1968.
Lastly, it was charged that Mr. Rehnquist had been a member of For America
and/or Arizonans for America, which
were alleged to be right-wing extremist
groups.
These charges were made and publicized by those in the academic community and in the news media, who are
horrified at the prospect that the Supreme Court might not be dominated by
liberal judicial activists in perpetuity.
The Judiciary Committee carefully investigated all of these untruths and
smears. Each of these charges designed
to show that Mr. Rehnquist was or is an
"extremist" or a bigot were exploded.
Mr. Rehnquist gave sworn statements
to the committee that he had never been
a member of the John Birch Society or of
For America or Arizonans for America.
I say further, Mr. President, that I
have had access to the files of the FBI,
and that the Bureau, after a full field investigation. completely exploded each of
those charges.
Here is a letter that I received on November 20 from Phoenix, Ariz. It says:
Re William H. Rehnquist.
DEAR Sm: I was on the board o! Arizonans
for Ameri<ea from it s inception to its end,
a n d was its last president.
To my knowledge, Mr. Rehnquist was never
a member of Arizonans for America. He did
make a speech to us , and was subsequently
put on our mailing list.
Sincerely,
GEORGE HEARN WooD,
An Optometrist.

He also gave the same statement to
the Bureau when its agents called upon
him.
Mr. Rehnquist further gave testimony
to the committee that he had never
acted as a challenger to voters in elections. He further testified that as a legal
adviser to the Republican Party in
Phoenix, Ariz., he had instructed a party
worker who was overzealous in challenging voters to refrain from such actions. Judge Charles L. Hardy, of Phoenix. who was chairman of a committee of
Democratic lawyers in the 1962 elections.
gave a statement to the committee which
confirms the fact that Mr. Rhenquist did
not engage in any improper activities in
this respect.
There was no testimony obtained by
the Judiciary Committee to support
these irresponsible and baseless charges
against Mr. Rehnquist. Every opportunity was given to those with any evidence to produce it before the Judiciary
Committee. The fact that some members
of the academic community and the
news media chose not to present any
evidence to the committee. but chose
rather to broadcast fresh charges to the
press gives a strong indication of the
motivation. responsibility and veracity
of such persons.
The hearings conducted by the Judiciary Committee thoroughly discredited
these allegations. So now the opponents
of the Rehnquist nomination have had
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to fall back on the issue of the judicial
philosophy of the nominee.
Each Member of the Senate has the
right and responsibility to determine
what weight, if any, to give the personal
or judicial philosophy of a nominee in
making a decision of whether to advise
or consent to a nomination.
Thus, I do not quarrel with my colleagues who oppose Mr. Rehnquist on
the basis of his supposed judicial philosophy.
I do think it is very important, however, to recognize that judicial philosophy can and should be a large consideration in all future nominations for the
Supreme Court.
During the hearings those who wished
to use what they supposed to be Mr.
Rehnqulst's judicial philosophy against
his nomination made repeated efforts to
distinguish the Rehnquist nomination
from other Supreme Court nominations.
What these opponents of Mr. Rehnquist's nomination said to him in essence was:
It is especially appropriate for us to inquire into your judicial philosophy because
you wrote an article in ·t he Harvard Law
Review in which you stated th81t the Senate
should carefully iinquire into the judicial
philosophy of a nominee for the Supreme
Court before giving i.t s advice and consent
to the nomination, and because President
Nixon has publicly stated that judiclal 'Philosophy was one of the oriteria used by him
in making your .nomin81tlon.
In all honesty, I do not believe that
this distinction withstands analysis. If
this distinction were valid, suppose that
a future nominee for the Supreme Court
had written an article in which he stated
his opinion that it was improper for a
Senator to inquire into the judicial philosophy of a nominee for the Supreme
Court, and suppose that the President
who nominated such a person stated that
the judicial philosophy of the nominee
had no bearing on the nomination.
Would this mean that it would not
then be proper for the Senate to attempt
to ascertain the judicial philosophy of
such a nominee? Of course not. The Senate cannot allow its constitutional responsibility to advise and consent to
Supreme Court nominations to depend
upon such fortuitous circumstances as
the past writings of a nominee and the
statements or silence of a President who
makes the nomination.
As a matter of fact, it is common
knowledge that Presidents usually take
the judicial philosophy of nominees into
account when they make nominations.
Strangely enough, until the present administration there has been no outcry
among so-called liberal elements of the
news media and academic community
against this fact of life. They appeared
to enjoy having like-minded persons put
on the Supreme Court.
The truth is that Presidents have
taken the judicial philosophy of nominees into account even when a nomination w1ll further unbalance the Supreme

Court. The nomination speaks for itself.
The President does not need to tell us

that he took judicial philosophy into consideration; it is a self-evident fact.
We do not have to speculate as to the
reasons President Johnson twice nomi-

nated Mr. Abe Fortas to the Supreme
Court. The former President has recently
written a book entitled "The Vantage
Point" dealing with his tenure as President. Excerpts from this book have appeared in various newspapers. I will
quote from the New York Times of October 27, 1971, which contained excerpts
from President Johnson's book dealing
with the Fortas appointment. First, President Johnson reveals the reason why he
appointed Mr. Fortas to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court to succeed
Mr. Justice Goldberg:
I was confident that the man would be a
brilliant and able jurist. He had the experience and the liberalism to espouse the causes
that both [and Arthur Goldberg believed in.
He had the strength of character to stand up
for his own convictions, and he was a humanitarian.
In discussing his nomination of Mr.
Fortas to be Chief Justice of the United
States, President Johnson tells us:
When I nominated Fortas to succeed Chief
Justice Warren three years later, I did so
for the same reasons I had first appointed
him to the Court.

on-going work of the Court in the development of our law.

Mr. Robert H. Bork, professor of law,
Yale University, wrote a letter to me as
chairman of the Judiciary Committee,
in support of Mr. Rehnquist's nomination. He stated, in part, as follows:
My support is based not merely upon Mr.
Rehnqulst's professional reputation, which is
extremely high, but upon my opportunities
to talk with him and to observe him in debate concerning legal matters. There can be
no doubt whatever concerning his intellectual qualifications. He possesses a brilliant
and analytical mind. More than that, however, Mr. Rehnquist is a deeply thoughtful
man wit h respect for the requirements of
intellectual honesty. I am sure, therefore,
that in the decision of constitutional cases
he will be guided not by his personal philosophy but by a commitment to the commands of ·t he Constitution, interpreted in
the light of its text and its history. This does
not mean that he will be a wooden internal1st ,b ut rather that he will attempt to discern the meaning of the Constitution in new
circumstances by the document's fundamental principles instead of in accordance
with whatever legislative views he migbt
entertain 1f he were in the Congress rather
than upon the Court. This is a difficult task,
requiring the utmost in self-discipline
and thoughtfulness. I believe that Mr. Rehnquist has those qualities in abundance.

This is what the former President said
of Mr. Fortas' rejection by the Senate:
In the end, Abe Fortas' chief assets-his
progressive philosophy, his love of country,
I believe that the record as a whole
his frank views always spoken from the heart validates these appraisals of the nomiand his service to his President-brought his nee. Mr. Rehnquist's own testimony
downfall.
clearly shows that he will approach all
A consideration of what appears to be legal and constitutional issues on this
the judicial philosophy of Mr. Rehnquist basis.
Mr. President, in considering the perleads me to the conclusion that his service as a member of the Supreme Court sonal and intellectual qualities of Mr.
would be highly beneficial to the Nation. R~hnquist, it is very pertinent to conOn the basis of the record of the hear- sider the judgments of spiritual andreings on his nomination, I believe it is ligious leaders who have known Mr.
fair to say that Mr. Rehnquist possesses Rehnquist and his family.
Mr. Louis B. Early, chairman of the
what might be termed a conservative
judicial philosophy. However, the record church council and Rev. William B.
amply indicates that he is not the pris- Schaeffer, pastor of the Emmanuel Luthoner of any judicial philosophy, and that eran Church, Bethesda, Md., the church
he wi).l decide cases on the basis of the presently attended by the Rehnquist famapplication of his :Brst-rate legal mind ily, have written me a letter on behalf of
to the question of the proper result as the Rehnquist nomination, I quote from
mandated by the Constitution and laws this letter:
Since the Rehnqulst family became memof the United States and applicable
judicial precedents. He is certainly not bers of Emmanuel in July, 1969, they have
given a clear witness to the centrality of the
blinded by ideology.
Christian faith in their life and home. Their
I would like to read from a letter writregular presence on Sunday at worshdp servten by Mr. Martin F. Richman, former ices, the obvious closeness and. mutual relaw clerk to Chief Justice Earl Warren, spect within the family circle, and the readiand Deputy Assistant Attorney General ness to share in the life of the congregation
in the Office of Legal Counsel under the reflect the values which are held in highest
previous administration, who gave the regard by the head of the household.
Mr. Rehnqulst's unfailing }{llndness and
following assessment of the cast and
quality of Mr. Rehnquist's approach to innate modesty give testimony to the genuineness of his concern for CYthers and his unlegal issues:
derste.nding of viewpoints contrary to his
The key question for inquiry here, in my own. His clarity of thought and firmness of
opinion, is whether as a Justice Mr. Rehn- conviction demand respect. Such characterquist will bring to the decision of the cases istics seem to us to be of special importance
not only his own views, however long held for one who is being considered for the highand well thought out, but an open mind. est court in the land.
Will he approach each case on the basis of
The Right Reverend Joseph M. Ha.rte,
the facts in the record, the briefings by
counsel, the arguments of his Brethren in the Bishop of Arizona wrote the following
conferer:.ce, and his best judgment of an the letter:
DIOCESE OF ARizoNA,
available legal materials. In short, wlll he
Phoeni x, Ariz., November 2, 1971.
act like a Judga?
·
Hon. JAMES 0. EAsTLAND,
Based on my experience with him my own
Senator, Chairman of the Judiciary Comanswer is in ·the affirmative.

*

But ... I am confident that his votes will
be based on the mert ts of the cases, that his
opinions will illuminate the issues, and he
will make a constructive contribution to the

~ittee,

The New Senate Building, Wash-

tngton, D.C.
SENATOR:
The Hon. William
Rehnquist from Arizona is a man of enormous abllity and, speaking as the Bishop of
A<rlzona, I can assure you and your ComMY

DEAR
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nrtttee that he is "his own man," a man of
independent thought and not one to go
blindly down the "Right-wing Conservative
Path."
Mr. Rehnquist, with a superb judicial
background, is flexible, understanding and
full of compassion. He is not a person to
simply follow without a rational and highly
reasona:ble criteria. His reputation from our
part of the country is unblemished and I
want to speak out in his favor.
Faithfully and sincerely,
JOSEPH M. HARTE,
The Bishop of Arizona.

Based on the hearing record and all
the facts available to us, I urge that the
Senate overwhelmingly give its advice
and consent to the nomination of William H. Rehnquist to be an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States.
ExHIBIT 1
EMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH,
Bethesda, Md., October 25, 1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: We, the Church
Council and Pastor of Emmanuel Lutheran
Church , wish to give this testimony to the
integrity · and Christian character of our
fellow member, William H. Rehn quist.
Since the Rehnquist family became members of Emmanuel in July, 1969, they have
given a clear witness to the centrality of the
Christian faith in their life and home. Their
regular presence on Sunday at worship services, the obvious closeness and mutual respect
within the family circle, and the readiness
to share in the life of the congregation reflect the values which are held in highest
regard by the head of the household.
Mr. Rehnquist's unfailing kindness and
innate modasty given testimony to the
genuinen ess of his concern for others and
his understanding of viewpoints contrary to
his own. His clarity of thought and firmness
of conviction demand respect. Such characteristics seem to us to be of special importance for one who is being considered for the
highest court in the land.
We urge your approval of his nomination
for the Supreme Court of the United States.
LOUIS B. EARLY, Chairman.
WILLIAM B. SCHAEFFER, Past or.
CHRIST CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION,
Paradise

Valley,

Ariz.,

November

2, 1971.
Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, of Senate Judiciary Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am writing to
commend to your Committee favora.ble action on the nomination of Mr. William Rehnquist to the United States Supreme Court.
This recommendation is based upon the
envia.ble reputation which Mr. Rehnquist
enjoys in this community as a man of integrity, intelligence and the highest moral
character.
I am pleased to be able to wri·t e to you
in his behalf.
Yours very truly,
THE REV. DAN GERRARD,

Rector.

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH,
Phoenix, A riz., November 2, 1971.

Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: A group of per-

SOnS interested in the nomination 01! William
H. Rehnquist to the Supreme Court, and Wlho

are anxious for his approval by the Senate,
and who heard the enclosed "Youth Sermonette" have asked me to submit a copy of
it to you. The oopy is enclosed.
Bill ha.s alway-s been, since I have known
him for the past nine yeal"S, a good ex·a mple
to h 'o ld before the youth of our congregation.
He and I were personal friends •besides enjoying a pastor-parishioner relationship.
If there were other ways to urge his approval for the Supreme Court, I would like to
make them!
If there is further information you would
like from me, please !eel free to call upon me.
Sincerely y'ours,
CHARLES L. STRUBEL.
YOUTH SERMONETTE
(NoTE.-The Youth Sermonette was given
at t he morning worship of Grace Lutheran
Church, Phoenix, Arizona, on Sunday, October 24, 1971, as a regular pa-rt of the morning
wor..ship. A Sermonette i<S given each Sunday.
This copy of the Sermonette was transcribed
from a t-ape made at the time. A .r equest was
made to distriibute copies to the above. The
request WSIS made by persons interested 1n
supporting W. H. Rehnquist in his nomina.tion to fill a vacancy in the Supreme Court.)
To all of my young friends this morning:
The Bible tells us that each one of us is
a citizen of two kingdoms: first, we are members of the Kingdom of God, and second, we
are members of the kingdoms of men, or, in
our case, citizens of the United States of
America. So, we have to learn how to be good
citizens of the Kingdom of God; and that is
why you attend Sunday Church School, the
catechetical classes, come to Church Worship; that is why you are Confirmed. Confirmation means a prescribed course of study
on the Bible, the Catechism, and on churchmanship has been completed, and you become members of the adult community of
the church.
In the same way, you learn in school about
our country: about its history, the philosophy behind our democracy, the Constitution and our kind of politics. You learn the
laws of our land and to obey them. If you
don't like the laws, you learn that they can
be changed by the wlll of the people. Therefore, we learn to be aware of what is going
on in all of the areas of our government and
to vote intelligently.
Since we are members of the Kingdom of
God, and citizens of the world-the United
States-we are living parts of the two! We
are members of both of these kingdoms at
the same time!
Now, these two kingdoms, although different, with different purposes, are not separate.
For instance, you are not a member of the
Kingdom of God on Sunday, and then, on
Monday through Saturday, drop that membership to become citizens of our country,
only to change back to being a member of
the Kingdom of God on Sunday!
Rather, what you learn on Sunday, and
through all of our educational groups, you
use every day of your life. You take the
Christian values and put them into the poUtleal situation!
I have known many people in the polttical
life who have done just that. During my
seminary days, I supplied a parish in Tennessee. One of my parishoners who had been
a member of the congregation since birth
was the former governor of the state, Prentiss Cooper. In Louisville, Kentucky, Judge
Brachy was judge of the City Court; and
also, in Louisville, Marvin Sternberg is the
judge of the Court of Conciliation. I have
known mayors of cities, city councilmen, and
so on and so on. These men and women are
using their Christian values in almost all of
the political positions in our nation.
This last week, President Nixon made an
announcement. He stated that he was proposing two men to fill the two vacancies on
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the Supreme Court of our country, which
Court is a most important judicial body. I
was surprised to hear the name of Mr. William H. Rehnquist. When I first heard his
name, I could not believe my ears; and when
I heard and saw the announcement on television a little later, I could scarcely believe
my eyes! But, it was true! President Nixon
had asked Blll Rehnquist to serve on the
Supreme Court! You remember Bill, don't
you? He spoke from this Lectern many times
when he was a member of our congregation.
You remember the "Temple Talks" he made
for several years on Stewardship, when he
was the chairman of that committee.
It is difficult, even after a person has been
nominated for such a position, to be approved for the position on the Court, because
he must have the approval of the Senate of
the United States. Sometimes that is a high
hurdle to jump! Then, there are those who
like to defame any person who may be selected for such a position, and sometimes,
even in the case of a Christian, ugly names
are called, unwarranted charges, unsustained,
are made against the person. I have already
heard some of these untruths and halftruths and accusations which are not documented. Yet, a Christian's place is in the
political arena, to do his best for his God and
for his country.
You see. if you say that politics is crooked,
or that there is much graft, or anything else
like that. then it is up to the likes of you
and me to vote in Christian people, or support Christian people, who will change the
scene. and change the scene by a. witness t.o
a faith in Jesus Christ.
I am sure that we were thrilled to hear our
President's announcement! I telephoned the
Rehnquists' home the evening that I heard it.
Bill was not at home. But Nan was! You remember Bill's wife, Nan, don't you? She
taught a class in our Sunday Church School,
as Bill did, and she also taught a class in our
Vacation Church School. The family was
deeply involved in the life of our congregation: Bill was on our church council and he
was the vice-president of the congregation
for several years. Nan was very excited; she
said that they were very proud that President
Nixon had nominated Bill, and that she was
pleased that their friends in Phoenix were
thinking about them.
I do not know whether or not Bill Rehnquist's nomination will be approved; I hope
so. I do know that we need some people to
speak out. For sure, some of you boys and
girls here this morning should be where Mr.
William H. Rehnquist may be. The Bible tells
you this: you are members of two kingdoms,
the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of
Men-the United States of America, and you
can use the values of the first to make the
second a. better place in which to live!
ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF
THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D .C ., November 2, 1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EAsTLAND,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D .C.

MY DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am writing
in support of the President's nomination of
William H. Rehnquislt as an Associate Justice
"o f the Supreme Court of the United States.
As a former law clerk to the Honorable Harold H. Burton, a law professor for many years,
and a friend of a number of Justices, including the late Justices Black, Frankfurter and
Harlan, I have been a keen student of the
Court for many years. I have a deep conviction that appointees to the Court should be
men of the personal integrity with extraordinary intellectual qualifications.
Bill Rehnquist easily surpasses these high
standards. His quick wit, shilling intelligence,
and legal acumen are evident from the most
casual contact. What emerges after deeper
acquaintance, which I have had the good
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fortune to have had with him, 1s balanced
objectivity, a scholarly detachment, a rooting
in the basic values of the Western tradition
that are likely to make him in time one of
the great Justices of the Court. The power
of his intellect, when combined with his
rhetorical sk1lls and personal charm, will
make an immediate contribution to the
Court; and over the years he wlll become, I
believe, one of its intellectual leaders.
I have worked closely witth B111 Rehnquist
since 1969 in my capacity as consultant and
then as Chairman of the Administrative
Conference of the United States, an indepenJdent Federal agency which has been
greatly assisted by Blll Rehnquist's presence
on its Council. Although Blll Rehnquist is a
man of convictions-a deeply "principled
man"-his c'onvictions are reasoned ones
which are likely to be highly responsive to
changing conditions and circumstances.
Moreover, he is a man of compassion and humanity, who will respond to the uniqueness
of particular controversies with the appropriate degree of flexibility.
In short, I believe that Wllliam H . Rehnquist is admirably qualified for appointment
to the Supreme Court of the United States.
I hope that the Senate will confirm him
promptly. If I can be of any assistance to the
Committee on the Judiciary in connection
with this matter, I hope you wlll call upon
me. In any event, I ask that this letter be
included in the record of the hearing on the
confirmation.
Sincerely yours,
RoGER C. CRAMToN,
Chairman.

TuCSON, ARIZ.,
October 30, 1971.

Senator JAMES EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: In reference to
your Committee's examination of the qualifications of William Rehnquist as a nominee
to the Supreme Court of the United States,
I wish to inform you that some of the news
releases emanating from Arizona covering
Mr. Rehnquist's activities on the Civil
R ights question are in error either deliberately or inadvertently.
During the 1965 debates ln the Arizona
Legislature on Civil Rights I was the Majority Leader in the Arizona House of Representatives, a majority put together at that
time by a coalition of Democrats and Republicans. In my capacity as Majority Leader
I was primarily responsible for the Civil
Rights Legislation and headed the House
of Representatives Conference Committee
which dealt with the Senate on that subject.
Demonstrations did take place before the
State Capitol. Some demonstrators also tried
to invade the Senate side of the Capitol mall,
attempted a sit-in, and were ejected by
members of the State Highway Patrol. In my
recollection, Mr. Rehnquist had no involvement in any of these proceedings.
The demonstrators and their cohorts including then Representative, now Senator
Clovis Campbell, were determined to have a
piece of legislation which was highly punitive and far beyond the language and purpose of the 1964 Federal Civil Rights Legislation which we tried to approximate. During
that tense period some legislators were
threatened with death; we had the building
evacuated for a bomb scare; and the orderly
processes of government were threatened
continuously by roving radicals from out-ofstate who managed to be infiuential among
Arizona sympathizers to the view that the
Federal Act was weak and insufficient and
the legislature controlled by bigots and
racists. Again, 1\ir. Rehnquist had no part in
the matter either- directly or indirectly.
In terms of personal evaluation I watched

Mr. Rehnquist in action long en ough during
my career within the Arizona political seen~
to make the following judgment:
He is a man of tremendous balance. His
judgment is not casually given and when it
is given it will be humane, considerate, intelligent, and sound. Any charges that he is
a racist will have been made by people who
are themselves separatists, political opportunists, chroni<: trouble makers, or some remainder of those emotionally overcharged
people of 1965 whose tunnel vision rendered
them incapable of good judgment then or
now.
When the Chairman of both the major
political parties in this state endorse Mr.
Rehnquist, it is a clear indication of the
acceptance he has in Arizona. To give any
important consideration to the highly personalized opposing reactions of a few of our
Arizona citizens whose minds and emotions
run in a very narrow channel would be an
unfortunate injustice to Mr. Rehnquist. It
would also result in an injustice to the well
being of our country.
Very truly yours.
JOHN H. HAUGH.

SNELL & Wn.MER,
Phoenix, Ariz., November 3, 1971.
Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judicial Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D .C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND; In support of the
confirmation of the nomination of Wllliam
Rehnquist for the Supreme Court I wish to
express my unqualified and whole-hearted
endorsement. I have known him through law
school, in legal practice, and personally in
civic, social, and church settings for more
than twenty years. He has rare legal talent
ln depth, humor, balance, integrity, exemplary moral character, wide practical experience, and great courage. I whole-heartedly believe him to be ideally suited in ab111ty,
temperament, and background for the office.
So, I believe, will feel anyone, of whatever
affiliation or group, who will look into his
qualifications deeply, fairly, and objectively.
Yours very truly,
FREDERICK K. STEINER, Jr.
TOWN OF PARADISE VALLEY,
Paradise Valley, Ariz., November 2, 1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Bn.BY, THOMPSON,
SHOENHAm & WARNOCK,
Tucson, Ariz., November 5,1971.
Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I have been a
member of the Bar of Arizona for over thirtyfive years, having served my state and its Bar
Association in various capacities during that
time.
I am well acquainted professionally with
William Rehnquist, presently under consideration for the Supreme Court.
In my opinion, integrity, intellect and legal
skill are, in that order, the essential requisites for judicial office, and Mr. Rehnquist
meets the highest standards in these respects.
It would be impossible for a lawyer of Mr.
Rehnquist's experience, standing in the community, and interest in his state and nation,
not to have assumed some philosophical
stance by the time he had attained professional maturity. In my opinion, a man is not
qualified to become a judge if he has not
taken a philosophical position, whether it be
liberal or conservative.
I can state with confidence that there is no
person in Arizona worthy of credence and
familiar with his career, who would have the
slightest doubt that Mr. Rehnquist could be
swayed from an unbiased interpretation of
the law by his personal philosophy.
I sincerely urge the Senate to approve
President Nixon's appointment of Mr.
Rehnquist.
Very truly yours,
H. C. WARNOCK.
SUPERIOR COURT OF PIMA COUNTY,
Tucson, Ariz., November e, 1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND; I support the
confirmation of William H. Rehnqulst as
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States. It is my feeling that he
is eminently qualified for the office in every
respect.
Among his colleagues in the legal profession, Mr. Rehnquist's legal scholarship and
professional sk111 are highly respected.
It is urged that the Senate act promptly
to confirm the appointment of Mr. Rehnquist as Associate Justice.
Very truly yours,
J. RICHARD HANNAI!.

U.S.

Senator, Chairman, Senate Judiciary
Committee, New Senate Office Building,
WaShington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: William H. Rehnquist served as our Town Attorney for four
years from 1965 thru 1968 when he moved to
Washington, and we would like to encourage
approval of this great attorney as an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court.
In all cases, Mr. Rehnquist handled the
legal problems of our Town efficiently and
effectively. Even tho this was a part-time job
for him, Mr. Rehnquist never slighted any of
our requests regardless of how busy he might
be with his regular law practice-which reflects his helpful attitude and his sincere
public spiritedness. He was industrious and
thorough at all times yet never was he
pedantic; he truly was a problem-solver for
our Town Council and never, not even once,
<Lid he mislead us.
From our close association with Mr. Rehnquist we know that it would be a credit not
only to the Town of Paradise Valley, Arizona
but to the nation as a whole to have him
appointed to the United States Supreme
Court.
Sincerely,
JACK B. HUNTRESS,
Mayor.

O'CONNOR, CAVANAGH, ANDERSON,
WESTOVER, KILLINGSWORTH & BESHEARS,
Phoenix, Ariz., November 1, 1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D .C.

DEAR SENATOR: I am writing to you in
c01mection with the nomination of WilHam
H. Rehnquist to the Supreme Court of the
United States, and to express my opinion as
to the merits of the appointment.
Let me briefly describe my background and
legal qualifications, so far as they may be
pertinent to my evaluation of Mr. Rehnquist: I am a past-president of the Maricopa County Bar Association; I am a member
in good standing of the following organizations: American College of Trial Lawyers,
International Society of Barristers, International Association of Insurance Counsel,
International Bar Association, Maricopa
County, Arizona State and California State
Bar Assns.; Board of Visitors, Arizona State
University and University of Arizona; lawyer
delegate, Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference,
since 1968.
I have known Bill Rehnquist for approximately twelve years: I have known him well ,
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a.nd have tried a. lawsuit against him; a.s a.
friend, I have talked with him on the subject of law in general, about cases, and the
practice of law. As a registered Democra.t--I
a.m not rthe least bit concerned about Bill
Rehnquist's allegedly ultra. conservative Republican views. Most significant to me as a.
lawyer a.re his two overriding characteristics--exceptional scholarly ability and complete integrity, that fit him superbly for this
position.
Very truly yours,
JAMES H. O'CONNOR.
LESHER & SCRUGS,
Tucson, Ariz., November 1, 1971.
senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judicial Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I em. wri•t ing you
w.lth reference to SeDJa.te con:firmation of Mr.

Williem. Rehnquist's nomination ·t o the Supreme Court. I have been reading newspaper
and magazine accounts of reaction to Mr.
Rehnquist's nomination that have renewed in
me a deep and growing concern for the whole
process of Sen:a.te confirmation., which I am
taking this occasion to eXJpress to you.
I "S~m una~le even in my imagination to
conoel.ve any basis for legitimate attack on
th1s nonrtna.tion or this nominee. I know
enough of the man and his record to be
conii.dent that no •a ttack can •b e m.ade on his
scholarship and intellectual excellence, his
professional competence or his persona.! integrity. I now read, nevertheless, of opposition to his nonrtnation, opposition based,
presumably, on his failure to share the political, social or economic philosophies that
seem to motivate his detractors. He 1s reportedly a. "jud1cial conservative." SO, l suspect, a.m. I. In my lifetime I have watched
Presidents nomtn:a.te to the Supreme Courrt
l8iwyers cherishing rthe most liberal judiciaa
philosophies, 18.Ud •I have sa.t silent when, as
in the case of JU&tice Goldberg, for example,
the nominee IWM a man whose profession&
qualifications I could not challenge.
I deeply respect the frmction that the
UD.'I.!ted States Senate pel"forms in giving or
Withlholding its consenrt; to these nolllin&tions.
It ·s eems to me quite clear that a.ny group
degrades 'that function when it •a ttempts to
convert your hearings on a nominee's character, competence land professional qualilfications into a. contest of extra-judic18.1l philosophies.
Such I take to be the nature of much of
the effort now made in opposition to Mr.
Rehnquist's nomination.
I believe that nomination tto •b e a. credit
both to 'him and to tfrle President. I hope
and trust that the Senate in considering it
wi<ll focus ilts attention on the relevant 1ssues--4ihe quality rund competence of the
lawyer nominated.
Yours very trlliy,
•R oBERT 0. LESHER.
ALLEN McCLENNEN AND F'ELS,
Phoenix, Ariz., November 2,1971.

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

GENTLEMEN: Charges are being made that
Mr. William H. Rehnqulst should be dlsqua.J.lfied from serving on the Supreme Court because of racial prejudice. My opinion on this
question may be of assistance to the Senate

before President Johnson announced that
he would not be a candidate for re-election.
It is difil.cult to fully define "liberal" in the
present polttica.l context, but in my case
it has included unqualified support for all
civil rights legislation and .t he Supreme Court
decisions requiring integration and forbidding segregation.
I have practiced law in PhoeniX since 1949
and have known Mr. Rehnquis-t both professionally and sociaJly since 1953. We have had
frequent contact over these years, politica.lly,
professionally and socially, and he has never
given me a.ny reason to believe that he was
prejudiced in matters of rnce or color, a.nd
I believe that the truth is to the contrary.
I am aware that Mr. Rehnquist has opposed
civil righ.t s legislation and Supreme Court
decisions in this area., •b ut l believe that this
springs entirely from b.1s philosophica.l belief (which I hope has moderated) that the
government should not attempt to intervene
in the relationships of people.
My support for Mr. Rehnquist's nomination-and I do support it--arises primarily
fTom the fact that Mr. Rehnqu.ist is first and
foremost a lawyer, and a. very fine and very
honest one. His devotion to the lB.iW a.nd its
proper practice is so strong that he could not
possibly be other than completely impartial
in trying or deciding a case before him. For
ex8imple, if I were defending Angela Davis, I
would be happy to have Mr. Rehnquist serve
as the trial judge.
I realize, of course, .t hat the role of the
Supreme Court Justice is not that of ·t he triall
judge, and that philosophical bias CMl affect
the Justice's opinion. However, what may be
lost here (from my standpoint) will, ·i n my
opinion, be more compensated for by Mr.
Rehnquist's ab111ty, devotion to the law and
complete integrity.
Respectfully,
ROBERT H. ALLEN.
BARRIE H. GROEN & AsSOCIATES,
ARCHITECTS,
Phoenix,

Ariz.,

October 28,

1971.

Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate J ·u cliciary Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: l had the pleasure
of knowing Mr. William H. Rehnquist personally some 15 years ago when he and I

were members of the same toastmasters club
in Phoenix over a. two-year period. DUling
that time our club met weekly a.nd I had
the opportunity of hear'ing Mr. Rehnquist
give many, many extemporaneous and prepared speeches on every conceivable topic.
I, therefore, was exposed to a very broad
spectrum of his views and philosophies of
life.
Even tn those early years I could not help
but be impressed with Mr. Rehnquist's brilliant analytical mind. I always suspected
that he was destined for a great future and
time has proven me correct. He has a tremendous respect for the law a.nd I h:ave never
detected a.ny prejudice in his thinking. Detractors who are trying to brand him as a.
"raciSt" obviously do not know him. These
dharges are pure "bunk".
In my opinion President Nbron could not
have picked. a better man for a Supreme
Court nominee. I urge you to support the
president 1n h1s wise choice of Mr. Rehnqulst.

Respectfully yours,
BARRIE H. GROEN.

Judiciary Committee.

You wMl need to know something about
me and my knowledge of Mr. Rehnquist.
I am a life-long Democrat, and from september, 1963 until April, 1966, I was State
Cha.irman of the Democratic Party of Arizona.. I consider myself and am considered
to be a. "Hbera.l" Democrat; for example, it
is well known in Arizona. that I supported
Bobby Kennedy's presidential campaign even

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

OF

ARIZONA,

Phoenix, Ariz., October 28, 1971.

Reappointment tto the U.S. Supreme Court of
William H. Rehnquist.
Hon.. JAMES EAsTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, The
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: Although I am
Chali.rma.n of the Democratic Party in Ad-
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zons., I a.m not writing tlrls letter on behalf
of the Party, but solely to express my own
opinion regardlng Mr. Relhnqu.ist's nomination to the Supreme Court. I am writing this
letter because I have been requested to state
my opinion concerning Mr. Re'b.nquist.
So that the Committee understands my
background and orientation, I o1fer lthe following. I have been a practicing attorney in
Phoenix for approximately fifteen years and
have served as State Oha.irnla.n of the Democratic Barty since January, 1970.
In addition, I have been involved in the
civil rights movem.ent in Arizona for anumber of yeaa-s, and especially during t'he firSt
ten years of my residency here. I was one of
the dra.flters of the Arizona 01v11 Rights Act
and was involved in severa.l organizations
seeking improved human and :M.ce relations
in the state. In the past I served as counsel
for the America.n Civil Liberties Union, ArizoniS. Branch, ~nd was one of the founders
of the state org.anization.
I know William Rehnquist personally and
have deb81ted with him on several oocasions
on such subjects as dissenrt in a free society,
and the issue of civil disobedience. In essence.
Mr. Rehnquist represented the conservative
point of view, ·a nd I the liberal point of view
on these subjects, if one cam. generalize 1n
suoh a .flashion. William Rehnquist's superb
intellect rand competency oannot be legitimately questioned. While I have next seen
Mr. Rehnquist since he moved to Washington, when he was in Phoenix, he was regarded as probably one of the ablest lawyers
and most brilliant ·l egal schol!alrs practicing
law in Phoenix. So flar a.s I know, be has the
respect of all of the members of the ba.r for
these legal ~b111ties.
If I were a senator, even given my own
political biases, I would confirm the President's nomination. I have said to others, and
repeat here, that I wish the Bresident would
not select conservative, "strict constructionist" Judges, burt; as I understand the Constitution and the custom which bears thereon,
the President has a. right to select nominees
of 'h is own political persuasion. William
Rehnqulst 1s a. strict constructionist. He 1s
not a radical, not a reactionary, not an extrenrtst, and I have a;bsolutely no evidence
to suggest that he :is a bigot or a .racist. He
is a genuine conservative without rancor,
and a man of absolute honesty and integrity.
Cordially,
HERBERT L. EL ¥.
JERRY H. GLENN.
Phoenix, Ariz., October 28,1971.

Senator JAMES EAsTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: The attached
resolution was adopted by the Judges of this
Court on this date.
Same is passsed on to you and your committee for your consideration.
I recall knowing quite well your good
friend, Attorney General Joe Patterson of
Jackson , with whom I served in the air corps.
Ia.m,
Very truly yours,
JERRY H. GLENN.
Presiding Judge.

RESOLUTION
Whereas, William H. Rehnquist, a member of the State Bar of Arizona, has been
nominated by the President of the United
States as an Associate Justice of the United
States Supreme Court, and
Whereas, the Judges of the Superior Court
in Maricopa County are well familiar with
his legal ability by reason of professional
association with him or of having had the
opportunity to observe him while practicing
before this Court, a.nd
Whereas, the Superior Court Judges in
Maricopa County believe that Mr. Rehnquist is well qualified to be an Associate
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Justice of the United States Supreme Court
and believe that his nomination should be
speedily confirmed by the United States
Senate.
Now, therefore, it is resolved tha-t the
Judges of the Superior Court of Arizona,
in and for the County of Maricopa, do
hereby approve the nomination of William
H. Rehnquist as a.n Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court and do hereby
urge the United States Senate to take speedy
action to confirm his nomination.
Dated this 28th day of October, 1971.
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 29,1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Wing, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am writing this

letter to support the tiomtna.tion of Will1am
H. Rehnquist for appointment to the United
States Supreme Court.
· As an attorney, I can attest to Mr. Rehnquist's ca.pabll1ties as a practicing attorney
of the highest caliber. Those of us who have
been associated with him as an attorney
recognize his abUity, his dedication to the
law, and the high ethical standards that he
evinced in the private practice of law.
Very truly yours,
GARY K. NELSON,
Attorney General.

FRANK SAGARINO,
Chief Assistant Attorney General.

SUPREME COURT, STATE OF AluzONA,

of Wllllam H. Rehnquist as Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States
and as an expression of our unequivocal conviction that he is in every respect eminently
qualified for the office.
Mr. Rehnquist is possessed of unquestioned legal scholarship. His academic record,
clerkship for the late Mr. Justice Jackson
and pra.ctice in the widest spectrum of difficult areas of legal challenge attest to this.
Among his colleagues at the bar he is known
as a master of professional skills.
We urge the Senate to act promptly to
confirm the appointment of Mr. Rehnquist
so that the important business of the Court
may move forward with dispatch.
JACK D. H. HAYS,
(And 10 others).
SUPERIOR COURT OF ARizoNA ,
Phoenix, Ariz ., October 22, 1971.

Hon. JAMES

EASTLAND,

Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, Senate Office Building, Washington, D .C.

DEAR Sm: The President's appoi ntment of
The Honorable William H. Rehnquist to the
Su preme Court is one of the best possible.
Mr. Rehnquist is a man of exceptional
legal ability and high integrLty. I can think of
no other member of the Arizona Bar who is
better qualified than he for this important
position.
I urge that prompt and favora.ble consideration be given to Mr. Rehnquist's appointment.
Yours very truly,
CHARLES L. HARDY.

Phoenix, Ariz., October 29,1971.

Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I should like to

indicate to you and to your committee my
ardent support for William Rehnquist who
has been nominated by the President for a
Supreme Court vacancy.
I have known Mr. Rehnquist for many yea.r..s
and have a very high opinion of his personal
integrity and abillty. Not only is he an outstanding legal scholar, but he is a man dedicated to the rule of law. When I was on the
trial bench in Maricopa Oounty, Mr. Rehnquist appeared before me numerous times
which gave me an opportunity to evaluate
his abll1ty. Since that time, I have also had
the opportunity to see him in various other
capacities in the legal field. ms reputation
in the Phoenix area is outstanding. He can
certainly make a great contribution to the
U.S. Supreme Court. I urge you and your
committee to support his confirmation.
Very truly yours,
JACK D. H. HAYS,

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 22, 1971 .

Hon. JAMES0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Judiciary Committee, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: The nomination
of William H. Rehnquist to the United States
Supreme Court by President Nixon prompts
me to write you.
Mr. Rehnquist was on the bar committee
when the Uniform Commercial Code was
adopted by Arizona, and I cannot ifuank him
enough for the help he gave us , he did a
magnificent job. Due to his work on the Code
we have had no problems.
In my estimation, Mr. Rehnquist would
m ake a very fine addition to the Supreme
Court. I have found him to be h i ghly intelligent and a very fine person in every respect.
He is held in high regard by the legal profession of this State and we would all like
very muo'h to see him get the a ppointment.
Very sincerely,
WESLEY BOLIN,
Secretary of State.

Vice Chief Justice.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,
SUPREME COURT, STATE OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 29, 1971.
Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am enclosing a.

petition in support of Wllliam H. Rehnquist
as Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States, containing the signatures
of all the members of the Arizona Supreme
Court, as well as the members of the Court of
Appeals. These judges and justices are members of both political parties and by signing
this petition wish to indicate to your committee the high esteem in which they hold
Mr. Rehnquist.
Very truly yours,
JACK D. H. HAYS ,

Vice Chief Justice.

To THE JUDICIARY CoMMITTEE,
U .S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

Each of the undersigned is a member of
the State Bar of Arizona and engaged in the
practice of law in that state. We have signed
this petition in S\lil>POrt of the confirmation

Phoenix, Ariz., October 26,1971.

Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: May I commend
wi<thout reservation Mr. William H. Rehnquist for confirmation as Associate Justice
of the S u preme Court of the Unit ed St ates?
His record of service in our State, his scholastic a.chievements, and lately his federal
service all combine to afilrm his qualifications for such confirmation.
During his career in Arizona, I appoilllted
him to our Com:m.Lssion on Uniform State
Laws in which work he rendered yeoman
s ervice.
Your favorable consideration and action
will be app reciated.
Sincerely,
JACK WILLIAMS.
WI'I"rENBERG

UNIVERSITY ,

Springfield, Ohio, October 26, 1971.

SeDJaltor JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Was hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND:

As

a

Citizen

deeply concerned that our Supreme Court
justices be men of highest charact er and of
the finest judiOial a.b ility I hereby express to
you and your Commitliee my unqualified support for t he nom.inaltion by President Richard
Nixon of Wi lllam H. Rehnquist.
Duri ng the period from 1958 to 1962 I
was p astor of Grace Lut heran Ch urch in
P hoen ix, Arizona.. During that t ime the
Rehnquist f amily were regula.r worshippers
and workers in our congr egation. Their p81rt icip ation was not a matter of mere convent ion but of earnest conviction. The Rehnquist's were loved and respeclfied by all who
got to know t hem in our pa.r'lsh .
Through our numerous personal conta.cts,
as friends visiting .in their home and they
i,n our home I got to know Bill RehnqudSit
very well. IJ know him to be an intelligent
a nd sensitive man, one whose integr'iity 1s unquestioned, whose honesty is uncompromising and whom his fellow men can trust unr eservedly. Blll RehnqUist will bring to the
Supreme Court qualities of moral uprightn ess, thoughtfulness and fairn ess t hat W'lll
make him stand tall and res pected among
his associ ates and t rusted by the citizens of
our land.
Reliable, intellectually keen, a man of conscience and compassion . . . these are qualities of Bill Rehnquist. This I know from
personal experience, not from hearsay. Our
nation and our Supreme Court need the dedicated service of t his man ra nd to this end
I support him with all my being and urge
ms approval by you and the Judiciary Committee.
Sincerely yours,
DAVID J. HARTMAN,
Associate Professor,
Department of Religion.

SUPREME COURT
STATE OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 27, 1971.

Hon . JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
U.S. Senate, New Senate
Washington, D.C.

Office Building,

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: As Chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, you probably are receiving innumerab-le letters regarding President Nixon's most recent nominat ion of Wi lliam H. Rehnqutl.st for the UnLted
Stat es Supreme Court bench.
May I take advanta.:,ae of this opportunity
to en dOTse this recommendation. As Clerk
of the Arizona. Supreme COurt and, prior to
t hat, 17 years with t he Clerk Olf the Superior
Court of Malricopa. County in and for the
State of Arizon:a, I had considerable opport u n ity to work With and observe the a bilities
of William H. Rehnquist . Alt hough I am a
life-long Democrat, I ca n only say rt ha.t this
man has always had my deepest admiration
and respect and will , Without a doubt, be a
tremendous asset to the United States Supreme Court.
Sincerely,
CLIFFORD H. WARD-,
Clerk of the Supreme Cour t .

COURT OF APPEALS,
STATE OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix, Ariz.,. October 27,1971.

Hon . JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman,_ Senate Judiciary Committee,
U.S. Senate, New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D..C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: May a. citizen Of
Arizon a presume to speak on behalf of Mr.
Rehnquist?
Mr. Rehnquist was admitted to the practice of law not long before I com menced my
judicial service first as a. trial judge and then
as a member of this Court. Mr. Rehnquist
appeared before me while I was on the trial
ben ch and he has appeared in this Court. One
case I recall is t b e ccm plex case of Arizona.
Water Company v. City of Yuma, 7 Ariz.
App. 53, 436 P .2d 147 (1968).
Mr. Rehnqulst has always been well prepared. He has the fine capacity for objective
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analysis. His presentations have been quiet
and respectful and at the same time thorough
and effective.
We have been neighbors, though not close
friends. He has an excellent person ality.
Mr. Rehnquist has devoted himself to the
service of his profession. He is a past president of the Maricopa County Bar Association.
The Count y Bar was then on e of the chief
financial supporters of Legal Aid. There was
an important recruiting of volunteer lawyer
service. As an officer of and as president of
the County Bar Mr. Rehnquist gave full devotion to the needs and services of Legal Aid.
As a sidelight and as an insight to Mr.
Rehnquist's personal equation with people I
men tion that Mr. Rehnquist and I traded at
the same neighborhood gas station. The people there knew h im as a man and as a customer. I bought gas there shortly after the
n omination was announced. The enthusiasm
of these men for Mr. Rehnquist was genuine
a n d heartwarming.
In my opinion based upon my great respect
for Mr. Rehnquist as a man and as a lawyer,
it is my sin cere recommen dation that his
nomination be given favorable con sideration
by the United States Senate.
Because Senator Paul Fannin and Senator
Barry Goldwater, I am sure, share my views I
am taking the liberty of sending each of them
a copy of this letter.
Respectfully yours,
HENRY S. STEVENS.
SUPERIOR COURT OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 27,1971.
Hon. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman, Judiciary Committee, U.S. Senate, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D .C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: Supreme Court
nominee William H. Rehnquist has been
known to me for approximately twelve years.
I feel confident in stating that Mr. Rehnquist is a lawyer of outstanding learning and
abil:tty. He has an excellent reputation in
the community and enjoys high standing
in the State Bar of Arizona. His moderate
temperament and Willingness to consider
all viewpoints equip him very well for
appointment to the United States Supreme
Court.
Respectfully yours,
DONALD F. FROEB.
SUPERIOR COURT OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix Ariz., October 27,1971.

Senator JAMES EASTLAND,
Senate Judiciary Committee,
Washington, D .C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I would like to
add a word in support of W1lliam H. Rehnquist as Justice of the Supreme Court.
Mr. Rehnquist has actively practiced law in
our courts and has appeared before me on
various occasions. I consider him a man
of absolute integrity and I believe him to
possess unusual ability in the legal field.
Sincerely yours,
LAURENS L. HENDERSON.
STATE TAX COMMISSIONER OF AluZoNA,
Phoenix, Ariz., October 26, 1971 .

Han. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chair man, Senate Judiciary Committee, New
Senate Office Building, Washington, D .C.

GENTLEMEN: Please use this letter as my
unq\lalified support of Wm. H. Rehuqulst for
appointment to the United States Supreme
Court based upon his recent nomination by
President Richard M . Nixon.
Blli Rehnqulst represented the StaJte of
Arizona in impeachment proceedings of certain of our elected officials during which
trials he presented a masterful case against
a very astute defense.
I feel his handling of this case and his
respect for the individual rights of our cltl-

zens is terrific. I thoroughly recommend this
appointment.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN M . HAZELETT,
Member .

PHOENIX, ARiz.,
October 28, 1971 .

Han. JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman of Senate Judiciary Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I was B111 Rehnquist's law partner for almost ten years. His
appointment to the Department of Justice
ended an association that was about as satisfying as could ever be hoped for .
Bill has intellectual equipment of the very
highest order, a deeply felt respect for his
calling, and a fundamentally judicial temperament. Our substantially divergent polltical views never once led me to doubt his
w1llingness, or his capacity, to consider and
decide any question, of any kind, on its own
merits.
He Will make an outstanding member of
the Supreme Court.
If I can provide any assistance at all to
<the deliberations of your committee, please
call on me.
Very truly yours,
JAMES POWERS.
COURT OF APPEALS,
STATE OF ARIZONA,
Phoenix, Ariz ., November 2, 1971 .

Han. JAMES 0 . EASTLAND,
Ch airman, .s enate Judiciary Committee, U.S.
Senate, New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D .C.

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am writing this
letter to express my personal support of the
proposed appointment of Wllliam H. Rehnquist to the position of Associate Justice of
the United States Supreme Court. I am well
acquainted wit h Bill Rehnquist on both a
professional and a personal basis.
Recent newspaper articles have made much
of Mr. Rehnquist's conservative political
philosophy and the stat ements which he has
made in the past relative to his political
views on various subjects. Let me express
the hope that the question of Mr. RehnqU!lst 's appointment to the United St ates
Supreme Court does not degenerate into a
political popularity contest. His int egrity is
beyond question. His extreme intelligence
and sound legal scholarship, combined with
his varied profession al experience would , in
my opinion, enable him to contribute immensely t o the solution of matters brought
before the Supreme Court.
Sincerely yours,
LEVI RAY HAIRE.
McCUTCHEN, DoYLE,
BROWN & ENERSEN,
San Francisco, Calif., October 29, 1971.

Senator JAMES 0. EASTLAND,
Chairman , Senate Judiciary
Washing t on, D.C.

Committee,

DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND : I am writing in
support of the President 's nomination of
Wllliam H. Rehnquist to the Supreme Court.
From 1961 to 1965 I practiced law in Phoenix
and knew Mr. RehnquJ.st. He was in my
opinion an able , effective lawyer whose intellect was well respected by the legal profession in Phoenix. He was known to be a
sound counsel and advocate. I believe that
he has a high understanding and respect for
the rule of law a.nd the integrity of the legal
process. Although my political views differ
sharply from his as a lawyer I have no
hesitancy in urging his confirmation.
Sincerely,
ROBERT A. MILLS.

Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, after
long and thorough hearings, the Senate
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Judiciary Committee reporte'd the nominations of William Rehnquist and Lewis
Powell to the Senate for confirmation as
Associate Justices of the Supreme Court
of the United States. Mr. Powell has now
been confirmed.
As a member of that committee who
has followed the confirmation hearings
carefully. I feel compelled to answer
what I consider mistaken and unfair attacks upon William Rehnquist.
To begin, let me say that that there
is no challenge to the legal ability or
integrity of the nominee. The attack directed at Mr. Rehnquist is focused principally on his alleged shortcoming in the
field of civil rights which, in the words
of the Senator from Indiana, "displays a
dangerous hostility to the great principles of equal justice for all people." Such
a sweeping accusation must be carefully
examined in light of the facts. Certainly
it cannot be allowed to go unchallenged..
Mr. Rehnquist is acoused of "persist-ent
unwillingness to allow law to be used to
promote racial equality in America." To
support that charge, three occasions are
cited on which Mr. Rehnquist opposed
a civil rights proposal, ignoring altogether that the nominee had supported
a public accommodations provision as
well as other civil rights provisions in
1966; that he played a major role in developing the Nixon a'dministration's
Philadelphia plan to end race discrimination in the building trade unions; and
that he supported school integration efforts in Phoenix until compulsory busing
to a chieve racial balance was suggested.
Obviously the record does not support
a charge of "persistent" opposition to
civil rights. At most, it suggests that the
nominee was ca;utious and concerned
about racial changes in the law, even
though directed at noble ends. Too often
changes which are prompted by the most
praiseworthy
sentiments
unhappily
create greater harm than good.
The first occasion mentioned on which
Mr. Rehnquist opposed a civil rights
measure was in 1964 when the nominee
expressed grave reservations about the
advisability of a public accommodations
ordinance. He was not alone in his concern !that a certain amoWlt of harm in
the nature of greater governmental control over an individual's life would accompany whatever good would come of
the Phoenix public accommodations ordinance. He suggested that passing laws
would not eliminate either the racial
animosity or the indignity to the customer which arose because of that animosity.
Mr. Relmquist argued at the time that
there was no widespread discrimination
in Phoenix as there may have been in the
Deep South. WhaJt practical good might

come of the Phoenix public accommodations ordinance in the way of "whipping
a few recalcitrants into line" was far
outweighed, in Mr. Rehnquist's mind, by

the serious harm that could come of
widening the range of governmental
controls.
I urge my colleagues to note that Mr.
Rehnquist has said that his opposition
to the 1964 public accommodations
ordinance was ill-advised, principally
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because he did not fully appreciate 1n
1964 that the minorities wanted symbolic
recognition of their right to equal treatment, if nothing more. This change of
heart did not come after Mr. Rehnquist's nomination, as some have suggested. In 1966, for example, Mr. Rehnquist supported the public accommodations provision of the Model State AntiDiscrimination Act while he was serving
as a member of the Arizona delegation to
the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.
The second incident relied upon was
Mr. Rehnquist's attempt in 1966 to
amend two provisions of that same Model
State Anti-Discrimination Act. I find the
suggestion that this demonstrates "a
dangel~ous hostility to equal justice" altogether unfadr. Have we reached the
point at which any opposition to a civil
rights proposal, no matter how thoughtful and sound, is to be taken as opposition
to civil rights and equal justice? Is it
not possible that valid doubt.s can be
voiced about the wisdom or constitutionality of a parUculrur civil rights measure without being opposed to civil rights?
I would urge those of my c10lleagues who
are still troubled by the 1966 incident to
look to the actual transcript of the proceedings of the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
which has been inserted m the REcORD on
November 24. I suggest that Mr. Rehnquist's opposition to those two provisions
was thoughtful, level headed, and devoid
of anti-civil-rights sentiment. It was
based---"as the transcript will demonstrate--entirely on the grounds that
there were possible constitutional problems with the proposal as then drafted
and that these sections of the act were
not relevant or essential to the topic then
under discussion.
It is also important to put this 1966
episode into perspective. Af•t er his initial
reservations about part of the Model Act,
Mr. Rehnquist joined with all other
members of the Arizona delegation in
voting for the entire act. The chairman
of the conference, Albert Jenner, a. Chicago lawyer widely recognized as a civil
rights advocate, wrote to the committee
on November 5 that he endorsed Bill
Rehnquist's nomi.nrution. He pointed out
that while the nominee was a commissioner, he actively supported the proposals of the conference once they were
finally adiO'pted.
The third occasion relied upon is Mr.
Rehnquist's 1967 letter to a Phoenix
newspaper criticizing a suggestion by the
superintendent of the Phoenix Union
High School District that compulsory
busing of students might be used to
achieve a better Tacial balance in the
schools. It is not Mr. Rehnquist's defense
of the concept of neighborhood schools
which offends the nominee's opponents
on the committee as much as his statement in that letter thatWe are no more dedicated to an "integrated" society than we are to a "segregated"
society; ...
In fairness, the rest of that sentence
said should also have been quoted. Mr.
Rehnquist went on to say that-

We are instead dedicated to a. free society,
in which each man is accorded a maximum
amount of freedom of choice in his individual activities.
Mr. Rehnquist's opponents contend
that he has never dissociated himself
from this statement. Indeed, he has not.
Instead he agrees with the famous
statement of the elder Justice Harlan
who said that "the Constitution is color
blind." He also agrees with Mr. Justice
Holmes that the Constitution does not
embody any particular social, economic
or political theory. His obligation as
a Supreme Court Justice will not
be to advocate a social view, no matter
how laudable and widely held. His obligation will be to apply the language of
the Constitution to the facts of the case
before him. To go beyond that and infuse
his own political or social views is to
ignore the proper role of a Supreme
Court Justice.
Interestingly, the four members of the
Judiciacy Committee who oppose Mr.
Rehnquist ignore the nominee's testimony
that his children receive an integrated
education and benefit from it.
We have some reason to question
whether every Member of this body is in
that same happy circumstance.
Mr. Rehnquist demonstrates the clarity of thought and careful analysis that
every judge should possess. He recognizes a distinction between what may be
socially desirable or morally good, and
what the Constitution requires. He does
not confuse his own philosophy with the
provisions of the Constitution.
When Mr. Rehnquist wrote that letter to the editor in 1967 on the subject
of neighborhood schools, he was hardly
displaying a ''dangerous hostility to equal
justice." He was insisting that there are
limits to the reliance upon force and
legislative edict to accomplish the goal
of integration. Ultimately, the solution
to race problems, he suggested, would be
found in the free choices made by the
citizens of this country.
The faulty reasoning of those opposing
Mr. Rehnquist can be seen in the memorandum accompanying the minority
views in the committee report. On page
39 in a discussion of the 1967 letter to
the editor, one finds the following comments:
The truly alarming aspect of this 1967
letter, however, is Mr. Rehnquist's statement, 13 years after Brown v. Board of Education that "we are no more dedicated to an
'integrated' society than we are to a 'segregated' society." As explained above, this
statement cannot simply be written off by
the nominee as made in the context of longdistance busing. It must stand on its own
as representing his V'iew of our society's obligation to its citizens. And Mr. Rehnquist
has never disassociated himself from this
statement. Yet 9Jt least since the Supreme
Court declared tha.t "separate is inherently
unequal," this Nation has not been neutral
as between integration and segregation; it
stands squarely in favor of the former. And
if Mr. Rehnquist does not agree, he is outside the ma.instream of American thought
and should not be confirmed.
I chaJlenge the statement that "this
Nation has not been neutral as between
integration and segregation." Surely this
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country has not been silent on the subject of segregation. We have condemned
segregation. But to fall into the trap of
either-or reasoning is to miss a significant point. The Supreme Court has
required desegregation; it has not ordained integration. It has ruled that
States and local communities which have
resorted to de jure segregation must now
take affirmative steps to undo that segregation. Yet it has not said that racial
balance is constitutionally required in
classrooms or neighborhoods, for example. Congress and the legislatures of the
various States have passed statutes to
prohibit discrimination and to insure
equal opportunities for all Americans
regardless of race, sex, religion, or national origin. But no one has decreed
racial balance. The predominant social
view in this country certainly is that integration is desirable, but the prevailing
social philosophy is not necessarily the
law.
Mr. Rehnquist is not opposed because
he is personally against integration, because he is not. Indeed, he chose to live
in an integrated neighborhood in Phoenix and to send his children to integrated schools. Mr. Rehnquist is challenged because he has not been a civil
rights activist, because he has expressed
concern about the wisdom of particular
civil rights approaches-although not
the goal of such measures-and because
he has urged caution in passing civil
rights laws.
Far from being ·a disqualifying f·a ctor,
Mr. Rehnquist's consistent refusal to
permit his personal views ·t o affect his
view of the proper role of law in our
society is a characteristic which suggests that he will ignore his own philosophy in interpreting the Constitution.
The Sena-te has already confirmed
Lewis Powell.
Mr. Rehnquist's opponents on the committee chose to support Lewis Powell. I
commend them for thaJt. But these opponents fail to explain why they chose to
credit the statement of one supporter of
Mr. Powell as proof of his acceptability
on civil rights, while on the other hand
they utterly ignored the strong statements from a number of Mr. Rehnquist's
supporters to the effect tha•t he possessed
a sensitivity to civil rights. Some of these
supporters harbor political views diametrically opposed to those of Mr. Rehnquist.
The record of both Lewis Powell and
William Rehnquist in the field of civil
rights demonstra.t es a cautious approach,
without taint of racial animosity. Both
men possess the sensitivity and humanity
whi·c h are essential qualities for Supreme
Court Justices.
Mr. President, there is one aspect of
this nomination and this debate which
I would particularly like to emphasize--Mr. Rehnquist's fairness, openmindedness, and lack of bias. In doing so, I quote
from the penultimate paragraph from
my individual views in the committee
report:
The Committee during the course of its
hearings heard from a numb-er o'f witnesses
on this nomination-some endorsed Mr.
Rehnquist while others opposed his con-
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firmation. I think it interesting to note that
those who know him well including those
who differ with him philosophically, have
had the best things to say concerning him.
In the absence of any a.bllity to reach into a
person's mind and determine with certainty
his thinking and reasoning on a given subjec"4 I submit that we must rely on the
evaluations of those who are personally acquainted with him. This 1s certainly a more
reliable guide to the objectivity and openmlndedness of a man than hearsay once or
twice removed. On this ground I believe that
Wllliam H. Rehnquist is an extraordinarily
competent, thoughtful scholar and student
of the law and in addition is a most compassionate and understanding human being.

narily compliant and obedient to the
wishes of one committee. All the speeches
he has made are on file, as well as a
number of other products of his pen and
tongue. The committee considered those.
That is right.
Mr. BAYH. The committee did consider them. But I must say that at least
a minority of the committee, including
the Senator from Indiana, have come to
a different conclusion than did lthe majortty.
The Senator from Nebraska referred
to th81t magnanimous and open-hearted
gesture that the nominee made when he
supported that uniform antidiscriminaThe committee report dealt at length tion sta'tute. Has the Senator from Newith the favorable testimony of several braska read the transcript of the diswitnesses, and correspondence in sup- cussion and debate during the time that
port of this nominee, including that from particular uniform antidiscrimination
Martin Richman, formerly Deputy As- code was being formulated?
sistant Attorney General, Dean Pedrick
Mr. HRUSKA. I reviewed the transof the Arizona State University Law cript, and I read it carefully and with
School, Dean Neal of the University of grealt interest.
Chicago, J arril Kaplan, of the Arizona
Mr. BAYH. I am glad that to hear that,
Bar, U.S. District Judge Walter Craig, inasmuch as I can point to at least two
and Prof. Benno Schmidt of Columbia significant passages in which the nominee
Law School. Each of these men, while opposed parts of that statute. I hope the
indicating that they might have differ- Senator from Nebraska can point to at
ent philosophical views than Mr. Rehn- least one instance in the debate and the
quist, affirmed their conviction that he transcript in which the nominee was for
was a man of fairness, ability, and judi- something positive. Did he testify or arcial temperament. These men who know gue in support of any of the provisions?
the nominee well are the best evidence If so, I would like to know. I have studied
we can have of his outstanding qualities, the transcript and I canndt find one inabilities, and openmindedness.
stance where he used his great intellect
Mr. Rehnquist has throughout his ca- to get his colleagues on 'that Commission
reer exemplified the finest attributes of a to support such legislation.
citizen and attorney. A brilliant student,
Mr. HRUSKA. The fa.ct is that after
skilled and careful practitioner of his the report of that Commission was comprofession, involved member of his com- pleted he voted in favor of it as his enmunity, warm and compassionate per- tire delegation did. I do not know what
son, Bill Rehnquist will make an out- else the Senator from Indiana would ask
standing member of the Supreme Court. him to do.
I am confident that he will be confirmed
Mr. BAYH. We have ample testimony
by the overwhelming vote of this body.
to his opposition to the antiblockbusting
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, Will the provision. Blockbusting is an insidious
tactic which the Senator .from Nebraska
Senator yield.
knows of, and which I am sure he opMr. HRUSKA. I yield.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I have lis- poses, in which realtors go into a neightened with great interest to my friend, borhood and play on the racial frustrathe Senator from Nebraska. Inasmuch as tions of people and make a fast buck. He
he has referred to the Senator from In- was opposed to outlawing this. We have
diana in his eloquent remarks, I thought chapter and verse, and I would be glad
that it might be helpful for the record to put it in the REcoRD. The Senator
to show in broader perspective what the heard it in the committee. There was
not a single word from Rehnquist supviews of the Senator from Indiana are.
The Senator from Nebraska suggested porting any single provision of the prothat the best way to judge the nominee posed antiblockbusting statute. The Senwould be to study his attitudes and the ator mentioned that in the end he voted
testimony of those who have been per- for it. That is not much proof of anything to me. Only two votes were against
sonally associated with him.
Does the Senator from Nebraska feel it dwing the final tabulation, Alabama
that this is better than to rely on what and Mississippi.
I wish the Senator would-or couldthe nominee himself has said or on what
find one statement by Mr. Rehnquist in
the nominee has written?
Mr. HRUSKA. Is the Senator's ques- the transcript which can fairly be intertion whether I have taken those factors preted to say, "I am in favor of civil
rights.''
into consideration?
Mr. HRUSKA. The testimony in the
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I am just
referring to what the Senator has said, transcript is clear on that. He has done
that the best way to judge a nominee t::hat several times. Given a little time,
would be to study the testimony of those the Senator from Nebraska will respond
who personally associated with him. But by page and line.
I might suggest Mr. Rehnquist's oppoif we can get the specific words of the
nominee, we do not have to go to any in- sition to that blockbusting provision durtermediary, because we can see what he ing debates on provisions of the uniform
thinks and hear what he saYs.
law was based on constitutionality, in
Mr. HRUSKA. Mr. President, by all the first place; and second, relevance to
means. And the nominee was extraordi- the legislation being considered by the
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Commissioners. It was not, as I understand it, based on the merits. A perfectly
frank a.r gument was made. He was outvoted and he abided by the result.
Now, perhaps the opponents of Mr.
Rehnquist want someone who will respond and be in their image, and in the
activist ranks of civil rights, without reference to the constitutional bases that
should be considered in any civil rights
legislation.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. HRUSKA. And they also would
want him to correspond to their mold so
that there would be no objection on their
part.
Let me suggest that a long time ago
we have come to that bridge and crossed
it back and forth. The plain fa.ct is, as
the Senator from Mississippi pointed out
a little while ago, that Presidents over a
long period of time have made the personal philosophy and political philosQphy
of their nominees one of the tests as to
whether they would be chosen.
Mr. BAYH. How can the Senator from
Nebraska make the assessment in light
of the fact that only 1 hour ago, on the
Powell nomination, only one Senator
dissented. I voted for Lewis Powell. He is
not exactly in the mold of the Senator
from Indiana, and neither is the distinguished Chief Justice, Mr. Burger, but I
voted fQr him and Justice Blackmun.
How can the Senator say you have to
have someone who marches along in
lockstep?
Mr. HRUSKA. Because the Senator
from Indiana persists in making a big
point out of the two instances in which
Mr. Rehnquist opposed what eventually
turned out to be the final word of the
Commissioners on the uniform law. Because of his initial opposition to those
two provisioru; he is therefore unqualified to be a President's nominee. That is
the argument as I understand it.
To finish my thought, I recall when
Justice Whittaker retired in the spring
of 1962 and two very distinguished and
well-known brothers sat down to discuss
the proposition of who should be nominated as Justice of the Supreme Court.
The President and the Attorney General
sat down and studied the matter. This is
the way James E. Clayton, in his book
"The Making of Justice--The Supreme
Court in Action" describes it on page 51:
As the two brothers studied the situation,
they realized tha.t they wanted the new
Justice to be one who looked at the problems he would frace from the SMne perspective as they did. Thinking back on the process moDJths Iruter, the Attorney General tllted
back in his ohialr a.nd sa.Jd.:
You wanted someone who generally agreed
with you on what role government should
play in Amerioa.n lite, what role the tndt-

vidual in society should have. You didn't
think aJbout how we would vote in a reapportionment oa.se or a criminal ca.se. You
wan-ted someone who, in the long run, you

could believe would be doing what you
thought was best. You wanted someone who
agreed generally with your views of the
country.

Mr. President, my purpose in reading
that excerpt is simply this. It describes
an effort to try to measure up a nominee
by a President, with some of the thoughts
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that were expressed by the man I just
quoted. That is the privilege of the one
who appoints the nominee. That is the
proof of the proposition in the excerpt
which I just read from Mr. Clayton's
book.
So I say here there is opposition to a
Supreme Court Justice ba.sed on statements he made in a debate during the
consideration of a uniform law, raising
contentions which were not finally
agreed to. In the last analysis, however,
he supported the final result of the Commissioners and made that report to the
State of Arizona. But I think we are a
little off base in asking for complete
unanimity ,a nd conformance to thaJt artifi.ci'al mold in regard to qualifying a man
to be a nominee for the Supreme Court.
Mr. BAYH. My colleague apparently
misinterprets what I said, or maybe I
cannot articulate my thoughts precisely
enough for him. I have never said that
the President should not consider philosophy. It is an accepted fact that he does.
All Presidents do. I think we have laid
to rest the proposition that the Senate
should not consider philosophy; indeed,
the nominee himself has stated repeatedly that he feels philosophy should be
considered.
If one looks at Rehnquist's position,
particularly in light of the Newsweek
article and the memorandum that the
then clerk, William Rehnquist, wrote for
then Justice Jackson, in which he opposed overruling Plessy against Ferguson,
he is far to the right of Richard Nixon.
The President of the United States is
against blockbusting, but Mr. Rehnquist
was not.
What concerns the Senator from Indiana is that we have a situation that
goes beyond getting agreement on everything, which I would not require. We
have a man who has been consistently
opposed to the direction which this country ought to go in the broad area of
human rights.
Since the Senator from Nebraska referred to the 1966 joint meeting of the
Commissioners as evidence of his support on civil rights-! suggest the record
will show otherwise-let me point out
he vigorously opposed two provisions of
that act. I want to read what the distinguished reporter, Prof. Robert Braucher,
who was a distinguished professor in
Harvard and who is now on the Supreme
Judicial Court of Massachusetts, had to
say about the blockbusting provision Mr.
Rehnquist wanted to root out of there.
The majority of those Commissioners
shared the opposition. He said:
However, I would like to speak for just
a. moment to the merits of this. The practices
that are dealt with in this provision are practices that have no merit whatever. They are
vicious, evil, nasty, and bad. These are people
who go around-and this is not a. hypothetical situation; this is something that
has happened in every big city in the United
States-and run up a. scare campaign to try
to depress the ·value of real estate. They will ,
it possible, buy one house, and then they
will throw garbage out on the street; they
will put up "For Sale" signs; they will perhaps hire twenty badly clad and decrepitlooking Negroes to occupy a. single-family
house, and so forth; and then they go around
to the neighbors and say: Wouldn't you like
to sell before the bottom drops out of your
market?

And the notion that that type of conduct
should be entitled to some kind of protection
under the bans of free speech is a. thing
which doesn't appeal to me a. tiny bit.
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that. Does not the Senator from Nebraska
feel that perhaps it would be more helpful to those who are trying to study this,
since he has made certain charges, for
This is why the Senator from Indiana the Senator from Indiana to have a
is concerned about the nominee. I am chance rto have a colloquy right now?
convinced that he is a very intellectual
Mr. HRUSKA. I am convinced that the
man. I am convinced he is honest. I am Senator f·r om Indiana will embrace the
convinced he is articulate. Indeed, his situation where the debate and discusappearance before the committee showed sion will be sufficiently extended that
that. But everything I have seen and he will not be foreclosed at a later time
everything I have read indicate that from going into enlighltening briefs. For
there are some very unscrupulous prac- the time being I think it would be only
tices that Mr. Rehnquist will not use the fair to our colleagues to yield to their
Constitution to prohibit, and blockbust- desire to be in on the opening statements,
ing is one of them. I do not think that to which the opening hours of a debate
our guarantees of free speech entitle one normally are dedicated.
to go down and ruin a neighborhood and
I yield tthe floor, Mr. President.
put white people against black people.
Mr. GOLDWATER and Mr. BAYH adYet that was Mr. Rehnquist's position. dressed the Chair.
And if there is an instance in the record
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
in this commissioners' meeting that Chair recognizes the Senator from Ariwould lead me to feel otherwise, I wish zona.
the Senator from Nebraska would ferret
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
it out for me. I have read every word of thank the Chair. I do not intend to inthe transcript, and there is not one word dulge in the colloquy that just went on.
in favor of civil rights. In fact--I have I am not a laWYer, but I do have some
not mentioned it; I do not want to beat feelings about this matter, because Mr.
this to death-the fact is very clear Rehnquist is not only a resident of my
that, in addition to opposing these State, he is a friend of mine of long
two provisions of the uniform act, Mr. standing.
Rehnquist led a successful effort which
To get to my point quickly, Mr. Presiprohibited those two provisions from dent, I wish to read paJrag!I"apih D from
being put into a uniform act, but a statement that was just given us by the
made it a model act. A model act does distinguished Senator from Indiana.
not have the same force and effect and Paragraph D on page 2 reads:
does not represent the same unanimous,
Alleged Harassment of Voters. There are
dynamic commitment to the subject of competing a.ffi.davits before the Senate a.s to
the act. There is not one single word in whether Mr. Rehnqui.slt persona.lly harassed
those hearings to controvert that, and if voters in 1964. The factual dispute 1s not
the Senator from Nebraska has any, I resolved by any evidence before the Senrute.
Therefore, each Senator will have to decd.de
hope he can give it to me because it for
himself what weight.-if any-to give
would certainly make the Senator from elther the charges or the blanket denials.
Indiana rest a bit easier.
But this uncertainty should nat obscure the
Mr. HRUSKA. The Senator from fact that Mr. Rehnqulst, a.l'though he has
Nebraska will just make this observa- tried to disassociate himself from the tacti.cs
tion: One of the statements in his prin- used, held a high and responsible pooi.tion
in the Republican election day apparatus
cipal remarks was that the opponents of during
several election years which saw ·very
Mr. Rehnquist find fault with him be- substantial harassment and 1ntlm1da.tlon of
cause he has not been a rabid activist in m.1norilty groups voters.
the field of civil rights. They have come
Mr. President, I will just comment
to expect that a nominee to the Supreme
Court should be such an activist, Mr. briefly on that. I happen to live in AriPresident, and for 30 y~ertainly zona. I have spent my whole life there.
since 1961-that has been one of the I know something about the political
qualifications in the appointments that processes there. I have been deeply inhave been made. That is one of the prop- volved in them, as have my family for
ositions with which I dealt in my prin- over 120 years, and anybody who makes
the statement "which saw very substancipal remarks.
Inasmuch as there are others who wish tial harassment and intimidation of mito speak yet tonight before the hour gets nority groups voters" does not know what
late, I shall yield the floor to give them he is talking about, because this is not
the case. It is as far from the truth a.s
an opportunity.
Mr. BAYH. I hope that the Senator the truth can be.
To set the stage, Mr. President, I want
from Nebraska will permit me to examine
some of the other statements he made to read the State law and the State conwith reference to the Senator from In- stitlution, even though I have to admit
that rightly it has been affected by the
diana.
Mr. HRUSKA. Not at this time, be- Voting Rights Act of 1964 and subsequent
cause obviously it is a rehash of many of decisions.
Article I, section 16-101, is "Registrathe things which we have debated before.
Out of consideration and out of courtesy tion Requirements":
QUALlFICATIONS OF ELECTOR
to som.e of my colleagues I propose to
A. Every resident of the state is quaJUled
give them a chance to make opening
statements. At a later time if the Sena- to become am. elector and may register to
tor from Indiana still desires further col- vote a.t all elections authorized by law it he:
1. Is a. citizen of the United Sta..tes.
loquy with this Senator, the Senator from
2. Will be twenty-one years or more of age
Nebraska will be here all week, and all prior to the regular general eleotion next folnext week if need be.
lowing his regdstra.tlon.
3. Will have been a. resident of the sta.te
Mr. BAYH. And maybe the week alter
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one year and of the county a.nd precinct in
which he claims the right to vote thirty days
nen preceding the election.
4. 1s able to read the Constitution of the
Un'ited States in the English language in a.
manner shoWing that he is neither prompted
nor reciting from memory, unless prevented
from so doing by physical disability.
5. Is able to write his name, unless prevented from so doing by physical ddsa.bility.

I will admit, and we all admit, that
in a Federal election the State had to
conform to the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Which required that a literacy test in
writing not be given unless it applied to
each and every voter. Thus, it was given
to no one, in practice in 1964 or later.
Continuing to read from our laws. Article n:
SEC.

16-921.

GROUNDS FOR CHALLENGING VOTER

A person offering to vote may be orally
challenged by any registered elector of the
county upon any of the following grounds:
1. That he is not the person whose name
appears upon the register.
2. That he has not resided within the
state for one year next preceding the election.
3. That he has not resided within the
county or precinct for thirty days next preceding the election.
4. That he has voted before at that election.
5. That he has been convicted of a. felony
and has not been restored to civil rights.
6. That he has made a bet on the result of
the election.
7. That not being prevented by physic8.l
disability from doing so, he is unable to read
the constitution of the United States in the
English language in such man ner as to show
he is neither prompted nor reciting from
memory, or he is unable to write his name.

Again, this was affected by the 1964
Civil Rights Act, which requires that the
test be applied to every voter in writing,
or none at all. Also, the 1965 Voting Act
requires that a sixth-grade education
shall constitute literacy. But it was in
effect without qualifications in elections
prior to 1964.
Mr. President, we do have challenges
in Arizona. I imagine most States have
them. I think it is very wise.
Section 16-922, entitled "Challengers
Representing Political Parties," reads as
follows:
At each voting place, one challenger for
each political party may be present and act,
but no challenger may enter a. voting booth
except to mark his ballot.

Mr. President, that is a matter of our
law, and each election year it is customary for a county chairman to submit
a list of members of his party who are
willing to act as poll watchers at each
polling place, some 800 in the case of the
county in which I live, and those ooll
watchers are to be found, usually in every
single polling place, and they act as interested Democrats and interested Republicans. And, Mr. President, notwithstanding the size of the State, and the
fact that we have Indians, MexicanAmericans, Negroes, and other minority
groups living in the State, we have had
no serious disputes arising from that. I
will have to admit that in New Mexico,
in one election, there was a problem that
arose relative to the Indian voters, but
it had no bearing on Arizona.
Mr. President, I think that constitutes
enough of our law to indicate that having

political watchers is not something unusual. In my State, it has been practiced
pursuant to law for many years.
Mr. President, I wrote a letter to the
Washington Post the other day. I hope
they will print it, because I would like
to see the record kept clear, both in the
public print and in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD. It involved a letter that had been
written by Mr. Mitchell on this supposed
violation of a person's voting rights. The
letter I wrote says:
Dear Sir:
The time is long past due that the lie be
put to the repeated observations of people
who should know better relative to the supposed action of Mr. Rehnquist in preventing
a. person from voting.
Contrary to what Mr. Mitchell, Senator
Ba.yh, Mr. Rauh and others might contend,
this supposed event did not .take place as
they describe. Mr. Rehnquist has so stated
many times and furthermore, Mr. Editor,
I was there so I can speak with considerably
more authority than any of the supposed
experts can.

And, Mr. President, I was there. Iremember a few incidents we had where a
team of lawyers gathered in a central office, and Mr. Rehnquist happened to be
one of those lawyers, together with some
other very prominent members of the
Arizona Bar from both parties. The lawyers were gathered in this office so that
a watcher who had a suspicion that
something might be wrong could, if he
challenged and the challenge met with
opposition, phone into the central office
and get a legal opinion.
There were occasions, not including the
incident mentioned, where lawyers would
drive to the polling place to settle the
thing as amicably as possible.
To continue the letter:
Let's develop the history of this whole situation. Under Arizona's Constitution prior to
the Civil Rights Voting Act, a. man had to be
literate to vote and the test generally was to
read the first line of the Constitution and
write one's name. Although this was a. part
of the Constitution, I cannot recall more
than a few instances of it ever being brought
into play at the polling place. The matter
that both parties in Arizona became concerned with this grew from our antiquated
registration laws which have long since been
changed.
Under these laws a person would not have
his voting precinct automatically changed
when he moved from one place to another.
Because of this it was possible to find some
voters registered in as many as six different
precincts. It was the practice in some isolated instances for these people to be looked
up and taken to the places where they could
vote and if they were not challenged, they
could have their vote recorded as long as they
were not challenged.
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Before going into the watcher setup, let
me tell of another practice that prevailed in
Arizona. in some precincts before we changed
our paper ballot. The ballot used to be
printed with the names appearing in the
same order throughout, so it was a. simple
task !or someone to take a. string and tie
knots in it so that when placed beside the
names to be voted it would show who to
vote !or, and this string would be given to
the il:literate voter who merely went into the
voting poll, placed the string beside the ballot and marked his X where each knot appeared. This was subsequently corrected by
alternating the names on about every two
hundred ballots as they came off the press,
so the string trick didn't work after that.

I recite that as a rather humorous
illustration. It has been done in other
States as well. But this is another reason
why I think it is wise for both parties to
provide watchers.
To get on with the letter:
Now to prevent unqualified voters !rom
casting a ballot each party, the Democrats
and Republicans, set up what we call poll
watchers. At each polling place, even today
with voting machines we have them and
they are applied to every polling place in the
State regardless of whether they may be in
a predominantly Mexican-American neighborhood, Negro neighborhood or White
neigh'b orhood. We are interested in honest
voting regardless of race, creed, color or
location and that is the whole purpose of
watching teams in each party, and they are
approved by the County Board of Supervisors in Arizona.
Now to correct the allegations being
brought out by his detractors concerning the
specific operation in which Mr. Rehnquist
was involved, he was appointed along with
several other attorneys from both parties by
the County Chairman of both parties to give
advice and guidance to assure that voting
was done only by properly registered voters.
The statutes of Arizona recognized the need
for polling challengers to assure that only
properly registered voters cast a 'ballot so Mr.
Rehnquist and others were seated at a central location. When a. challenge was called
in from a poll watcher, legal advice was
given, not only by him, but by other lawyers
gathered for this specific purpose.
I don't believe that Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Rauh
or Senator Bayh stret'Ching their liberal
thoughts as far as they can can find anything
wrong with this as illegal voting, whether it
touched upon a man's right to vote because
of literacy or illiteracy or his right to vote in
more than one precinct or his right to use a
string with knots in it. I don't believe these
three gentlemen would condone dishonest
voting in their precincts anymore ·t han the
Republicans and Democrats in Arizona. would
condone it in their precincts.
I offer this letter, and I .hope you will publish it, because if I ever heard a repetition
of an outright lie day after day by the newspapers and in Senate speeches, it is this, and
if it is raised on the Senate floor it wlll be
charged precisely as that.

Mr. President, the main purpose of our
Mr. President, to make this part of the
watchers in Arizona has been, in the RECORD abundantly clear-and I shall not
past, to determine whether or not the address myself to anything else tonight-person voting-whether he was a Re- ! want to move into this matter of how
publican or a Democrat, white, black, or Mr. Rehnquist supposedly got involved
brown, did not make any difference-had in all of this.
previously voted in that election. I
There was an affidavit offered by a Mr.
might say that since that time, as I shall Jordan Harris, of 1825 Appache Street,
recite, our registration setup has been Phoenix. He testified that on Tuesday,
changed, and now it is impossible, al- November 3, 1964:
though we do require poll watchers to
I was present as a. deputized challenger
check and see if the name that is signed !or the Democratic Party in Bethune Precoincides with the name in the registra- cinct, a. predominantly black precinct in
South Phoenix, and witnessed the followtion book.
ing incident.
To continue with the letter:
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Keep this date, 1964, in mind. It has a
great bearing upon whether we should
pay any attention to this or not.
I appeared at the polling place, Bethune
Precinct, at approximately 11 a.m. on the
above mentioned date, deputized, by Judge
Flood. When I arrived at the precinct I met
with the election board committee and presented my official papers to them as a challenger for the Democratic Party. I met the
Party challenger for the Republican Party,
Mr. William Rhenquist at that time. I met
With Mr. Rhenquist because I noticed him
harassing unnecessarily several people at the
polls who were attemping :to vote. He was
attempting to make them recite portions of
the Constitution, and refused to let them
vote until they were able .t o comply with his
requests. The persons involved were Mrs.
Mitchell, Mrs. Campbell and Mrs. Miller.
When I noticed he was pulling these people
out of the line I then approached him and
argued with him about his harassment of the
voters. We then engaged in a struggle and
the police were called in. Mr. Bob Tate came
to my assistance during the struggle. The
police then escorted him into the principal's
office, Mr. Rhenquist and the police then
left by the side door. I know that this man
was Mr. Rhenquist because the election board
introduced him to me as a challenger for
the Republican Party. I believe that he did
not leave the polling precinct altogether because I saw him across the street a short
time later. He remained at the polling place
well after 5 p.m.
JORDAN HARRIS.

It is signed "Jordan Harris," and it
is witnessed by a notary public. I think
the notary's signature is "Jeanne Warner," ·but I -cannot read it very well.
Mr. President, this affidavit is followed.
by another affidavit from Mr. Robert
Tate, describing about the same actions,
and I will not bother to read that at this
time. But he goes on to say, in the last
paragraph of his affidavit:
I now remember him from pictures I have
seen lately in the papers as the same one
involved in the above incident at Bethune
Precinct. He did not, at that time, however, wear glasses.

That is the end o~ the affidavit from
a Mr. Rober.t Tate, and it is witnessed
by the same notary public.
Mr. President, it is interesting, because, as I said, Mr. Rehnquist was not
at that polling place at all.
The AP had a story out of Arizona. The
AP reported that Judge Hardy, who was
a very prominent and fine judge of our
State, said in an interview he had advised Democratic Party challengers and
poll watchers in the same years that
Rehnquist advised Republicans. Judge
Hardy said there was an incident at
Bethune precinct in which a Republican
challenger got into a scuffie and was escorted from the polling place by two
sheriff's deputies, but the judge said it
was 1962, and not 1964, and the challenger was not Rehnquist.
Mr. President, I know it was 1962. I was
there. I was called because we felt that
any attempt-even though our statutes
applied at that time--that involved a
bodily effort to refuse the right of a person to vote would reflect badly upon the
party, and we were not pleased with it.
and we made public announcement of it
at the time. But this is 1962; it is not

1964. In 1964, a different set of rules applied, and our Attorney General ruled
the State practices must conform to the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, something which
all our attorneys and watchers knew.
"I have nothing to hide," Harris told
the Arizona Republic, although he declined to tell his age or to answer anumber of other routine questions about himself. I find nothing wrong with that. This
is from the newspaper story, which continues.
Some of the detai1s of his life came to light
upon examination of files of past news stories published in the Republic and the
Phoenix Gazette.
One showed that in March, 1964, Harris,
then 52, admitted in Maricopa County Superior Colll'lt that he had sold beer to a 19year-old youth. At the time Harris was the
owner of the Friendly Seven Food Market, at
1853 South Seventh Avenue.
He was fined $500 on a plea of guilty to
selling spirituous liquor to a minor. Judge
Henry S. Stevens sentenced Harris and allowed him to pay off his fine at rthe rate of
$50 per month.
At the time of his plea, Harris ~a~eknowl
edged a prior conviction for a similar offense
in 1960.
Newspaper records then showed that Harris had been a railroad cook. Last night Harris said he had once worked for the Atchison
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, but he decilned to tell a reporter what kind of a job
he had at the railroad.

Again, that is his right.
Another story in the Republic shed
more light on Harris' past.
The article reads: "It was a September 15,
1961 news account of his being severely
wounded in the abdomen by a bullet fired
by an irate, 21-year-old woman whose $107
welfare check Harris cashed, withholding $81
he said the woman owed on her grocery bill.
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George Erhardt, director of the County
Election Bureau, said election boards have
been schooled in handling challenges to
avoid as much delay as possible. But Republican Party officials have warned they will
challenge every Democratic voter whose
qualifications can be questioned.
Erhardt said i nspectors have been inst ruct ed to take any challenged voter from
t he lin e so it can continue to move while
t he judges handle the challenge.
Meantime, Democratic Party officials said
t hey will h ave watchers at the polls for the
purpo&e of seeing that voters' rights are
protect ed.
A spokesman for the Republicans said a
return address letter has been mailed to
many registered Democrats in some areas of
Maricopa County, and the challengers will
be on hand to question eligibility of every
vot er where this letter came back undelivered.
Vince Maggiore, Democratic county chairman, an attorney said the Democrats have
organized a committee of some 100 attorneys
to t ry to protect the right of every citizen
to vote, and h e accused the Republicans
of using the challenge to delay voting and
keep Democrats from the polls.
Under the law, Arizona voters who change
their place of residence from one precinct
to a n other before the deadline for registration and do not reregister are disqualified,
but if the residen ce change occurred after
the deadll ne, they may vote in their old
precinct.
Under general procedure, a challenged
voter is questioned by the election board
officials, and he may be required to sign
an affidavit that he is a resident of the
precin ct and eligible to vote under threat
of prosecution for perjury.
Republican officials denied any intent to
hold up or delay voting, and said they
are merely seeking to prevent abuse of voting laws.

Mr. President, I offer all this material [From the Phoenix Gazette, Nov. 6, 1962]
CHALLENGERS TEsT VOTERS' LITERACY
merely as background; because if we are
(By Bill Herman)
going to hear a repetition of the charge
that Mr. Rehnquist denied or attempted
Balloting was slowed down for a while this
to deny anyone of his right to vote, I morning in at least three South Phoenix
am going to have to repeatedly stand precincts by challengers who demanded that
voters read from portions of the U.S. Conup on this floor and challenge the verac- stitution
to prove they were literate.
ity of it, because I was there, and it is
Two assistant U.S. district attorneys, an
just not true.
FBI agent, a deputy county attorney, and
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the attorneys for both political parties investigated the incidents.
Senator yield?
The challenges were based on an Arizona
Mr. GOLDWATER. I am happy to
law which requires a person to be able to
yield.
and write in the English language as a
Mr. BAYH. I had not intended to in- read
condition of voting.
terject this incident into the debate.
There were no arrests, and the challengers
However, one Member of this body did withdrew after conferring with the lawyers.
include it in the RECORD. It was one point,
The county elections bureau said the i!!oiand we said the evidence was quite in- dents were reported at Bethune Precinct, 1510
conclusive. However, since the Senator S. 15th Ave.; Okemah, 3146 E. Weir, and Sky
from Arizona has gone very close to sug- Harbor, 3801 E. Washington. There was also
gesting that some of us were not being an unconfirmed report that ·similar activity
kind with the truth, I ask unanimous took place at Broadway Precinct, 1701 W.
consent to put the clippings of that era Roeser.
George Erhardt. county elections chief,
into the RECORD, for all Senators to read,
the challengers "over zealous."
and then they will judge for themselves called
At Bethume School precinct, Carl Sims,
whether there was any voter intimida- 1821
W. Madison, a former state legislator,
tion or alleged harassment.
said a Republican challenger "was trying to
There being no objection, the mate- disenfran chise our citizens down here by
rial was ordered to be printed in the subjecting voters to a literacy test."
When the U.S. attorney's representatives arRECORD, as follows:
[From t h e Arizona Republic, Nov. 4, 1962]
CHALLENGERS To WORK AT POLLS
Maricopa County voters yesterday were
urged to make sure they are properly regist ered, and that they vote at the right
polling place to avoid a slow-down in voting.

rived, Sims told them: "If you don't get that
man out of there I'll get some people up
here to get him out. He's stopping us from
voting."
Mrs. Bessie Bass, 1213 S. 12th Ave., the
election marshal, said 13 voters out of 565
had been challenged by 11:30 a.m.
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Another voter was challenged on the literacy basis by Jordan Harris, 1825 W. Apache,
a. Democratic challenger.
Twelve voters were challenged, most of
them on their ability to read the U.S. Constitution, by Wayne Bentson, a. Republican
challenger, of 3550 W. Seldon Lane.
Mrs. Llllie Mae Hall, 1317 W. Pima, an inspector, said none of the challenged voters
failed the test though one did refuse to take
it and left the polls.
"We also did not hold them to exact pronunciation of the harder words, like tranqu111ty ,' Mrs. Hall said.
Mrs. Bass said ma.ny of those challenged
were upset or angered by the request.
The precinct has a total registration of
1,119.
Most of those being challenged were Negroes and persons of Mexican descent.
J.D. Holmes, a Negro and member of the
Arizona House of Representatives, charged
that ·R epublicans were "using Mississippi
tactics."
He said they were trying to "thwart the
minority vote in the state."
Holmes claimed 15 to 20 persons, angered
at the delay, left the polls without voting.

from the polls without casting ballots. He
said their reasons were not known. They a.pparently did not include rejection for failure
to pass the literacy teSit, however.
Muecke said the FBI is continuing the investigation and should make its report to his
office by the weekend. He said his o:tfice will
then evaluate the report to see if any federail
la.w or laws have been violated.
In the middle of the fracas a.t The Bethune
School were Wayne C. Bentson, 3550 W. Seldon Lane, a. Republican challenger, and Part;
Marino, 6439 S. Fourth Ave., a. Democrwtic
party representative.
Bentson told police he wanted to file a.n
assault oompla.Int. He insisted Marino intercepted him as he left the nurse's o:tfice after
making a phone call to party headquarters.
"He grabbed me by the arm and twisted
me a.round," Bentson said. " He grabbed me
by the belt and pulled me up against the
wall. I hit at him a.nd I meant to."
Marino claimed it all happened when
Bentson shoved him as he was eOJtering the
nurse's office.
"He hit me in the mouth," Marino said.
"I didn't l·a y a hand on him."
Police made no ra rrests, suggested both see
the county attorney today.
Mrs. Greer, making her second call of the
[From the Ar1rona. Republic, Nov. 7, 1962]
day at the precinct, advised the election
VOTER CHALLENGES BRING PROBE
board Lt could exclude anyone of either party
A number of Negroes and Spanish Amerwho was causing a disturbance.
icans attempting to vote in SO'Uth Phoenix
The board voted to exclude both men,
yesterday were chaJ.lenged on their literncy
along with another Democrat rand another
and residential qualifications.
Republican challenger. Both challengers
The challenges, made by RepubUca.m;, led were quickly replaced with substitutes acto a brief SC!U:tfie in one precinct.
ceptable to the board.
The cha.llengers in seven south &ide PlhoeRepublican challengers were reported acnix preclnJots were so aggressive that Sen. tive in seven south side precinots. Mrs. Greer
Carl Hayden, D-Ariz. asked the FBI and the reported she responded to complaints from
U.S. dlstriot attorney's o:tfice to investigate. three others. Sky Harbor, Parkview and OkeA Demoel"atic o:tficiall claimed such tactics man.
have been used in Maricopa. and Pima
Other troubles were quickly settled.
counties for several years. Cha.llengers deRichard G. Kleindienst, state GOP chairmanded that would-be voters read a portion man, guessed that 90 per cent of some 300
of the U .S. Constitution to prove their literchallengers in Manicopa and Pima counties
acy and show proof of legal residence.
were Republican.
Some persons said the challenging ob"These challengers are the same persons,
structed their right to vote and caused delay under the same instructions, who have been
for those waiting to vote.
doing this is Maricopa a.nd Pima counties
The sou:tfie came <Sit tihe polling place in
since 1956," he said.
Mary McLeod Bethune School, 1510 S. 15th
But Vince Maggiore, county Democratic
Ave., where opposing party pollwa.tchers chairman, insisted that some Republican
struggled briefly inside and an angry orowd challengers were assuming authority reserved
gathered outs.1de.
to election board officials.
Police hustled the combatants inside the
"The tactics being used by Republican
nurse's o:tnce and :Mrs. Ellen Jane Greer, challengers in minority areas reflect discredit
deputy county attorney, restored order.
on a great national party," he said.
The U.S. distrdct attorney's office made two
"There should be no place In Arizona for
checks at the polling place after receiving deliberate attempts to impede the voting of
repeated complla.ints. The first was made at groups which have fought so ha.rd for their
11 a.m., and the second-at the request of
rights."
Sen. H8iyden--a.t a.bout 4:30 p.m.
Responded Kleindienst:
The first investigation was made by Wil"We challenge in precincts where it has
liam J. Poudsen Jr. and James J. Brosahan,
been demonstrated in the past that some
assistant district attorneys on reports that parts of the Democratic organization ln
tihe voting line was being delayed by the Maricopa County try to crowd into the polls
challenge.
at the last minute people who are not qualiSeveral oi the voters, mostly Negroes, defied to vote.
clared they felt discr1mlnation was involved,
"Our success is the thing that's got them
it was reported.
upset. I should think they'd be a little bit
About 17 potential voters had been chalembarrassed
to point at us."
lenged. Witnesses said many were asked to
He challenged Democrats to show where
read parts of the U.S. Constitution.
Shortly rafter the first :inquiry, word of one qualified voter was kept from the polls
the situation reoohed Sen. Hayden ~n 'Wa.sh- by challenges.
Democrats claimed that in one or more
ington.
precincts Republican challengers were calling
Cad Muecke, U.S. district attorney here,
upon voters to read sections of the constitusaid 1aat night that his office was then .contion "containing a lot of big and difficult
ta.cted by Hayden's Phoenix office. The latter
relayed Hayden's request to join the FBI in words."
They also were demanding an explanation
a further check of "the incidents.
of the word "tranquility,'' and challenging
Muecke said he and two FBI agents went
voters who hesitated, Democratic poll watchto the school and "talked to people who
wished to make statements." He said the ers claimed.
Under state la.w, voters must be able to
investigation included talking to those inread from the U.S. Constitution unless they
volved "on both sides."
The district 'attorney said it was reported are physically unable to do so. Typed pasthat 50 would-be voters had turned a.way sages are provided for election o:tficials, who
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are the sole judges of the voter's qualifications.
(From the Arizona RepubUc, Nov. 8, 1962]
TEMPERS COOL, PROSECUTIONS FADE IN WAK1!1
OF INCIDENTS AT POLLS

Nobody asked for prosecution yesterday in
the wake of interparty incidents at the polls
during Tuesday's election, Ellen Jane Greer,
deputy county attorney, said.
"I guess tempers cooled when the polls
closed," she said.
Mrs. Greer said the law prohibits anyone
from illegally interfering with the election
process.
She declined to say whether anytbli.ng reported to her during the hectic events of
Tuesday would be deemed unlawful.
Meanwhile, the FBI had nothing to report
on its investigation into claims of lnt~da
tion of eleot.ors by one or more Republican
challengers at one polLing place.
Carl A. Muecke, U.S. ruttorney, said he
hadn't reooived an investigation report from
the FBI. He ordered the probe at the request
of Sen. Carl Hayden, D.-Ariz.
In Tucson, the oha.lrm.a.n of the Pima
County Democratic Central Committee
charged hrurassmenlt and abuse of the right
of challenge by Republicans Tuesday.
But lthe Republiaan county chairman defending it, and the county attorney reported
finding no law violations.
Joe Huerta, Democratic chairman, claimed
Republicans challenged as a "slow-down
tactic" to discourage voters waiting at heavy
turnoUit precincts.
In Spanish-American a.reas 1lt drove many
voters from the polls, he claimed.
"They are proud people," Huerta said, "and
this embrurrassed many of them."
The GOP chairman in Tucson, John Leonard, denied the law was abused while saying
that 30 to 45 challengers were successful in
one area..
County Attorney Jack Podret of Tucson
said his office investigated dozens of complaints from both parties, "just the same
complaints we get every elect.ion day."
Most challenges were made on the voters
ability to read the U.S. Constitution, as required by state law, or the claim the voter
no longer lives in 'the precinct he wants to
vote in.
(From the Arizona Republic, Oct. 21, 1964]
BALLOT SECURITY ~CER NA~

William H. Rehnquist, Phoenix attorney,
has been named chief ballot security officer
in the Nov. 3 election by the Maricopa
County Republican Committee.
"We intend to challenge voters in some
of the precincts in which claimed irregularities have occurred in the past," said Wayne
E. Legg, colll'lllittee chairman.
Rehnquist, cochairman of the 1960 ballot
security program, said schooling sessions
have been scheduled for Oct. 29 a.nd 30 to
train workers who will be assigned to the
polls.
[From the Phoenix Gazette, Oct. 22, 1964]
GOP PLANS CHALLENGE SCHOOLING
Voters will 'b e challenged in some precincts where irregularities have been
claimed in the past, Wayne E. Legg, chairman o! the Maricopa Oounty Republican
Committee, declared today.
Legg announced the appointment of William H. Rehnquist, Phoenix attorney, as the
chief ballot security omcer.
Rehnquist, who is also general counsel for
the oounty GOP committee, said two schooling sessions have been scheduled to train
workers who will be assigned to various precincts for challenging purposes. He sa.id one
school will be held Oct. 26 and the other
Oct. 29.
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In 1960 Rehnquist was cochairman of the
ballot security program and in 1962 headed
a committee of lawyers formed to protect
legoal !ballot procediures. Don Froch heads the
lawyer group this year and Fritz Randolph,
also a Phoenix lawyer a.s well as a former aide
to Senator Goldwater, is serving as coordinator of the program.

(From the Arizona Republic, Nov. 4, 1964]
MOST MARICOPA

VOTERS PLAY
MACHINES

GAME--BALKING
PLAINTS

THE

WAITING

CAUSE

COM-

It was a waiting day a.nd night of aching
feet and frustration at many polling places
in Maricopa County yesterday.
Voters stood in line for as long as four
hours as election officials grappled with the
problem of malfunctioning voting machines
and charges of harassment of voters.
At 10 p.m., at least 500 voters stm waited
to cast their ballots at a. half-dozen precincts
in PhoeniX and suburbs, all that were left
after as many more quilt the waiting game
in disgust when their radios projected Lyndon
Johnson as the presidential winner.
Attendants at Glendale Precinct 4 said the
discouraged voters went home, convinced that
their votes were not needed to determine the
winner.
Precinct 4 was stlll pushing a line at 10:30
p.m. with more than 200 voters to go. Some
had waited since shortly after 6 p.m. Many
had not eaten their evening meal and lightly
clad women complained of the evening chill.
One couple said they had come to the polls,
in the Civic Center, three times during the
day in hopes of avoiding the long lines.
At Tempe No. 7, there were 253 voters lined
up at 10:30 p.m. and voting was expected
to continue for at least three hours.
Everywhere during the evening, reporters
and election officials said voters were fighting
the boredom of waiting with guessing games
and good-natured joking, while they swallowed hot coffee from thermos jugs and snuggled in coats and parkas to ward off the cold.
Democratic Party leaders Charged "substantial harassment of Democra.rtic voters" in
siX Phoenix precincts. State Chairman Robert
H. Allen said reports reached his office indicating the harassment consisted mainly of
"indiscriminate mass challenging of voter
residency."
He named the precincts as Murphy, Riverside, Butler, Sierra, Vista, Sullivan and Glendale No. 4, all with a substantial percentage
of voters in Negro and Mexican-American
categories. He indicated that most of the
trouble caused by the complaints was resolved.
Republican voters in Brown Precinct were
among the first to charge that a. voting machine was not registering properly. A woman
voter said that when she pulled the lever for
Goldwater, the Johnson lever kicked out and
she presumed her vote went to Johnson. '!be
next voter In the booth came out without
complaint.
The third voter made a complaint similar
to the first--the machine voted Democratic
when the Republican lever was pulled. The
trouble was soon corrected.
At the West High Precinct, more than 100
voters were forced to wailt when one mach·i ne
would not function at all. • • •
COmplaints of malfunctioning were fairly
common. Republican headquarters in Phoenix said many elderly persons had to stand
In line for two hours at Youngstown Precinct because of trouble with the machines.
By scheduled closing time, only 1,302 of
1,800 registered voters had pulled the levers
at the Sungold Precinct in Palo Verde School.
Avalon and Suncrest Precincts had long
Unes at closing time and the two machines at
Deer Valley Precinct in Church of the Nazarene had not yet served more than 200 voters at 7 p.m.
At Deer Valley, the two machines handled
35 voters an hour during the long day a.nd

election judges complained they had no access to telephones so they could call out for
help-presumably for more machines.
Some precincts reported smooth sailing all
day with no complaints or problems. Long
Precinct had only 350 voters to go at 2:30
p.m. out of 948 registered, and Alhambra Pl"eclnct had only 300 out of 1,060 voters on the
yet-to-vote list by 3:30p.m.
The Maricopa County Registration and
Elections Bureau looked at the day of heavy
voting and some confusion with a less-thanworried air.
Complaints were "unusually light," officials
said, in view of the tremendous outpouring of
voters. The chief complaints involved voters
whose affidavits had not been filed with the
bureau. The bureau blamed registrars for the
oversight.

Mr. GOI.DWATER. I will put them
into the RECORD at a further point. In
case the Senator cared to dwell on this at
greater length, and he evidently has intended to-Mr. BAYH. The Senator brought it up.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
have the floor.
He outlines that ·a s one of the reasons, and has three pages on it in his
minority report memorandum. I want to
establish a firm understanding among
Senators as to what took place. There
are some allegations that I cannot support because I do not have any knowledge of them. But I do know in this case
what happened, and, from personal
knowledge, know that nothing happened
that could in any way Tefiect on Mr.
Rehnquist.
Mr. BAYH. The Senator from Arizona
said there was no voter harassment.
Mr. GOlDWATER. That is right.
Mr. BAYH. Is the Senator not aware,
since he was there, that there was sufficient harassment to have the FBI called
into the Bethune precinct? If he would
like to read the FBI field report-it is
a;bout a 36-page document-! am sure
the chairman of the Judiciary Committee
will make it availaible. If there was no
harassment, why did the FBI do that?
Mr. GOlDWATER. The Senator does
not understand what I have been trying
to talk about. We have had the right in
Arizona-and I think most States have
it;.-...to appoint two poll watchers to every
precinct or to any precinct we care to. If
these poll watchers see some person in
line who they suspect has voted before or
is voting not in consonance with the law,
they have the right to challenge. This will
happen. The entire line stops while that
challenge is corrected.
But I will say this: We have found in
the predominantly Republican districts
at times, not often-neither side has
abused this--the Democrats would challenge a Republican because they knew
the whole line was going to vote Republican. When we challenged down in
these districts, or up north in the districts
where we had reason to believe, in the
days before the 1964 Civil Rights Act
and the 1965 Voting Act, that a man could
not read or write, we had the 'legal right
to challenge that. I think it was demanded upon us to make sure that no illegal votes were cast.
I will go book one more step: There
may have been incidents at Bethune-the only case I can recall was a case of a
man~ertainly not Mr. Rehnquist-
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being moved out of the polling place by
the police. There is no record of this man
ever having been booked; there is no
record of any charge being made agains·t
him. It was merely to settle an argument
tha·t had arisen between a Democratic
watcher and a Republican watcher, before either took the trouble to call into
headquarters and say, "What should we
do?"
Mr. BAYH. Looking through some of
the statements supporting Mr. Rehnquist,
I find the name of Judge Charles Hardy.
Is the Senator from Arizona familiar
with Judge Hardy?
Mr. GOI.DWATER. I know him very
well.
Mr. BAYH. What is his capacity? Could
the Senator tell the Senate what it is
now?
Mr. GOlDWATER. He was judge of
the superior court at that time, I believe.
I think he possibly has been elevated
now, but I would not swear to it.
I have great confidence in him. He is
a Democrat. We think very highly of him.
He is the one that stated, and I read it,
that the alleged incident in question took
place in 1962 and not 1964.
Mr. BAYH. I would like to read the
statement in the brief that was referred
to by the Senator from Arizona. In fact
I was sufficiently unimpressed with this
particular incident compared to everything else that I have not included it in
my speech which I shall make tomorrow. I rise only because the Senator from
Arizona takes issue here, and this is the
only point he stressed. He seems to have
indicated that anyone who thinks otherwise is not telling the truth. If there
was no intimidation during the period in
which Rehnquist was involved as a
ballot security officer, then why did Judge
Hardy write this?
In 1962, for the first time, the Republicans
had challengers in all of the precincts in this
county which had overwhelming Democratic
registrations. At that time among the statutory grounds for challenging a person offering to vote were that he had not resided
within the precinct for thirty days next
preceding the election and that he was
unable to read the Constitution o'! the United
St'ates in the English language. In each
precinct the Republican challenger had the
names of persons who were listed as registered voters in that precinct but who apparently had not resided there for at least
thirty days before the election. In precincts
where there were large numbers of black or
Mexican people, Republican challengers also
challenged on the basis of the 1nab111ty to
read the Constitution of the United States
in the English language. In some precincts
every black or Mexican person was being
challenged on this latter ground and it was
quite clear that this type of challenging was
a deliberate effort to slow down the voting
so as to cause people awaiting their turn to
vote to grow tired of waiting and leave without voting. In addition, there was a well
organized campaign of outright harassment
and intimidation to discourage persons from
attempting to vote. In the black and brown
areas, handbills were distributed warning
persons that i'f they were not properly qualified to vote they would be prosecuted. There
were squads of people taking photographs of
voters standing in line waiting to vote and
asking for their names. There is no doubt in
my mind that these tactics of harassment,
intim'ldation and indiscriminate challenging
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was that I thought I heard the Senator
say that he would say it was a lie if anyThat is not BIRCH BAYH, that is Judge one on this floor said there had been
rany voting harassment in those preHardy.
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator made cincts.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I intend to do that
a very important observation when he
quotes Judge Hardy's letiter in 1962; but every time Mr. Rehnquist's name is
that was in 1962, remember. And Judge brought into it. Mr. President, I ask
Hardy made clear that Mr. Rehnquist unanimous consent to have the entire
never attempted to challenge voters at letter from Judge Hardy printed in the
any polling place. The Republican RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
watchers-not Mr.
Rehnquist--had
made challenges. We had to challenge was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
them to get the Democratic boards as follows:
PHOENIX, ARIZ.,
of supervisors to approve of the
November 11, 1971.
watchers and we finally did. Remember Hon. JAMES EASTLAND,
that in 1962, under the Arizona constitu- Senate Office Building,
tion and statutes, a man could be chal- Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am informed
lenged as •t o whether he could read or
write or there was reason to question that at a hearing conduoted. by the Sena.te
whether he was registered in more than Judiciary Committee on Tuesday, November
1971, Mr. Clarence Mitchell appeared 1n
one precinct. I do not know Judge Hardy 9,
behalf of the National Association for the
well enough to know what he would call Advancement
of Colored People and testified
harassment. There was only one incident in opposition to the confirmation of the apthat I can recall, and it may have been pointment of the Honorable William H.
in Bethune where one man, I do not re- Rehnquist a:s an Associate Justice of the Sumember whether he was a Democrat or preme Court. I am also informed that in the
a Republican, was questioned and the course of his testimony Mr. Mitchell stated
that Mr. Rehnquist had in the past been
police gat him outside.
guilty of improper challenging of black votThe Senator will notice, if he reads ers
during a general election a number of
Judge Hardy's letter, that ~ 1962 the years ago and that his organization had restatutes of Arizona at that time had not ceived information from me which contrabeen changed by the Civil Rights A~t of dicted the statements whioh Mr. Rehnquist
1964 so it still prevailed. The Republican may have made regarding this matter.
In fairness to all concerned, I feel that I
Party, being the minority party in those
days by, I would judge, 3 to 1, wa~ted should inform you of my recollection of the
question. I have also inquired of a
to see tha.'t no votes were cast agamst events in of
friends who were Republican
us that should not legally be. We number
party workers in an effort to obtain further
wanted to make every vote count, nat- information.
urally, just as the Democrats put
To my knowledge, no one representing the
watchers in Republican districts.
National Association for the Advancement of
Mr. BAYH. The Senator is relying on Colored People has ever discussed Mr. Rehnthe rather strong letter from Judge quist with me.
I am informed that Mr. Mitchell testified
Hardy. He does not question the judge's
that the events in question occurred during
qualifications when he suggests that Mr. the
general election of 1964. It is my recolRehnquist should be on the Supreme lection
and the recollection of a number of
Court.
others, both Democrats and Republicans,
Mr GOLDWATER. That is right.
that actually 1962 was the correct year.
Mr: BAYH. That same man test~fies
In 1962, for the first time, the Republicans
had challengers in all of the precincts
here about the blatant and unauthorized
intimidation. Yet the Senator from in this county which had overwhelming
Arizona says is a lie to make the accusa- Democratic registrations. At that time among
the statutory grounds for challenging a pertion that there was intimidation going son
offering to vote were that he had not
.
on in the precinct.
resided within the precinct for thirty days
Mr. GOLDWATER. It is definitely a lie next preceding the election and that he was
that Mr. Rehnquist was ever involved. unable to read the Constitution of the United
I can only take Judge Hardy at his word, States in the English language. In each preand can only rely on my own personal cinct the Republican challenger had the
observations. He thinks highly of Mr. names of persons who were listed as regisRehnquist and has approved of him for tered voters in that precinct but who apparently had not resided there for at least thirty
the Supreme Court. I have respect for days
before the election. In precincts where
Judge Hardy. I do not know him inti- there
were large numbers of black or Meximately. I am not a lawyer, but I have can people, Republican challengers also chalgreat respect for him. If my memory lenged on the basis of the 1nab111ty to read
serves me correctly, I believe I voted for the Constitution of the United States in the
him, even though he was a member of the English language. In some precincts every
black or Mexican person was being chalother party. Occasionally we do that.
on this latter ground and it was
I would say this as to what the Senator lenged
quite clear that this type of challenging was
says, which I believe to be correct, that a deliberate effort to slow down the voting
thi.S will not be made an issue so that we so as to cause people awaiting their turn to
have then eliminated one little facet of vote to grow tired of waiting and leave withthis debate and perhaps we oan close the out voting. In addition, there was a well ordoor on that, if the Senator will tell his ganized campaign of outright harassment
comrades in arms who want to debate and intimidation to discourage persons from
to vote. In the black and brown
this. If he will do that, I will be hrappy attempting
areas , handbills were distributed warning
to sit down and say that this evening has persons
that if they were not properly qualibeen well spent.
fied to vote they would be prosecuted. There
Mr. BAYH. I believe that both sides were squads of people taking photographs of
have presented this clearly. The only voters standing in line waiting to vote and
reason I rose to engage in this colloquy asking for their names. Ther~ is no doubt in
were highly improper and violative of the
Spirit of Free elections.
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my mind that these tactics of harassment, intimidation and indiscriminate challenging
were highly improper and violative of the
spirit of free elections.
Arizona St atutes provide grounds for challenging voters, appointment of challengers,
proceedings on challenge and ru1es for determining the residence of a voter upon challenge. In addition to having a challenger at
each voting precinct, each political party is
also entitled to have a party representative
present at all times. In every general election disputes arise concerning the interpretation of the Arizona Statutes or their application.
During the past several years both of the
major political parties have had a committee of lawyers available at party headquarters on election days to assist in resolving
any disputes which arise. Usually when a
party headquarters is notified of a dispute
in a voting precinct, one of the lawyers is
dispatched to the scene to discuss the matter with the party representative there and
to provide him with legal advice and assistance.
In 1962 I was in charge of the lawyers who
acted in behalf of the Democratic party and
Mr. Rehnquist in charge of the Republican
lawyers.
I never observed Mr. Rehnquist attempting
to challenge voters at any polling place. I
understand that there was testimony that
he had challenged voters at Bethune and
Granada precincts. I can state unequivocally
that Mr. Rehnquist did not act as a challenger at Bethune precinct. Because of the disruptive tactics of the Republican challenger
at that precinct I had occasion to be there
on several occasions. The same Republican
challenger was there continuously from the
time that the polls opened at 6:00 o'clock
a.m. until about 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon. About that time, after a scume, he was
arrested and removed from the polling place
by sheriff's deputies. Thereafter there was
no Republican challenger at Bethune.
With respect to Granada precinct, I cannot give credence to any charge that Mr.
Rehnquist was challenging black voters there.
In 1962 there were relatively few black voter~
residing within that precinct.
Challenging voters was not a part or Mr
Rehnquist's role in 1962 or subsequent elec·
tion years, nor did he have anything to df
with the recruitment of challengers or the!
assignment to the various polling placef
The person who was in charge of recrultmem.
and assignment was Mr. Gordon Marshall
who is not a lawyer and obviously was not
under Mr. Rehnquist's ddrection as a mem.ber of the committee of lawyers. I have confirmed this by talking to Mr. Marshall.
I am informed by Mr. Marshall and others
that before election day, Mr. Rehnquist met
with all of the challengers to explain the
voting laws to them. All of these persons insist that the instructions given by Mr. Rehnquist did not in any way suggest that challenging be conducted in a manner to prevent
properly qualified persons from voting.
A day or two after the election Mr. Rehnquist and I had lunch together and discussed! the events of election day. He expressed strong disapproval of the tactics
which I have mentioned above. I felt then
and I feel now that his expressions o! disapproval were genuine.
Yours very truly,
CHARLES L. HARDY,
Judge, Superior Court.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I am very

much interested in this colloquy. I am
sure that this sort of thing goes on in
many States of the Union, and possibly
in the State of the Senator from Indiana.
I have served as an election officer and a
challenger at polling places in Kentucky.
We do that to protect the interests of our
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own party. So do the Democrats. There
is nothing wrong with that.

Mr. GOLDWATER. There is nothing
wrong with that. It is done, in my opinion, in most of the States of the Union.
It is customary.
Mr. COOPER. I may say that I had
to make some difficult challenges many
years ago. We did not make many friends
doing that, but it was our duty to do so. I
recall in a precinct in western Kentucky
where there were not many Republicans
and in some counties there were less than
100 Republicans. Of course, we had to
protect ourselves and we depended upon
the honesty, in many cases, of the other
party, to preserve the purity of the election, and in other counties we had to send
people in from other precincts and sometimes people from other precincts would
come into ours. There were precincts
where we had to have poll watchers. That
is true in every State, unfortunately.
The adoption of voting machines has
helped in that regard to remedy many
of those conditions, but I repeat that poll
watchers and challenging are not only
common practices but are proper practices.
Mr. GOLDWATER. The Senator is so
correct. I can recite one instance that
took place in a State adjoining ours
where some Indians were allowed to vote
merely by making a mark with their
thumb print, or an X, and one of the
Republicans who spoke their language
very well stood the legal distance from
the polling place and in a loud voice told
the Indians that the man they were going
to vote for had destroyed their horses. I
do not say that that was right, but had
there been a Democratic challenger there
he would have challenged that. The man
made the statement.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, the Senator
from Kentucky 1s such a legend across
the river from my home State of Indiana that I wonder if I migh't ask him a
question. He has been a judge, an ambassador, and a Senator.
I am very well aware of the fact that
we all have to take certain precautions
to keep the other side from stealing the
election. I wish I could say that our
side is pure on this matter. However, it
1s not.
When I first ran for the Senate, I became very distressed that in the small
towns they would say that the big cities
are stealing all the votes and in the cities
they would say that the small towns are
stealing the votes.
It seems to me that we have to have
protection in both places. In the case to
which the Senator from Kentucky alluded, has there ever been anything that
in his judgment could be categorized as
a well-organized campaign of outright
harassment and intimidation to discourage persons from attempting to
vote?
Mr. COOPER. I am sure that the Senator from Indiana has been in many races.
I do not know how many but, he has
been in a number of them. I think I have
been in 20 campaigns, beginning with my
race for the State legislature.
CXVII--2824-Part 84

I have been through elections where
we used to come to the precincts and
bring the ballot boxes back to the courthouse. I have been in elections when we
had voting machines.
I have never seen an election when
there was not some feeling and some
emotion. Of course, there is a great interest in the candidates and in the parties.
However, we come sometimes to situations where passions are aroused and
fights take place at the polls. I am sure
that the Senator knows that this happens. There are great feelings on the part
of both parties to protect their rights.
There have been times when efforts
would be made to transport voters, who
would first vote in their own precincts,
and try to have them vote in a second
and third precinct. Unfortunately, those
practices have occurred.
I suppose that in many cases one side
or the other does feel itself being
harassed. If the poll watchers are doing
their duty, it cannot be properly called
harassment. I should note that Kentucky voting laws did not require a testsuch as a literacy test. The use of poll
watchers and the practice of challenging
at the polls can be called an effort to
protect the rights of both parties and to
insure their equal treatment.
Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, one
important part of Judge Hardy's ~etter
which has not been read aloud states:
A day or two after the election, Mr. Rehnquist and I had lunch together and discussed the events o! election day. He expressed strong disapproval of the tactics
which I have mentioned above. I felt then
and I feel now that his expressions of disapproval were genuine.

Thus, Mr. President, these practices
may have existed, but it had never been
under Mr. Rehnquist. He has never been
associated with it. And he has expressed
strong disapproval of any challenge that
might involve any physical force or intimidation at any time that I can think
of. There is only one time in my memory
that this took place and he definitely
was not involved.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I appreciate
the statement, but there was a time when
Judge Hardy's letter makes it rather
clear that it did occur.
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I could
speak at length on the outstanding
qualifications of William H. Rehnqu1st
and also of his record which refutes all
the accusations that have been made
against him. But I think it would be repetitious. The CONGRESSIONAL RECORD iS
replete with this coverage. I will just
speak for a few minutes this evening.
President Nixon has stated that Mr.
Rehnquist has "one of the finest legal
minds in the whole Nation." In the past
few weeks since his nomination this conclusion has been overwhelmingly seconded by his former professors, his colleagues in private practice and in public
service, and significantly, from those
who have been his legal and political adversaries through the years. Throughout his career this relatively young man
has demonstrated again a.nd again that
he has exceptional intellectual and professional competence. In addition, those
who have been the closest to him attest
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to his strong character, fairness, and objectivity.
His intellectual excellence was first
demonstrated by outstanding academic
accomplishments as an undergraduate
and as a law school student. When he received his B.A. degree from Stanford in
1948, it was "with great distinction" and
as a member of Phi Beta Kappa. He also
received an M.A. in political science from
Stanford in 1949 and an M.A. in government from Harvard in 1950.
He returned to Stanford to attend law
school from which he graduated first in
his class in 1952. While there he served
as an editor of the Law Review and was
elected to the Order of Coif. In its report
to the Judiciary Committee, the American Bar Association's standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary stated of his
law school record:
"[H]e was highly respected by the faculty
and fellow students as a gi!ted scholar. A
classmate who 1s now a partner in a. leading west coast firm, at our request, interviewed several other members of Mr. Rhenquist's class. Their evaluation, in part, is as
follows:
"Mr. Rhenquist is of exceptional intellectual and legal abillty. He was a law student among law students, • • •. From the
standpoint o! intellectual and legal ablllty,
there cannot be question among reasonable
men on his exceptional qualifications.
"His personal integrity 1s not subject to
challenge. While various o! the interviewees,
including myself, by no means agree with
some of the political and social views o! Mr.
Rehnquist, each of us 1s completely satisfied, that he wlll approach his task with objectivity, that he Will decide each case that
comes before him on the thorough ana.lysl.s
o! applicable law and a careful study of the
!acts."

Mr. Rehnquist's former professors
share the opinions voiced by his fellow
classmates. One has stated that "he has
that all important capacity for steady
continual growth" and another that "He
was the outstanding student of his law
school generation." Among the several
letters to the Judiciary Committee on behalf of Mr. Rehnquist the following one
from Phil C. Neal, a former professor at
Stanford, and now dean of the University of Chicago Law School, is typical:
Rehnquist was a student of mine at Stanford Law School. He was not only the top
student in his class but one of the best students in the School over a number o! years.
He has remained in my mind as one o! the
most impressive students I have had in some
twenty-two years o:t teaching.
I believe he would be an independent
judge and that he would bring to the Court
an unusual capacity for understanding and
responding to all dimensions of the dimcult problems the Supreme Court must confront. In my judgment his appointment
would add great strength to the Court.

Following law school, Mr. Rehnquist
came to Washington where he served as
law clerk for Mr. Justice Robert H. Jackson during the years 1952-53. TYPically,
the ABA found that his fellow clerks during this period respected his ability.
In 1953, Mr. Rehnquist moved to Arizona and entered private law practice in
Phoenix. He was a partner in various
Phoenix law firms from 1955 to 1969. In
addition to his varied legal practice in
Phoenix, Mr. Rehnquist was quite active
in bar association activities. These in-
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eluded a term as president of the Maricopa County Bar Association which includes the Phoenix area and at that time
had a membership of approximately
1,200. He was also active in the State bar
association and its many activities including the Arizona Law Institute and
membership on the Committee on Uniform Laws. When he left Phoenix his
rating in Martindale-Hubbell was the
highest, and as the ABA r.eport states:
He was clearly a person of recognized professional quality who, for his age, was highly
regarded.

This conclusion is supported by the
statements of fellow practitioners who
came to know and admire Mr. Rehnquist's legal abilities during his 16
years as a practicing attorney in Phoenix.
C. A. Carson ill, a former law partner
and a member of the ABA board of governors and House of Delegates, characterized the nominee as "a wonderful
man, a great lawyer, and a scholar with
a fine mind." Another former law partner, James Powers, described Mr. Rehnquist as "a first rate legal scholar,"
adding:
He is the ultimate reaso"na.ble man. • • •
I'm sure he'll make an excellent Justice.

I think that the views of the Arizona
legal community are aptly summarized
by the statement to the Judiciary Committee of Howard Karman, president of
the Arizona State Bar Association:
I have known B111 Rehnquist professionally for a. number of years. After his nomination by President Nixon, I talked to a.
great many people in Arizona., Republicans
and Democrats, liberals and conservatives.
To a. man they had nothing but praise for
B111 Rehnquist. I was surprised that no lawyer I spoke with had an unfavora;ble comment to make, even those who find themselves at the opposite end of the political
spectrum.

He concluded his statement as follows:
I believe that Mr. Rehnquist is admirably
qualified by virtue of intellect, temperament,
education, training and experience to be
confirmed • • •.

The collective views of Arizona attorneys on this nomination are also reflected in the unanimous endorsement
given Mr. Rehnquist by the board of
governors of the State Bar of Arizona.
They praised him for having "continually demonstrated the very highest degree of professional competence, integrity, and devotion to the ends of justice."
At the national level, the conclusion
of the American Bar Association's
standing Committee of Federal Judiciary
speaks for itself:

of law and approached him on the subject about a year a.go. Because of his
commitment to the Department of Justice, Mr. Rehnquist declined to consider
such a post. Dean Pedrick wrote to notify the Judiciary Committee of the intelligence and integrity of the nominee
and warmly endorsed his nomination to
the Court. He stated:
The qualities that would, in my judgment,
have made him an excellent la;w professor
should make him an excellent Justice of the
United States Supreme Court. On that Court,
charged with responsibility to serve the interests of all of the people in intenpretlng
the Constittution of the United StBites and
the laws of Congress, I am confident he will
serve his coullltry with great distinction.

In addition to the support of colleagues
who have worked closely with him in the
daily practice of law, public officials
throughout the State of Arizona have
added their warm support for Mr. Rehnquist. Arizona Gov. Jack Williams described Mr. Rehnquist as a "real scholar,
an outstanding attorney." Vice Chief
Justice Jack D. H. Hays, of the Arizona
Supreme Court, noted that Mr. Rehnquist is "a very outstanding young man,
a tremendous legal scholar." Former
Arizona Supreme Court Judge Charles
Bernstein stated:
I couldn't think of a. better choice. • • • He
has -an extremely well-balanced philosophy.
• • • A sense of feeling for human beings,
especially for the little man.

Gary Nelson, attorney
Arizona, noted:

general of

I was ecsta.tic at rthe announcement of
his nomination. • • • I think he's outstanding.

State Senator Sandra D. O'Connor, a
law school classmate, stated:
He has the potential to become one of the
greatest jurists of our higohest court.

She noted that as •a law student:
He quickly rose to the top of the cla.ss, and,
frankly, was head and shoulders above all the
rest of us in terms of sheer legal talent and
ability.

Arizona State Republican Chairman
Harry Rosenzweig remarked:
The President • • • has made a very fine
selection. He is not only a. lawyer but a. student of the law.

Herbert L. Ely, the State Democratic
chairman, also suppol"ts the confirmation of William Rehnquist as do the
Arizona Republic, the Phoenix Gazette,
and the Tucson Daily Citizen newspapers.
As the hearings and the letters to the
Judiciary Committee on this nomination
make clear, the tributes to Mr. RehnThe present conclusion of the Committee, quist from his fellow Arizonans go on
limited to the a.rea described a.tbove, is that and on. It is also clear that the tributes
Mr. Rehnquist meets high stand&rds of pro- have flowed equally from those who have
fessional competence, judicial temperament, worked with him in his capacity as Asand integrity. To the Committee, this means sistant Attorney General in the Office
that from the viewpoint of professional qual- of Legal Counsel. The principal area of
ifications, Mr. Rehnquist 1s one of the best expertise of this Office is in matters of
persons a.va.ila.ble for appointment to .t he constitutional law. As you know, the
Supreme Court.
om.ce-often called the President's law
The qualities that eamed these plau- firm-assists the Attorney General in
dits for Mr. Rehnquist from p!"actitioners serving as legal adviser to the President
were also known to the academic com- and his staff. It also drafts the formal
munity in Arizona. Dean Willard H. Ped- opinions of the Attorney General and
rick of the Arizona State University Col- gives informal .o pinions and advice to
lege of Law felt that these qualities agencies within the executive branch
would make him an excellent professor of the Government. In short, Mr. Rehn-
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quist is, as President Nixon described
him, the President's lawyer's lawyer.
As I indicated earlier the endorsement
by the people who have worked with the
nominee in this position is as strong as
that given by those who knew him in
Phoenix. Mr. Rehnquist's first assistant
in the Office of Legal Counsel, Martin
Richman, a former clerk to Chief Justice
Earl Warren, and who was in the Office
during Ramsey Clark's tenure as Attorney General, but who stayed on during
the first 4 months when Mr. Rehnquist
came to the Office, had this to say:
I need not dwell on Mr. Rehnquist's legal
a.bll1ties. He has an incisive grasp !or the key
issues in a. complex problem, the abll1ty to
learn a new subject quickly and an exceptional gift for expressing legal matters clearly
and forcefully in Writing. Though long out
of the academic atmosphere, he has a. fine
scholarly bent, with an inquiring mind on
subjects ranging beyond legal matters.
In terms of character, he is strong, honorable, straightforward in his actions and positions. I thought he showed exceptional sensitivity and decency in his decisions on administrative and personnel matters within
the Office. While these traits do not necessarily bear on legal ability, they speak deeply
of the character of a man.
Mr. Rehnquist approaches legal problems
thoughtfully, with careful personal study. He
is responsive to persuasive argument, and
contributes to it by the articulate presentation of his own views. He brings his considerable legal ability to bear when the issues
are broad questions of constitutional law, as
well as on more technical matters.

Mr. Richman's successor as first assistant, Thomas E. Kauper, who is now a
professor of law at the University of
Michigan Law School, also notified the
committee that he believed Mr. Rehnquist ~o be "exceptionally well qualified"
for the Court, adding:
Wlllia.m H. Rehnquist is as fine a lawyer as
I have encountered. He has a. scholarly, intellectual approach to legal problems which is
not found in many practicing lawyers. While
he and I did not always agree on the resolution of legal issues, I always received a. fair
hearing and found him eager to learn all that
he could before making a. decision. In addition to a. powerful legal mind, and perhaps
equally as important, Mr. Rehnqulst has
abiding interest in and concern for the development of the law and legal institutions.
He has all the qualities to become a. truly
great judge, and to assume a. substantial degree of intellectual leadership on the Court
for a. number of years to come.

These conclusions are echoed by members of the career legal staff in the Office
of Legal Counsel.
Mr. President, I think it is worth emphasizing that those who have known
the nominee personally and have worked
closely with him throughout his leg9l career have been unanimous in their praise.
Whether they are former classmates, former professors, fellow practitioners in
Phoenix, or colleagues in the Just,ice Department, these people, reg:udless of po litical or philosophical pe:·su1Sion, h ave
given their full support to h 's nomin · tion
and recommend his speedy con firm~ tion.
Mr.
President, the qualifications,
character, and philosophy of 'William H.
Rehnquist have been under microscopk
examination for more than a month.
Members of the Senate Judichry Committee had ample opportu..Tlity to probe
his background and his performance as
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an attorney and as an administration
official.
The most ardent of investigators and
investigative reporters have left no stone
unturned in examining Mr. Rehnquist's
past.
There has been a concerted effort by
opponents of the nomination to turn up
some tangible evidence why Mr. Rehnquist should be rejected.
These efforts have failed.
Nothing has been put forward that
casts any doubt on the qualifications of
William H. Rehnquist to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. His
qualifications are superb.
It has been proven that William Rehnquist has not involved in any voter
harassment as has been alleged by his opponents. Mr. Rehnquist ·has denied the
charge. Others who were connected with
the elections in question also have said
that Rehnquist could not have been involved.
Allegations that William H. Rehnquist
wa.s a member of an extremist group in
the early 1960's are without foundation.
He has denied belonging to the group in
question, and no evidence has been offered to support the vicious rumor spread
by opponents of the nomination.
There has also been a thorough investigation of the legal philosphy of
William H. Rehnquist.
Opponents say he lacks an appreciation of civil rights and that he is prone
to support more police powers for the
government.
Mr. President, neither of these is true.
Mr. President, some interesting observations concerning the debate over
the Rehnquist nomination were made by
Tom Wicker in the Sunday editions of
the New York Times. He places in perspective the question that we are considering here today.
I ask unanimous consent to insert Mr.
Wicker's column in the RECORD at this
point:
There being no objection, the column
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

IN RE REHINQUIST
(By Tom Wicker)
WASHINGTON.-The Senate apparently will
confirm Lewis Powell next week as an Associate Justice of the supreme Court. After that,
it will either face up to or delay the fa.r
more controversial a.nd d1fficul.t matter 01!
Willirun Rehnquist, President Nixon's other
nominee to the Court.
As it now a.ppears, Mr. Rehrnquist will be
oonftrmed, too, unless those who oppose him
are determined enough and able to put together something like the filibuster that, 1n
1968, prevented confirmation a! ~be Fortas
as Chief Justice.
This is at least a long-shot possib111ty beca,use of Mr. Rehnquist's compa1'18;tive youth
( 47) a.nd his reputatiorn as a skilled, active
and intent champion o! strongly conservative causes. LlberBils fear he may become for
many years the vigorous leader of a reactionary Court, but their dilemma is that no
ethical or professional ch.a.rges sufficient to
Wa.I'!I"ant Mr. Rehnquist's rejection have so fa.r
been proved.
That means that the battle has to lb e
fought, 1! at &11, on the tricky ground of
Mr. Rehnquist's pol1rt1cal views-whether it
1s called his "judicial philosophy" or his
"constitutionaa approach." The view was put
forward in this space on Nov. 11 that this

kind of opposition wss "dangerous busiit suggested the existence of a
kind of political orthodoxy, would tend to
politicize the Court, would purnlsh rome people for their ideas while frightening others
out Olf having any ·a nd W()IUld lead inevitably
to political retaliation.
On balance, with full a.wareness thAt Mr.
Rehnquist's views on the Blll of Rights seem
antiliberta.rian, and despite weighty arguments frOIIll many who disagree, it still is
"dangerous business" to reject him for his
political views. Is it seriously to be asserted
that conserva.ti ve-even arch -conservative-views disqualify a man !or service on the
Supreme Court? If so, then what prevents
some other Senate from disquali!yJng a man
for strongly liberal views or !or being a "new
leftist" or a "neo-isolationist" or s ome oth er
stereotype?
This is not to de n.y that the Senat,e h as a
duty to consider th e quaW"c ations of a nominee to sit upon the Court. Or that among
the qualifications it ought to consider is hts
general Ih>litica.l , constitutional and judicial
view of things. Judge Carswell, for instance,
was judged to be lacking in intellectual and
legal competence, a judgment that could be
soltdly documented.
But can it be shown that Mr. Rehnquist
lacks fidelity to the Constit u t ion? No, only
that in his view it allows more power to the
state and less to the individual than many
other Americans believe to be the oase.
Can it be shown that Mr. Rehnquist's
views are factually in error or substantively
wrong? No , it. is a ma.tter of int erpretat ion,
and it is late in the day !or liberals to start
asserting that the Constitution is an absolute document not subject to interpretat ion
or differing ideas. It is, in faot, the prime
duty of the Supreme Court to decide what
the ConstLtution means, on given subjects at
given times 1n history.
Nor is the poUtical aspect of the Rehnquist
nomination an open-and-shut affair. No
doubt Mr. Rehnquist will be a formidable
conservative force on the Court (aJ.though
tha.t remains a supposition that only time
can justify). Even so, the damage he might
do to liberal causes could well be less than
the political consequences of a third rejected
Nixon nominee, a third de!ea.'ted conservative, in a Senate dominated by liberal Democrats. Just as the Court itself must sometimes practice "judicia.! restraint," so it may
be that the Senate ought to practice some
political restraint. This, of course, is a. value
judgment tha.t each Senator must make for
himself.
That also is true of the really crucial question about Mr. Rehnquist, which can best be
explained by reference to Mr. Powell. Those
who know the Virginia lawyer, a former
American Bar Association president, oonoede that his views in many ways a.re as
conservative as those of Mr. Rehnquist-and
that fact was documented in an article by
Mr. Powell recently reprinted on this page.
But Mr. Powell , i:t is said, is an experienced
and !air-minded man of judicial temperament who, 1n deciding legal and constitutional questions, wlll put aside any personal
or political preferences and prejudices that
can't be squared with the law and the facts
of a case. He might, for Instance, generally
approve wiretapping as a law-enforcement
tool-yet be willing to rule against it when,
in some particular case, the facts showed that
the law and the Constitution had been
violated.
It 1s to be hoped that that is true-of
Mr. Powell e.nd of a.ny nominee, liberal or
conservative. Whether or not it is true of
Willlam Rehnqut.st is the vital question about
his nomination, and one that each Senator
must judge for himself. If Mr. Rehnquist can
put his personal views aside when they can't
be fairly justified by the law a.nd the !acts,
then those views should not be the deciding
factor; but if any Sena.tor feels that Mr.
ness"~that
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Rehnquist, or any other nominee, could not
so discipline himself intellectually, voting to
reject him would surely be a duty.

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, William
H. Rehnquist is a very human person. A
man who has a deep respect for human
rights and human dignity. If anyone is in
the mainstream of American thought
when it comes to the rights of man, it is
WilUa.m H. Rehnquist.
He h3.S stated clearly that he believes
in the Bill of Rights. He has said that the
Government must be restrained in exercising police powers which could threaten our rights as free men.
Mr. President, I could go on at _great
length and delye into the reams of m aterial that have been produced in the past
month concerning the nomination. I do
not think that this is necessary. It is obvious th'lt the overwhelming mass of the
m aterial produced makes it clear that the
nomination should be confirmed.
William H. Rehnquist is equipped as
legal scholar, and as man of human compassion to be an outstanding Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court.
It is with great pleasure that I recomm end his confirmation.
MR. WILLIAM REHNQUIST AND BROWN AGAINST
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, new and
disturbing information concerning Mr.
William Rehnquist's commitment to
equal justice in this country was revealed
today. According to Newsweek magazine,
Mr. Rehnquist, while a law clerk to Mr.
Justice Jackson, wrote a memorandum
which argued that the rule of "separate
but equal" of Plessy vs. Ferguson
should be "reaffirmed." Fortunately for
the Nation, Mr. Justice Jackson disregarded his law cler k 's Bdvice and voted
with the rest of th3 Court to overrule
Plessy and hold in Brown vs. Board of
Education that segregation in the public schools was "inherently unequal."
That case, Mr. President, was perhaps
the most significant decision the Court
made this century. It wa.s the decision
which at long last made the great promise of the 14th amendment-"no State
shall deny to any person the equal protection of the laws"-into a realizable
goal. And, importantly, it was a unanimous decision.
Mr. Rehnquist was a 28-year-old law
clerk when he wrote to Mr. Justice Jackson a memorandum entitled "A Random
Thought on the Segregation Cases." In
it, he argued that Plessy "was right and
should be reaffirmed." He responded to
the appellant's argument-made by the
present Mr. Justice Thurgood Marshall-this way:
To those who would argue that "personal"
rights are more sacrosanct than "propel'ty"
rights, the short answer is that the Cornstitution makes no such distinction. To the argument made by Thurgood, not John, Marshall
that a majority may not deprive a minority
of its constitutional right, the answer must
be made that while this is sound 1n theory,
in the long run it is the majority who will
determine what the constitutional rights of
the minority are. One hundred and fifty
years of attempts on the part of this Court
to protect minority rights of any kindwhether those of business, slaveholders, or
Jehovah's Witnesses-have all met the same
fate. One by one the cases establishing such
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rights have been sloughed off, and crept silently to rest. If the Court is unable to profit
by this example, it must be prepared to see
its work fade in time, too, as embodying only
the sentiments of a transient majority of
nine men.
I realize that it is an unpopulaa- and unhumanitarian position, for which I have been
excoriated by "liberal" colleagues, but I
think Plessy v. Ferguson was right and should
be reaffirmed. If the Fourteenth Amendment
dld not exact Spencer's SociaZ Ste&tics, it just
as surely did not exact Myrdahl's American
DiZemma.

It is distressing indeed that Mr. Rehn-

quist placed property rights on the same
plane as human rights in this memorandum. But it is more distressing that he
had the same view 10 years later when,
in 1964, he opposed a local public accommodations ordinance on the ground that
it was an unjustified imposition on the
property rights of owners who wished
to discriminate on racial grounds. And
Mr. Rehnquist insisted even at his confirmation hearings that property rights
are as important as human rights.
Perhaps even more distressing, however, is Mr. Rehnquist's view that the
Court's efforts "to protect minority rights
of any kind" were doomed to failure. His
prediction about the Brown case itselfthat the Court "must be prepared to see
its work fade in time, too, as embodying
only the sentiments of a transient majority of nine men"-was, fortunately,
quite inaccurate. But the plain implication of the statement is that Mr. Rehnquist does believe the Supreme Court
has a significant role to play in protecting the rights of individuals and minority groups. This sadly fits into the later
pattern of Mr. Rehnquist's actions with
respect to civil rights. He has persistently been hostile to efforts by court or
legislature to use law to correct the racial
injustices of the past two centuries.
Mr. Rehnquist realized even in 1953
that his was "an unpopular and unhumanitarian position." And so it was. But
more important, it is a position which
reflects a cramped and narrow view of
the role of the Supreme Court in modern American life. It reflects a view of
the Court inconsistent with its high role
in the protection of the constitutional
rights of every American citizen.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the full text of the memorandum by Mr. Rehnquist to Mr. Justice
Jackson which has been made public by
Newsweek be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the memorandum was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
A RANDOM THOUGHT ON THE SEGREGATION
CASES

(Memorandum by Mr. Rehnquist to Mr.
Justice Jackson)
One-hundred fifty years ago this Court
held that it was the ultimate judge of the
restrictions which the Constitution imposed
on the various branches of the na tlonal and
state governm.enrt. Marbury v. Madison. This
was presumably on the basis that there are
standards to be applied other than the personal predilections of the Justices.
As applied to questions of inter-state or
state-federal relations, as well as to interdepartmental disputes within the federal
government, this doctrine of judicial review
ha.S worked well. Where theoretically coordinate boclies of government are dlsput-

ing, the Court is well suited to its role as
arbiter. This is because these problems involve much less emotionally charged subject matter than do those discussed below.
In effect, they determine the skeletal relations of the governments to each other
without influencing the substantive business
of those governments.
As applied to relations between the individual and the state, the system has
worked much less well. The Constitution, of
course, deals with individual rights, particularly in the First Ten and the Fourteenth
Amendments. But a.s I read the history of
this Court, it has seldom been out of hot
water when attempting to interpret these
individual rights. Fletcher v. Peck, in 1810,
represented a.n attempt by Chief Justice
Marshall to exrt;end the protection of the
contract clause to infant business. Scott v.
Sanford was the result of Taney's effort to
protect slaveholders from legislative interference.
After the Civil War, business interest came
to dominate the Court, and they in turn
ventured into the deep wa.ter of protecting
certain types of individuals against legislative interference. Championed first by Field,
then by Peckham and Brewer, the high water
mark of the trend in protecting corporations
against legislative influence was probably
Lochner v. NY. To the majority opinion in
that case, Holmes replied that the Fourteelllth Amendment did not enact Herbert
Spencer's SOcial Statics. Other cases coming
later in a similar vein were Adkins v. Children's Hospital, Hammer v. Dagenhart,
Tyson v. Banton, Ribnik v. McBride. But
eventually the Court called a halt to this
rea.dlng of its own economic views into the
Constitution. Apparently it recognized that
where a legislature was dealing with its own
citizens, It was not part of the judicial function to thwart public opinion except in extreme cases.
lin these cases now before the Court, the
Court is, as Davis suggested, !being asked rto
read its dwn soclolog:ical views Into the Contttitution. Urging a view palpably a.t variance
with precedent and probably with legislative
history, appellants seek to convince the Court
df the moral wrongness of the treatment they
are receiving. I would suggest that this is a.
question the Court need never reach; for regardless of the Justice's individual views on
the merits df segregation, 1t quite clearly is
not one of those extreme cases which comm'ands intervention from one of any conviction. H this Court, because its members indlvidua.lly are "liberal" and dislike segregation, now chooses to strike it down, it differs
from the McReynolds court only in the kinds
df litigants it !favors and the kinds of special
cl81ims it protects. To those who 'W'ould argue
that "personal" dghts are •m ore sacrosanct
than "property" rights, the short answer is
that the Constitution makes no such ellstinction. To the ar~ument made by Thurgood,
not John, Marshall, that a majority may not
deprive a minority of its constitutional right,
the answer must be made that while this Is
sound in theory, in the long run it is the majority who will determine what the constitutional rights of the m,tnority are. One hundred and fifty years of attempts on the part
of this Court to protect minority rights of
any kind-whether those df business, slaveholders, or Jehovah's Witnesses-have all met
the sa.me fate. One 'by. one the cases establishing such rights have been sloughed off,
and crept silently to rest. If the present Court
is Un.aible to profit by this example, it must
be prepared to see its work !fade in time, too,
as embodying ·o nly the sentiments of a. transient majority of nine men.
I realize that it is an unpopular and unhumanitada.n position, for which I have been
excoriated ·b y "liberal" colleagues, lbut I think
PZessy v. Ferguson was right and should be
·r e•afllrmed. If the Fourteenth Amendment
did not enact Spencer's SociaZ Stattcs, it just
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a.s surely did not enact Myrda.hl's American
Dilemma.
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BLACK LAWYERS OPPOSES THE NOMINATION OF WILLIAM
REHNQUIST

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, I received
today an eloquent and persuasive statement by the National Conference of
Black Lawyers in opposition to the confirmation of William Rehnquist to be an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court.
The group concluded:
There exists today a great crisis o! confidence in the American judicial system. If
those who are striving for justice through
the use of the legal system are to continue
to hope, that system must give them reason
to hope. In these critical times, such hope is
not served by placing on the Nation's highest
court a. man of Mr. Rehnquist's background
and views.

I commend to every Senator this entire
statement, and I ask unanimous consent
that it be printed in today's RECORD.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
BLACK LAWYERS ON THE SUPREME COURT
NOMINATION OF WILLIAM REHNQUIST

The National Conference of Black Lawyers (NCBL) wishes to go on record as firmly
opposed to the confirmation of Mr. William
Rehnquist as an Associate Justice o! the
United States Supreme Court. NCBL is an organization of Black attorneys formed to challenge racism in our legal system and to provide th'e legal expertise necessary in the Black
American's struggle for justice. We number
in our ranks attorneys representing the entire spectrum of both the private and public
bar, as well as elected government officials
from the local, state and national levels. It
is the view of our organization that Mr.
Rehnquist is fit neither professionally nor
personally to sit on the nation's highest
court.
Perhaps to a. greater extent than any other
single community of persons in the United
States, the Black community knows the need
for persons of quality on the bench. We have
known judges without humanity or wisdom
who could look a.t fellow human beings and
find them less than human because their
skins were Black. We have suffered the predations of greedy slaveholders who had as
th'eir ultimate support the approval of the
highest court in the land. we have been long
suffering. We suffer still. But we have also
known the power of justice dn this country.
We have felt the exhilaration of seeing the
courts vindicate truth crushed to the earth.
In our struggle we have on numerous occasions been hea.rten'ed by the performance of
the Supreme Court, which through the wisdom and courage of some of its judges has
dared to protect the rights of the poor, the
Black, politically unpopular in the face of
hostile national opinion.
Mr. Rehnquist, in our view, does not possess the qualLties we have a right to expect
from a member of the United States Supreme
Court, in whose hands may rest the freedom of future generations. He is a. man o!
technical intelligence without sound judgment; a. man of deeply held prejudices, apparently, without the capacity to recognize
them.. In short, this proposed appointee to
the high bench is a. man without vision. In
support of this judgment we ask that the
Senate take note of the following examples of
Mr. Rehnquist's views and actions.
In 1964, the City Council o! Phoenix,
Arizona was considering passing an ordinance
guara..nteeing to all minority groups equal
rights of access to public accommodations.
Mr. ~ehnquist's tposition vis a vis the ordl-
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nance was that it would be an indignity
to the proprietors of such public fac111ties
to require them to open their doors to
Black people. Said he, ''It is, I believe, impossible to justify the sacrlfice of even a portion
of our historic individual freedom for a
purpose such as thls."
Despite thls position, Mr. Rehnquist purports to be dedicated to a free society in which
every person is equal before the law. These
professions of belle! in equality, however, do
not stand up very well in the light of the
relative weights Mr. Rehnquist accords to
the white proprietor's right to discriminate
racially, as against the right of Blacks to
equal access to public accommodations. When
confronted with ·t his confiict, Mr. Rehnqu1st has made it quite clear that it is his
view that if the white man desires to discriminate against the Black, it is acceptable
because "each man (should be) accorded a
maximum amount of freedom of choice 1n
his individual activities." (Letter to the
Editor, Arizona Republic, September 9, 1967.)
What of the Black man's rights? What of the
rights of the Mexican-Americans, the American Indian, the Puerto Rican, the Chinese,
Japanese or F111p1no-American?
Even if, in the face of controversy over his
nomination, Mr. Rehnquist has now modifled his public views on the question of race
and the law, his overall record and long
standing insensitivity m :this area make him
an inappropriate choice for the Supreme
Court of the United States.
M.:. Rehnquist's lack of vision is not limited
to the area of race. Nor is the damage such
lack of vision can do confined to Black
Americans. Consider his views on First
Amendment freedoms. Mr. Rehnquist has expressed his view in support of government
surveillance of persons engaged in politicaJ.
expression-including lawfully protected activity. The "Big Brother" state in which the
decision to engage in surveillance of anyone and everyone is secret and unexamined
will not, Mr. Rehnquist maintains, "chill"
political dissent (See, Speech, "Privacy, Survelllance, and the Law," March 19, 1971).
Since we operate in this society on the theory
that more police "survellling" neighborhoods
wlll deter or chill crime, it is difficult to see
why survellance would not have a simllar effect on political dissent. Apparently, Mr.
Rehnquist's answer to this is that political
dissenters have nothing to fear since dissent
itself is not outlawed. But this is an insufficient response. The specter of more unlawful arrests such as those involved in the
May Day Demonstrations, where mass arrests were in Mr. Rehnquist's view justifiable
(although his would-be brothers in the District of Columbia Courts strongly disagreed)
would in fact "chill" almost anyone. secondly, even assuming that the demonstrators' fear of unlawful prosecution is unjustified, the question remains whether the
government may use fear of prosecution,
even if not the reality of it, to stifle protest.
The heart of the Constitution centers around
the First Amendment freedoms. This government is built on the right of the people
to petition the government for change when
that government no longer serves them. To
"chill" or destroy this is to destroy the very
foundation on which this society is supposed
to be bullt. If Mr. Rehnquist does not see
and honor this, the society should not dare
take the risk of letting him play havoc with
our democratic form of government.
Consider, as well, Mr. Rehnqutst's views in
the criminal justice area. Basically his formula tor dealing with the complexities of
this country's burgeoning crime and law enforcement problems is only to strengthen the
hand of the people. No one disputes, least
of all Black people who are most frequently
the victims of serious crimes, that crime is
a dread malignancy which must be cut from
the body p'Olitlc. The question is how to do
so. Any thinking person, any unbiased per-

son, sees that there are several levels of
problems involved and that fairness cannot
be attained simply by giving more power to
the police, Furthermore, preventive detention and curtailment of bail privileges for
'·dangerous" offenders (whoever they are
and however identified) is no answer to the
underlying ills which cause crime.
The experience of many Black Americans
in this society is that of deprivation, disrespect by whites, social ostracism, and political persecution. Can it seriously be expected that in any scale of values that a
Black person treated so lawlessly will respect the very law he views as an instrument of his oppression? And what of the
lawlessness whi~h police operating without
meaningful constraints engage in and foster? Is there no value to be placed on keeping the hands of the state clean? Little or
no consideration is given these concerns by
Mr. Rehnqulst in any of his writings. Instead his views in this area betray more
blind spots, more lack of vision.
It is the view of NCBL that it is imperative that a Justice of the Supreme Court
have the capacity to analyze and weigh competing values fairly, with an eye to doing
justice. Through his prejudice, his authoritarianism, hls mechanical approach to serious social problems Mr. Rehnquist has
demonstrated that he lacks this capacitythis judgment. We do not maintain that
opinions which vindicate civil Uberties are
ipso facto opinions reflecting vision, but we
do insist that a person who sits as a Supreme Court Justice possess that critical
faculty necessary to judge issues openly and
freely. A person as wedded to ideology as
Mr. Rehnquist does not possess that faculty.
Under .the guise of not "rewriting" the Constitution, he misconstrues its function in an
evolving society, and seeks the solace of a
simpler day when simple shortsightedness
such as his dictated simplistic analyses of
events and laws.
There exists today a great crisis of confidence in the American judicial system. If
those who are striving for justice through
the use of the legal system are to continue to hope, that system must give them
reason to hope. In these critical times, such
hope is not served by placing on the nation's highest court a man of Mr. Rehnquist's
background and views. Those who have historically suffered the pains of legally sanctioned and legally implemented class, caste,
and political bias, view with alarm the possible ascendance to the bench of a man so
cruelly insensitive to the legal rights of the
poor, the Black and the politically unpopular. Those wbo, throughout the world,
respect the American effort at constitutional
democracy look on in wonder as the nation appears to be moving in a direction
that will diminish the stature of the Supreme Court and diminish the role of the
Supreme Court as an Institution on the side
o! liberty.
For all the foregoing reasons, the National Conference of Black Lawyers vigorously urges the Senate of the United States to
dls.::tpprove the nomination of William Rehnquist as an Associate_Justice o! the United
States Supreme Court.
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provisions relating to payment of disabillty
and dealth pension, and for other purposes;
and
H.R. 11652. An act to amend title 38 of
the United States Code to liberalize the
provisions relating to payment of dependency and indemnity compensation.

LEGISLATIVE SESSION
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent that
the Senate return to legislative session.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR ADJOURNMENT TO
9 A.M. TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that,
when the Senate completes its business
today, it stand in adjournment until 9
o'clock tomorrow morning.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF
SENATOR KENNEDY TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that,
following the remarks of the Senator
from Kansas (Mr. PEARSON) tomorrow,
the distinguished Senator from Delaware
(Mr. RoTH) be recognized for not to
exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is oo ordered.
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SENATOR KENNEDY TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at
the conclusion of the remarks by the
Senator from Delaware <Mr. RoTH) tomorrow, the distinguished Senator from
Massachusetts (Mr. KENNEDY) be recognized for not to exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordere~
ORDER FOR RECOGNITION OF SENATOR BYRD OF WEST V~nnA
TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at
the conclusion of the remarks by the distinguished Senator from Massachusetts
(Mr. KENNEDY) tomorrow, the junior
Senator from West Virginia, now speaking <Mr. BYRD), be r~cognized for not to
exceed 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

ORDER FOR TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE MORNING BUSINESS TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at
the conclusion of the remarks by the
junior Senator from West Virginia <Mr.
BYRD) tomorrow, there be a. period for
H.R.11S34. An act to amend title 38 of
the United St8ites Code to provide that divi- the transaction of routine morning busidends may be used to purchase additional ness for not to exceed 15 minutes, statements limited therein to 3 minutes.
paid-up national service insurance;
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
H.R. 11651. An act to amend title 38 of
the United States Code to liberalize the objection, it is so ordered.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSEENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. Berry, one of its reading clerks, announced that the Speaker
had affixed his signature to the following enrolled bills :
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ORDER FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION
TOMORROW
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that at
the conclusion of morning business tomorrow the Senate go into executive session to resume its consideration of the
nomination of Mr. William Rehnquist for
the office of Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.
The PRESIDIKG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. BAYH. Mr. P resident, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I yield.
Mr. BAYH. For the information of the
Senate, as well as the Sena tor f rom
Indiana, will our distinguished deputy
m ajority leader be so kind as to give us
a rundown on the parliamentary situation tomorrow? I have h ad sever al Senators inquire whether it would be possible
f or them to make speeches which would
not be ger mane to the subject of the executive matter before the Senate.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. In response to the inquiry of the distinguished
Senator from Indiana, once the 3 hours
under the P astore rule h ave elapsed-if
my understanding of the rules and procedur es of the Senate is correct--the
Senate could not proceed, while in executive session, to the consideration of legislative busine3S withou t unanimous consent or by motion. However, one can
speak on a nonger m s ne subject in executive session without a point of order being rai::: ed, after the Pastore rule of
german'3ness h as expired.
Mr. BAYH. I th;mk the Sen ator. I am
just trying to be in a position to ad vi:'.: e
Senators. So that 3 hours after the
speaking orders, anyone who wants to
make a speech on India, for example, it
would be the perfect time for speaking.
Is that correct?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. It is not
necessarily 3 hours after the conclusion
of orders for the recognition of Senators
to make 15-minute speeches. It is 3 hours
following the triggering of the Pastore
germaneness rule, whatever the trigger
m ay be-the transaction, for example, of
some business by unanimous consent on
the legislaitve calendar the first thing
tomorrow morning; if the leader calls up
and disposes of a bill on the :egislative
calendar by unanimous c:msent, th at
would trigger the Pastore rule, and the 3
hours would start to run; or if no business is transacted until the conclusion of
t:t. e routine morning business and the
Sena e then gees into executive session
to res..une debate on the Rehnquist nomination, at that point the 3 hours under the P astore rule would be triggered.

Du:-in g the course of that 3 hours one
could not speak on a nongermane subject, except by unanimous consent; but
once the Pastore rule expires, as I
stated-and I would like to ask the Chair
if I am corr e ~ t--although one could proceed in executive session to take up legislative business only by unanmious con~en t or by motion, ther e is no rule of
germaneness in executive session and
one may speak on a ncmgermane subject at that time without unanimous
consent.
May I ask the Chair if I am correct?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rule
of germaneness would apply in the first
3 hours, whether it be an executive session or a legislative session.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. That is
what I have stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
what the Senator from West Virginia
stated. The Senator is correct.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. And once
the Pastore rule has expired, is there any
rule of germaneness in executive session?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
no rule of germaneness at that point.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Although
legislative business cannot be taken up
in executive session except by unanimous
consent, or by motion, a Senator may
speak on a nongermane subject once the
Pastore rule of germaneness expires.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. BAYH. I thank the Senator.
QUORUM CALL
The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is
the will of the Senate?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
I assume this will be the last quorum
call of the day.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The second assistance legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
PROGRAM
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, the program for tomorrow is as
follows:
The Senate will convene at 9 o'clock
a.m. After the two leaders have been
recognized under the standing order, the
following Senators will be recognized,
each for not to exceed 15 minutes, and
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in the order stated: Mr. PEARSON, Mr.
ROTH, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. BYRD of West
Virginia; at the conclusion of which orders there will be a period for the transaction of routine mornL'1g business for
not to exceed 15 minutes, with statements limited therein to 3 minutes.
When morning business has been coneluded, the Senate will go into executive
session to resume consideration of the
nomination of Mr. William Rehnquist for
the office of Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.
ADJOURNMENT UNTil.. 9 A.M.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, if there be no further business to
come before the Senate, I move, in accordance with the previous order, that
the Senate stand in adjournment until
9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
The motion was agreed to; and (at
6 o'clock and 33 minutes p.m.> the Senate adjourned until tomorrow, Tuesday,
December 7, 1971, at 9 a.m.
CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by
the Senate December 6 (legislative day
of December 4), 1971:
SUPREME COURT 01' THE UNITED STATES

Lewis F . Powell, Jr., of Virginia., to be an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States.
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Romans. Acosta. Banuelos, of California,
to be Treasurer of the United States.
Edgar R. Fiedler, of New York, to be a.n
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
U.S. DISTRICT COURTS

Richard A. Dier, of Nebraska, to be a. U.S.
district judge for the district of Nebraska.
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

The following-named persons to be Gov-

ernors of the U.S. Postal Service for the
terms. indicated, to which omces they were
appointed during the last recess of the
Senate:
Elmer T. Klassen, of Massachusetts, for a.
term of 1 year.
Frederick Russell Kappel, of New York, for
a term of 2 years.
Theodore W. Braun, of California., for a
term of 3 years.
Andrew D. Holt, of Tennessee, for a. term
of 4 years.
George E. Johnson, of Dlinois, for a term
of 5 years.
Crocker Nevin, of New York, for a. term of
6 years.
Charles H. Codding, of Oklahoma, for a.
term of 7 years.
Patrick E. Haggerty, of Texas, for a. term
of 8 years.
M. A. Wright, of Texas, for a. term of 9
years.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-Monday, December 6, 1971
The House met at 12 o'clock noon, and
was called to order by the Speaker pro
tempore, Mr. TEAGUE of Texas.

DECEMBER

CARL ALBERT,

Speaker

DESIGNATION OF SPEAKER
PRO TEMPORE
The SPEAKER pro tempore laid before
the House the following communication
from the Speaker:

6, 1971.

I hereby designate the Honorable OLIN E.
to act a.s Speaker pro tempore today~

TEAGUE

of the House

of Representatives.

PRAYER
The Reverend Mrs. James Wyker, D.D.,
the Union Church, Berea, Ky., offered the
following prayer:

Our Father, we thank Thee for responsible freed{)m, for a nation demanding
its right to worship, assemble, and speak,
according to the dictates of conscience.
We ask Thee today to hallow our
freedom of yesterday in the enactments
of tomorrow. May we dedicate our wealth
and leadership to one world, under God.
We pray for our Representatives in the
Congress as daily they must make far-

